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This document, the third volume of the summative
valuation of."Man: A Course Of Study" (NACOS), describes and

evaluates the interviews which were conducted vith MACOS students and
teachers during the 1974-75 school year. Project Staff member's
conducted and tape recorded 20-minute'intexviews with teachers and
small groups of students three times during the school year in order

to-discuss course content,' explore perceptions related to Social
0 studies courses, and encourage.personalointeraction between
researchers and study participants. Tran'icripts were made of all
taped interviews and all remarks or questions were identified by

'interviewer (I), teacher (T), or student. (S) Code numbers were
assigned to teachers and schools to preserve anonymity. Teachers were
asked' about problems, and pleasure 9f teaching social studies,
controversial issues, values derived from social studies courses,
,interactions with principals and, other teachers, and inservice social
studies workshops. Students were asked'about social studies course
relevance ,tb their lives, knowledge of and attitudes toward other

,
peoples' customs, and the advisability of studying controversial
.subjects in eleieniary schooL-Analygis of tallies of data from
interviews indicated that teachers in both groups had problems
working with group of 'students and felt that additional inservice
training would be helpful. Although students developed similar social
studies skills, inquiry skills, and attitudes towabd other cultures
in both !TACOS and non-MACOS classes, MACOS students tended to express
a mboe'favorable attitude toward social studies. Summary tabulations
and figures are presented. (Author /DB)
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V. INTERVIEWS WITIPSTUDENTS AND TEACHERS

A. Development, Conduct and Coding of In terviews '
Purposes

Interviews were conducted-with students and teachers three times
-----

durbig the 1974-75 school year while MACOS was being taught.

. late November / 'arty December, 1974
.

. late February/early March, -1975

. late April/early May, 1975

In addition a follow-up interview wa42onducted in October, 1975

with samples of students from each 1974-75 class.

The interviews had several purposei. - The interviews with students
O-

provided a means of monitoring cliSses to keep The study abreast of course

content, as students saw it. The interviews also served the purpose of

exploring,tudent and teacher assertions, beliefs, and perceptions and to

get examples of what respondents meant When they made summary statements *

or us ed, descriptive terms or labels. They also made it possible to investigate

hunches- or issues that arose from previous interviews and experience with g'

the classei. They provided an alternative to paper and pencil instruments,

and for students at least, became the most enjoyable part of -the study. They

also served to give the study a form of credibility with many teachers. and

students who appreciated the personal albeit professional interaction.

2. How interviews were developed
4

ProcedureS for developing teacher and student interviews for each
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site visited started with a listing of objectives and proposed questions for

accomplishing the objectives. These lists were distributed to staff and

consultants prior to a planning conference.

Objectives.and interview questions werkthen reviewed, analyzed;

criticized. and debated at a day -long planning conference of staff ani(con-

sultants. The outcome of the conference each time was a revised list of

objeCtives and attendant interview queStions. The latter were further refined.

Student interviews were then pilot tested by tire-staff with students_ L

in the 5th and 6th grade classes in the District ofColumbia.1 If there were

alternative ways of posing questions, they were each tested. Piloting

served the purpoies of verifying interviewing time requirements; allowing

final refinement of questions and procedures, and providing staff with training

on the specific views.

3. How interviews were conducted
0

The three main sets of interviews with teachers and students during .
O

the 1974-75 schdol year were designed to take 20 minutes per interview.

Interviews both with teachers and with students were tape recorded.

'Interviews with teachers were of course conducted with the individual teabher.

Student interviews were conducted as group interviews, the group being 4

students from each class Selected on a random basis without replacement

1. The Project w2uld like to express its appreciation to the students,
teachers ,and brincipals who contribgted so willingly and helpfully

to this vital process.

O
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from interview.to interview. That .1s, successive interviews with a parti-
., .19

cular class drew a different group of four students, except in the case of

very small classes. In those cases, some studeitts of necessity participated

in more than one`interview during the year. In non-graded classes, samples

..`were stratified laween 5th and 6th grade level students so that the group.

contained representatives of both levels. Interviewers were provided with

a list of four students and alternates (in case of absences) also randomly

drawn for each class prior to departing on a site visit.

There were several reasons for interviewing a small group of
'

students. One of Course was to economize on time,' The prinbipal reason,

however, wa*that in getting student,s to describe features of their at vial

t. studies program and other bourses, it was important to have the-advantage

of colLtive memories, both to extend themange of recollections and to

--correct mistaken recollections or em phases.

The risks and 'limitations of the procedtire with student interyiews
.. ,- . ..

are importaat.and for the most part obvious. 2' Overall, the advantages out-

weighed tlieslisadvantages. Subsequent review of transcripts of interviews

generolly sitpi.Nqrted tlit assessment.

Sttidentaw*ere always told that they had been selected randomly

( it's like drawing names out of a hat ): They were also assured each time

that the interview'was private, that their teacher wcold not hear.Aat they

said: Any student who did not want toparticipate in an inter-view,was

. They did, however, almost aways'want a replay of-the interview
and thth was done for a short segment of tape when time permitted%

5
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excused and replaced by an alternate student, whose name had been

previously (randomly) selected.
. .

4

Teachers, too, were assurdt.1 of confidentiality, and came to

believe that even if they hadn't at the start.

4. How interviews were coded

tranScripts were made of the taped interviews. The format for.

transcripts was to identify all remarks or questions with the intervieWer (I),

teacher (Ti, or a student ( It was decided not to attempt to identify indi-

vidual student spealvhrs,"(S1, S2, S3, and S4). Reliable identification or

r
recognition, especially with childrens' voices, isdifficult at best and often

simply impossible. The rule used was to start a new line each time there

was a change in speaker. A typical sequence would be:

I:S:S:S:I:S
.....

. The reader of such a transcript Could be assured that adjacent
1 . ..... .

statements identified by S came from different students. The reaer could

not, however, tell-whether the third studer:t (S) statement in the sequence

above, came from the same person who,made the first S staternt. The
L,

total sequence above could have comp froni four different students. It

could almost certainlynotkhaire-Ceme from' lesS than twi.

Transcribing w;as done as literally and completely as possible..
O

n it was impossible to distinguish a word of statement (owing (o back-
,

ground noise, mumbling, several students talking tit once, or a variety of

other reasons) a dash was put in the trans8ript. When the transcriber guessed.
at a word or phrase,' it was put in parentheses. Affect or emotion was not

V-4
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: as a rule recorded. Occasionalq the transcribek would put parenthetically

what appeared to be the expressive component of a-statement (e.g., sarcasm)

where such inform4ion would clearly clfange the meaning of a statement.-

rls

Ruch-inclusions, however; Were very infrequent.

It was usually.Auch easier to transcribe teacher interviews than

student interviews, as ca, readily be imagined.3

Responses to questions that could be reliably coded otegorically,

(Yes, No, Sometimes, etc) by a single person were so coded'and the data

included in-the computer tapes.

'Otherwise,- most coding was done by three readers who had not been

involved in the data collection.i The coding process followed a standard

,proadure with exceptions that will be noted. The following shorthand note-

tions- will be helpful:

a. 1=1.1 T-1: Student and teacher interviews conducted _in.
November/December, 1974

b. 8-2, 7-2: Student and teacher interviewsconducted

C

February /March 1975;

S_:1, T-3: Student and teachbr interviews conducted in
April/May, 1975.

' d. S-4: Follow-up interviews with students, October, 1975.
. ...

, .
Fora particular set of interviews (S-1, T-1, S-3, etc), a code

3. Most of the transcribing was done by Ms. Rhona Pullman, who
carried out the long and -arduous task with unflagging care- and u

devotion to accuracy. She is entitled_to a strong .expiession of
thanks -and appreciation. Ms. Julie Huff and. Ms. Julie Lassiter
who also did transcribing, are due 'the same appreciation.

4. One was involved in final Follow-up data Collection, prior to coding.
This coder had not,. however, been involved in altz interviewing.

0
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list was prepared in advance and the three ciders independently read and

coded the same four interviews.

codifig'S; to revise, expand or oth

V.

A meeting'w-as then,theldno compare
. .

erwibe modify codes and/Cr definitions
.

of categories; and to resolve questions of how to handle part!dular typed
.

of variations in interviews. ')
.4

All interviews for a set had previously had the.name of the -

N
-teacher and school blanked out and had a code number assigned. IntervIewS

,

were then arranged in a sequende derived from a table of random numbers.

The randomly ordered set was then divided into 5 equal piles. coder A
. .

' started with the fira interview :en pile 3, proceeded in order through that
01

pile, thence through piles 2, 3, 4; and 5. Coderi,B 'started with pile 5,

N

and proceeded through piles 4, 3, 2, and 1. .-161:<er C started with pile 3,.
4,

arid proceeded through piles 2, 4, i, and

This procedure was intended to assure thatthe coding, of, any. given

interview would be done by 2 out of 3 coders with extensive expdsure to a.

range of statements and responses.

With this procedure, the three'coders read each interview inde-,
a

pendently.. Fbilowing the reasoning underlying the prodedure, the criterion

was adopted of counting a code for a class for categorical, inform ation
a

'only if 2 out of 3 codeis recorded the same code for that class.
,

Most code lists included the'pategory Other". Wherie0er coders

assigned that category number, they recorded key words or phrases

along with the code number so that they could eventually be reviewed and

reassigned to established categories whenever that wns feasible.

4
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Coders did essentially two things. They classified.responses into
.

categories- and they rated them on previously defined dimensions. The .,
. ii ...

s
-. e,

-
%

.

sets of interviews coded under this regime were, in order, .S-1, T-1, S-3,
e

#.

T-31 S-2 was handled`dffferently following T-3.. T-2 and parts of S-2
. . e.

. . .

were coded by a staff member only for Yes-No Icings of responses. S-4
. .. .

.. . , ,, r
I . .

was coded for content by a consultant.
. i A

.4

Ratings of dimensions of two kinds. A major reason for
e

0 . . . 0

'tape recording interviews.waipto provide data by which to assess the quality
_

. .
° of an nterview. Did the interviewer present.the question as written on

4 . 1.

,
4.

the interview. sheet? Did the interviewer 0Subsequently change the intent
- . 0

.
of the question or lead respondents? Interviewers were trained, but that

-1\no guarantee 61 standardifiation' of procedure. Therefore four Variables _

were defined relating to quality (4nd presuniably reliability and comparabjlity)

of interviews:. Each questionson each stadent inter-view (with the exceptions

.

of S-2 and S -43 --was rated by each coder independently on these variables which

were:

O

The extent to Which the interviewer asked the question
essentially as written,. with no change in, emphasis,or
intent. 4

. . r"
2. ,The extent t4 which the interviewer subsdrittently changed

the intent o the question. _, *,r

Co ii V,, .3: Ti e extent which tie at any time suggested
or Implied/correct answers.

. ,
0 NI,

4. The numyerof times-the interviewer attempted to keep
, respondents going actively (e.g., or

ideas," 'Ianyone.else have any siiggestions,".j,. ,,,.
-

'N

St
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. The othei types of dimensionalind ratings applied to concreteness
. , - ,. ,

... . ,,.... .,.
previousor specificity o response, appropriateness to a :assertion,' Qr.:to_ .,t

. .
, .

general quatit as-defined by lack of leSdingrespondents add-by adherence
. . - 4.- -, .i... :

.
to the text of '11e question. Thesetwci characteristics were integiAtecrbY

- . ' ,. ,i .
.

. . .
each coder into a single rating for certain sets of

,
quesanEk (nottibiy , ih.T-3):

. -

I

. .,
:.1 .

, , ,_ it .&. ,

, A few more remarks.about the coding eMployedvare appropriate

before looking,at results. In most secs of interviews, Coders recorded

only once for a class a category to which remarksOr examplesapplied,

even though the teacher or students may have given two omore instances
..

-falling-inthe same-category. Moreover, the coding of statements was not

based on amount emphasis or importance given to a statement, oYon,
t . , . % ,'- ... .

'the freqUency of a reported'achvity within a class. For- example, if students
t,

0
..

in twedifferent classes mentioned,seeing films, each clads was credited
4

'w*
.N,. ,- .

, .
, with that-activity. The coding did not reflect the frequency of use of films

it the two classes. , Comparative. percentage distributions between MACOS
Yr tu.

and non -MACOS classes thus depict minimum prevalences of a trait, "charao-
. st,

, k

teristic or attribute. . . . .
I

. r-
. ... , ,'When the results of coding w.ere summarized, the procedure for

categorized data was to, count, in each_category 7 the - number -of- class .

..a group in which at least two of. the three coders had agreed on the occurrence

of one dr:WI-ore statements pertaining to that category. -Thus the count in

:'dnyisingle category was an.unduplicated count - i. e. , no class was counted

in a. particular category more tivn4ince. A class, however, could be codeff

S

O ,
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.-- in several categories pertaining tba particular question. Thus, tests of
. ..., .

..., , . ./

significance, of differences ot categories were made only for individual
.3_7_

y.. . - ,

'-z ; .c ategOrles, not
I.

r a total distiibutiOn across all categories..
;

:;-: . . ..

. . 4 ' , The general and bonslontiy" repeated round rote was: do hot , .-
/

.
- "'infer anything; stick to what wad *said, as clarified by subsequent.proking

..
.

.

.
.

by the interviewer. Ii,1 evertheless, intdrviewers varied;'statements.and
. . -

_ . , ; V,

. -

... .
. - .

.

precision varied; and coders:Varied. The prooedures and conventions-
. ."

e
- , re .

s % s . "N.... :
describedwere intended to minimize the effects of these and other sources

. .
-,

of vaiiifich within the limits of time and resottrces.1ppendix 13 gives

..
tables of percentages' of agreemebt 'among coders for different questions

.

done in different- interview sets (S-1, T-/,' etc.) I

. - r It .. .0

, A 4
i Yob a

B. Results y... 0.
4 .. 4

/ ''",.
a 1

, -- i .

t \ Inten;iew findings lire presented in two- main forms: a
3

, . . .

. summary tabulations (tables)

illustrativeresponses (figs
. -

%.. The summary,tabulefiOns (tables) are percentages of classes (or

N . .
C 8 . ;

. , teachers} whose responses v:.:ereclassified by at -feast gout of3 eodere as .

or ; t ur '

r ' . +.

. \ i

i Jailing in each designated; category. The Refcentage in any one category,
is

,S1

. the percentage-of classes ja that catego'ry relative to the total number of
. dir,

4. . , .. .
classes for whiCh there were available coded responses. .

)
/-- .,

v . .

-The illustrative responses (ligure§) were talfen,from the transcripts
N .

. ,. .
,

... .. . 3 ..
. .

from a random-sample of MACOS and nqn -MACOS classes. 'The presenta. ,
. , - . - .

- .

,tions ha4 been 'edited to remove the possibility ofidenqfibation of schools,
, -..,

. .
,

teachers, and students; to delete quations, probes and statements made by
"-; .`

.
.

,

,
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the interviewer (to save space); and to eliminat6 redundancies, ,.excursions
../ 4 to

3

into matters unrelated to the quehtion at hand, and the inevitable false

starts and back-tracking of natural speech.: Consistently attempts were.
.

made to retain the meaning of what was said, in the words of the speaker,

i Ct
even at the expense of over-inclusion. It is hoped that the illustrative

examples will give substantive enrichment to the categories that.were ana-
.

lyzed quantitatively and also that they will serve as a deterrent to oversim-

plified conceptions of categorized information. 4 VA.

e

Before proceeding, two critical points about the material to be

discussedneed to be made:

1. The interview material was analyzed without the benefit
of information from the other data analys.es., Because
the interview data were analyzed independently of other
data, it was not possible to link them with achieverhent
or attitude or fcillow-up measures (except for follow-up
interviews). The interviews give profiles which are of
inherent .intefest, but tjiey do not enable the reader to
link comments to outcomes. The reader at this point
has been able to,sce, the results of other analyses. The
proajeet staff, in analyzing the interview results, had
not had that opportunity.

.,
2. The Interview material is the exliression of the beliefs"

and perceptions of the respondents answering extem'pora-
neously. As such, they contribute importantly to under-
standing context and courses from the point of view of

- teachers and their constituents. They cannot, for reasons
noted above, be verified by crbss-checking/with other
information.

.
1. Interview with teachers, November/December,,1974 (T-1)-

a. General :oils, evidence of success and minim um ations

A-inajor objective of this firs round of interviews with teachers was

tto explore their expectations for the social studies' courses they were giving.
\

ti

1

4
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Most teachers had previously completed a questionnaire which had described

six broad emphases social studies might have.5 Teachers had been asked to

select the one emphasis that would best characterize their course if they, had

topick only one. The major* thrusts described for teachers on the Program

Survey form were called:

1. Citizenship Transthission
t

2. Cross Dispiplinary/Humanyies/Integrated COncept

3. Inquiry Modes and Processes

Self- Actualization-
3

5. The Social Sckences

6. Values

4r*

14'

The choice made byqhe teacher was then used as a basis for asking,

a series.of quesiions about expectations and teaching strategie. The teacher

'was reminded of the choice made and then asked':
>.

.

.What willill you. look for 'specifically as evidence of success in
tiii6 area

:What are the Strategies', methods, and activities you have
*.eiPPloied so far that 'are intended to devdOp the knowledge
skills and/or-attitudes of this thrust or focus?

,Coulct'you tell me what you expect your students to know or
. be able to do as a minimum by the end of:the year?

MACOS teachers did difrek' significadtly from non-MAC OS teachers in
.1

the chbices'm.ong,categories.

See Form 37, Program Survey (PIA, Appendix A.
,.

p.
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Table V-1: Pc."---ercentages of
Different Categories

4 .

4.

Teachers Selecting
of Emphasis-§

'MAC OS (N=47)

4

Non-MAC OS(N=42)

1. Citizenship Transmission . 070% . 0 414%

4

2. Cross Disciplinary/Humanities 34% 19%

:Infegrated Concept

2. Inquiry Modes and Processes 19% . 21%

4. Self-Actualization' . 30% 14%

.,5.
.

The Social Sciences
' ,

. 15% 26%

6. Values 2% . 5%

.
100% 99%

X2= 12.743, 1)4.057

MAC OS apd non-MAC OS groups differed in major emphases Oar goals

for,sociakstudies selected. Did they also differ, in what they would look for as

evidence of success i theft. programs?

Responses to the question, of evidence of success were coded according

to 9 categories. 'They were:

1. Results of tests, quizzes, surveys, dittoes, rgcords of what
was covered, 'interviews, etc.

2. Knowledge of facts and/or information about cultures,
peoples, places

3. Ability to make comparisons, generalizations, draw con-
clusions, etc.; inquiry skills activities

6. Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.

F 7. A ,note on the computation of Chi-squares: a significance level of
.05 for 2 x 2 tables is normally assumed. Generally, Siegel's (1956)
guidelines have been followed,' except a correction for continuity (-.5N)
was always applied for 2x 2 tables. X2's for 2 x 2 tables in which N.

was less than 40 were not computed if any expected frequency (Eij)
was less than 5. Siegal, Sidney, Nonparametric Statistics for the

Behavioral Sciences. New York: McGralk-Hill, 1956.
.

V-12
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Improved use of resource materials, library, research
.o

5. Written reports, essays, various, forms 'of writtenpresentations

6. More tolerance toward others' viewpoints; understanding,
accepting differences in values, etc.

tr.

7. Improved behavior toward peers, social interaction

8. Other

The results of coding classes for this.question are shown in Table V -2,

which shows percentages of Classes classified as, describing a form of evidence

of success falling in a particular category of evidence. 8 By far the most -frequently

mentioned form of evidence cited by MACOS teachers had to do with listening,

4 discussing, sharing (Category 4). Those behaviors, along with results of qUizz,es,

surveya,"tests, etc., (Category ) were the most prevalent forms of evidence mentioned'

O

"by non-MAC OS teachers.

8. A note on determining significance otdifferences. The same teacher
may be coded in several categories. Therefore, one cannot do an
overall X2 test for all categories. One can test frequencies .in ad

particular category agiainst the remaining number of teachers who
did not appear in the category. No tests of the category labelled
Other (sin this.c.as'e Category 9) were made as a matter of policy.
The significance.level bfoa difference with a category is set according
to the number of tests that could be made, in order to maintain a table-
wise significance level of .05. Thus, in Table V-2, one can make e

8 tests. To maintain, a significance level of .05 overall for the number
of possible tests if the data in different categdries were perfectly:un-
corr,elated, the procedute,usedwas to set the significance level of
any one test at . 05 /n (n = number of categories, less Other). In the

case of Tabley-2 the significance levells, .0071 ( .05/8 = . 0063).,
Tests of differences in some other tables will be even more stringent
where there are more categories.

The procedure employed raises the issue of'the trade-off betiveen
significance level anti power. For a fixed sample and effect size, per
decreases rapidly as the significance level becomes more stringent.

V-13
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Table V-2 a

Percentage of Tea,chers in DifferentGroups Who Gave
One or More Responses That Were Coded in.a Category

Evidence of,Suceessi

1 2 -3 4

MAC OS* 11 .67 4 4 31

Non-MAC OS. 32 8 42 8 13 24'

ma-

55 6 8

.11

28

16MIIMME.,

Weighted Totat 20 4

T. All percentages-are rounded to the nearest whole number.
92.Category Designations (see -text also) t.

. 1. Results of tests; ,survey,quizzes - .
-2. Factual knowledge and/or.cultural information
3. Inquiry skill activities, , ,

4. Improved use of library resource materials
5. Writteh presentations . .

6. More tolerant, accepting of otheitsvalue
7. ,,Improved social interaction
8. Other

/6

4

- Ave. #
No of Cat's

7 8 Tchs, per tch:

31 18 45 1.7

18 11 38

25 14- 83 1.7

O
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On.a category -by- category basis, there were no significant differences

between the MACOS and non-MACOS groups, despite some disparate appearing

percentages. Teachers within both groups, however, often differed one from

another with respect to the kinds of evidence they said they would look for.

It may be more useful to some readers to see specifically what teachers

said. Figure V-Pgives the,responses made by the two samples of teachers to .

the question of what they will look for as evidence of success (with transcripts

*. Fora sample of 83-and an effect size of .10 (d.Medium effect size in
Cohen's terms the power of X2 for the 576 level of significance is about
. 82, (to the extent that Cohen's tables are apps oximately applicable to
the non - experimental situation). (Cohen, Jacob. Statistical Power
Analysis for the. Behavioraf Sdiences.- New York: 'Academic Press, 1969).
At the 1% level, it i about .62. In simpte'1"vords, the more stringent
the significance level, the less likely one is to' detect an, effect of a given
amount. There may be a real different but the chances of detecting it
diminish. The other side of the argument is: how much, of .a difference

. (here, an effect size is important? Consider a sample of 79 cases (see
e..g. , Table V-4. For a *g of 3.841 (the critical value for a Z x 2 table'
at the .05'level), the reliable variance accounted for by group member-
ship. is about 5%. Thig, is equivalent for the sample to a fourfold point
product moment correlation coefficient of .22 (Cohen, Op. efit. , p. 217).
A Chi-square of 8:391 (significant at the .0039 level) is equivalent to .

about 11% of the variance of classification in a'given category being ac-
, counted for by group membership for.this sample. By and ^large, de- .

pending on the number of tests that could be made, the signifiCancelcri-
terion procedure followed in this study will -identify cases in which about '

9% or more of the variance of classificatjons in a category (a correlation
ofcabout .3) is associated with group membership,(MACOS, Non-MACOS,
,for example)...

In the 'spirit of inquiry, however, we will identify as "suggestive"
comparisons whose Chi - square -has a probability of .02 or4less, but
greater than the Vonferonni significqpce level. For our sample sizes,
this wit( amount to variances accounted for of roughly 5-9%., depending
on the size of the Chi - square and thp N.

* See pages V-146-V-152:..
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edithd as described earlier). 9 Thmajor groups in Figure V-fare of course

MAC.OS and mon-MAC OS. Classes were numbered arbitrarily 1, 2, 3,... etc.

In these sets. sIt seems apparent in Figure V-1 that, if one. did not know the

.

classification of' the teacher (MACOS, non-MACOS) one might have only

chance success in classifying teachers.

It should be noted here these same classes will be used to illustrate -

otker characteristics of clasbes throughout the study as elicited through inter-.

views, 'The order of classes, however, in each set has been scramMed accord- .

ing to a table of random numbers. Therefore, the ieader cannot tell, from
f , 0

set to set, which statements come-fro1n a particular class by trying to match,.

numbers. I.°. .t

. \,
,,,

9. To prcAride a range of districts, clages were listed in-order.
Sampling was then systematic with a random. start. The essen-
tial point IS tha las'aes were not c.hosen-to-be pre6ented in -.

Figures any basis related to quality of response, quality of
. .

program, type or content of program .(other than MACOS, ii7-
'MAC qs), etc. .

.0
. ---4,-

, . .

10. A strtk cautioji is worth repeating-here: A value judgment about
the illustrations, given is- not made or implied. The original purpose
of the interviews was to increase understanding of the characteristics
and centexts of MACOS and of other social studies cotfree The
profiles presented from analysis of intervieWs.help 'answer the
questions: a) if one gives MACOS, what are characteristics that
one may expecf in varying.degrees in a population? b) in what ways

c
are such characteristics similar to or different from characteristics
one may find in other programs, on the whole? The illustrative -

comments give concreteness and specificity to the profiles. in this ':,
inquiry interest was. in similarities as well as in differences; and.
in specifics as well as tendencies. . .

0
O
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Following the questiOn about evidence of success, teachers were asked:

o

;What are the strategies, methods and activities you have employed
so far that are intended to develop the knowledge, skills and/or
attitudes of this, foots or thrust? ,

Interviews were coded according to 13.categories:

1. Inquiry skills activities (comparing, questioning, analyzing, etc.)

2. Use of audio-tisual materials (films, filmstrips, records, etc.)

3. Map andglobe activities

.Dittoes, worksheets, work-books, tests, answering questions
written on thefblackboard, or in the book, etc. ; generilyt*'
discrete andspecific tasks or activities

-. - . r .

.5. beading (silent or oral) ..

i... .
.-

r
6. ,Discussion/group activities (unspecified)

! , .
..

1--1. Specific int#Personal activities (Magic Circle, class meetings,
sensitivity sessions, etc.)

,
.,,

a

8: Art, work, projects

9. Games, -field-trips

- 10. Research/library (usually very specific: go to library, look
it up, write about it, reaearch it)

.

11. Writing plays, stories, journps, reports, any written work
in classroom; {general, uhdiffeKentiat4d).

v.

12. Role playing, acting In plays, doing dramas,

13: 'Other

Results are given in Table V -3. The average number.of categories

coded per teacher overall was 2.8 (seelast column on right.)

For the two M'ajor,groups:(MACOS, non-MACOS) as a whole, the

percentages of-teachers mentioning a type of strategy or meth-od were strikingly

a

V-17 ,
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0 Table V-3
Percentages of Teachers in Different Groups Who Gave One or More
Responses. That Were Coded in a Category of Method-or Strategy21 '

3

,t)

.4

Categories2

6 .7 .
_9 10. 11

Ave. #
No. of Cat's.

13 T per tch.

;"os 18 24 _._ 7* 13
.

16** 33 18 36 20 18 18

,

18 13

.

45 2.5

Nan-MACOS .,

,

, 17 31 34* 14 , 46**4 37 14 31 14 23v 14 9 20 35 . 3.1

Weighted Totals 18 28 19 14 29 36 16 34 : 18 20 16, 14- 16 80 2.3
Y-

.

-1. All percentages are rounded to the neare§t-whole :number. Pvtmpiani significant difference; p._4_- .0042 ..

2. Category designations (see text also) "In'eans suggestive difference; .02> p >''. 0642

1. Inquiry skills activities 1.,
u 2. Use of audialisual materials .

3. Map' and globe activities - 0

4: Dittoes, tests orksheets
-..,5. "Reading ,

%.,
6. Discussion/group activities.
7. Interpeitsonal activities

_ 8. Art work; -projects
9. --Games; field .trips.

10. Resehrch_in libarary
11. Written work
12. Drama, role playing
13.. Other

20

O

r.=

(see text)

4
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similar for most categories. Only for Cateiory 3 (map and globe activities)

was there asjgnificant difference between the groups. IiCategory 5 (reading)._
.

the difference between these groups was not significant despite the substantial

disparities in percentages; it was large, however, and identified as suggestive

by criterion defined earlier.11

The principal implication these data suggested was that, wd two

important exceptions, MACOS and non-MACOS-teachers did not otheiwise

differ markedly as groups in the prevalence of various types of strategies

and methods they desCribed. That did not, however, mean that teachers

et

%---

mentioning a type of method or strategy would necessarily implement in

the samemay-or with-the same"bmphasis or frequency:
.,

.
,_,

Figure ,y7-2 gives illustrative descriptions provided'' by the sample of

..-.....A.

respondents dekrilied above.* As rioted aboye, the number pf a particular . .

respondent is not the same as in Figure V-1,:
. : -

.:` -

.,
. The last question in the series was what-teachers would specifically

a o
e

vI .

-4expecit their sfuJents to'know or be"able to do as. a 'Minimum at the end of the

year. Responses were coded in.the following categories:

Know about news, current events (e.g., know wheDe places

are, who people are, .recall\of facts)

,. 2,, Know about history (content depending' on the course) or recall-
, infOrmation, knoWledge, facts

11. Signific nce level was based on the possibility of making 12 fests.

Catego r 14 (Other) was never included-iinoted earlier. For 12

4 tests the significande level -Es p/n=. 05/12=. 0042. The critical

value of Chi-Square is 8.210 for 1 degreelof-freednnu- --The Chi-

Square for category 5 (reading) was -high (7.849 ,,froximately

2 equivalent to a signiffeance level of . 005).
I _

* See pages V- 153 -V-1.61.

v-19-
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3. Know alSout countries, custoinq, elace cultures, etc.; recall
information facts ,

4. Know about animals; know- ah-out_life_cy les;facts about
behavior, eta.

..

5. Knowledge and appreciation of human behavior, and inter-
relationships (including improved behavior of studehts toward
each other; increasedunderstanding of.self, improved self
concept or self-esteem, acceptance of ther viewpoints, etc.)

4

6. Have general inquiry skills ncluded here are skills in
listening; haring ides,- and discussing subjects; as well'
as analyzing, comparing, generalizing, drawing cOnclusions,
comparing man and animals, etc.)

4r.

7. Improved researCh7library skills
,

8.,-*Nentify and remember map and globe skilli

9. Other

Table V-4 shows percentages of teachers in different groups whose

responses were classified in they various categories. Figure V-3 gives illustra-

tlye responses (again, the number assigned _to a, particular tespondent was different

for thbsevin preceding Figures), (see pages V- 162 -V -167).

The results were that niin-MACCiS. teachers were more likely:to mention

knowledge of culture and, places, and development of map and glob skills than
,

were MACOS teachers. Many of the MAC OS teachers whose answers were classi-

fled in Category 6- (Inquiry skills) had mentioned abilities such as comparifig

animals and man. Also, as noted the text, Category Cin uded knowledge and --

appteciation of human behavior, often as exemplified by students' improved atti-

other. More MAC OSthan non -MAC OS teachers

expectatitins, although the difference between

tudes towards themselves and each

mentioned such things as minimum

groups in this case was not statistically significant.

-.0
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d Table V-4

Percentages of 'Teachers la Different Gr.oups Who Gave One or More

Response That Were Codedin ,a Category of Minimum Expectatioal

2

Categories2
3 4 6

No. of
9 Tchs

Ave. #
Cat's
er toh.

I .

MAC OS -Total
. v . '..

2

,.

9*

44*

6 7
.

,

6 1

36 :

..

53

-25

12

14

.

**.?
.

43 43 \ 1:7

Non-MAGOS Total 3 - 19 25** 19 e''` 36-;

i
1.,9

.

Weighted Total 1 . 10
,
25

e .

49 41 13
l

13 .18 79 1.8

e

1. All percentages are rounded to the nearest
2. Category designations (see text also)

1. Knowledge,of current .events
2. Historical knowledge
3. Knbwledge hbOut countries, cultures
4. Knowledge about anrmal behavior
5. Knowledge of human behavior'
6. Inquiry skills
7. Improved research /library skills
a.... Development of map and globe skills
5; Other

6

whole number. *means significant difference at thii .0063
level (see text)

**means suggestive difference ; .62> .0063
(see text).

+,-......
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This sequence of questions revealed interesting s;milarities and
.

.. ./ differences, within and between groups. The group or-coriglomerate.call-ed
.-

.
. . -*

MAC OS in,this study was anything but -a- homogeneous set of teachers or a ;a
.

- _

.1

O

A

-program acting as-an educational cookie cutter: The same appeared to be

- true of non t-MAC ipS teachers and other specific curricula:*A system' tic ann-.

lysis of groups of teachers Using the same basic curriculum was not undertaken,
4

however.
-#

b. What did teachers see as orator problems in teaching social studies?

Teachers were asked:

04

AS

. ,
.What do you find to be the most difficult proble u have to .

9 deal with in teaching social Studies -to students at this grade .
level? Can you give me an example of the problem? .

o 1

llesponses weie Coded in 9 categories:

1. Reading,, writing skills' ,

2. DisCipIine

3. Quantity or quality ofsaVhilablit,materials
414

, 4. Lack of continuity of progra in at earlier grade levels

6. Lack!of'student interest, (Includes 'getting students interested
and-iiavolved ; seeing usefulness or relevance 0 social studies
to ov(in lives; lack of interest because materials, terms, doncepts-

'are too hard or too abstract12 etc.)

&

6. Wide range of abilitics, deveropmentallevels, maturity, general
inquiry and basic skills, i'social skills, etc-0
O

12. This point was made by several MACS as weli as non -,AIACOS teachers..
46.

t
6
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1

7. Low priority of social studies, diversion of time. to other
subjects

- ,

8., Lack of clear goals for social. studies
ti

4. 1,

9.1 Other (includes no problems)
. .

Table V.:5 gives tabulations of results. Table 37.75 showed-no signi-

ficant 'diffetentiation between-MAC OS and non -MACOS in the variou., categories.
. . o

..
,

What was most apparent in Table-V-5 was that the most frequent problems
.

described by teachers had to do with motivation and interest (Category 5), and

with.the varying.ranges of abilities, maturities, and workrelated skills

students bring withthem (Category 6). The latter includes listening skills,

ability to participate in discussions, ability to work together in small groups,

etc.

Figure V -4 gives statements from the sampleof\teachers chosen to

. illustrate responses,. (see.Pages V-168-V-175).

Teachers were asked what 'they would do. if they had the power to

.
affeCt any necessary change (Figure V-4B for each respondent)., Teachers

had a variety of suggestions. Of the categories used, the most prevalent

one for both groups had to do with improving the quality of the program

pier, more interesting materials, mdite field trips, more tie-in to the needs
.

and interests of students, etc.).

c. Program Changes from Last Year
15.

To what extent had teachers changed their sociial studies programs
.

from last year? The question was asked:

4
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Table V-5 6

Percentages of Teachers in Different Groups Who Gave One or More
RespOnses That Weretoded in a Problem Categoryli

C.ategories2

1 2 4. 5 7

No. of
9 Tchs

Ave. #
Cat's

oar tch.
,

MACOS:-,--;Total 16 2 32 32 2 13 44 1.3 .
, .

Non-MAC OS -'Total 11 3 21 3 51 24 5 24 38 1.3
1 .

(Weighted Totals 9 4 18 2 40 28 4 2' 22 82 1.3

1. --All percentages rounded to the nearest 'whole, number.
2. Category Designations (See text also)

Reading, writing skills
2. Discipline
3. Availability 6f appropriate materials
4. Lack of 'continuity o1 program

Lack of student interest
6. Wide range ,of abilities
7. Low priority of social studies
8. , Lack of clear social studies goals.
9. Other (includes no proble'ms)

28

9

9
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.Does your social studies prograa differ in.any important
way from your program. last year? If yes, in what way or
ways? ;

-- A

'Members of the non-MACOS group were somewhat,, but not !kign-ifi,

eantly, more likely than MAC OS teachers to havechanged their programs from

last year (62.5% compared to 47.4%) in way, they considered important. There
, 0 °

did \not appear to be systematic differences between the two groups of teachers
.

. ,
in the kinds of cilOges the were making. The changes .dtscribed were varied,

\ -

including: .

, changes in content, and/or program (text)

.morb activities,, projects, artwork*

. more audio visual materials

. more inquiry skills oriented

. moire interdisciplinary oriented

. More,group work.

. less group work .

, !
Illustrative examples from MACOS and non -MACOS teachers are given

In 11 gur . (gee page V-176-V-179).

, .
.

. Changes in Pr grams Since the Beginning of the Year

n analysis was made `of responses of teachers to the question:
\ , ,

. Have you changed or modified your social studies program during
the year from what you had planned at the start? If yes, what

,
changes have you made and`why?

1

. .

he question was asked in late November or early December of the 1974775
1

. \

school ye r. Members -of -the a on=MA-C-0Sfroup were significantly'more likely to
--1

i

\\.

\
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have-made changes than members of the MACOS g'toup (59% compared to 33%

for the respectivegrOups). Kihds of changes made, and 'reasons for them,

varied-substantially from case to case.

Some examples from MACOS teachers w.erela:

.,added history and geography units
- .

. more preliminary group prbcess work to prepare for MACOS
due to the kinds of students coming along

too many students; more paper work and small group activities
than planned

.1(fss inquiry due to lack of materials

MAC OS too hard for some studenti; screened for interest and
ability and retained only top students in MACOS

. More Structure; abandoned team teaching and grollp work

..went to large group work when small group work failed

. more study of American history due to students' lack of knowledge

. dropping MACOS after present unit to do American history

. adding and deleting units accordingo the needs of the class

4`
Some examples from non-MACOS teachers were.

1
:

. more Activities and concrete projects, less factual matters
(a number of teachers)

. less independent work due to reading and behavior probl ems

° . added geography and map skills to increase interest ( p number of
teachers10,, .

--.-added supplementary-materials

13. These are not direct quotations.

14. These arenot direct quotations.'

O
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. expanded American history to cover Old World in a more logical,
sequential way -.

.. -

. humanized it - student freA er to express selves

.going slower due to students' abilities

. changed from reading and. audio-visual to oral reading and.class
discussion .

/ s

:added values clarification in small groups
1

S. .

. more emphi'sis on inquiry skills and: role taking

. more group work.'

Teachers, MACOS and non-MACOS, changed what they planned sometimes

for reasons of the class they faced, sometimes for reasons of administrative edict,,

1";. .

1.

sometimes for reasons arising from changes in times and circumstances. There-did not

appear to be major differences between MACOS and nor -MACOS teachers with respect

to kinds of changes cited.

Whil4 kinds of changes deseribedy_teachers, and reasons for them,..

f
. 11 *.

s

seemed similar in both major groups of teachersat_this..point, no conclusions
- J .

or hypotheses could 15e drawn aboutewhy there was a significant difference in
. ,t

, .

what they planned at the start. ,

e. Parentl'Community :Pressures

The find question to teachers in this interview was:

. Has there been any pressure from paretSts or community groups
about the content of the social studies program in this school?

O3 teachers (47 MACOS, 36 non-MACOS), 9% MACOS and 8% non - MACOS

.4*

ii

said there had been complaints or pessures-of one kind or another.

V-27
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f. Some Characteristics of Classrooms

At the time teachers and students were interviewed in T-1 and S-1,

a tape recording was made of each class. Teachers had been notified in advance r
that this would be dode. An appointment was made and confirmed several weeks

in advance with each teacher for the-day and hour that an audio tape pf hii'or

her sociar
15

stuaies class would be made. .

For purposes of this report, 10' MACOS and 10 non-MACOS tapes

were selected on a random basis from the two total sets and were transcribed.

Transcripts were Marked toindicate successive 5 minute segments. Two

coders thep coded each of the transcripts using the Aschner-Gallagher

System 16 applied to teacher statements only. The procedure was for each -

coder to do each transcript, independently, then meet and reconcile differences

i
by discussion of rationales and re-examination of the transcripts..

. 4

Teachers' statements add questions were coded on the many Gab-scales

under the five major categories: Routine, Cognitive Meniory, Convergent

Thinking, Evaluative Thinking, and. Divergent Thinking. All codes within

eget!, major category were then summed for the whole transcript and dividedby`

the number of valid 5 minute segments to give an average frequency per cate-

gory per segment for each crass.

15.- A few teachers, MAC OS and non-MACOS refused.to allow a tape to
be made for.various reasons.

16. Anita Simon and E. Gil Boyer (eds), Mirrors for Behavior II: An
Anthology of Observation Instruments, Volume A. Claisroom
`Interaction Newsletter in cooperation with Research for Better
SchOol, Inc.', Philadelphia, Pa. 1970, pps. 371-3-6."
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the following decision rules were employed. If the final segment was

a full 5 minute period, it was included' If it was less than 5 minutes, it was

not. :There were cases in which a class would,bteak into small'groups for part

Of the class time. Teacher statements during such gments were typically few,. .;
.and such Small group discussionsegments were not included in the final. -

. ..
.calculations. Similarly, segments cinring'which,the class was viewing a movie

,

.
'were not included. In one MACOS class, the teacher, after a four minute

.r.

discourse on current events, turned the, class dyer to a student who read a

report. It.wasthenicliscussed almost' entirely by students, with a total of

12 teacher ,statements for the entire petIod. In this Instance, the whole class

was dropped from the final analysis of the data.,

Following is a Summary of means 'a'nd standard deviations of number

of teacher st tements or questions in each category for each'group as well As
.

the.average number of teacher statements per 5 minute segments. A teacher I

statement means each different time the teacher`-spoke, whether a single word,

or a paragraph., Table V-6
. -

. Types of Teachers' Statements and Questions, by Group

.
,

C at egory

,MACOS(N=9)
. , Group

OS (N=10)
.

- Non-MAC
Mean SD Mean SD. ,,

Routine 19.97 6.79 . 23.08 6.11
,C.ognitive Memciry 7.39 '2.96 9.81 2.90
Convergent Thinking 2.95 1.90 3.44 1.55

t- Evaluative Thinkitig 60 .72 .86 .58
"'s Divergent Thinking 1.16 1.01 .5,8 .50

# Statements /Segment
,

18:6 3,5 20.4 3.3
4ve; IV-Segments/Class '6.4 . 2.8 5.5 2.2

V-29
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. ,. ,
. A inultivariate analysis was made with the 5

.

bateg'or4s as the depen-

dent variables and group as the,ind ependent variable. The liotelling-T- was not
te

siknificaa (F1,13=1.23, P. 349), nor were univarlatetost§ of the same

. categories. There was a significant negative partial correlation (with Group

as the partialled variable) between Routine (R) and Evaluative Thinking (E)

(rRE. G= -.62, P(.006). The two categories that came closest to reaching

4
the Erignificanee at, he .05 level were Cognitiye Memory (F1,17=---2:90,p=.107, R2= .146)

.:11

,and Divergent Thinking (F1,17=2.394) =.141, R2=.123). Group accounted for

proportions of variance ranging from 2-6% in.tlfe rest of the categories.

These statistics,however, should not be considered the most compelling.

4 statistics obtained. The-power of the F-test to reject the null hypothesis for
. .

other than very large differences at the 05,1evel is low with these small samples.

These data were viewed as suggestive of certain characteristics of the sample

of claises analyzed. The overall patterns of means for the mainoategories pro-

vided a useful depiction of the relative amounts of different kinds of statements
t

and questions by teachers in both groups. The predominant typeof statements

in both groups fell under the category called lioutine,:phfch included "routine

classroom procedural matters such as management of the classroom, the

structuring of class discussion and approval or disapproval.of the. idea'or per -
. . .. . . , . .-

ison." 17 Cognitive Memory and Convergent Thinking questions followed n order
. ,

of prevalence in both groups. And finally it was appa- ent

questions pertaining to Evaluative Thinking and Divergent

17. .Simon and Boyer, Op. cit. p.3-3.
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prevalent on the,average.
1 8.

Wallin the 19 classes here, only 3 classes (all of them MACOS;

departed from the pattern described dboveln these three Classes. The order

of highest frequency to lowest frequency of statements or questions was:

Class 1.. Routine; Cognitive
Convergent

Evaluative/Divergent
Thinking (tied); Cnnyergent 'Thinking

Class 2. Routine; COnvergent Thinking; Evaluative Thinking;
Cognitive Memory; Divergent Thinking

Class 3, Routine; Cognitive Memory; Convergent/Divergent
Thinking (tied); Evaluative Thinking

Even in these 3 classes Routine_and; with the one exception, Cogni-
.

tiye Memory statements and questions predominated.
9

. .

The'preceding discussion carries with it the implication ika consistent,

more Or less inevitablepattern which one might expect to find at any time in.
elementary social studies classes. It is necessary, however, tp keep

theresults in perspective. The results were obtained from aP random sample
.

of tapes of one class session per class. It is impossible to say to what extent

. the results generalize over a larger number of observation periods, even for
.

these 19 classes,

Teachers were asked, after the class was taped, to rate on a'5-point. .

scale how typical the class was\ One MACOS and one non-MACOS rating was

18. ,This supports Youngers' Wings -that in MACOS and non-MACOS
classes, convergent questions are predominant among higher order
cognitiirb categories. It does `not confirm his findings that higher
order questions are more frequ t than Cognitive Memory ones.
Youngers, John C. A DeScriptive tudy of the Cognitive Emphases
_E./pressed in Man: A Course of Stu . Doctoral Dissertation: The
University of Rochester, 1972.
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. , a.,
was not completed for the sample _under .consideration. Otherwise, with 1

- 1

indicating Very Typicalfind 5 being Not At 411 Typical, ratings were: MACOS,
..

,. .

Average 2.25, SD 1.30; non-MACOS, Average 1.44, 'SD 0.50.. The difference
.....

was 3igniiioant at the .05 level(t = 2.133). The MACOS teacher who gave

the most ,'extreme'.rating (5) indicated that this was the first time the clasb
0, -.

. t
,.

.. .

had worked in small'groups: Another indicated that current events did not-

usually dominate.,,es'they did on this occasion, and rated the typicality a 3., -
It is interesting to note that these fwo MACOS teachers were classes 3 and 1

[

respectively of the 3 divergent A-G patterns listed above. NO' non-MACOS

teacher gave a rating of greater than 2.

Teachers were,also.asked.to rate how typical student behavior and

attentiveness was during the class that was taped; as well as how typical
I

student verbal participation was. Ratings were done using the same 5 point

,

scale enabove. H there was little difference betwe the groups; both

groups rated the classes as quite typical:
. .

Group

Typicality of: MAC OS Non - MACOS

Mean SD Mean SD

Student Behavior, Attentiveness 1.50 . 50 1.63 .99
Student Participation , 1.6? .4? -1.44 . 68

The person taping the class provided information based 6n 'observe:,

O

4

tions and ratings following the class. For example: "Was the discussion domi-

fiated mainly by or limited to a few students?" The report of observers was

typically "No" for the classes in this subsample (1 Yes for MACOS, 3 for

O
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.'

( ! ".
i el

... 1.

'i' I
*

I.

non-MACOS). The observer made.a rating, bpi 1a-4..oint scale of the extent
. .

.

. 1, ;

4- to whichistudents' ignored (1).or resptdded to (7,)vaOliothers' statements.
.

There were .no differences, on the average,\etweell'groups, but'substantialr- ..

.., -

variation among clgsses (MAC Mean= 4.. 0, SD := 1.73;,Non-MACOS:
I,

h ale,
'

Mean.= 4.11, SD= 1.37). Based on tie same ,i ra'tings were made of
.

on althe extent towhich students gave few or many per °nal examples. . Differences
. \

between, groups were not significant, but again there as much variation among
' , \

classes in both groupt.°..

With respect to content, most MACOS classes were involved with

the.salmon or herring gull units, one with Eskimo summer life, and one with

current events and Africa7.19 Content in the non-f/L4COS classes varied much

more broadly: Australia; newspaper wilting; early civilization; ancestors and
.

countries of origin of students; English manors;c,ontinents oceans and World

War II; 'physical characteristics of races, etc.

Acdording.to a checklist completed, by the data collector, -activities

4

in the MACOS classes included: predominantly (I. e., 'Most classes) guided dis-

cussion and questions drid answers; reading; a movie; small 4up tasks and
t . .

,
,

I .
reports; ort and role-play; map work; a student report. i e-non-MACOS .

- ..=.

classes activitieswere:predominantly guided discussion- and questibn 'and ans-

werg; reading, role play, viewings;orttires, map work, writing.

In'surn, teachers on the whole-rateitthe clases (aped and analyzed

here as more typical than not, MACOS teachers (2' In particular) less so than

19. It should be remembered that many MAC OS teachers covered 'a variety
of topics and lessons, despite their classification COS in-this study.

xf.
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non - MACOS ones. On 'e average, teachers in both growls-rated student
. .

behavior, attentiyeness and participation as typical. On several variables,
.

according to the dlas'iroom observer's rating the group of classes had similar
.

characteristics, although there wash substantial'variation between classes within

v the two main groups. -The predoniinant activities were similar in both groups,
. vr

with a -variety of less frequently reported activities is each group. Content

was different between groups, and between classes within groups.

.2.- Interviews with Students, November/December. 197404120
4

Group interviews were conducted in all classes with a random sample

-
...

of 4 students from each class during the sameday, as a rule, that the interview
...-, .

). -,.
, - t- 0. -

was conducted with the teacher.. .Results of S-1 will be presented in a form"
-

.. ....;

similar to that used in T-1 basically contrasting MACOS ancenon-MACOS
-..

classes or groups. Percentages in any one category of a table refeeto the

number of different Classes in which one or more students made one or more

comments pertaining. to (coded in) that category. Petcsnlages will also be shown .

for each grade level. The reader should note, however, that tests of significance

of differences in percentages werade only for the total groups, not for
4

different grade levels.
-,

The main purposes of S-1 were to obtain from students descriptions of

What they 'were Studying, to explore'students'*'ideas about what value they
.. .

. .

saw in studying social studies, to inquire about possible linkages they might
.!

v

Mike between what they diIi in social studies and life outside school,and to ask
. .

'about which .activities. in social studies students liked most and least. ,

.. includes,
.

.

20. S.-1- -in most questions, a larger number of classes than TL1. N's

rangelrom 85-91 claqkes: .
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a.

1

a. What were students studying at the time of the first interview'with

them?

Studehts were asked?.

"Ehit are sonLEetyhins you have been stxx_jtmcial studies
- this year?" 21 -'

, . - ,
..

wereResponses were classifie d in 10 categories.:

-1. Modern country(ies) or culture(s) including the U.e. , and'
Netsilik Eskimos. Modern was defined as within theyast
1C0 years. Thus, for'example,"World War I.would
modern; the Civil War would not.

- 2. Early American history or culture(a); included pre-revo-
lutidnary period, any part of North Arnorican continent; e'arly,
explorers ofliiiiericai--Vith respect to American history,
extends through' Civil War.-- . .4 e

, I .
ti

a. Post renaissance European lititory or persons (extends
to mid-nineteenth century or the industrial revolution).

4. Middle ages. tr

-4.. Ancient history (Ancient Rome;GrOce, Egypt; early South
American.history such ailncas; Aztecs, MaYansj

tta-ttit

6. Prehistoric man.

7. Map -and globe skills. or activities, geography
a

8. Animals

9. Life cycles, lif; lined

I a

10. Other (e.g. culture and physical characteriitics of races;
differences, etc.) .

t "'-
Table V-7 provides percentages of classes coded in different categories-.

21 Interviews with students were used as one means of monitoring each
class periodically to determine what was being studied, as seen-
by, students'. In latqr interviews students were also asked about acti-
vities; that is, what activities they did in learning about the subject
matter of the course?' 'Also, asking students at the beginning of-each
interview what they had been studying, recently served as :n ice-break6r
since it was something to which students could respond readily. .

54,



'
Group /Grade

I

1

r
Percentages of Classes With One of:Wire-Response*

Coded in a Subject dategoryli

2

Categories-2/

4 5 6 7 9 ; 10

Ave. #
No. of Cat's
classes per el.

-V-.7a . NIACOS, Grade "5 38 .19

. -

19 Si 6 19 - 16 1.8 .

.-

Nan-MACOS, -Grade 5 -50 50 --

.

10 30 . 10 10 20 1.6
I . ,

V-7b

,
..

MACOS, Grade 6 31- 19 ,

.

' 19 75

-..

13. 16 , 1.7

Non-MACOS, Grade 6 75
0--

15 10 10 15 5 20 20 . 2D 1.7

V-7c MAOS, Non- Graded! 27 27 - 27 7 15 1.9'13 87

Non-MAC OS, Non-Graded 50 50 - 25 25 4 1.5
. -

V-7d
.

'

All MAC OS Classes
..

32** 21 17 81*
.

11 13 47 1.7

All-Non-MACOS,Cfn'iseg 2_61** 34 5 14 2 25 -- 5* , 14 44 1.6
. ,

_ .. , -

".,-

Weighted.;:total of-all
Classes-

46

.

.
27

, -

2. 1 21

..
. (
44 " '

.
13

.

91 1.7

1. All'percentages rounded to the nearest whole
2. CategorNeSignations "(see text also)

1. Modern countries,' cultures 5.
2; Early, Americhan history, explorers 6.
3. Post Renaissance Europe 7.
4. Middle Ages. 8.

O

number. *'means significant difference at .0056 level (see text)
4 -**SuggestiVe different e: 02> p .> 0056 (Only Table V 7d testedn

Ancient history,
Prehistoric man
Map and; globe,
Animals

:-
9. Life cycles, life lines )

10. Other
ography



O

It gives percentages according to various sub groupings of MACOS and non-MACOS.

classes. Sub-Table V-7d gives percentages for all. MACOS and noxrMACOS,
.

;.._ -.2.. II
classes regardless of grade. 'F..

-,./

Ir(Table V-7d, the obvious difference between the MACOS and
i .

* .

groups is in Category 8 (Animals), as would be expected from course content.

non-MAP_OS-1

Even, there, it is interesting to note that the st4ect, was mentioned in 2 nop -MACOS

5th grade classes see Table V-7a)..

There is s suggestive difference in Category 1 (Modern countries or

cultures) in Table V-7. Many MACOS classes were, at the time.of the interview,
,t ,

still on the 3/(anand Animals part of the curriculum, and/0d not started`the

Netsilik part. Thus, one would expect differences to be in the direction shown.

Some MAC OS teachers, however, were already supplementing MACOS with

other units or lessons that did fall in that category, and also in Category 2"., e *

(Early American History). Indeed, a perusal of other categories in V-7d

indicates that some MACOS teachers were supplem,enting MACOS in various ways,,

according to the descriptions by students of what they were studying.

The way Table V-7 is constructed allows one to note where different

grade levels seem to make different contributions to group totals in V-7.

Category 2 (Early American History, explorers), for example, it appears that

bn-MAC OS 5th grade classes (V-7a) compared to the non-MACOS 6th grade

classes (V-7b) contributed predominantly to the non-MACOS totals (V-7d) for that

category. In the same way, the non-MACOS 6th grade classes (V-7b) were the

predominant contributors to the non, MACOS totals in Category 1 (Modern countries...

V-37
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22
and cultures)..

In the interest of examining trends, it is appropriate to look ahead

4

7

"'to see how, if at ill, the pkteratt of subjects mentioned by students, shifted

during the year. EsSentially the same question about what was being studied in

social studies was repeated with students in February/March (S-2) and April/May

(S-3)-
23 Responses were coded inthe same categories each time.

shows the regulting pafterns..

Group and Time

MACOS

S-1, Nov. /Dec.
S -2, Feb/Mar
S-3, Apr/May

Non -MACOS

Noy/Dec .

S -2, Feb/Mar
S-3, Apr/May

Table V-8
4

.Percentages of Clasges with One or
More Responses Coded in a Subject
Category by MACOS and Non--MACOS

and Time of Year
Categories

Table V-8-

Ave. #
# of Categories

.. . .E. . . v .. . SI %../ a 447..3% t, a , .. ,J1.1.4.4.

ft,

32% 21% 17% 81% 11% 13% .47 1.7
60 4 : 6 60 17 48 1. 8
73 11 2 2 23 16 56 1.3 .

.
. .

61 34 , ,5 5 .14 2 25 5 14 44 1.6
65 35 8 2 10 2 20 24 49 1.7
66 32 4 4 10 2 ', 8 go 50 1.5

.

1. 'Modern countries, cultures 6. Prehistoric man
2. Early American history; explorers . Map and globe, geography

3. Post Renaissance Europe 8. Animals

4. Middle Ages 9. Life cycles, life lines;
5. Ancient history . 10. Other c'4'7

t.
22. Note: In these observations significance tests wereillot applied.

.)S4

23. In S-2, students were asked to describe what they had been studying since
the last visit; in S-3,-fitice Easter. Thus, the)three time periods delineate
three separate blocks of time, as best students could differentiate them. .

I V-38
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. . Thendn-MACOS.pattern was quite stable, except, for category 7*(Map and
. . i

...

globe work, geography) which dropped by the end of the year.
- -::-

MACOS classes, on the other hand, showed expected shifts`from Category 8

(Animals), to Category 1 (Modern countries, cultures; here typically, though

not always, the Netsi lik Eskimos). There was an interesting shift over time in

ategory 2 (Early American histOry). By the end of the school year, (1974-75)
A

some MACOS teachers becaMe increasingly concerned about the approaching

Bicentennial, and supplemented historical units. A shift of content occurred

with some of the MAC OS classes in Category 1, in which teachers gave lessons

in, for example, American government.

The reader should not infer from Table V-8 that The content of non-

'MAC OS classes necessarily stayed the same throughout the year. All.the table

shows is that-the relative frequency of different types of content remained stable,

for the most part.

b. Activities that were Liked and Disliked in studying Social Studies

Students were asked:

rz.".Of all the things; do in social studies, what do you like
to do the best? What do you not like to do in social studies?" °

Results are given in, Tables V -9 and V-10: .*

The reader should recall that these were interviews with small groups .

of students. On occasion there was lack of unanimity within groups ,aboUt preferenc3s,

as one would expect.

'The categories employed for coding both questions were'-

V-39
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Doing reports (oral, written, on or from a book, listening
to reports, writing, researching)

. Reading(silently, orally, with the teacher, alone, with the class)

3. Group work (discussions, field trips, games, sharing feelings,
reading with small group)

4. Assignments (dittoes, tests, homework, answering questions
in book or from the blackboard, making or coloring maps,
extra credit work, library work, worksheets, data cards, notes)

.
5. Projects (animal, drawing, building things, art projects, drama

role playing)

6. Audio visual activities (viewing slides, filmstrips, films, bulletin
boards, records, using maps as part of a project)

7. Other (student elections, e.I.)
e

8. Nothing that group collectively like, or disliked
-

-None of the MACOS vs. non-MACOS differences in a particular category

in Tables V-9d and V-10d was sigriificant or, even suggestive, as those terms

have been used.

There are nevertheless, some points of interest in the two tables. They'

do give a relative profile of prevalence of preferences, of likes and dislikes

with respect to various types of activities. Clearly, audio-visual activities. ranked

high. in preference in both majortgroups, 24 although it .is surprising that 40% of

the MACOS classes made no mention of it (Table V-9d, Category 6)., There were

two Classes in tlio-MACOS group that mentioned not liking some aspect of the-
-

24. Note: One reason any given class in either group may not have mentioned
. an 3tivity is that tte class had not done it at the time of the interview.

,Another reason is that the students interviewed may not have con-
sidered a particular activity as especially desirable or undesirable
and therefore did not mention it, even if they had been doing it and
remembered it.

V-40
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Sub-
/

. Table-V=9
Percentages of Classes With Ode or More Response

of an Activity Liked Coded in the Designated Activ*Categoryll

1 2

Categories2/

. 3 4

Ave. #
No. of Cat's

5 6- 7 classes per cl.

V-9a

-

MACOS, Grade 5 27
,
33 47 27 53* 73

.

_ 15 - 2.6, ..,

Non -MAC O6, Grade 5 26 32 37 58 37 37 ' 19' 2..3

V-9b MACOS, Grade 6 - 7 13
.

40, ?20 67 53 7 15 2.2

Non-MACOS, Grade 6 35 35 40 40 45 60 10 20 2:7

V-9c MAC OS, NOh-Graded 31 31 k. 31 -54 54 .
.

13 2.3

.:Non-MAC OS, Non-Graded .50 50 *50* 50 50 '4 ". 2.5 1

" i

V-9d- All MACOS Classes 21

,

26 40 . 26, 58 60 2 43 2.4'

Al.! Non-MACOSClas*Ses 28 35 40 49 42 49 5
_...
43

. ....,

2,5
/ 1

, t

Weighted Total of all
Classes.'

24 30 40 37 , . - 50 55 3 86 2.4

1. All percentages rounded to
2. Category designations (see

1. Doing reports
2. Reading
"3. Group work
`,4. Assignments

the nearest whole num er;
text also)

5. Projects
6. Audio- visual activities
7.4 Other

47.



Table V-10 --

Percentages of Classes With One or More Response
of an Activity Disliked Coded in the Designated Activity Category?/

Sub-
Table `Gtou /Grade

Categories 2/
4

3 s 4

./ No. of
6 7 8 "Classes

Ave..
Cat's
er ci

V-10a *COS ,. Grade 5 27 60 . 27 53. 7 13

. .

15 1.9

Non-MAC OS, Grade 5 16 42 'c 6 16 ,, 11 19 1.5
--------...

V-10b

-

MACOS, Grade 6 33 ,60 20 53 '13 7 15 . 1.9

lion-MACOS, Grade 6 40 45" -15 65 1O 10 . 20 1.9

V-10c, MACOS, Non7Graded 46 31 15 15 23 15. 31 13 I. 8

,

--
Non-MAC OS, Non-Graded 25 50 50*

.
25 4 ': 1.5

, .

V-10d
_.

All" MAC OS Classes ,35 51

,

21

.

42 9
. -,.

5 12 43 1.8

All Non- MAC-OS Classes 28 44 7 65 5 12. 7 43 1...7

....
Weighted Total of all
Classes

.

31 48 14 V 5 7 9 86 1.7

. .All percentages r.ounuea to the neares o e-num er.

. Category designations (see text also)
1. reports
2. Reading
.3. 'Grbup work .

. 4., AsAignmenth
5. PFajects -

6. %Audio.-visual activities

-7. Other
8'. Nothing that group collectively

disliked. J



audio-visual part of the program (Table V-10d); these two daises had not pre-
, .. .

1,, viously mentioned liking it. Thus, a
,
total of 28 out of 43 MACOS classes or 65%,

,..
I4Z:. o

mentioned audio-visual activity either positively or negatively, while`35%(made

nOrnention at all. Either the four students interviewed in those classes had not
ct.

yet seen 'films, used filmstrips, or Heard records, etc., or did not consider' ,
cr

them as especially liked or disliked.
nt,

Note in Tables V-9a and c, that witbrespect to Category 6 (liked audio-

visual activities), it was predominantly MACOS 5th graders who contributed to the
t;

total, compared to 6th graders. The opposite was the case in the non-MACOS

. group. See also Figure V-6 (V-180-V-187).

;1 c. Value to Students of Studying Social Studies

t

In order to-explore the question of wfiat stinrents'in the two main groupS

saw as the value of what they were studying, a set for the utility of learning

(either immediately or at some future time) was'established in a sequence of

statements and questions by the.,interviewer which went like this:

"Everybody knows why we study math ill-Schoolso that
you know how tocount money, _tell time, pay bills, measure
things, and *so on. -

"Why do you think you learn to read in school? (IT no
answer, say: to be able to read books, follow directions.,
read AnStructions on how to do or make thin'gs, readthings
on 'It', and .so on)--/a practice question/
"Why do you think you study social studies in school?"
If noansyer, ask: do .you think_that what you learn. in
social studies might be important tosou sometime? If no,
why,not? if es,, how do you thinktit might be important '
to you? If answers to learn about history or people, etc.,
ask: how do2you thialc,that may be important to you?"

V-43
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a

Responses to the question of "why study social studies"were coded in.

four categories:25

1. School needs and requirements (knowledge and skills, immediate;
long range)

2. Long range applications with a personal advantage or utility
so that if you visit a country, you'll,know about it;

to be able to inform our'children about things when we're
grown up)

3. beneral personal consumption (appreciation; to know about
our country, or other countries, or other people, or histbry,
etc.; with no particular advantage cited)

4. Other
:f

sults are shown in Table V-T1. The predoMinant reasons given had

to do with longer range possibilities other than school related reasons:'mACOS
,

groups were more liketytci me :on the former than non-MACOS groups..

The overall impression,1 gained during the interviews, and reinforced

in subsequent review of transcripts, was that this was a difficult questiOn fOr

students. it was-clear that, if the issue '5r/relevance of social studies to their

life had been diieussed at all, it seemed. to have,had 1"ttle effect in students'

ability to articulate rea,lonS.'
4-

Ilius'trative respo7ses are given in Figure V-7.* Here are two examples

from classes, snot included in Figure V-7, which illustrate how students often

had to grope for a rationale. "I"'stands for - interviewer; "S" stands for
. - .

25 . onyentional social studies classifications.coald have been used such

as 'knowledge and understanding (e. g. to- know, to tell my "Children,
. etc.); skills (e. g. to be ablelo do something for some reason); and

appreciation (e.g. m interested and nurious to find out how other
people live, etc.). However, knowledge and skills are included in
Category 1 as well as in Category 2. Category 3 is appreciation.
Time reference and area of application of knowledge and skills was
of interest to the project,- thus the classification as defined above.

*See pages V-188-V-196.
V-44
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Table V-11 .

r
. .

Percentages of Classes With One Dr More Responses
Coded in a Reason-for Studying Social Studies Categorylv ..0 - . : -..

2/. Ave. #
0.w.)-

Table Group/Grade 3 .
-'1

4
No. of Cat's
classes per cl1 "2

V-11a MACOS, Grade 5 38 94 100
'

16 2:3

Non-MAC OS, Grade 5 5 90 100. 20 1.9
, i k

../ :

"V-11b MACOS, Grade 6 20 4 93

,

.15.

-
2.0

Non-rMACO) , Grade 6 ._15 :95
. .

90
.-

20 2.0
) '

:

V-11c'

4

. ,
MACOS, Non-Graded 40 80 93 15 2.1
I I

Non-MACOS, Non-Graded 75 75 ' 4 1.5

V,-11

.

-

All MAC OS Classes 33* 87

.

.

.

96 2 46 2.2

All Non"-MACOS Classes 9* 91 ' 93 44 1.9
4

y,ighted Total of all
Classes

21 89 94 1 ___99,--

1. All percentages ii4)Unded_to the nearest whole number.
2:-"Category desigtiations see text also)

1. School "tie.* Od requiremepts
2. Applications\Kith.a personal advantage
3: General personal knowledge ",
4. , Other 5'

*means significant difference
at the .017' level, (Oily Table
V-11d was tested).



Student.

O

f

1) A non-MACOS class '

I. Why do you think yotrstudy social studies in school?

S. So we can learn about the world and the people In it.

Do you think that might he important sometime?
,

S. Yeah.

I. -When,coald that be important?

S. Well, it:might just be interesting to know, and also maybe,
if you go on*a vaaation then you''ll know how to act toira"rds
these people and what their religion is--to understand them.

I. Mm hm. Sure (acknofedges another,siudent).

Sr` ybu're like g social.gcienbe ply and stuff.
' C

J. Well; whoYs Ka. social science.-..

S.' Well, that hai'd to say.
. v

I. You can pay it out loud.

S. Anthropologist.

I. Yeah,' like an anthropdlogst.

-

S. Yeah, and if you're somebody who has to study about
people tind stuff, have tc go around to .places.

--"7""'"

I Mmhm. Then studying social stimlies'might be important
to you v, when do you think it might be important?,

.

S. Whenwou get older you'll-be an airplan Hot or something,
you'll haye to know what places and w e to go.

I. Sure. How about you, ? Can you think ;;.s a reason
why you might study social studies in sch601?'

.
. :),1 -

.
v

,

26. Again the two examples were picked at random, not on any basis of presumed'

'- quality or interesting content, ei6. , ,. ,

V-46 .
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. ' . ..
S. Like we've been kind of siudying,about feelings and. qtu,ff like that, and if you don't knoW anything, and

you didn't think everything went your way,, it would
cause

;

yoll trouble .and stuff.-
, . .

,,, 4'W.' Is
.

I. ,..nimhm. 'Would that be important.to yOu sometime maybe
to know that? . , .-

4..

S. Yeah.
t

e . I. When could it be important?
..

'
. ''. , a

. .
. S.- Well:. if you didn't understand other peoples' feelings like

.-

Whensou're (pause) just any day. , i .

'2) A MACOS class

I. Now let me atilt you, why do you study studies in school?

zt.
S. To find out what people did for mi country and what kind

of life they lived and if some of the.things'they did affcct
what we do now.

I. If some the-things that they did'offect what we do now.
..That's a very;inte-resting idea.,How do you think that--
why do:you.think that might beAmportIant to you. 2?

4%tk ;
A . .

S. So then we can find out if,, like, they used candles instead
4 of lights and we use lights instead of candles - - sometimes.

I.. Yeah,-'unless the electricity goes out....

S. Yek can study about other plades and things like that,
like other / parts of the/ World, how their Customs,t-are different from ours and things like that.-

. -
I. Againi let me keep the focus on why,you think Oat might be

of,use or-Arnportance to you.

S. Becpuseif you go-'-like you haveito learn other languages
and things like that, cause if you go to other places you'd
like to know about their countries and things like that.

2 . Here there is a variation of the prpbing, but the coders, at least
did not believe it changed the intent of the question.

O
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I. You were going to add something (addresses anikher student)?

.

S. You learn more about your country that way, sb you know
what happened before in your cdiantry.

I. Why might that be important to youtometime?

S. 1 donit,know.

I. But it's good to know, reght?

S. Yeah.

I.

'

do you have anything to contribute to that?+'"
(No). Ok. "(Goes onto next question.j

o

O

,
The predominant rationale for studying goals' studies given by students

was put in terms of appieciation of other people, places; things. Such statements

.
.

were put in terms of, "it's interesting". "it's fun".. "I like to find out about," etc.
on,

The student in the first illustrlition above responded to the question, "'when cbuld
.. . . .

that be important?" with: "Well it might just be interesting to know.. ." and then
-. .

went on to consider z possible practical application..

Overall. both in MAC OS and non-MACOS groups, students often seemed
.db t

to struggle with the question of relevance ormtility, at toast in the waylt was.

posed NI them. Some; of course, did not seem pazzledby thcquestiorf and readily

brought forth suggestion
28

3..
28. It.is interesting to contemplate the difference in results (and the inter-

pretation of them) whichmight have been gotten by using a paper
and pencil checklist technique. Some researchers eschew interviews,
especially open-response ones of the sort used in this study, for a
variety/of rea3ons both valid' nd practica1.1:-While never underesti-
mating the value (and ingenuity) Of paper lind pencil instruments as
vehicles for measuring specified (or unspecified) variable§, it was felt
that this project would nothave gained the level of understanding of
factors affecting instruction and outcomes without direct, face to 1

face,accessbotli to,,students and teachers.
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A. Connections of Social Studies With'Lite Outside School

The issue of relevance was pursued in anbther-series of questions

following immediately on the above in.S-1. The fo tlowing questions were

asked next, one, by one:

1. "Do you eyer_talk about social stud es'butside school?
(What do.You talk about?. WhomdO you talk with?)

I
2. "be you,e er see anything on television that reminds you

of social studies? eXhai
4 w ,

3. "Do you ever hearp.eople talking about anything which reminds
you of social studies? .(What is it or what are .those things?)

.

4. "DO you ever do anything outside of school on your own or
with frtt.ads because of what you 1Cavelearne-d or studied
in social studies?", (If no response: "Doei that question
make sense?" If yes, stop. If no: "Weitfor example,
have you ever gone to a museum to-see-something yOu studied
in social studies; or, have you ever gone to'visit a store or

t,-a;faciory tir-i bank hecause You _wanted to know about, them
from soccdt'stUdies; or have you ever ittirt-de project in,
your neighborhood about _what you studied in_social studies ? ")

4,, . .;
, Each question_is treated here- in order..For. the tirst question, "Do

...- ...:,,,,,
4 : 4

4
1

^ .4- ',.

you ever talk about soclat studies outside school?",, respbnses were coded into
,..s ,4 , A 1

the two parts: (1) "Whom. do you talk with?" and-12) "What-do you talk about?"
4

IThE'firist fArt,usQd.the followingcategories:

"i)CINilibrii:do you talk with?.

;Pdre-nis

2. Siblings,

3. Relatives

4. Friends

\ 0

5. No7one (This category litertilly means that all students. in
../- t . .

_
the group indicated theydid not folk to anyone outside
schbol about social stUdies.

1
\
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6. Other (e:g. neighbors; -anyo.nd who would listen)

Percentages of classes-mentioning any person in these categories 'one

or more times are shown in:Fable V-12.

Table V-12

Percentages of Classes entioning a Category
of Communication One or More Times

Parents"
MAC OS 66%
Non-MAC OS 66

Total 66

iIt was clear that par/ nts, friends, and Siblings in that order, were the

Iva

Category
. ;

Siblings Relatives Friends No One
32% - 9% 48% 14%

23 7 32 ., 11
27- 8 40 13

Other N

9%, 44
2 44
5 88

major communicants of thes 10-42 year olds outside school about what they were

studying in social studies. The fact that no student in 34% of both groups mentioned

paMIT S-wasinteresting. 1

WIi't do students talk about?

Four categories'were used:.

1.I What we're studying in schocil; facts, information, genera-
lization, knowledge, etc.

Issues, debates, arguments over values, opinions,

I
1=,

Skls,- how to do things, (13".'g. make a map,bel'PDad plot
\rot! e for vacationvelc..)

! 1 %

\ '
\ .

4, Other (includes report cards, bad.gradei-, fests,homework,
nothing', etc. ) er

J ..
t -

As would 4 expeyted responses fell principally into the first two cae °ries

as shown in Table V-1;13. /
\

! \
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Table V -13

Percentages of Classes Mentioning a Subject
Discussed One or More Times Outside School

Categories

1 2 3 4
29 ,,

MAC 89% 58% 6% - "36_

Non- MA'' COS 82 37 3 8 38

-Total 85 47 4 - 4 74

The point of Table V-13 is that when both MACOS and non-MACOS

students talked with others outside of school about their social studies, they

nearly always mentioned the content that they were learning rather than skills

or what they were learning how to do.

The question was posed, "bo you ever see anything on television that

reminds you of social studies?" Here there were some interesting (and in one

case predictable) differences between MACOS and non-MACOS groups.

Responses were coded in 4 categories: - ..
-\ ,

--,..,

.1. News, current "events, programs _related to elections, politics,
documentaries or programs on social issues, etc.

.., .

2. Historical dramas, documentaries, dramas or documentaries
or- commercials on countries, places, customs, cultures,
peoples.

29. The reduced numbers of groups in this table, \compared to Table
V -12 is the result, with two exceptions, of thelact that 6 MACOS-'`'-
and 6 non -MACOS grouog uniformly said they nee r talked with
anyone outside school about social studies. There ere also 2
MACOS groups in which there was no agreement t among the coders
about what students said they talked about. Examination of the
transcripts shows. the statements to be very ambiguous, anile
interviewer failed in each case to get them clarified. TherefOrct
the number of MACOS groups in Table V-13 is 2 less than it shoukL
have been.

V-5I
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3." Animal Programs

4. Othei'(Quiz shows, Big Blue Marble, etc. )

Results are shOwn ih.Table V-14.

Table V-14

Percentages of Classes With One or More Responses
Coded in a Televisio&Progtam.Category .

Categories ,Ave. # Cat's
1 2 3 4 No.Glass es per class

MAC OS 22 17* "8-4* / 4 45. \ X1.6

Non - MACOS 48 77* 25* . 11 44- ' 1.6
Total 35 62 55 8 *99 1.6

All percentages rounded_to the nearest whole number *means significant .

Category designations (see text also) differende, p4..0167
..._.., _

1. News; current events, current issues
2. Historical or cultural dramas, documentaries
3. Animal prOgrams -

,, 4. Other

Clearly from Table non - MACOS students were,more likely to

mention dramas, documentaries or commercials about peoples or countries

or places (Category 2) than were MACOS students. MACOS students were more

likely to mention animal shows (Wild Kingdom, Jacques Cousteau, etc.) than non-

MACOS students (Category 3).30 The curriculum seemed to impact on

TV viewing associations.
O

As a final-point about linkage of social studies with television viewing

in the minds of students, it was interesting -to note that this was the only question

in this series about linkages in which no group failed to come up with one or

more poVtive responses.

30. Most MAC OS students at the time.were well versed in salmon, herring
gulls and in some classes, baboons.

V -52
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Responses to the questiOn of whether students "... ever hear people

talking outside school about anything which reminds you of social studies," were

coded in 4 categories:

1. news, current events, elections, politics, social issues, etc.
. .

2. history, historical figures, countries , places, customs
peoples, cultured

3. animals

4. other

It was firs noted that 22% o f the MACC;S groups for which there were

, n

'data and 20% of the non41ACOS grOups, could not come up with any positive

ad.

response. Results for the remainder of the groups are shown in Table V-15.

Table V-15
. .

PercentageS of Classes.With One Qr More Responses
in a Category of Subjects Students Said they Heard

Talked About Outside School,

1 2

Category'

4 -N3

MAC OS 34% 29% 46%* 9% , 35

Non- MACOS- 21' 62* 0?1( 26 34

-Total 28 45. 23 17 69

*significant difference p4.0167

The overwhelming difference betseen.groups in this table again reflects

curriculum (Category 2, History, countries, etc.; Category 3, Animals). The.

MACOS Students, of course, would be far more likely to give examples related

to animals than the non-MACOS students at that time:, Non-MACOS students also

tended to give more examples related to their various Social studies classes.

. V-53
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Both groups were about _equally likely to mention current events topics

(Category 1)
_ -

For the final question of the series, "Do you ever do anything outside

of school on vour .own or with friends because of what you have learned or studied
".

in social studies'?" 93% of the MAC OS groups'and 95% of the non -MACOS groups

gave positive answers.

.

The response categories used were::
4,

01. Seeking further information (e. g. reading, -looking at exhibits
in museums, going to see something to learn' more about it,
etc.)

2. Doing something that draws on knowledge or skills, related
to social studies this year.

Y-

3 . Attempting to stimulate others (family, friends, community,
neighborhood, etc. ,) to-do something based on or related
to what liad been learned or studied in social studies.

4. Doing or seeing things initiated by other people (family,
trip, scouts, etc.)

5.- Other

Table V-14 shows results of theSe codings.

-Table V-16:

Percentages of Classes With One or More Responses
in an Outside Activity Category

Category
1 2 3's 4 5

MAC OS . -33% 56% 0% 49% 8% 39

Non-MAC OS .- 40 49 3 43 , 10 40
Total 37 52 1 46 .P 9 79

What is of -interest in Table y--16 is the relatively high prevalence of

examples in all the main categories except for Category 3 (trying to stimulate

action1n other...).
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Two other questions were asked in S-1:

-1:-"Ityon hadihe-chance to do so, would_Y' you like to visit other

countries in the world?" (If yes, which ones and why?)"

2. "If you dicvisit,them, pr those countries, or the people in
them, what Would you want to find out about them?" (If no
Why not?)

The question may have been premature. In both major groups 5th and

6th grade students confused. states and cities of the United States with other countries.

Otherwise, with the exception of a feW sophisticated statements (I'd really liketo
ts

know how people survive in such- a cold place (Antarctica)," most students, if they

'wereto visit other countries,said they were interested in the housing, foods,

dances, transportairoti;.hOW they live,-etc.

3. Interviews with Teachersi Febrgary/March 1975(T-2)

The purposes of were:
A

. to determine how teachers assessed the progress of their
programto date; _ - :

. to ascertain what improvements they would suggest

Jo obtain information about some similarities between the
goals of the students' social studies program,and other courses
or programs 'during the day;

. to explain who or what-teachers perceived as having had the
greatest,influence on their ideas about what social studies is\
and how to teach it;

. to determine whether teachers were giving or receiving in-service
training' related to social studies during the current year;

. to inquire about the nature of outstandingly successful teaching
experiences teachers had had.

/
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Owing to the press of time and resources, T1-2 was coded by one coder,

not three. Some of the questioni pissed started with a 'yes -No response, with

,
further follow-upquestions dependent upon which respo se was given. Therefore,

T-2 results will be treated more ca herittentiewS.

a. Assessment of programs to date

"At this point in the year, what do you think of the social studies.
curriculum in the class we are stud in ?"

.

"Do_you think there are ways in which the curriculum could.be
improved? (If "Yes:' how*t) %

The, majority of teachers in both groups (70% MACOS, 53% Non-MACOS,

t

out of 9'8 teachers who made judgmental comnienti) appeared very pleased with

-theirprogram.s. '("I think it's doing great," "the children are really enjoying it,','

etc.). 'Teachers in both groups ?No expressed some concern or reservation (in,
)o

,
.

sonie-cases strongly, in other. eases very moderately) about the program. A

number of teachers in both group's felt therwere behind where hey had hoped -,,

0 . 1
1

1

to be. Reasons for this varied. In both groups a few teachers mentioned the

lack of adequate time for social studies. MAC-OS teachers appedred a little
I

.i ,
More likely-than non-MACOS Ones to cite problems with group discussion's or

. 1 .

with group processes, or with getting adequate student itvolvement in group
k

1,

a

processes. several MAC OS teachers commented that the Man and\Animais Unit

..,...-.................:...
was- too long; there were consequent problems in maintaining interest.' TAlp'er-

.

--.-the MAC'OS-teachers dropped the course ("the students got bored;" 'it wasn't'
4 .5 .

_.t : .
It. 7 I

catching on"): Several MACOS teachers felt the'cbtirse did not prov \de suffi-:

. . e
. ,

cient opportunity for students .to develop basic study skills, or map o gdography
,`

b
5..
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Skills. .

t.

4.

Non-MACOS teachers were more likely to mention lack of,,resources

or materials as a problem, although problems with broken or unavailable

films had caused more than one MACOS teacher to re-organize lesson plans.

The difficulty level of materials, along_xith reading problems, were men ton

a:few times by teachers, in both groups.

The majority of-teachers -in both groups said that they -felt the curri-

culum or the way it was being implemented, could t e improved. Suggestions
, .

made appeared to be largely relatedto the various problems described above.,
,

--....._:__,..1: ,
..

b. Interconnections with other programs.
-Teachers were asked a series of branching questions about the attitude,

skill and content goals of their programs that might be reinforced or supported

inOther 'subject areas or programs.

The basic sequence, following an introductory statement, went like this:

"Is a goal of your social studies program to develop in your
students attitudes and behaviors toward other people? Yes, No?"

-If yesi

1. "What are the attitudes and behaviors you hope to encourage?"

2. "Are your students, involved in any other cotLrses, programs
. ,

. or activities in school this year that may be reinforcing these
tame attitudes or

6
behaviors?"

If yes:

3. "What are these programs?

4. Are there any otheis that you know of?"

V-57
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If no:

"What are those programs? What attitudes and behaviors do

- they seek to develop? ,

2. Are there'any others that you knOw of ?"

The same branching t equence was then

nest Toning
*

thinking or slgs.

used for the goals of developing

The final question asked was:

"Are your students-involved -In-any other courses, programs
or activities that cover some of the same concepts, knowledge
and other content that you are teaching in your soeial studies
class? ,What a .7e they? What are:the similarities (in concepts,
15nowledge, and other content)?"

From Table y-ri it is apparent that the great majority of MACOS

and non-MACOS teachers believed one or more p-arts of.the rest of the school

program were related to the same attitudes and skills with which they were

concerned. Nearly half the teachers believed one or more other parts of the

school vrogram dealt...with similar concepts, knowledge or other content.

With respect to content, the degree of'overlap descrilied was highly

O

. variable and was often the least prebisely described of the three areas. For

example, a non-MACOS teacher might say he or she was teaching the American

Revolution, -and in a reading class the students read a Story about Paul Revere.
.

A MACOS teacher might say that what was being done in language arts or

reading liad many parhIlels with MACOS since much of the literature dealt
D

with huMan experiences. Some teachers 44 both, groups would mention that

cbncepts such as relationships were common to science and socialitudies.

Just about all teachers.inboth groups were very much concerned

with the development of attitudes and behavicks as a goal of the social studies

program. Many indicated that they viewed it as the central, overarching goal-
.

1.
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Table V-17 -

Common Goals oESocial Studies and Other Programs
-------for_MACOS and Non-MACOS Groups (Percentages of Teachers)

V-17a. Are attitudes a goal.of your social studies program?.
Yes No . N

MACOS , 100% 0 50
. _

-> Non-MACOS 98 : 2 46

7b. 'Are these attitudes goals of other programs?

MACOS' 84%
Non-MAC OS 76 4

V-17c. Are questioning, critical thinking or research skills a goal of your s
stildies program?

No

20
50
46-

0

MACOS
Non-MACOS

Yes
98% 2%

100

No
50
47

.

Are these skills goals of other programs?
Yes

MAC OS , 86%

Non-MAC OS 87
0

Somewhat-
4%
2

No
10%

8
4\9
46

V-17e. Do other programs cover the same concepts, knowledge or other content
as your social studies program?

MACOS
_ISIon-MACOS

Yes',
45%
47

Somewhat
2%
6

No . N
53% 51
47 47

of social studies in general. What attitudes? What behaviors? While there were

some variations, the predomin'qnt themes seemed to be that childrerrwould come

to respect themselves and their peers; that they would come to understand and be

more tolerant of differences between persons, cultures, countries; and would.
O

become more sensitive to and concerned with their own needs and the needs of

others, A recurrent theme in both groups was that Children

appreciate the world they live in and their relationships to it.
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transcripts on which Table V -i? was based, there were uo apparent trends that
.

..71 f,..
,

seemed to distinguish MACOS and non-MACOS.teachers, even in the wayethey

described what they meant:
. i

\ .

Many teachers in self contained classes ipdicated that they tried to
, ,

reinforce their attitudinal and behavioral goals in other subjects that they

taught, and generally, throughtheir continuing interaction with students. In
. .

ti

any_cas_es teachers would mention, as other activities or Programs rein,-
I \-

0

forcing the attitudinal and behavioral goals they described, sucic s

art, math, and science, and programs such as Magic CiAlcles, Inside-Out;

physical education, haying students work with yo/ unger students, etc.
11. - ,

i.
What did teachers mean by questionMg, critical thinking and,research

. ., - , \
skills? Generally questioning meant questiOning generaliti4; raising questions/ . .

.0
. .

about how we know whether something read or said was true; questioning

whether there may be other explanations, and the like. CritiCal thinking 'skills
-

L .- r
_.nigh t such things as giving reasons, answering ,que,stions or solving problems

, . ret by'the teacher, responding to questions that had no final answer, trying to
. .. 2 a, ..

..
come to conclusions- and, more rarely stated, analyzing topics. Researeh

--_ -- - ' s ,) . 1 I *

skills typically meant,going to the library, looking up something, and writing,
'l 2 , 2 \ ° st

si. \. °
0 4

V s. 2 \ 0
r Other courses, programs or activities listed by teachers s reinforcing

a report.

the skills they described included reading, spelling, language arts, science and

math., A number of teachers in both groups said' they did little in the way of
a

research skills k as defined 'above) in their social studies class, but that those
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skills were picked up ereading orlanguage arts. The extent' of overlap. or

.

reinforcement varied froin class to-scInss, or school to school in

-degree and emphAsii.

c. In1fluence onteachers

4

The question Was asked:
0

. *What person or experience has had the gieatest influence on
your ideas about whaf social studies is and how to teach it?"

,

The results. are showy in Table V-18.'

Table V-18
.

Maj9r Sources of Influence Recalled by .
MACOS and Non-MACOS Teachers

r
MACOS (N=5I). Non-MACOS(N=50)

1. Pers,onal or,general experience; 27% a 44%
nOparticular source stands tout

. . . ,
2. Professor(s) or course(s) in college 10

or graduatt school
.. ..,

.
,

-3. MACOS summer institute, workshop 31

or in-service training

4. Teaching thextrriculunt or program 6

(MAC OS, Holt Data tank, Tabs, 'etc)-4

5. Team members, colleagups; other, 12

person .111 the school system

6. A high school teacher. 8

. Other_.\

30 ,

2

8

6' 8

100%
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Some teachers mentioned several sources. When thatappened, only

the firseoneimentioned% was tallied. Thus the results are.based on only one

primary response pe,r teacher.

' Nearly a third of the MACOS teachers as can be seen in Table V-18

./'

mentioned MACOS training as having

social studies. and how to teach it:

experiende stood but in memory,
,

and /or experiences ( 411-and out of
1 L , ! ,

ianeously mentioned the professio

had the most influence on their ideas about

Many teachers said that no one person or

hat their* ideas were shapbd,by their interests
#

0

teaching) over the years. No teacher spon-
s

11#".
4 ' .

aI journals. When teachers mentioned ehit.gs
. . .

---they-had-re)d,_theyaw_were likely to
. : - give as examples various books Or authors

(e. g. , Gldsspr's Schools Without (Failure) or various social studies texts or series:'-
4

t

'Teachers Hi both groups. ho identified a particularsource, rather .
a.

than slinply their cumulatiire exp rience, were likely to indicate that the influence

- was in the direction of more open ess; more concern with concepts and rein-
, - .

,
4 ti onShips than with fact's and, date

, .

1...mentioned, the described 'change
a,

interesting to students, gettinga

ithe relevance of what they were

around them.
-

In both groups, "regardless of-sources

was often linked with ways of making subjects

ejects to come alive, find getting students :to see
'

earning about to themselVes_ and to"the word

d. Were teachers rec ivin or ivin
.,. ,

trainin during the year?'

Teachers were asked i they had been participating, since September,
, . ... , ..,

-.

.in any training, courses, work hops; or institutes rekited to teaching social
. /',N..,

.

studies. Table V.-18'shows results:
. a
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Table V-19
Had In-Service Training Since September?

Yes No;

MACOS' 26% 74% 53

Non-MAC OS 13' 87 - 46

Examples varied in both groups from formal courses for academic

credit to brief,workshops. Only oneMACOS:teacher mentioned participating

in a MACOS-in-service program.

Table V-20 shows the 'percentages of MACOS and Non-MACOS teachers

o

who said they had given training since September.

Table V-20

ii.r.en Training Since September?

Yes No -

MACOS i 11% 80% 53

Non-_,MACOS 7 93 46

The kinds and amounts of training mcitioned by the relatiy.ely few

teachers in both groups ranged from descriptions of informal assistance to one

or severa,1 fellow teachers, to workshoptg, to Glasser courses for teaching staff.

- 1c. e. Memorable success in'social studies.,,
.

J 3 '" . I The finalquestipn in T-2:',.vvas:'''..i

;.' . ..1 " / .t
i . 3''' ' . . r .. ...

4 ',.'1).urini the-t
lime yem, have taught upper elementary social studies

is there
.,
a course-; of trait or a, particular occasion that you con-

.,

sider your most successfel? Would you please describe it?"
. . .

.-
.

This-was a particularly diffiCult question for tqachers to respond.to on, . :,, '' .- .,,,,.., , 0 i ztr;'- -. "..- _,,,I,

;.
i , the spur of the momeni. Many could not think of anyone occasion that stood out.

Some mentioned particular projects or units in w1)..i.oh students had become
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,"

intensely immersed pr enthusiastic, and with projects, that had, come fojth
1) .

/
f

with some inspired reations, Some teachers in both group.4 mentioned occisions
t /

, .
,,

, , /

when. studOts ha4 become very con structively involved in group activities. Th
v ... ,

descriptions were made in terms very similar. A few teachers mentioned te d-.
.

back from earlier s udents that particularly pleased them.

Overall, the impression given was that for many-teachers, teachi g

tisocial studies is .m ch continual stream with milny Moments of sati faction.,

most of which do not reach such high peaks ,Ls to stand otigin memory.

/
4. Student Interviews; February/March 1975 (S-2)

TiliS set o interviews had as objectives:
P

. to de ermine what the clas,/Was then studying-and how/it
was studying it (what did-s udents do?) /

.
- / I

. to de ermine whether the e.appeared to be any differences i
how groups of MAC OS anc non-MAC OS students resnonded t a
simp e observational pro fem.

.

. to aspess the exten /t to w ieh studentsO, in social studies found
thez4elves talking 1119°01 inflation and recession, /problems
people have in getting aldpg with each other, and tl/e rapidly
changing world.

/
a. What IA studied, and how?3 1 ,

1

1

_
1

The resultS for content at this of year, as described by.students,
1

\

have already been summarized in Table V 8 in sub section V1?-r2a above. Many
/ .

I.. 31. Material peCtaining to the first objective was coded by the three coders
2 A I

1

who did-S -1, T-1, S-3, and T-3 independently. Inithis case (S-h how-
ever, the set of interviews was divi ed, in thirds and eachdoder did
one third only. The rationale for th s deviation off procedure for the

1 .content que tion, other than the pros of time and; resources, Was
that by the time S-2 was started, eact coder had independently coded
nearly 200 tudent interviews and was familiar with content dodesi
The computcagreement rate among t e three coders for the same'
question on -3, which they had just co pleted, was 92%.

V-6
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MACOS clasdes were in the midst of the Netsilik unit, a shift shown in Category 1

e reader will recall that in S-1 students were asked what they liked

to do best4ind leak in social studies (Table V-9, V-10)., Responses to the

.-
,question of what students said they did in studying the subjects they described

were coded in the same categories (cf., Table V-9, 10), which are summa-

rized again here:

1.. Doing Reports

2. Reading

3. Group Work-

4. Assignments

5. Projects

6. Audio-visual Presentations

7. Other

As always, multiple exampleS falling in a particular category were

counted only Once for a given class.
32 The major results of this procedUre

7
are. shown in Table V-21. z

MAC
Non-MACOS

Total

1

49%
61
55

Percentages

2

84%
86
85'

Table V-21
of Classes

Activity °I-Method

Category **

Coded in
Categories

6 7

88% 10%

59+ 2

74 6

/Different/
,, ,

Ave. if
i of Categories

Classes Per Clas.s3 4 5 _./
80% 64% 59%.
80 84 57

80 75 63

.3_
- 51 ,

49
100

'4.47
4.27
4.37

**Category Designations given in text above.

o 4-Significant difference, p 4". 0083

32. On the original code sheets, each instance was recorded separately.
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It can be seen in Table V-21, that MACOS students were more likely

r

to mention the use of audio visuals (films, filmstrips, records, etc. ,Category 6)

than non-MACOS students. Both groups described using a variety of procedures

or activities althotigh.specific form, content and reportedfrequency within

and among categories varied among classes in both major groups. Reading

(Category 2) and group work (Category 3) were mentioned very often in both

groups (MACOS and non-MACOS). Doing reports (Category 1) and 6ssigrunents

were mentioned by fewer MACOS than non-MACOS gro
,

ps.
---.

.1

b. An experiment in inquiry and social interaction

Nearly all,the-steachers_ in both grpups believed inquiry skills were a

central goal of their programs. Such skills included observing comparing,

hypothesizing, evaluating information, drawing conclusions, etc. Nearly all

teachers also were concerned with attitudes and behavior of students toward

each other, as well as toward other peoples, Such attitudes included working

cooperatively in problem solving situations. It was of interest to explore the

use of those skills or operations, and the manifestation of such attitudes. It

was also of interest to observe whether there appeared, to be differences between

goups of MACOS and non-MACOS students in how they approached a simple

problem involving the use of availably visual data to formulate hypotheses, and

possibly to analyze thetn.°

Nc-diirAfiry each gxo p of students in S-2 was presented with two 9" x 14"

blacI5 and white photographs.: One showed a scene of a pioneer group preparing

a meal out on the prairie. Nearby were two conestoga wagons, a grazing horse,

V-66
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some cattle lying in the grass, a dog watching the)skinning of a deer. A kettle

. hung from a stick over an open wood fire. There were adults and children about.

The women were doing the cooking. One man, carrying a rifle, held' a brace

of partridges.
33 The other scene was a modern camp site. Open Road cam-

. ,...
- i

pers nestled here and there in a glade, a small brook flowing along-one-edge.

4

In the center was_a patio, with permanent brick barbecue fireplace, picnic

tables, cement steps with railings, leading from one terrace in the-glade to

another. There were adults and chi.dren. Meals were being prepared; two

men,. one wearing, a chef's hat, hovered about the fireplace. Men and women

were moving about or settled at the picnic tables. On a gate on the back of one

camper sat a nian playing a guitar, while three yoUngsters watched. A small

terrier was bouncing near the fireplace-.34 All*Persons in both pictures were,

as best could be`seen, White.

The task set for the students (four in each group for a given c6s§)-was

posed as follows:

',II would like you to look at two situations. This picture
was made in this country about 130 years ago; this one was
made recently. What are all thevays you can think of that

these situations are different? What are all the ways-you
can think of that they are alike? (For Listing of facts, respond
'uh huh. ' For other than factual comparisons, say: 'What

'makes you say that?' If students appear.to be done and there
is more time, -wait,. Otherwise say: 'Can you think of any other

ways they are alike or different?)"

33. Picture,, p. 88, Margaret L. Coit, The Sweep Westward, Volume 4:

1829-1849. Tilme-Life Books, New York, 1963. With permission of

Culver Photo Agency, New York.
34. PhotO reduction of a poster in an Open Road Sales Agency, Maryland .

With permission of the agency'.
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Students set about that task for 4-5 minutes. They were' then asked:

1. "From looking at these two situations, how do you think
these peoples' problems are the same? How do you think
these peoples' problems are different?"

2. "Are there any other ways in'whic
the same or different?"

irk problems may be

3. "Aiwthing else? (Repeat until the answer is no.)"

Analysis of responses for this report was restricted to the question

about similarity and difilrences of problems. A stratified random sample of

tape transcripts of classes was drliwn- with the following sample sizes:

Grade
5 6, Non-Graded Total

MACOS- 4 9 8 4 21

Non-MACOS S 4 21

-These were approximately the proportions in which these gradei

appear in the total groups.

The three coders worl;Frogether on the analyses that followed.
35

Thus

"scoring" was the result of the three coders arriving at a consensus on each point.

i.1). Hypothesis forming and testing
-

Did MACOS groups formulate more hypotheses about problems (similar

. .

or different) than non-MACOS groups? Wasjhe quality of interaction among MACOS
.

groups different, as measured by greater frequency of testing or questioning of4

proposed hypotheses? Coding of each: distinguishable hypothesis presented was

as follows':
.

35. As always, the identification of classes was obliterated oq the transcripts.
Questioning of coders ,after the coding indicated they did not know

which were MACOS and which non-MACOS niasses for these analyses.
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1 = an hypothesis. was presented; po test or check.on it was made
(e.g., the modern peoplyvould be safer froni wild animals
because they have better guns) .

2 = one test or check was made on. the implications of-the hypo-
thesis; a "yes, but" (e.g., yes, but thatf.s not necessarily
so, because the people in, the old days had more practice
shooting and could shoot better?

3 = more than one attempt to test the hypothesis was made,
`i=% not including repetitions of the same point (e. g. ,also'the

people in the trailer camp may hot have guns with them,
but they could get in the campers for protection)36

Scoring was done by assigning each instance to one of the three cate-

gories (treated is mutuillypexclusive). This was done for each class. Means
V ,!. I 9

an&standard deviations for the two groups are shown in Table V-22.

TablOV-22 0 1.
Average Number and Standard Deviation of HypOtheses

and Tests of Hypotheses, by Group

MAC as
Hyutheses (H) One Test of H More than one Test of H

Ave/Class 5.33 .76 .81
SD 3.11 1.02 1.38

Non-MAC OS
Ave/C lass 4.91 .86 .52
SD 3.87 1.25 .73

A multivariate test of differences between groups, using the three

performance measures as dependent variables,. was not' significant." It.was con -

eluded that the groups overall did not differ markedly, in amount of hypothesizing

about problems or in interactions on proposed hypotheses (that is, on testing

suggested hypotheses). .There were substantial variations between classes in both

groups, as the standard deviations suggest. It should be recalled that the instructions
0

36. ,Note: No attempt was made to rate quality or sophistication. Obviously
the 'issue in these examples was. the problem of safety or protection.

937; The test was Hotelling's T2; F3;38 = .429, p) .05).
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given students, did not state that they should test each other's hypotheses. On
nR

the average, MACOS groups were a little,more likely to do so spontaneously

than non - MACOS clasies. The pronounced differences, however, were in

the variations in quality of social interaction between classes in both MACOS

and non-MACOS groups.

2) Type's of Problems identified

The types of problems students identified (whether similarities or

differences) were classified as follows:

0 = can't really tell; uninterpretable; unclassifiable.

1 = designations ot pbservable similarities or differences;
descriptions; not really problems

2 = inferences about problems related to the physical quality
of life (safety, health, transportation or travel, com-
fort, availability of food, medicine, etc.)

= inferences about, prOblems related to style of life and customs
(freedom ofomovement, interdependence, cooperation,
self sufficiency, work pattern's qr requirements, beliefs,
social relations, social organizations, laws, etc.)

4 = inferences unrelated to peoples' problems (e. g. it looks
in this pictUre like it might rain, but not in that picture;
these people are happier - no futher conjecture offered, etc.)

Percentages of responses summed over classes in these categories are

given in Table V-23.

Table V723
Percentages of Different Kinds of inferences,by Group

Types of Inferences a Total # of
0 1 2 3 4 Responses

MACOS 1677% 6.3% 60.8% 6.8%, 9.5% 222

Non-MACOS 12.9 10..5 54.8 5.5 16.4 219
41-
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' There was clearly great similarity between groups in roportions of

different types of responses. Students in'both groups, when they restricted

themselves to considerations V similar and different rolpAernk. (Categories 2

and 3), overwhelmingly focussed on physical, material factors. This may well

be the result of-their aged as Well as of'the content of the material with which

they were presented. 'A few students in each main group conjectured about

social or societal variables. An interesting example of such conjecture was:

nthese_people (the Open Road campers) can't go as fast as they want because

° of speed laws; in the old days they could go as fast as they wanted."

A surprising number of students thought people in the old days had

an easier life because they didn't have to work in order to get food; they could

just- go out and hunt it.

3) Similarities and Differences

Students in both groups were-far more likely to cite problems involving

differences between the past and present than similarities (by a factor of 3 to

1 for both grout ).. For example, present people, (the Open Road campers) may

run-out of gas; these people (the pioneers) didn't have to worry about that.

Students in both groups were good at spotting, or conjecturing about, dilferences.

Similarities seemed harder though by no means impossible for them. to imagine,

although the"interviewers stated both as optiond in the opening question and

with few exceptions repeated both on follow-up encouragements. (For further

examples, see interview specification above).

As one-means of to ng.the comparability of results between groups,

v-n
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the number of attempts to get further examples in each class.was 6unted. There

were no statistically significant differences between groups. There was

variability from class to class, but not, it appeared related systematically
4

to MACOS or non-MACOS classes 'ms such. For average number of
4

probes or requests for further problems, MACOS = 2.25, SD = 1.26; non - MACOS =

. 2.50, SD = 1.30).
,

This excursion into impromptu group prdo' Lem analysis was most .

0.

interesting. There were, to be sure, other variables'one could examine, given

the data available (there were just over 300 usable tr cripts with this se-

quence in them). The focus on the variables and procedures .just.describe,d"was

made in the interest of priority and time. The overwhelming impression, on

the basis of the 42 transcripts analyzed, was one of substantial variation in
4.

competence, sophigtication and maturity between different classes, regardless
4

of whether or notthey were taking MACOS.

c. Exposure to Cerrent Social Issue

. In order to investigate the extent to which students in ditfeient classes

perceived themselves as learning about selected current social issues, they

were asked about inflation and recession, problems people have in getting along

with eacliother, and the implications of rapidly changing technology.
38

1) ,Recession, inflation

"Does the talk about inflation and recession?
If yes, ask 1, 2, 3 and 4 below; if no ask 4.

38. The topic of discrimination was investigated 'kpecifically in S-3. See
subsection V-B6 below.
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. 1.. "How do'you come td talk*about it?"
.

2. "Does your teacher bring it up? .Do you talk. about it
very often in your social studies class?"

3. "l)o you talk about it as part of what you are learning in
your social studies class?"

4. "Do you talk about it in any class other than social studies?'
(If es, in what, class?)"

Results were that 65% of the MACOS-and also the ton-MACOS classes indicated

that they talked about recession and inflation in social studies. Forty-00 (41)

percent of the .MACOS classes, and 67% of the nCn-MACOS classes that said

theyhad discussed them saw those topics as part of or related to their main studies,

while 48% and30% respectively, saw them as unrelated to their main d'tudieg.

Forty one (41) percent of the MACOS classes and 52% of the non-MACOS
6 .4

0 0,
1

classes indicated,that they talked about such Tatters in other classes, (typicall
. .

math). Twenty-seven percent of the MACOS classes, and 22% of the non-MACOS.

indicated that inflation or recession was not discussed.in social studies or any

other class. Finally, 34% (MACOS) to 44% (non-MACOS) of the classes gave indi-

gption that those topics were discussed both in socinj studies and at least one

other class.

2) Problems in getting along with each other

"In social studies do you ever talk.about robleinspeOple
have in getting along each other ?" '(,The same
sequence.as in 1) above was used, except if students -gave'
historical examples - e.g., the British and French in the
early history of America - they were asked: "Do you
ever talk about problems people have in getting along with
each other now?")

I, 1,,
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The results. indipated that the majority of clashes in both groups

said that they did at least sometimes talk in sucial studies about problems

1 --

people have in getting along with each other. MACOS classes were slightly
_ .

, , .
,

. . ..

more likely.than non - MACOS clasies_to say-that (94% to 86%). Given that

students from different classes did indicate that such matters were discussed

In social studies, the classes in both groups were roughly equally tdivided-iti

opinions atto whether or not such discussions were related to what they .were

studying. Fifty two (52%) percent of the MACOS classes, and 46% of the non-
,

MACOS ones, indicated that such discussions were related to what they were

studying . An example of why students might make huch a distinction would be

a social studies class in which a form of student government was set up to,

handle disputes among students, While students saw the subject of social studies
.7 .

7
learning about the food; housing, clothing,` customs and geography of other

. .

Cultures. Dispute resolution might take' place'during social itudies., but was

\ .
no necessarily seen as related directly Oa as a subject or activity.

l ,- ,

In both groups it was apparent that if students perceived any discussion
I . .

orProblems people have-in getting along, they associated such discussion pre-
.

P 0 0

'domAnantly with the social studies class and not with other classes-. Seventy

, 1
. - , .

(70%) percent of the MACOS classes and 767riof the non-MACOS classes said they
_._

did no
it talk about such matters in oth r classes or courses.

fi
t,

Six (6) to 14% of the classes failed to cite any evidence of discussion

of such problems in any way connectcid with social studies. This, '.of ccurso,' may

o

, harts been- the result of the way the question was posed to students or understoo'd

4
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bythern, or of other factors.

3) Iniplicaiions of rapidly changing technologSi

'"Mariy people say our world is/changing very quickly now
and in the future. They say things like-jets, rockets,
computers,, automation aryall changing our world more -

arldmore quickly. Do .,you Aver talk about that in social
studies?" (If yes,' thfour follow up questions listed
under 1) above cadre asked. If no, only #4iwas asked).

The underlying objective of the question was.o assess the extent to,
..

which students sec thengehres engaged in discourses that might be related to
. .

preparation for axlcustment to a rapidly chafigirg world. Forty (40%) percent
.

.

of the 42 MA/COS Classes for which interpretable data were available, and 64%

. .
of the 41 noh-MACOS classes indicated that there was at least some discUssion
. e

. of the topic in social studies. Less thpn half of hose classeQ s in both groups,
*I .

however, thought of such discussions as directly feinted to their major studies,

The samples of student-fa:0m of the MAC OS classics find 29% of

the non-tAIAtrOS said °they did notrecall any such discussion in Soc al stups-or '
7. 4

. 1

any other class. If even occasional discussions about
,

the,rapidly
'

hanging world
,,_ iia. .

re at aI.l indicative of intentions to preOarefStuden tS for adjustment to future life,
4 .

1 I

such Intentions (as evidenced by studentS1. recollections of any Su h discussions)
. .

. are - sporadically dist.iibuted. Whethe or not such preparation Should be under!

taken with 10-12 year olds under the aegis of social studies or some other part

1
, rthe-school-pr-ogi amis, of course, another issue. When students did Mention

.111..Ad")'

discussing in other'courses rapidlichfinging technology and its` influence% on our

lives, the course typically mentioned Was science.

0
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i. Interviews withTeachers, A

.

.. The final interviews wiih teachers were conducted cthicurrently with

itf.,,,posttesting. The objectives we e to: . - '

.determine the nature and amount of interactions.about social
. _.:

. studies that tea hers had during the year with other teachers,

.

rincipals, anc persons from the central administration;
. . .

determine, fr m the teachers' point of view, the similarities
and

'

differences in t esocial studiesprogramstheir present
i

students had befor this year, find would have in the coming
/ 'I

_years; . .. .
. A

.determine,what
social stu

achers saw as the influence of this year's
on the lives' of their students outside sc-h401;

. determine, whether teachershad experie'nced any reaction or
comment from parents or others about their social stu_ dies
program during the.year;

. determine which controversi:11 or sensitive subjects tiachers
dealt with in social studies during theyear, how they dealt
with them, and whether there were topics they avoided because
they were thought to be, controversial or,sepsitlive.

.determine thepositive and negative effects of our study;
P

:determine the extent to which teachers thought we had observed

. the significant features of their programs.
.

*

S

So me of the T-3 item's were coded essentially Yes-No by a staff member.

Content questions were coded by the three coders working independently, as in

O

a. Intercommunications.

1) Interactions with other teachers

The interview 1-w-Ltb-a-se.tf of questions concerning whom

teachersalked.with about social studies during the year, and whether their classes

O
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Were observed. The sequence was as follows:

"This year, have you dscus s ecyolusLcial studies program
zith aaLitIer teachers in this school? If no, go to lb. *If yes:

,.% i

1-. Which grades or ubjects do they teach?
i

+ i

/ I i
,

2. -Do you usually bring up the topic, or do other teachers initiate
the discussions'? i

1 .

, 1 I

3. About how often ihave you talkedwith other teachers about social
1 - i

lstudies?, Da i y, once a week, once every,cotflile of weeks?
1 r ,

4. What specific things have you talked about?

5. Are these discussion you have with these other teachers held
at regularly scheduled meting or conferences?"

"Have you this year disccused your sc!)cial studies program with the
principal? - If yes:

I. About how often, daily, once or:twice a week, once every couple
of weeks?

2. What do you typically talk about?

3. Has the principal observed the class? If yes:

a. More than once?

b. Did he/she give you feedback or suggestion0

c. What-specific feedback or suggestions?"

"Have-you this year - discussed your social studies program with
the social studies supervisor or other instructional supervisor,
1ielping teacheror other person from central administration?"

Nearly all teachers said they had discussed their social studies program
_ -

duying tile year with another teach kor teacifers (NIACOS, 98%; non MACOS 94170).39

Such discussions were typknally not at regularly scheduled meeting's or conferences

IIACOS N = 5!;;'ion-.MACOS 50.

6 4
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(MACOS,66 %; no'n-MACOS, 84%). Both.groups were abo t tIle.same with respect\ ,

, / I'

'i, ,

- .

to who typically initiate the discussions. Which teacheridid they tailk to

.- about thpir's ocial studies program? ',What-did-they talk about? Tab e V-24
V

,...--I1 \

makes it very clear they
)they_most typically talked with teachers at the-same

P i \

grade leVels. . \

1

\

.. \
Table V-24 i

Whom Teachers Talked With AboulTheirScicial Studies Program

Grade or Subject Area of
C orrAunicants

Percent of Teachers

i Grades 5 or 6, or same
grade as respondents
(includes team members)

MACOS(N= 54)1
81%

2. Grades 3-4 43

3. Gra es 1-2 ,4
4. All grades .\ 9

'5. Social Studies Teacher (s) 4

Science Teacher(s) 2

7. Language Arts, English
Teficher(s) 4

) 8. Math Teacher(s) 2

9. Art Teacher(s)
'10. Other le. g. 7th or 8th

grnde teacher(s)

Non-MA OS (N=49) Total(N=103)
9% 3 76%

12
4

2

35
2

11.

4
1

2
1
2

6 3

The relatively small percentages of teachers- indicatng communications

with other subject area teachers was due mainly to the fact tbat most classes in the

two groups were self-contained rather than departmentalized.

In the usually inforinal discussions, what did' teachei's talk about with

respect to their social studies program? Table V-25 indicates that most typically
I e

it was discussion of or sharing ideas about lessons, teaching, manat,:ng ci,asses

etc. Because, as mentioned above, the majority of teachers had self-contained
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classes, there was much less frequ-nt indication of any sort of formal coordi-

nation or planning of curriculum or activities.

Table V-25

What Talked Abv.tt?

Percent of Teachers
MAdOS(N=55) Non-MAC OS(N=47) Total (N=102)

1. Coordinating or planning 31% 30% , 30%
,
-curriculum or activities .

2. Sharing information ideas 87 94 89

for lessons, teaching,
classroom management ' - ,;_

.

:

3. Discipline problems 5 . 6 6

4. Parent/Community reactions 2
- -, 4 - 1

5. Education in generaI. 2 ' 1

6. Other 4 2

Drsspite commonalities of communicants and general topics of conversittion,

MACOS teachers appeared to discuss social studies with other teabhers more

4
frequently<than non-MACCS teachers, as indicated in, Table V-26.40

' \ -.,
Table

v ..t, it
How Often

ts,

V-26

Discussed Social
.

MACOS(N=45)

C

Studies?

Nori-MACOS(N=38) Total(21=83)

1. Seldom (2-3 times during 2% 4 18% ° 8%

the year)
2. Sometime's (up to half a

dozen times)
2 . 11 6

3. Fairly often (about
once a month)

22 37 2,9

4. Often (weekly to daily 80 34 , 59

Some of the disparity between MACOS and non-MACOS teachers shown

40. The columns in Table V-26 do not add to 100% because an occasional
teacher would distinguish frequency of communications-betWeen more
than one type of communicant, and was thus double counted.- -
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ire Table W-26-comes about from the sheer mechadics of MACOS - e.g., the

need to share films, projectors, records, etc.. Sometimes several MACOS

classes in a given school would come togetherl to see a film and discuss It,

which petforce would bring several teachers togethei. Sometimes the striking

differences of MACOS, compared to other brogrdins;would occasioh exchanges

, about social studies. Often communications were among team members, which

would account for some of the difference in frequency.of communications-between

The two groups. There were more team-teaching ort,acher-intern situations

in.the MAC OS group (9 for MACOS, 6 for non-MACOS)..

2) Interactions wifif Principals

Table V -27 gives the percentages of teachers who indicated that they

had discussed their social stud

and also, whether or not the pri
(..?

I

I Table V-27'

ies program with the principal during:the year,

ncipal had obSedrved the class.

Interactions with Prihcipal About SopialStudies
for MACOS and Non-MACOS Groups (percentages of teachers)
V-27a., Principal observed class this ycat?

Yes - No

MACOS 60% 40% 55

Non-MAC OS 49 5'1 47
a

V-27b. Talked with principal about class this year?
-Yes No N

MAC OS 62% 38% 55

Non4IAC OS 68 32 47

C

The surprising features are the relative ina-equency of communications

between some teachers acid some principals about the social studies class.

About a third of the MACOS and non-MAC OS ,t,eachers ;tated.that they-.had not

.discussed their social studies program vfith the principal during the year; even

V-40
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greater percentages said the class had not been observed during the year.

3). Interactions with Social Studies Supervisors, or other Instructional
Supervisors, Helping Teachers or Other Persons from Central
Administration

Most teachers in both groups, said they had not talked with anyone

from the central administration about their social studies prograin during the
. 7

year, (MACOS: 65%; non-MACOS 72%). Over 80% of both groups said no central

administration personnel had observed their social-studies cuss during the year.
.

On the other hand, a number of teachers had lad :re' ry constructive and helpful -
f.

contacts with their sotial studies coordinators or supervisors during the ye:tr.
.

b. Teachers' vie of continuity of social studies programs

The following sequence ofAuestions was asked of teachers:

"Are there any similarities between your course-this year
and the social studies programs these students had_ in the
'two previous years (e. r in .third and fourth grade)? 'What
are these similarities?"

re-there any differences between your course this year and
the scScial studies programs these students had in the previous
two years? What are these differences ?"

"Are there any similarities 1etween the students' social studies program
this year and their prOgrantnext year? What are these 'similarities?

"Are
, there any differences between the students' social studies program

fhii year and their program next year?. What. are the differences?"

Desbriptions were classified in eight basic categories:

1. Don'} know

2. No Sit tilarities (differences)

a. °Sarne (different) textbook or series
0

4. Similar (d.jfferent) subject matter (countries, cultures, concepts, etc.).

gr.

c.



a

5. Similar (different) skill's (inquiry, research, libriry, map,
how to,. etc.)

6. Similar (different) focus on attitudes, behavior, values

Similar (different) approach, process, thrust, strategy,
philosophy

8. Other

The results of the inquiry and coding are summarized in Tables y-28a-d. 41

The first striking point abotit all four sub-tables 18 the percentage of teachers who

said they really did. not kilow what-s*ilaritiesor differences there were in

earlier or subsequent social studies programs (Category 1). Curiously, ,the

MACOS teachers that contributed almost exclusively to that category in Table

V-28a (similarities in program in grades 3 and 4) were 5th grade or non-graded

teachers and those in the MACOS gt oup that contributed the most to category 2

(no similarities)in the same table were 6th grade teachers. This was not thecase

for Table 2811 (past differences).

Sixth grade and non - graded teachers in both groups were more likely to °
, . ..

say thy didn't know/about similarities or differences in programs their present

students would haye the following year (6th graders were-moving on to junicir high).

When 5th grade teachers gave such a response, it was often because there was

going to be a revision of or change in-proqam in the school.

Despite occasional appearance.,, the comparative percehtages between
5

41. The N's for questions about differences ore lower than fox similarities
. because a fcw teachers indicated that they didn't know about either

in the first question, and were not coded again in the second one (see .
sequence'described in text):

y-82

0

0
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Table V -28a-d
Percentages of Teachers Citing Similarities and Differences

of Previous and Future Programs of Their\Stuclents Compared to GM.se 'his ye.arl/

PAST
a. SIMILARITIES 1 2

Category-9

4 5 6

. Ave. #
No. of Cat's
tchs. per

MACOS 25 17 9 21 . 19 11 t 25 \ 2 53 1.3

Non-MACOS . lg. 14 .27 16. l& 24 49 1. 2

Weighted ,
Totals

.22 16 18
.

19 18
,.

25 1 \ 102 -1: 2

Percentages rounded to the nearest whole numb6r. \
Category designatipns (see text also):

1. Don't know 5. 'Similar skills
2. .No similarities 6., .Similar focus on attitudes
-37-Sarne-t-extiyook or ..,s Pr i es teaching approaches, strategy' philosophy

4. Similar subject mate- 8. Other

PAST
IFFERENCES 1 3 4 -5

Ave.-
No. of Cat's \

6 7 8 tchs. per tch.
MAC OS

.,
18

.

.14. ----2-4 39. 16 6 33 8 Q49 1.6

Non-MACOS- 11 2 1,1 46. 20 13 20 11 46 1.3

Weighted
Totals

15

.
3 18 . 42

I

18 9 26 9 95 1.5

1. 10,prcentages rounded to the nearest whole number.
2. Category des ignations

1. Dont' know 5. Different Skills
2. No diffbrences G. Different focus on attitudes
'3. Different textbook or series .7. Different leaching approach,. strategy, philosophy
4. Different subject matter 8. Other'

.X>



FtITURE
. SIMILARITIES 2 3 -

.4

Table V-28a-d Continued

5 6 7

No. of
"tchs.

Ave. #
Cat's
er tch.

MACOS 31 1 19 .7 17 J1
.

4 17 2
b

54 1.2

Kon-MACOS 40 7 11 .1.4
1 9 2 29 4 45 1.2

Weighted Totals 35 14 14 12 10 3 22 3 99 1.2

. Percentages rounded to the nearest whole num er.
2. Category designations 'see text also)

1. Don't know 5. Similar skills
2. 'N'claimilarities 6 Similar focus on attitudes
3. Same textbook or series 7. Similat.teaching approach, strategy
4. Similar subject matter 8.a Other

Ave. #
FUTURE No. of' Cat's

DIFFERENCES 1 . 2 4 5 7 8 tchs. per tch.
MACOS 31. 7 36 18 27 45 1.4

Non-WfACOS
t

40 13 33 20 40, 1.2

Weighted 32 8 't31 12 21 95". 1.31.
Totals

entagcs'founded to the nearest whole number.
g. Gatedory de6ignations

i. Don't know
2.. No differences
3. Different textbook or series

Different subject matter

5.' Different skills
6. Different focus on attitudes
7. Different teaching approach, strategy
8. Other :

Po

.
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the -two groups indifferent categories are not significantly different, by the

statistical criterion employe throughout this section.

When teachers described similarities they were apt to mention

various characteristics. If MACdS teadhers saw similUrities in their.program
o

with those in the lower grade levels, they were a little more likely to describe

similarities in teaching approaches, strategies, philosophy, etc (CategOry 7)

(i. e. slightly more teachers mentioned it). Eor non7MACOS teachers the modal

.category WRS #3 (same text or series). In both groups, More teachers cited

differences irf content (in earlier and subsequent programs) than any other

type of difference (Category 4)..

The impression, from conducting interviews and reviewing transcripts

was that, with some exceptions, many teachers were more clear or more spe-,/

cific in their descriptions of differences amogprograms than of similarities....
The reader will recall that students, in analyzing the two pictures shown them

e
. f

by the researchers (cf. VB 4(1 above), were also far More likely t) describe

differences than similarities.

Figure V-8 gives illustrative descriptcon by the mini-sample of teachers

about'similarities :Ind differences, (pages V-197-V-2125,

.

a

Teachers'c) Teachers' perceptions of influence of the program on students'
lives outside school

"From what you can t911, has your social studies program this
year had any influence or effect ion the lives or activities of,
your students outside school, such as changes in thbir attitudes
toward.Others, in their TV viewing habits, or reading interestsp

, or talking with their; parents or games or activities outside
school, oz projects theys may undertake; or whatever? If yes:
Please give me some examples."

V-85

91.
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Table V-29
Teachers' Peiceptions of Areas of Influence

of Social Studies ,Program on-,Students.' Ii!v.pa_Outside Schoolli

VJ. 2

:MAC OS

Non -MAC OS

Category _/
3 4 5

22 54

23

2 26-4 s:

48 2 32

.

"39

Weighted Total 6

1.. Percentages rounded to thesnearest who e number
2." Category DesignatIons 9'

1. No influence
2. Don't know
3. Students are more open, more

tolerant of differences
4, More interaction with parents
5. T. V. viewing related to social studies
6. More independent reading 9*

. 7. Others

a

No. of,
6 tchs.

Ave. #
Cat's

per tch.
1.215 .54

10 49 1.3

14 t 7 103. 1.3

9 a
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In Table V-29 it can be seen that the most frequently mentioned

influence i
v
n both groups was on students' attitudes and behavior (Category 3).

.-

This of course was bomethir-..6 teachers could observe directly,. Some teachers
r A,

mentioned they hoped such changes transferred to life outeid school.' The

next meet frequently mentioned influences in both groups were televiiion viewing
. .

related to social studies (Category 5) and more independent readitig ai ego ry 6)

It can be seen that 22-24% of the teachers si Stated they didnot know( or

'ere not in a position to know) what influence tli iteDogram had had on the lives
`'

0 , . . , A e-t

----<-1.S 0

of students outside School. Many of those who,,did describe evidence of impact , ;,
;:3,

---0 -------

did so tentatively. Figure V-9a (pgs V-213 -220) gives illustrative responses._

Overall, the responses to this question are interesting to consider in li t of

,
the expressed ne med of many teachers to, dke social studies' more relevant to

the lives of students"._
.

-30 Regardless of the specificity of teachers' knowledge about their students'
st,

te
.. ...

activities outside school, one sourcepf feedback or information might have come '
0 _ ,, .

from par inks or comniunity gro4s. Teachers were asked_near the end of theyear:
. , 4 c -- -;r

".From what you cdn tell, has there been any ruction Or. . .0, ......_
comment about your social studies program from members., of the community or parents?"

e
. . .

Percentages of classes indicating Yes were: NIACOS, 48%;,non-MACOS,
). - .. .. ,0

.37%.4.2 Although somewhat more MAC OS answered affirmatively, the

differences in percentages were not statistically significhnt. These figures,

0

however, are interesjIng to compare with the results of a sin liar question asked
G' . . 1v. ..0

42. Number of classes: MAC lie, 54; non-MAcOS 46. f eedbabk frequently
came ,about in parent/teaner conferences during the' year. r

i.e.

V-87

9

9

O

.0
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t c%

/4 .
lti the-pteceding November/December (T-1-) interviews. Then o nly 9 an

J %%.'s

a .
of"tl* MACOS and non-MACOS teachers (resi3ectively) answered

00, , , .

..,0 /
1

present
Y .11.

i . . Affirmative answers in the interview did not necessarily mean
, L.L. I ,I criticisms

, .

/ A iticisms or complaints from parents or comnity groups. In. a number of
,---"---- 4 ..

.
.

p e. yp, eac. 9 cases, in both groups the reactions were positive Tical negaeiye reactions
,

ea
- . i;

described by both groups came from occasional individual parents' or other
.... - , . t''

visitors. In -the case of racps, teachers negade responses were aireaction

to the critical commentary that -was appearing in the ne(wspapers. In both(. - .

groups, negative responses also concerned giudentsiknowledge (Dr lack of it)
..

. ,
.

i .

. a % : .
, .

of American history (with the Bic tennial approlaim). Most teachers ,inboth.
. .. ,

4
- ,

groups seemed-to believe that once they bad had a chance to discuss with parents

I

4. or others what they were doing and its rationalex concerns were,alleviated. In
.. . .

3
., ,

. ; ' . . ' .. ,.* .

b:,only one of the 15 school disitricts in the_.project was therc..a_sysymatie ooposi"
f , /. j. 0

tion to MACOS during the year.,
.

The reader can see ,specific responses to questions of reactions.in
...

:

pr Figure V.- 9b. (see pageg V-221=.Vr226).

/
. "d. The problem of controversial or sensitive issups, doncepts,,

or topics /

. \flat gid teacheis in the two,groups "see as controversialor. sensitive?
. / ,

How did they handld them.-in elhsg? D1'. they specifically avoid some topics or

concepts?43 Here was the sequence of questions posed:

0

,c 43. The project haci4b.een intereged in such questions throughout the
A year. They were explored only--tit the end of the year in part to

mininfite ajiy influence of the study on what teachers did-in their
classes.

'I

V-88
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. . "
"Have you dealt with any significant local or national contro-
versial issue's :Ili your social. studies program this year?

1. Would you please list thos6 issues?

If yes:

. .. . .
,

2:- How did you handle them, in class? What activitieb were used?
' 1

"Have you dealt with any controversial concepts or subjects in
your social studies program this year? If Yes:4 .

1. Would you please list; them?
,

How did ypu handle them in class?"

IHIVere there any controversial concepts or subjects you could
have-dealt with in your program or materials, Which you decided
not to go into in clam? If yes: ..

Would' you please describe them?

2.:1 why did you decide not to treat them in class?
. . r

ResObes to the'question raboig local o national controversial issues

ao

/ i
J 7..

\in 11 categories: . -
0

were classiTi

8'.

A

. 'None

Crimes(includ,ing
4: 8,

.Sex (life dy'ales,
sperldbItiet

Religion .

:.
death, penalty)

I I

reproductiOn, sex education aortion,,:
o)

I

;Rabe, minorities; women'ts. rights or lib, gay rights, etc.

. 4_

4.

Ps. t

, . , ;4 41 g
1 \

t nergys .pollulign, environmenpl Issues ,
... t,

...
i

Eceneomy (tecessjon; inflation;ietc.)

War (VietnantVietnOil,refugees)

i

...
f

.
.

' '

V ,
il l

Nationa$ politics (WdLOPgat-e; governm_ t. orruI p'tipon; forei
affairs) f. . . f

t 1

CP

p,
a.*

9r:



10. 'Evolution, naturaLselection

11. .0ther (e.g., Id age;treatm eri't-of elderly; transplanting
organs.; how children are punished; hunger% starvation
petional prOblems; the future; forced bussing; propaganda;
drugs; book burnihg in Vest Virginia; metric system; the
Bicentennial; American revolutionaries `today; Russia;
Chile; etc.) "-

Percehtagesof,classes coded inNtheve categories are shown in Table
_ .
V-40a. What teachers considercid controversial, of course, varied from teacher

_ I

to teacher. For example, 20% if the non-MACOS teachers felt that energy,

,pollution or environmental issues were controversial (Category 6), while Only

MACOS teachers cited such topic's. Many others my have dealt with I4%
. .

sucihRsties but did not consider them controversial. Obviously a sizeable frac-
. , .\,,, , . t

, i
tion of teachers in both groups said they had not dealt with issues they considered 1,

A

r-N
ii - , .

controversial, When such issues came up, they were initiat sometimes by
41 \

studentS, sometiirnes by the teacher, sometimes by &het. so s (such as the

curriculum materials, Weekly Reader, Junior Scholastic, tc.) in rd hly equal
(-f-

measure in both groups. .. ..

1 \
1 ' ..

I 4. ,
a \ .

. When controversial national or. local issues did cone up, they were

almost always dealt with by a general discussion toget different views. FeW,

1"?`teachers/ndicated_tht. ;key tried to reach concluSion

to encourage further fact-findihg outside the classtro

view. figure V-10 glyesIteachers descriptions from

..and.no -MACOS classes, (See pages V-227-V7236).

s based on, the foe. or
0

evaluate different points of

the sub-sample of MACOS

1 ' a
A code was. added to the classificati6n of teachers' responses ..o the

V-90

U

t'
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1

0

o

a

. Table V-30a .

Controversial Local or National Iagtiesi Dealt
(Percentages of Tachers)k

3
6tegory3

4 5 6 8° 9 10

Ave. #
No. of . C at's

1 tchs. per tch.

MACOS 47 4 15 11 ' 11 4 4 25 24 4
I.

, 13 '-55 '1.6
0

Non-MACOS '30 4 4 4
4

4 20 . 12 12 . (,34"- .. 2 - ' 50 1.8,

Weighted Totals 39 4' 10 8

.

16 .

'.

- 8 .8
9
2

I/

28 3 18 105
t

1.7

9 7
a

. . .

1. Percenta
.
s ;are rounded to the nearest whole number.

2. Categor esignations (see text also).
1. N . 6. Energy
2. Crime, , 7. Economx
3. Sex (life cycle, 87-War 1 7

reproduction, etc.) 9. Politics
4. Religion 10. Evolution:t'natural selection
5. Race, minorities 11. Other

-;

'D

a a
a

0"
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S
- _

O

question of whether or not they had dealt with any concepts or topics in their
. ..

. . / .
. .-.

°social studies' program during the year that some peoplemight consider
. ..

-..t
.

sensitive or controversial. Some teachers mentioned such things as female
. . .

infauticidep,senilicide; wife swapping; birthof babies and how parents at home.

prepared for it, etc. Such topics were classified under the heading of Family
;

Matters. The results of the uestionare shown in Table V-30b which includes.! .

the same cateeries as Table V-30a (see also Figure V-13:).;ic The category

Other in Table V-30b also includes such topics as slavery, killing caribq, and

several others not already listed above.

None of the differences between groups for a particular category other

than None is significant or "suggestive," as these terms have been used here. Signi-
.

ficantly more teachers in the MACOSgroup, however, described what theythought

Were sensitive issues, and certainly at that time some were matters of heated ,

argument in Congress and in the press. O

One point of interest in Table y-80b is that the modal cpncept or

topielnentiOned by MACOS teachers was in the category labelled Sex (Cate-
,

gory 3), while the modal category for non-MAC OS teachers was Category 5

(topiCs dealing With raciarprobleMS, treatment ofminorities, women's rights

and the like). For MACOS teachers, the typical responses- in Category 3 were

in reference to the Herring Gull film, reproduction, life cycles and abortion

(teachers in both groups mentioned the latter).. The specific subjects mentioned

by MAC OS teachers under the category called Family Matters had to do with

some of thetopics covered in the Netsilik units that have been decried by critics.
*See pages V-237-V-241.

V-92

90
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Table V-30b
Concepts or Topicibealt Wiih That People May Consider

'Sensitive or Controversial (Percentages of Teachers)/

,C'ategories3/
1 2 3 4 6 ( 6 7., 8 9 10 11

Ave. #
No. or Cat's

12 Tchs. per fe

MACOS 18 33

s

9 13 0 2 5 7 9 18 24 55 1.4-
.., .-
Non-MAC OS 39 2 14 16 27 5 8 16' 49 . 1.5

Weighted Totals 28 1

1 )

24 13 19 3 1 7
.

7 7 3 20

A

104 1.4,

1. percentages rounded to nearest whole number.
2. C4egory designations (see text also)

-..

1. None 7. Economy
2. Crime 8. War
3. Sex ( life cycles, .reproduction, etc.) 9.1geOlitics
4.- Religion
5 Race, minorities
6. Energy

. 1 0 0

O

10.. Evolution,, natural selection
11. Family matters
12. 05ie l

0

tt
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, . .

The topics Mentioned by non-1VACOS teachers that were classifie-1 in that
(.-.

.category we r re running awry from home, the-right ot the goverluzient to encourage

.
44- 4

, ' '
or disdoUrage Ciiillibearinein families, advantages and disadvantages to living

. e, . .. . .

_in small or large fainilies or in extended or nuclear fathilles, sex education
- ._ t:-----

i

-

and family life, child rearing practice's thg students encountered, family re-

lationships, respodsibilities and the-like.

Tea Oilers were aa'ed again how such topics were handled in class.

Again the predominant response was through discussion. There was more
.

variation, however, in descriptions -of what was done by teachers than to
t 0

. . . .

the game previous question. Some teachers sent-letters-to parents about.

pending lessons, films or assignments-(e.g., the conflict assignment in

MACOS in which students are to observe conflict in others). The purposes

were described, a'nd typically parent consent was requested. - Otherg, in 1

i

, _---- .

both groups,allowed-a free expression of opinion among students, eb ut did'

not encourage d isdds s ion, or attempt

discussion to the point at which they

to focus or guide it. Others allowed
o

felt they were reaching Dstrict'policy
I

limits; and then referred the students to their parent6 for further discussion,
or.

or asked students who wished to pursue a stibject to meet.with the teacher-pri-.

.-vstely. Others ignored certain reactions or questions and went on to other

matters. Some had a regular period for discussion of topics whi 1r students

wanted to talk And others provided guided fliscussion, attempting to

Q

4

V-94

0



,
.. . . _ .

. .
1,,, 5

". . -, ;. ,.
briAg out different factors, inherent in a concepf or topic. Very few teachers

c
-

described. encouraging research of further inijuiry aimed at clarifying

opinions.

Dtd teachers avoid some.concepts ob:Vies that they thought-were

sensitive or controvgsial? Most replied in the negative (MAC Os, 67%,

non-MACOS, 76%)., Topics, mentioned by ,those who did avoid going into

them are shown in Tablp V-31.
I.1 ,,, Table V-31 40,

Percentages of Teathers' Mentioning Topics 'Avoided ,in. Class
9

MA_ C OS' (N=54) Non -MAC OS (N=49) Total (N=103) .
I.. Crime 6% 2% 4%

2. Skex (pritharily \ 17 6 12 .
3 reproduction)

3. %Religidh . - '..- ---.4 3

.4. Race, minorities - \ -6 3
I

5.--. Politics . - .. r 2 , 1

6.. Evolution, natural r ,._

. selection 7 . - 4

7: Other 7 , -4 i r6
.....

1

When teachers did describe.avoiding a topic or concept in Class, reasons

.7-'

given were similar in both groups, as shown in Table V-32.
,

Table V -32
Reasons Givel.for Avoiding Cetain Sensitive Topics in Clash

MAC OS (N=54)
.Concer,.about
parent's reactions

7%

2. Students not Mature
enough

6

3. Other matters given
priority

6

4: Administration advised
against

7

5. Not sure how to ,
handle

2

6. Other 6

Non -MAC OS (N=49) .` Total (N=103)
8% . ° 8%

4

2

4

3'

5

5

3

-
3
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One should not conclude that teachers who did deal With sensitive or
, . ,

.. .
controversial topics were unaware of or uneoncernethabout reactions ffom

. . . . .. . .

parents, or effectson students. Ans.dam:ination Of transcripts made itclear
.

that they, were aware-and concerned, but most felt sen-sitive or controversial

topics could be dealt ifith constructively within the context of p nrilf:u1,1tr lessons a

or broader-issues. From, what teachers said there seemed to be'no systematic

differences between the two ¶ain groups of teachers in awareness or in
0

methods of handling sensitive topics. That seemed true whether students

f

raised a topic or it flowed from the content of a lesson or unit. There.were

: very evident differences from teacher to teacher within' each group. Figurq V-
4)

--11-- '.
. i

12 bears out those impressions, (See pages V-244-245).
S'

. . ,
. , ,

.
.

Should teachers deal With sensitive_or controversial topics? What

concepts or topics? How should they do so? -Wlit educational objectives are.

. ....,- . .

be served? Are those objectives appropriate? Who decides' ?, By what pro- .

w

cess? These were some of the more important questions underlying the topic

0

a'ftv.h.,v=c t6

under consideration here. The information
lis

obtained in T-3 is descriptive
-.. , .

., .

and can only help de pictethe situation, as described by teachers.
. . . ..:.. `. .

. 'e. Teachers' perceptions of the effects and adeqnacy of this study
. t

The final two,questions asked of teachers were;
), V

"What plositivecenegafive effects has 'out research project'
had on you, your students or the school this year?" .

. .. ,
. . "Doyou believe we have observed the significant features' or

important aspects of your social studies program this year? If

I no: What do you think we missed?" ,
.

t. 6: VEs,6

I n 4
A

-

O
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There was relatiimly little differbnce between the two groups with
4

respect to assessment of effects of ourstudy,"' as shown by Table V-3,3

(see also Figure V713,. See pages V-246-V-252).

-
O

0 'Table V-33
Percentages of Classes in,Which Teachers

. Described Effects .of the Research Project
as Positive, Negative; Miked and None"

./ * MACOS -- : NOb.f.MAC OS Total

1. Positive Effects 4') '
,

22% 31% 26%

2.* Mixed ( + and -)., 15 19,e, -t° 17
..,- .
3. Negative 31 . 29 ' 30

.4r- Na Effects 31 21 .26

Total 99 %* _ ;to% 99%*
. .

*Totals' are not 100%-due to rounding,
. . tz.

, .. .

There were slightly different emphases between the.twogrotiPs In

...

the reference, oA effects, ppsitivg and/or negative. In the MACOS group, ,

7'` ' \
. ' e,

45% of the. positive effects cited .refereed to effects on the teacher or on . t
. , .

4 .

the class in general; 55%eferred to positive effects on students. For the

non-MAGOS group, 58% of the positive effects mentioned referred to the

teacher, 42% to students. Seventy six percent of the'ne9tive effects mentioned

by MACOS. teachers referred to the teacher, 24% to students: In the non-MACOS
c'-grouP"the Corresponding percentages were 52 and 48%.

As ,described by teachers, what iiere'the pbsitive and negativtreffects. (;) _

,

on teachers and students? They were virtually identical in both groups. Almost '
. -

. - t '' . . ..
without exception, positive effects onleachers included theieich,gr giving more

,

thought- and attention to the social studies program (what they were attempting to
. .

. .
.. _.

. , .

do and why) than they otherwise might have done. trypicalpositiy_e_effectslonhave
_. _.------.

44. Counts,were made by dtistaff member. N's are: 10;ACbS 54;"nonMACOS .

48. . . 1

I

4
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4

"le

sitlents'involved
.

part of a national

r.
.

.
0 . r A $

. -

atudedtsi.feelinq flattered or special because-they were..- ,
_ .

projeCt, or that someone from Washington,. D,. c.., ,would

come out to interview. them about their experiences and Meas. . .

. ., ...
. .. . -

The most common negative effedt's on.teachers invollk4 the time
... - . , u:).-. - . ,

requited to complete the various forms, Spheduling problems, .and tl?e ti e

t4ken.from class periods by the project to administer' testis. Some tedche
, .

in one district were dissturbed by sot& parente"reactions to the project;
. . . Al,

./.

.-
,- 411

Without exception, the negative' effects described for students had to do
a

with the testivor questionnaires (they hated the ties; they were tested in-

cessantly by other programs, including local and state testing, -and-groaned

when yet more tests came along; the-poor readers especially felt badly; some-
.1.. - 4.. ,*

I 4

teachers said some students had told them that they didn't try on the tests or

take them seriously because they knew the results would nor count on their

4 I
_records).

,

Some teachers in both groups were puzzled, skeptical or-(in one or
-

two cases in both groups) clearly hostile with respect to the project, its.
1 _ .

purposes and design. Many teachers, in both groups wee very fnteresta in
. .. '. ,

outcomes of the study. A few felt they had,invalidated results because they
. ,

. * . ,
, -.

had not Carried out their-programs as they wouldhave-O-referred,(not because---- .

of the_s_tudy_b;but ecause-orother intervening-factors), or because their.

a
Students-were not as good or responsive a group as in prioryear.

,

To what extent did teachers think that the project staff had observed

er

O ,
O
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.5 . , . flip sts itiestionnairei, interviews-ancita classroom observation), the
sr s 0

N

.1,I _. ' / .
Ae iSignificant features or impoistant 'aipects of their O nirogras? Fifty-seven

, -
. - . .

- . .

(57). percept of theMACOS teachers and 31% of the non-MACOS teachers -
-

.
., t . 1

.
ft A e

A

thought pr\ject had missed tItem.'"" The difference is significant c(Chi-
.." . ,

...

square =-6. 006, sdf iv 1, p.4".2j. ...

.... .

...
. 0 ..\ .0

The omitted featdrep as described by llfteachers follow:teaco .

. 0 ,.
...3\._ - .. 1. General claipsroom interactions, e*eiting discusakms,

.

..--
I unpredictable indicative exchanges or stafements,21c.1

.

.ry

d

4
I

.

A

. during the year (1.-e. discussions) -. .

-' ,- - . -5... - ...,,
. .....-- el

- 2.. Particular' projects, events, playtinternatiotiaf festivals,.

games, class cowl or"governmettQ.C. thinge done).

4

.

-1!
3i' General changes .in attitudes or behavior of students toward--,

.-
. .each othek. .. . ..

. , -** . **

..- ,
4. Other '(often:., well-, you didn't really observe the class

- at all." this was frequently accompanied brstatementa
NI, . indicating that teachers had in mind observations and ", 1

evaluation of how they Conducteessons,'hatarecl problems, .,

'eto..) *' .. . -
,

A tompariion Of descriptions' given by the 31 MAC OS ancl 15 non-MAC 06 0..
.

. , . . ,
teachers who thought the p/jeject.aid mia's essential features showed very little'
Nt

.

a,
'V

''..1A.
. . i . 0 .

difference ipercentages among categories: .., ...

-*

.

--, ' Table.V-34. ,
. .

. tategoiles of EssentialFeatures Missed ,

Based on Respcinses of T.e.ach'&4ho Tt.qught

..
Su"ch Features Were Missed '..

Category ' . MAdOS Non-MACOS .
1. DisctissiOns NI 41% 40%

...

2. Projects -.° 36 : 27
N

,

3. Attitudes'" s... - , 7
..

4.' 'Other , .48 47

- - ,

1 45., N's are 54.and 48 respectively.
. .

. -

r
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In effect, MACC6teachets were more likelythan non-MACOS,-

teachers to say that important aspects of their linSgram had been.

missed. The reasons they gave, however, were not different in nature ..

.,from thos of%%n-MACOS teachers who shared the same belief. Figure
*

V-14 gives actual comments made by' ea chers in both groups, (V-253-V-258).

MACOS teachers who thought the projeCt had had negative effeOts,

with no positive effects on them or their students, Were more likely than

4

the correspon'llngnon-MACOSJeachers tb say that significant or important

4`;
ascts of their programs had been missed. They were ablaut equally divided

as to whether they described a negative effeCt on them (the forms; time,:

scheduling, etc. ) or ontheir 'Students (the'tests). The five non -MACOS

teachers who described only negative effects of the prcijects cited (with'
C

one exception) the time. and effort involved with the forms. That is, the

negative effect described was on the teacher.

While there was a suggestion that there was some association of

negative effects ofthe project with belief that essentials were missed

among MACOS teachers, there Was a tendenoy in the opposite direction
._

dmong'non-MAC OSteachers.

CI
af?
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6. InterviewswithstUdetMa 1676
O

The objectives of thelina interviews of the year with students

were to:

. determine what the class had been studying recently, and the
methods used -.

. assess whether s udents felt free to express their;wn opinionsi .

or feelings, and how they perceived the handling of disagree-
ments in class by the teacher

p,gfl extent Co which the MACOS and non -VAC OS groups. had
the opportunity to discuss urrent events \I'

, *

. \.

. inquire about thecextent to which students disc.Taed questions
. of discrimination or prejudice in social studies

. assess students' opinionStabout the customs and practices of
cultures they had been studying during the year

.%

1 xyg0

. a. Content and methods

Final shiTts in subject matter, especially among MACOS classes

(cf. Table V-8) have previously been noted. Most -MAC cis' classes were on.

..the Netsilik.Eskimos or other modern countries or cultures. Emphasis on
e

map andglobe skills had dropped off substantially in non-MACOS classes.
. - *

judging from students' descriptions.
"*

Results of descriptions by students about methods used in studying
m '10

socialsoeialstudies are given in Tabl,e44-.35. These results showed two interesting
. . -,.

..6hifts fr,om the descriptions given in February/March (S-2, Table V-21).
, ,.

. ___.,., . ,,-.

0

a
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Table V-35
Percentages of-Classes in Which Particular
Methods of Study Since Easter WeM Mentioned

by One or More.Students* m a

A

5

o
0

Ave.

Category** No. of Categories

1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 Classes Per Class

MAC OS / 36 % 82% 93% 64% 69% 96% 2% 55 4.4

Non -MAC OS / 73+ 88 85 85 90 90 :8 48 4.7
, 53 'S4 8 74 93 93 5 103 4.5

_40

*All percentages rounded. .

**Categ iy Designations (Same as TablesV9, 10, and 21)
1. Doing Reports- 5. Projects
2. Reading ' 6. Audio-Visual activities
3. Group Work 7. Other
4. AssignMents
+ Diffference is significant; p.0083.

First, Category 1, (Doing reports) had increased in preval9nce among

non-MACOS daises since the S-2 interview, and decreased among MACOS classes.

Second, mention, audio-Visual activities (Category 6) whiCh had been Mentioned

significantly less frequently by non-MACOS than MACOS classes in S-2 increased

dramatically in non-MACOS classes (from 59% of the classes mentioning them

in S-2 to 90% in S-3). It was essentially the same in prevalence as among MACOS

Otherwise prevalence rates in dWerent categories of activities or

-methods of study remained'very similar in both groups to those found in S-2.

b. How did students perceive the management of disagreements
_over facts _or, opinions-in-their classes?

A critical issue in social studies is how'inquiry is 'practiced, especially

when questions or issues arise over a spontaneous disagreement on matter of

Opinion. It is one thing to draw' out opinions, quite another to teach students

V-102
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howito-analyze opinions, to bring evidence to bear, to weigh and evaluate

different positions. A concern is that in the absende of such' follow-through

all opinions-end up seeming equally ;land or defensible.

° The issue is complex. As various authors have noted, it is not neces-
oc9 O`

sarily the function of the teacher to mandate or impose a particular sub-
. .

,
.. stantive value or position on specific issues, although it should be the function

of the teacher to teach how to analyze issues intelligently.45 S
.

. ,. -
In T-3 it was seen that teachers varied according to how they handled

.. - . -
sensitive or controversial topics. or concepts class. The predominant approach

was general discussion to bring out alternatives. Also, pit was seen that some-
_

times teachers organized formal debates over a question or topic. In the

questioningsdescribed next, an attempt was made twobtain students' views of

what happened when there were disagreements over content, ideas or opinions

in social studies.

The following series of questions was posed to students:

"When you are learias about stLaim it do you
get to say what you really think in class? If yes, can you
give me some examples? If no, why not?"

"Do kids in your social, studies class ever disagree with the
teacher? If no, why not?':

1. If yes, can yOu Ore me some examples?

2. What happens then? How does (do) the disagreement(s)
get settled?

45. See, for example, Edwin Fenton, Teaching the New Social Studies in
.Secondary Schools. New York: Holt; Rinehart, and.Winston, 19C6.
It is important to remember thatthe concern heneAs-wtth-10,4-2-year-----
olds, not high school or college .f.udetits toward whom much inquiry
theory,seenis to be direCted.
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3.- When there is a disagreement or difference of opinion i
like that in class, do the kids ever go out and try to
get Information too see who's right by lookipg things
up in a book in class, or going to the library, or asking
people outside school or at home? Or goiug out and
seeing for yourself?

4. if yes, what happens-after they do that?

5. Can you think of any other examples of kids disagreeing
with the teacher in social studies class?"

"Do.kids in your social studies class ever disagree with ideas,
you learn in social studies? If yes:

/1. Can you give me some examples?

2. What happens? How do*the disagreements usually- et
settled?,"

Although questions had different objectives, they were interrelated.

Therefore, the sequence was treated as -a whole. A scale ranging from "Teacher

discourages debate/gives and /or insists on answers" to "Teacher encourages

inquiry beyond class period and guides resOlution,of argument through use of

evidence," was defined.
Cs

The scale had three main levels with two or three categories within

each level, for a total of 8 scalepesitions. Levels were: 1) discouragement

wa

of discussion, argument, debate; 2) debate or discussion allowed or encourage&

during the class period;,.3) inquiry about an issue*or topic encouraged beyond

. ,. , .
class period. The attempt was-made to distinguish within the levels the role

of the teacher in the resolution of a disagreement (e. g. , taking no position,

giving-or supporting an answer of position, assisting students in resolving'

disagreements through the use -Tnd analysis of evidence:

C

9
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Coders we 1 structed to rate only disputes, arguments or.disagree-.

ments over content, ideas or opinions, not over clearly personal matters.

It-was a particularly difficult task for the coders. Often there was little

information to make a classification with reasonable assurance. Someti

students would describe two quite different procedures or conditions. All
. \

n

kinds of disagreements were described, such as disputes ever how to spell a .

word, and arguments over which student's model boat most accurately repro-
.;07

duced the desigtriof a Netsilik kyack (the'class looked. at a film again to find out).

Although the overall results of the coding effort 'made sense when ,

compared to the original lranscripts, the project was not sufficiently satisfied

' with the scales and their -reliability. -Thus therwill bet° report on quanti-
4c 4

. -
.

0 PI

tative results. Instead a- narrative description of main results Will be given.

First, the disagreements described by students were overwhelniingly

about factual matters. Thus, the predominant mode of resolution was to refer

,
-to available sources (texts, booklets, dictionary, encyclopedia, films, etc.)

when a disagreement arose. Either the teacher or the students looked up infor-

illation that helped resolve a question. Often, too, students and teacher, or

just students.discussed a problem and triedto reach a co.ncliniont Sometimes

they ended by agreeing to disagree. All these approaches were typically

parried out. during the class period (level 2). Indeed, descriptions fain& in

s,

level 2 accountedlor more than 70% of the cases.

4
Exaniples in level 1 (debates discouraged) were few in both groups

(less than10% of the classes). Descriptions that appeared to indicate that

Students thought argument or debate was discouraged included:

Y -105
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- the teacher doesn't giVe you a fair chance - she just checks
on how it is in the book, not if you did research on-it;

-,they (teachers) win, they'win, if they lose, they get mad;
the teachers always win.

-you never get a chance to (disagree) ; Interviewer: what would
happen if you did disagree/ Nothing, we can't do anything; t,

She Mt gets mad and says you do as I say; youd.never hear
the end of it - she will not let kids express their own viewpoints;
she will' but she'll immediately contradict themikhe will not
go through a hassle to help kids learni

-you just have to go along with him... (lie)- just :kept calling us a
liar;

-they won't let kids express their opinions very, well because
she'll say thatts,,wrong._ .

Examples of encouragement of inquiry beyond the cla sroorn period
4.3

(level 3) to resolve or cfatify disagreements were statements such as:`

.
-do outside research and report back to the teacher who passes
the informition on to the class;

- report inforrhation to the reacher and'he reports to.te class;.,

-teacher says, "Well, why-doesn't someone look that up for
hothework; they say for your homework tonight just,loolvin
the encyclOpedia or whatever and then come back to the class
(sometimes- goes on to fell the class, sometimes not);

-usually he assigns sonieone to look it up;

,-(teacher) will research- it slid see if they're right or not;

Some general comments akhow arguments or disagreements get

settled or handled:

-we look at the source of the pioblem andgo o h and find out
how it really-is; .

-you have to.tell why you disagree with her; arguments get
settled after she explains it all;

V-106
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It out... work it through and work both sides and see
whiCh is best - you can't just drop it, and then you'll -never knows.
the answer;

-she doesn't argue, she'll compromise oz we'll just talk with
you about it and you'll come up with a conclusion;

-after we do look she asks us what made us think that such and
such.a thing had happened when it really didn't and we have to
-explain to her the way it really did happen and either that or
we write a report; you have to tell why you:disagree;

-take a poll ; we really discuss them good;
.

-sometimes (the teacher) dbesn't agree with whai'we say+ant
other people will agree but he won't agree and so we just
discuss it and we look at all the good-points and the bad
points- about each side.

Generally-students-did not or could not think of disagreement 4ver ideas.

With te'w. exceptions-, they did,not allude to subjecis teachers had described,

as 'sensitive or controversial.

-The data from students (as well as from teachers) suggest that "dis-
..

cussion of a problem" was the primary approach; tl)e main objective-was to

look at all sides and get different points_ of view on the table. When students

did give descriptions of the next steps (evaluation, conclusion), what they said

4

,,
c.

. ., .
suggested that the characteristic approadhevere either a consensus process

. ,_.

("and then we decide") or-agreeing to let matters stand as differences in points

of view. Teachere descriptions of how they handled sensitive cr controversial

.
concepts or topics left a similar impression.-

.

c. Current events
*

Of interestfo the projegt was the extent-to which both MACOS and

non-MACOS classes were concerned with current events, w$at students discussed,

V-107
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and.who initiated topics. The questions asked were:

"Do you ever talk about current events or things in the news?
What topics do you talk about? What are the activities?
What do you. do in class? Who ,decides .what topics. to talk about?

Results are shown it Table V-36, whickgives breakdowns for grade
. ) r A.

level as well as for groups.

Thirteen percent of the samples of students both from MACOS and
.

non - MACOS groups'said their class 'did not discuss current events. Most

the differences in between main groups were not statistically signi- '

a

.

ficant. An exception

from 13% of the MAC

was,Sports-(, ,ppic 11) which was reported VYstudents

OS ,.classes and none of the 41 non-MACOS classes. Other-
4.

0

wise, the predominant topics for the MACOS group were Local News, Enviro'n7

'tent and Politics;-for the non-MAC OS groups they were War, Politics, Environ-_-_

-nlent_and Foreign/International Affairs. In the MAC OS group, Environment
0

(pollution, conservation, etc.) was the topicmost often mentioned by 5th grade

. . ,

classes, but local news (not pertaining- to environmental issues) was mentioned

slightly more frequently than environmental matters by representativgs of 6th

grade classes.
-

Who decided which topics to discuss in class? Categories .of decisiOnr°'-

makers in both-grbups occurred with almost identical frequency, as show n in

Table V-37. Note that Table V-37 is an unduplicated count. That is, *dents

in particular classes agreed the decision was made always by the teacher, or

the students, or sometimes one, sometimes the other. It was_most typically

sometimes the.ttacjier and sometimes the students who decided which topics

would be discussed, according to students' perceptions. Less frequently di

O

5

0
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Table V-36
Percentages of Classes Describing Different

Current v.ents Topics Discussed-if

Topicsai
1 4 .5. 6 9 10 1 12

Ave. #'
No. of Cat's

13 classes er c .

V -36a

.

MACOS, Grade 5 11 6 6 39 11 11 6 22 22 6

.

11

A

.6 11
c.

9

. lf 1.7

Non-MACOS, Grade 5 -17 1,3 26 26, 4 13 , 4 .9 18 9 4
. A

8 '23
.

1.5
. , .

V-36b MACOS, Grade 6 11 16 26 21 5 5

18

5

'29 . 6

64

'L
6

32
.--,7-----

18

110 ,, 21

12

19

1.7

1.6
6.--

1.9Non-MACOS, Grade 6 6 29 24 . 18 6.
V-3,6c MACOS, Non-Graded 20 40 7 -7 ' 7 7 7 7 27 - 20 .. 13 15 1.6

Non1MACOS, Non Gr. 14 57 43 14 29 14' 14 7 2.1
e.

V-36d All MACOS 13'
.

19...I 1 _---23 6 12 27 13* `. 6. , 1.4 52 1.6

All Non-MACOS a' 13' 26 ' 28 21 21 4 9 1 4 4' 11 il 47 1.8.
:: . _ _..._ , , ,..

Weighted Totanof all
Classes

13 22 20 22 '13 2 10 21 ! 6 8 13 99 1.7 l
-

a .

1. All percentages rounded to the nearest
2. Topic designations (see text also).

6. Don't discuss current events
1. Politics .

2. ''War
3. `Environment b -

'4g. Energy crisis

ti-

,

whole number. *Suggestive difference; .02 > .0045.

5. Crime 9. Local hews
Foreign,- international affairs 10. Space travel

7. Minority group matters' 11. Spbrts =

Recession 12. No specified'
4,11 13. Other ,

a
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-classes say it was usually up to the students. Note, however, that among the

*COS classes, it was predominantly 6th graders whO said that the choice of

.__.topic was up to them (Tables V-36b). ..

.s

Overall- most classes,-regardless of MACOS or non-MACOS,discussed

current events in some form. The ek\ tent of focus varied among classes.
.

1

In some cases current events wasT,sparateReriod of the day, set aside
. .

foithat purpose. Sometimes 'consler\ation of current events was regularly
..

scheduled, or held extemporatieou:ly; Sometimes studehts were assigned
- . . .

.
'.

. . .
-.... . .

topics to investigate and report/in clasp sometimes, discussio4olcurrent
. .. . , , .

events came up spontaneously according to the interestS,o1 teachers and/or... ,
,

students. As with many aspects of soci-al studies, the' striking characteristic\
,

.

was variety.,

d. Discrimination, prejudice, unfairness

Do students indifferent classes find themselves talking aboutssues
, .

of prejudice or'discrimination? The results shown in Table V+36, Columtit7
6

. a ., 1 \
suggest that the topic was seen by nearlyall groups of students as something-

not discussed under current events.

e

5,

Following the questions about current eventi, st dents were asked:
. .., -

"In social studies class, do you ever talk about unfairness or
prejudice toward people or groups? if no, chi you ever talk a-tm-4 n any other class? If yes, can yo desari6e whatbout the
you talked'about - give me some examples of hat you said?"'

',- ,.,

"Have you ever talked about unfairness to-ward different races,
or' toward -men -and women,_ or_toward religions,_ or toward 'poor ..

people, or people in other countries? 1f yes: _
-

1. 'C'an you tell me what-you talked ati ut,or give me some
examples-of what you discuised? i ,

V -110
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Table n Group/Grade

Table V-37
Who If4ually-Decides_ What Current

Event Topics to Talk About (PefCeitn-ge-of-Classds)1/
r -

Initiation2/
1 2

No of Cat's
3 classes per cl.

V-37a MACOS, Grade 5
. .

18 41 -0 41 17 1

., Non-MACOS, Grade 5 ' 19 19 4 24 38 . 21 .1
4 o Is.

V37b MACO6, Grade 6
.

7 ' 40 33 20 15 - -.1

. Non-MACOS, Grade 6 7 -29 29 36 14 ° 1
. . .

V -37c MAO0S, Non-Graded
. O 15 31 15. 38 :13 1

v

Non-lVIACOS,' Nthi-Graded 29 57 14 7 `-
-

V-37d All...MAC QS 7 29 '31 33 45

All Non -MAC OS' 12 24 31 -' 33 . 42 1
.

Weighted Tot 1 of all
Classes : .

b
.

' 26 31 33 87

.1: All percentages rounded to the. nearest whole number.
,... 2. Category designations (see text Alpo)

0. No specified data
1. Student
'2. TeacMr
3. Sometimes one; sometimes the other

WS%

1 3
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2. Who usually brings thes,e things u15 in class.- the kids or
the teacher? so

, .. .

.3. Do youtalk about these things very often or just otre in . .
awhile? . ,

..

. :. 4' . '
Answers to the generai question, In terms of-percetitages.of classes ..

$
V

e A

A

are Showfi in Table V-38.

O

Table V-38

r Ever Talk About Unfairness or Prejudice
Toward People or Groups iSocial Studies.

fi
Yes' Maybe* No . Total

MAC OS 57% 4% 39%. 100%
Non -MAC OS . 68 6' .. .26 100 47

Total . 62 -5 33 101 101

*Students* disagreed'as to whether Yes or No.

.4

a

I.

The majority 'of classed in both groups gave responsd\indicating that

they believedihey, had discussed this topic at least once.

. The next questiok attempted b delineate specific areas, of discrimina,-
,

prejudice or'unfair aess that may have been discussed; as best students

.
could recall. Table V-39 shows percentages ofclasses (repiesentedby four sl)u-

dents in each cape) that indicated that the different areas had or had nottipen
.

#:
discussed in social studies. -Table V-39 is in effect 5 separate tables presentpd

. together to aid in inspection of differences among subject areas.

."
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. Table V-39 .

:
Discussed Prejudice, Discrimination' or

r_..- With Respct- to Particular Subjec ts_
. - (Percentages of classes)

Subject
1. Different Races

.Men and Women

;,
3. -Religions .

si

.4 Poor People.
"

.0

4

.1

0

5 Potile in other
*-PCciuntries

.

Group
MACOS 37 1%

Non-MAC OS , . 46
Total 41'
MACOS 33%

Non-MAcOS 28
Total 31
MAC OS 30%

Non-MACOS .35 '
TotLi
MAC 35%

Non-MACOS 30
Total" -
MAC OS 24%

Non-MAC OS' "38

Yes Maybe No Total N

- lift 100% 54

4 50 100 46 ,

57 100 "! 100
67% 10b%

2 10 100 , 46
1 68 '100 100

70% 100% 54
2 63 100 4E1

1 67 100 102
65% 100% 54

2 68 100
1 66 100 101

76% 100% 54'41

62 J.00 -47-

- 100 101. Total :31

'
It is evident in Table V-39 that there was substantial s, nilaritq amdng thi

two'main groups as to prevalence of dtsoustiions about discrimination with respect
%.

to different Subjects. "By reading dawn the Yep column for the different tables,
,

it-can also .he +seej! that the rrfost frequetitly wntioned subject of discussion ,about
, ...

-NI ,:'

discrimination in both grtitiRs yas race. Thereafter,, the order of prevalence of ,

. ,

-,,, .
sithjecfs discussed differed somewhat between the two groups. For the MACOS ..

.

. gre;up,,,,stibjects in descending order of,prevalence were: Race, Poor P,eople, Men

- -* uZ.'
.

.. and Women, Religion and Other Countriest.. the order for the non-MACC6 group was:
.

o

Race, Other Cpuntries, Religion, Poor People and Men and Women.

Figure V-1:5 helps clarify what'students meant when they referred Co

. -

discrimination.* The illustrative statements in Figure V-16came as always from
4

*Seepag6 V-259-V-266.

:1
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the-mini-study classes.and included, of course, classes in which the students

in effect said they did not discuss such. topics in

instances a different class was identified as the

social studies. In a few

class in which a subject came

up (e.g. science, physical education). rn some cases, in both groups, the

students Made it clear that the subject was directly related to the content of

1 the course (e: g. "yes, like the Eskimos just push their wife around;" "once

in a, while, when we were studying about India,. we would talk about... how unfair
ft.4'

>the caste system (is)"). In other cases the discussions may or may not have

...flowed from the content of the course; an inference cannot be drawn with confi-

:

,s

dence. For example, discussions, of,s' 'role differences often centered aroundex

what boys could or should clo, and.what girlp couldn't or shouldn't. Whether

such discussions flowed from. examination of sex role differences in cultureS

being studied cannot be ascertained in many cases on the basis of comments in

the transcripts:

The coders attempted an analysis of relative frequency of discussions

of discrimination. p both groups the indications were typically one to a few

tithes (2-3 times), as opposed to quite often or very often, .(weekly to daily).

In the case of the MACOS group, the order of prevalence of responses

(fromrmst to,least frequently mentioned) to the question of who usually brought

up such topics was teacher, students, sometimescone /sometimes the other;

for non-MAC OS classes it was sometimes one/sometimes.the other, teacher,

student
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The subject of discrimination or prejudice was a sensitive one with

? many teachers. Descriptions given by groups of students Were relatively

sparse and unembellished with detail in many cases, as can be seen in
O

Figure V-15.46 An overall impression was that with respect to/his subject,

discussion was infrequent in both groups, and apt to be unsystematic or lacking

in depth of analysis'or exploration.

A

't

I

e

e. - Opinions about beliefs, customs and ways of life of other
. peoples

The final set of questions in S-3 was an effort to assess students'

views about the customs and ways of life of the cultures or people they had

studied during the year. Did students appear to see strange or unusual customs

as desirable, or at least:acceptable? Did students appear to see advantages or

positive aspects of other cultures or times, compared to ours now? What

- .

were those advantages?

The specific sequence of questions was:

"This year in sbcial studies, have you learned about any ideas
or beliefs that people have or ways that they live that seemed
strange or different to you? If yes, can you give me some
example's?

"Have you learned any ideas or beliefs that people have or
ways that they live that seem wrong to you? If yes: 1) Can
you give me some examples? 2) Why does that seem wrong
to you?"

"Have you learned any ideas or:beliefs that people have or
ways that they live that seem better than what we do in our
country now? If yes: 1) Can you giveme some examples?
2) Why does that seem better to you?"

46. Compare, for example, 'Figure V-15 with the richness of contributions
and detail in Figure V-16.

z
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The categories used for coding responses are largely self-explanatory

and are listed in the tables of results. It is necessary to continue to bear in
_ -

mind that the results came from the statements of a random Sample of four

students from each class interviewed as a group. ..Thus the class continued
-.

0 (tt.

,.

v a . 0

be used as the unit to be counted, despite the fact that a topic on which code

agreed as to classification may have come from only one student. *lien

presenting illustrative statements, the comments of several students were

grouped topically rather than listing each separately,.
, .

A reading of the transcripts showed that debate was rare among ;: '
students during an interview over right and wrong, good or bad. The typical

patterns were to elaborate upon anotherre
,

in response to the interviewer's probing,

from those which had been given.

remdrks, to provide more detail
,

and/orto give 'a different example

Summary results for the sequence of questions above are given in

Table N7-40 (Ways that seemed stfahge), -Few. Masses in either group failed

to find something strange (Column 0). A-typical comment about a custom was:

"that's weird." MACOS students obviously found daily customs or habits to he

strange (Category 5) far -more frequently than did non-MACOS students: While

'Rh and 6th grade classes in bah groups tended to contribute in similar proportions

to the group totals in Category 5 (Daily customs, habits), there was indication

that MACOS and non-MACOS 6th grade classes were more likely than 5th grade

classes to mention subjects related to ceremonies, religious practices and be-
.

liefs, etc (Category 4). Interestingly,- non-MACOS classes mentioned Fdod

V=1.16
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Sub-
TAle

-
,

Group /Grade

bI

Table V-40
Learn About Ways That Seemed Strange?

Percentages-of Classes Coded in Topical Categories

2 3 4

tro

Ave,
No. of Cat's

5 6 7 classes per cl

.V-40a

, .

Alrpos; Grade 5 5 50
At

...30 25. 30 . 60
e

10

.

20 20 2.5
"

Non\ -MACOS, Grade 5 0 4 '20 28 8 24 40' 4 12 25 1.4
I i .

V-4013

. t

MAC0g, Grade 6

.

50

7.

25 10 50 . 60 4

,,.:.

10 20 2.1

Non-MACOS, Grade 6 53

.
42 29

_
,( 65

.

47 6 12 17 2.6
k Y

V-40c

. .

MACOS, Non-Graded
...4

13 47 20 13 67 73 7 20- 15. '' 2.6
.

Non-MAC,OS, Non-Graded
.

43, 14

-

. 57 14 14 7. 1.4
. , . . ..,

V-40d
.

.,

All MACOS 5 49 25 16 47 . 89* ,5 .. 16 55 2.3

All Non-MACOS- 2 35 . ° 31 . 14 43 39* 6 10 49 1.8

. \

Weighted Total of all
Classes.: ;' -L .

1
4

,..,

42 -29 15 45 55....../i 6 13 104 2.1

1.. All percentaCes
2. Category, de ign

0: Nothing s e
1. F
2., Housing

rounded to the nearest whole number..
tions
eddstrange 3. Clothing

4. Ceremonies, prayers,
religious beliefs,, myths

12(

*Difference is significant; pc. 00'83
(only Tab1e,V40d tested)
5. Daily customs, habits
6. Language
7. Other
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(Category 1),relatively frequently. That topic was of course a matter of major

fascination for MACOS students, as will be seen, especially in the Follow-up

esults.

Table V-41 (Ways that seem wrong) shims furtlier differentiatiOn

-related to curriculum groups., First, however, note that similar proportions

of groups of classed indicated that they'did not thjnk any ways they had -

studied about were wrong (See CategOry 0 in Table V-41).47

With respect to curriculum differences, MACOS classes thought that

the killing of animals by the Netsilik,,, including the manner in which theydid it,

was wrong (Category 2). A greater proportion of non-MACOS classes men-

. . Honed exploitation practieN they thOUght were wrong (Category 4). This
f C

latter category for non,:-MACOS students included such topics as slavery, exploitation

of peasants by kings, of Central American Indians by conquistadors, of people

in Russia by the Communistgovernment, of others (e.g. Indians) by Americans, etc.

There are grade level differences between groups in Table V-41

that provide bases for conjectures about age differences in reactions or orienta-
4u- . .

lions: First,in the MACOS groups-of classes, it is interesting to note that it .,

was predominantly 6th graders relative to 5th graders thatcontributed to the,

MACOS group total percentage for Nothing Wrong (Category 0), and to a lesser

extent, to Category,5 (Sacrificing lives for group survival). On the other hand,
,

it was predominantly 5th grade MAC OS classes that contributed to the group totals

47. The Chi-square comparing groups with respect to frequencies in Category
0 other categories Was not significant. nirther'tests of-dif-
ferences between groups for other categories were not made.
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A

Table V-41

Learn About N('ayst That Seemed Wrong?
Percentages of Classes Coded in Topical Categories-1/

Catekori/
0 1 2. 3

No. of
6 classes

Ave..#
Cat's
per clast

V-41a .MACOS, Grade 5
.

18 18 12 29 24 18 41 17 1.6 ,
.

Non-MACOS, Grade 5 . i ° 25 8 33
.

8 24 1.1-
..

-41b MACOS, Grade 6 . '

.Non-MAC OS,1-67;:le 6
.

60

39

10

6

10
.

5

28

35 .

A

17

10

39

20
0

18

1.3

1.3
_

-41c MACOS-non gr., total 53' 7 . ,
13 20 27 15 . . 1.2

Non-MACOS-non gr., total 43 I 29 29 7 1.3

'V -41d All MACOS 44. 10 10r 15 8 .25 . 25 52 -, 1.5

All non-MACOS,',4,',,--..°- 33 ;,.. 4 31 14 35
q

49 1.2

Weighted Total t ..°

..

39 6. 5
--

10 19 20 30 101 1.3

1. All percentages rounded to the pearest whole number.
2. Category designations )

0. Nothing seemed 'wrong
1. Treatment of animals (e.g., Eskimos mean to dogs) . 5.
2. Killing animals, (indluang how it is done)
3. Treatment of children includes female infanticide)

12c,'

4. Exploitation of people, individual, minority groups, etc.
Sacrifiding lives for group survival'Oeaving people
to die) or group's. traditions, rituals (er g. human.
sacrifice)*

6. Other
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for Category 3 (Treatment of children, including female infanticide), and

Category 4 (exploitation of people - in this case, usually the Eskimo women
9

or older people forced to walk.and not ride on sleds). The only noticeable

grade level difference in the non - MACOS group was for Category 5 (sacri-

'tieing lives for tradition); here 5th grade classes contributed predominantly,

combated to 6th'grade ones.

Second, MACOS classes,. on the average, mentioned more different

types of customs or practices which they 'considered titong then did the non-
.

r

MACOS classes (Table V-41, Average number of categories mentioned per

, ,
class). This was a departure from, the usual closeness between groups on this

a

tneasurethat has been characteristic of previous' tables.

third, there Were 'many statements about ways that seemed wrong

.

- . 'that weic classified as Other (Category S) in both groups. For MACOS ptt1-
.

dents, such topics included: Netsilik have no laws, can kill people for revenge', -
, N..,

etc;,eating habits (raw caribou, raw seal meat and blood); worship spirits instead-
.

O

of God; don't take baths, sleep in igloos with no clothes on, selection of a mate

at an early age; taboos; Iroquois-living together irilOng houses may have argu-_,
;t .

ments48 etc. For non-MACOS classes the category included such silbjectft as:

sub-standard housthg and living_conditions for poor people; greediness of early,
. -

,American settlers; ehbosing briiles_for sons; scalping by Indians; sever e punish-

.;"

ment for not going to church (Puritans): having more than one wife; disposal of

et.

48. Note: Not all things mentioned as wrong by.IVIACOS students necessarily .

referred to the Netsilik. Recall that the majority of MACOS classes4
were supplemented with other units whose content varied among clas es.

t'

OJ
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.
bodies in Vietnam; pollution of water and food in America, ett::..

,-
Other peoples' customs, practices and ways allying thatstruck

°; .

ltudents as better than our ways in America now were varied, and; in terms
. .... -

NI

' \
of general categories, roughly equivalent between the two groups :ril3reva-

-

lence of citations (Table V-42). One third-of the classes in_both groups said

they had not learned of any ways that were better. Some students in MACOS

classes were impressed with the conservationpractices Of the Netsilik

(Category, 6), and with the fact that money was not necessary in order to get
..

food, clothing, shelter, etc., (Category f).

Both groups mentioned a variety of featuies that were classified as

Other (Category 9). Among MACOS classes, this category included such

examples as: Eskimo children didn't have to to school; families, adtpts,

children get along better, cozier to live in igloos; frien dlientoward each

other, don't need as many laws; Netsilik not g reedy, share more; don't

hunt just for sport; arranged marriages; used sleds and dogs, Ika/oare or

,fewer people, more room:better health, less disease; Iroquois didn't need

laws about when to hunt; Amana colonies, better social relations, communal

.
living; food vans, free food forthe poor in Mexico. Various non-MACOS

. 4 -
/- :

. ,
Classes gave examples such as: Canada - less pop I g.ated,better fishing

. . . ___.

no recession;.removing shoes when entering a hou e in Japan (also China) -

keeps floors cleaner - better manners in Japan, better care of elderly;
0

cities less crowded together in Brazil; Indians (Amerman) more openwith

each other; Africa - more eoncerned with people than s fence or machines,

V-121 .
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Sufi.-
Table Group /Grade

Table V-42
Learn About Ways That Seemed Befter Than Our Ways?
Percentages of Classes Coded in Topical Categories11.

Categories-1/

2 3 4 5 8

Ave. #
No...of Cat's

classes er cl

V-42a

...

MACOS, Grade 5 26 11 5 16 5 5 . 21 21 32 . 19 1.6

Non-MACOS, Grade 5 36 12
. 20 E 4 24 25 1.1

V-42b, MACOS, Grade 6 . 30 ' !
15 25

. 5 15 5 45 20 1.9.

Non-MACOS. Grade 6 21 . 16 5 11 5 5 5 # 5 5 37 19 1 -

V426. MACOS, Npn-Graded 44 13 6 6 31 16 . .2

Non-MACOS, Non-Graded

,..
67.

.
,
17 17 6 1.0

V. -42d All MACOS 33 - 5 7 16 5 4 25 . 15 4 42, 55 1. 6.

. ..,..

All Non-MAO-OS 34 8 4 10 2 2 12 28 50 1:1

A

Weighted Total-of all
Classes

.

33 -' 7 6 13 . 4 3 19 ;
0

10 4 35 105- 1.-4

1. All percentages rounded to the neares whole number..
,2. Category designations

0. Nci, ° 4. No Argy crisis
1. Housing 5. Self reliant people-
2. Less crime 6. "Better conservation practices
3. Less pollution

7.
8.
9.

No currency neodea for consumer goods
No wars
-Other
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4
I,

tussiar special traning for spcial skills, form. of government has

-all 'people .on inor

- modern buildings

I.

5,C

equal plane; less prejudice

etting rid of slinns; things

in Petu, Venezuela, building
. i

were c4aper in the old days,

cheaper now in Cuba because things state owned; shrine of,Guadeloupe in

Mexico; singing instead of fighting in Alaska. C

With the MACOS students, 'it vas usually easier to diOern direct
, .

'connections of opinions with the content of the curriculunkihan was sometimes

.

the case with examplgs given by non - MACOS students.

, .

Perusal of the transcripts and the quantitative data shims that with
. . . ,

two scattered exceptions.(each coming from one studeht), MACOS.students
V'

did not. see (or at least cite) as desirable or cdminendabie practices of the. .

-:, -' ,

early Netsilik Eskimos that critics have decried,. I. e. ,wife swapping, senili-
.

,
. . . . , '' ;.....:..,>

tide, infanticide, etc. The same limitation applied to practices cited by a
.- ,

few indiiiichial non-MACOS students. For example, there was certainly no

evidence that students wer(being taught to prefer comniunisra. . On the'con-
. ,. .

- -.\.
trary," most iudg-ments about Russia, like most judgments of the Netsilik, were

,negative. 'there was concern, both an3ong 'VIACOS and non -1 ACOS students,
.

about inequities, exploitation, cruelty, and unfairness., Most students appeared

genuinely thoughtful and interested in expressing more than surface gendraliL'

zati'ons about these questions. The tone or chahter of responses of some

students or'groups, however,' covered a broad spectrum.
'

_Sometimes in bOrfi groups when,students said they did not think certain

:1customs, practices or .wayi of living were wrong, they would indicate not.
r`°:

that they -agreed with themc'but "those are their customs; we-have ours."
*."
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The fespon6es given in Figure V-16 illustrate many of the points

just made, (see pages V- 267 -V -281).

Interviews.with Students, October , 1975 (S-4).

The first follow-up with students was made during October, 1975,

,! approximately,five months after MAC OS -and non -MAC OS courses had been
o -t

completed. The desiggoal was to obtain,essentially.a 50% sample of studentp

chosen randomly from each class.49 Criteria for inclusion in this sample were:
L

that the students had been i member of their class throught the-Rreceding year;

thatthe student was still attendihg a school in the samelschool district, and

that no more than two Juniorhigh gchools'per.class were to lie visited for

samples of then 7th gradefs. 'Fo'r inost.prior 5th grade chisses, students

were still in the same elementary school. Previous 6th graders were typically
.

concentrated in,a single junior high for which their elementary school was a

feeder, although there was a number of-case's in which more than one gchodl

had to be visited in order to fill quotas. Principals were provided with a list
,-

of students composing the sample -, and alternates to be drawn in- order, and

arrangements were made to have the students from
.
a gIvers prior class come

\
together In a group to complete a brief questionnaire (My Social Studies Class,

This .ear and Last). When,students from atgiven class were distributed in,

more than one school, that meant of least two sessions, since groups were

.not.brought, together from separate schools. In a few case circumstances

4
forced the combining of students from several prioroyear c\aggegiinto a sin-.

:

,gle group.

49. See Seetion II fo details of follow-up sampling.

A

'a.
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1

. .
'.The basic procedure was to administe

,
the questionndire to the group.

. . , ;, 4- ;:i

then do.a Brief interview with the group. As always, interviews were tape
. .

recorded. In most casts, particular class groups were handled by the same

interview& who had met with that class dtkrtng the prior year.

The objectives-of the interview, which is. the part of follow-up data

gathering to be reported iii",this section, were to

.ass:::ss what stood out in students' minds about what they
tlfought they had learned last year that was important;

. obealh statements of what students' saw as differences
between last year's social studies and this year's class:.

given what they did-last yeaFindocial studies, inquire
what students' missed doipg.this Yenr;

.3sk students to describe.topics or events last year that had
upset-or excited the class;

!obtain student's': ftirther opinions about the age appropriate.-
. nos of controversial topics 'or concepts that- 'Ad been listed

at the endof the questionnaire Nast administered.

--a Transcripts were coded by a single consultant, according to
.

fined categorieS. As always, a class as a whole %, .s counted in a particular
.. -

a ' t.
category if one or more students made p statement that 'seemed to fall in that

i .
category. In cases in which to separate 'sub-groupvf a given class sample

/ . .. .

were interviewed, coded responses were combined for the class as a ,whole.
. 1

..r _
, ,

,

The prior year's non-graded classes posed a problem for reporting
. .

results of interview's-since, 'as a class group, one sub-group in follow-up was

in 7th grade, the other in 6th. For purposes of summarizing results here,

the non-graded cilissificatkon is retained in tables with the reminder that such

classes contain sub-groupglIrom two different grade levels (as well as present

c
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schools). For ease okreading, groups are labelled in the tables as they we're in

prioi tables, (i. e,,,MACOS 5th grade, non-MACOS 6th grade, etc.). The reader

- needs to'keep inunind that those were theprier, year's gradp

gories.

. What was recalled as important_from last year?
- -

rach Class group was asked:

"I'd like to ask you more about the things, you did .6r learned
Iasi year in social studies. l'd like to get a list of all the
things you did or learned that you thought were especially
important. And tell me why you thinit"so.

-1Statements of topics or subjects were coded "according to:

1. Animals.

2. Current places, cultures, (includes Netsilik)
r

3. placesicultdres

4. Famous people (includes early explorers)

5.. Skills/methods (map skills, graph skills, and others)

6. Nothing (strong negative statements to the effect thht nothing
had been important, with'no disagreement in group)

7. Other

Table V-43 summarizes percentages of elf sses cod, in,these cite-
-

Figure V-1-7 gives illustrative responses from the lasses thatave

been followed thJughout this section,' (see pages V-282-V-288). 50

Differences between the two main groups that w re related to curricu-

Itim are evident in Table V-43 (Category 1, Animals; Chtegory 3, Historic places,

cultures; Category 4, Famous people; Category 5, slfills, methods). The typical. ...,.

50. In, a few cases. particular classes are omitted in` Figure V-17 because

several classes were combined in the group meeting. Therefore,
.nne cannot tell which comments pertain specifically to which classes.
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Sub- .

Table

Table V-43 . .

Percentages of Classes MentioningDifferent Subjects or
Skills Learned Last Year That Weretemsidered important-1/

Grdif fGraile.`
Categories2

2 - -3 5

. Ave.
No. Of Cat's

7 classes oer cl
.. .

V-43a .MACOS Grade 5 74 63 21 11 1.8
, ,. ,

- Non-MACOS, Grade 5 5 45 59 36 - 32 14 22 -2.0

. .-

V-43b MACOS, Grade 6 65 '''77 . 18- 6 12 17 1.8

Non-MACOS, Grade 6 10 55 45 30 15 15 20 1.7

V-43c MAC-OS, Non-Graded 71 71 6 6 17 .1.5

Non-MACOS, Non Graded 50 .75 25 50 4 2:0
4 ,..

.

V-43d All MACOS 70* 70 13* 2** 04s* 2 4 53 1.7

All Non-MACOS 50 54* 20** 33** 9 13 46 1.8 -.

t

Weighted Total of all 40 61 32 10 20 5 8 99 . 1.8
Classes .

nleMt CC :C: L .... nitoi) . ---

2. Category designations (see text also)
1. Animals

Current,placarS, cultures
3. Histbric places, cultures

5. Skills/methods
6. Nothing'
7.- Other.

vvVV.

* Difference is suggestive .02> p>.0083.

4. -Famous people .

13:; .



skill mentioned by students in both groups had to do with maps - how to make

them, how to use them. A scattering of other skills were mentioned by students

In both groups including how tnmake life cycle charts and take tests (TACOS,

students); how to plan trips (non-MACOS),; and how to write reports and how

to dischss feelings (both groups).

One striking point in the transcripts, particularly in non-MAC OS

classes that had studied ancient cultuaes, was the interest in and specific

remembrance of myths. To judge fromthe detailed, accurate and enthusi-

astic descriptions given of Greek myths, for example, many students found

-them colorful and compelling. This was not the case with MACOS classes.

There were occasional references to Netsilik myths, but they tended to be

vague. .

There were a few classes in each group in which the-sample of stu-

dents agreed that nothing of importance had been studied or learned. Those

classes were included in Category 7 (Other)..

What reasons did students give for the topics they considered impor-

tint in the previous year? Many respons6s from studentsein both groupestrongly

echoed responses to the question asked classes a year before in S-1: Why d

you think you study Social studies? when might it be important? In both groups,

frequent response was essentially a form of consumerism (qr appreciation):

so you'll know; it was interesting; it was fun. Similarly, both groups mentioned

advantages (application):- so you'll know how to survive in the Artie; so you'll

know other customs if you visit there, or meet them here; so you. can

participate in discussions if the topic comes up; so yohill know how to use maps
1
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when you travel; because helping in social studies this year. Some

students said they really couldn't say why it was important; in a few cases, some

simply said, after describing a topic, that it really wasn't important.

Others would simply say something to the effect that they thought it WaR important

that they learned it, with no further elaboration.,
Some groups of students from ArACOS and.non-MACOS classes

clearly enjoyed recounting what they had done and learned the year before,

anesome in both groups gave serious, sober and positive assessments of

what it seemed to mean. Some examples (other than those in''Figure V-17)

have been selected from both groups to illustrate such reflections.

1) Some non-MACOS thoughts :
.";

-I think working - learning about working in small groups
. was good because, it helped, you get along with other people;\

-Graphing - because if can help you in deciding. .how
people are treated; like it might say some people are
treated nice and some mean and it'll have your percents
on the graph and you'll be able to understand them better;

N
-Also we like to learn about somebody else. just like,
"Hey, now, nobody's like you;' and we went to
to find,o,dt what's so different about them, that's different
with us.... You go, 'Hey, all (people in this state) are the
same...". no they're not... there are some people that go

to the and.. ,they have their own kind of religion;

1

. .....- .....-.............,-.......-,

'- (learning about:government processes) now, Vou knov what
they really do in the Wliite House - you can look at elections

... and you know what's happening really, if you read in the
papers about them. 1 1

2) Some MACOS thoughts:

-(animals) because you c9n learn more about your own
culture by studying some animals - by studying the-simpler
forms of life you can sort of build up to studying a complex
form of life like man;

V-129 ti
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-(studying animals fit in withstudYingthe Eskimos bebause)
the animals were important to'the Eskimos because they
got bones from them = and the more the animals eat, the
more the Eskimos eat;

the people's feelings.and the way they act- because
then youlwon't go around calling people names and stuff,
you'll know how they're feeling; we learned about their
environments and how they would act in different situations;

-about the Eskimos or something was good because you
learn about other peoples and it opens your view on the
world. Softie people might have different beliefs;_lt,---',
might not mean they're wroag:-_it!,s-justa-that to them,
it's just a different-way-0-d° it.,

it appeared that the primary values-expressed by most

' studeas In both groups about the importance of what thby had learned were: °.
. .--, .

., .

. 1) it was Interesting to learn, and 2) it is worth knowing- things. These are
.- Nt ..

the ciAteria of what above was called consumerism-with no pejorative con-
.. .

-notation. It can also be called apprecihtion, in educational -terms. The

reasons expressed were consistent with what wae found in respOnse to a

similar question in S-1, a year-prior.

b IIticV social studies this year was different from last year

"Now I'd like to know how your social studies_class this year
is different from last year's class - like what is different
about what you do or what you study or how-you -study?

The question was intended to obtain salient differences, as students

saw them.

Descriptions were coded in 9 categories.- With respect to any cate-

gory, there were often opposing responses (e. g. , more films this year; fewer

films this year).

In terms ofthe class as a unit, the five most frequently Mentioned

V-130
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differences of this year's classes were (it)

C

rank order):

MACOS (N343) Non-MAC OS (N =44)

1. More projects, art work. 38% 1. More tests, worksheets 36

2. Less films 36 2. More interesting 23
more discussion 23

3. More reading 34 3.: Legs group work 21
more reading 21
more projects/art wink 21

4. Less discussion 30 4. More'activities
classified other

19

5. More teachet-talk 28 5. More films 15

It one considers the three most prevalent responses broken down
<:

according to 5th versus 6th grade classes in each group, the listing is (in.
-

rank order):-

1.

MAC OS

5th grade (N=19) 6th grade(N=1.7)
Ilbre projects 1. More reading 1.
art work (58%) (29%)

Non-MAC OS
5th grade (N=21)
More interesting/
More discussion/
less group work/
more project,
work (29%)

2. Less film 2. _1;ess films/ 2. More tests;
(53%) morie_Axsts15.. .,,,,,--.WArk..sitkets

__. .... mbile wqrk- (24767.'
_

Sheets (24%).

3. More interesting .2. Less ,intei esting 3. More films
(47%) or fun/more (20%)!

projects, artwork,
(18%)

art

1.
6th grade (N=19)
More tests
work sheets

(53%)

2. Less films/
more t ;_l.acher
talk (32' (,)

3. More interesting/
more discussioe'
less group work/
more reading/
more projects.,

(21%)

These sample sizes ldso not add to the group total in the previous rank
ordering because the non-graded classes have been omitted.
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Thegeneral impressions provided by these orderings of prevalence

. .

of distinctions made are:

4,e

-there were many differences noticed by both grade levels in
both groups.

-last year's 5th grade students were more likely to say that
they were doing-more projects and art work this year than
,last year's NACOS 6th graders; both groups mentioned lesS
films this year; former MACOS 5th graders more often said
that what they were doing in 6th grade was more interesting

- than did former MAC OS 6th graders now in 7th grade; 7th
graders found, more reading as a difference from last year.

-in the non -MACOS groups, 51 last year's 6th graders were
finding more tests and.work sheets in-7th grade than laSt
year's 5th graders were finding in qth grade; 7th graders
were noticing more teacher talk, cofnpared to, last year than
present non-MACOS 6th graders.

One aspect of responses that-was often apparent was the-different

learning preferences of different students. Some studen4,- judging from their

remarks, clearly enjoyed discussing topics at length, considering this, explor-
.

. - .
,ing that, finding out what others thought, expanding possibilities without neces-

with

sarily arriving at a decisive conclusion. Other students had little patience

with such inquiries. They did not like'dwelling at length on a sutject. They

Wanted to find out about a subject, establish essential facts or information, and

move on. There were, of course, all varietjes of preferences in between these

two poles. 52 It was these variations in learning preferences that in part ap-

peared to account for pros and cons, even in a given class, about the affective

51. Two non-MACOS classes were this.year studying MACOS.

52. For a more refined typology of this kind, based on a factor analysis,
see Hanley, Janet P. , et. 'al. , Curiousity/C-ompetenee/Community,
An Evaluation of Man: A Course of Study. Education Development
'Center, Inc. Cambridge, Mass. 1970, Vol. I, Section III, Learning
Styles p. 111. ff.
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dimensions of this year's social studies compared to last year's.

c. What from last year was missed this year?
?

The question posed was:

"Were there things you-did last year that you miss doing this/ear
in social studies?"

The question was another attempt to assess safient features of

last year's MACOS and non - MACOS classes from the students' point of view.

It was asked after questioning students about differences in this year's class.

It 'served as a further way of assessing students' perceptions afid assessments

of the transition from last year to this.

Table V.-44 summarizes results. MACOS students wex.= significant-.,

,
ly more likely tq, mention missing the subject matter or learning about it (Cate-a

'gory 2), and the films (Category 4)'than non-MACOS students. ,MACOS classes

were also more likely to mention games dr playsfCategory 7) than non MACOS

classes: Proportionately similar numbers of classes both in 1VIAC OS and non-;

MACOS groups were likely to contain students who said they missed doing pro-
..-

jects or art work, Interestingly, one or more students from proporponately

more 5th grade MACOS classes than 6th grade said they missed the fun, of in-
,

teresting things done, or studied (Category.1). This, stands in contrast to the

rank order shown for the previous question. That may be because the focus-of
, .

the question is.different. More 6th grade classes than 5th in both groups were

likely to mention missing the discussions (Cates ry,3) they had in last year's

classes.
. J

The topic Discussions (Category 3) typically-referred, in both main
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Sub-
Table Group /Grade.

Talge V-44 --=
0

Percentages of Classes in Which Students Described
Aspects of Last Year'S- Class That They:Missal/

,.

1

Categories 31
2 .3 4

'14
5 6 7 8 9

Ave. # .
Noerof Cat's
classes -per cl.

Sr

V-44a
:

MACOS, Grade g 26

4

53 21 42
t

47 16 42 16 --19 2.0
Non-MACOS Grade5 10 10. 29

.

10 67 14 5 14 10 21 1.5

4
V-44b MACOS, Grade 6 12

.

35
4

53 41 71. 6*

4

2 6

:

2\1 17 2.2 ,

Non-MACOS, Grade 6- 20 5 40 20 55 5 10 20 15 6 20 g. o
. .

MACOS, Non - Graded 19 44
.
44 50 56 6

e
38 19 25 16 2-.8,,

Non -MAC OS, Non-Gr. 50 50 ` 25
..

.
-

3.

.
25. 50 25 4

.
3.5

, .. .

V-44d

_ .

'All MACOS : 19 44* 39 44* 58 10 ** 14 12 52 - 2.1
.

All Non-MACOS 18 9* 33 13t . 56 9 9** 20 13 45 L 9
--,

I

4V
Weighted Total of ale
Classes

19 28 36 30 57 9 21 17 12 97 2.0

.. 1. All percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.
2. Category designations

145

*means significant tiifference; p. .0063
**means suggestiverference; . 02>p> .0063

1.
2.
3.

More fun/interesting last year 4

Learningicoufse content/rending .6.

Discussions Q.

Films
Group work/projects/art work
Tea-cher

7.
,

and plays.
8 Other
9. Nothing missed

14°C
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4

.groups, to discussing or argiling about points in order to solve problems; to .

4'

get others' viewpoints, to find out what°was really involved, to share experienced.,
r

Some examples from both groups

-arguing to solve problems; this year the.teacher stops
argument and hands out opinions (non-MACOS)

-discussions about feelings and personal problems (MACOS)
.

-last year we wthild learn something - we'd talk 'about it.
This year you learn something, it's just that; nobodpbrings
it up again (MACOS)'

-group discussionsgot at individual opinions and feelings
"(non714Ad08)

;
-in group discussions, people helped one, another learn
(non'MACOS)

-(last year) we had (discussions) about like a whole period
(MACOS)

Such statements may be seen as students' ways of talking about inquiry

skills they had learned or practiced. Otherwise, students rarely used a
,

... .
, .

Vo abulary that would correspond to) that used by educators in talking about

inquiry skills.
. .

Figure V-18 gives excerpts that illustrate much of the foregoing

narrative analysis, (s9e pages V-289-V-293).

The question aboutvw.hat was, missed from; last year, like the preceding
\

question, evoke many different responses, even within a single group of students.

There were some classes, both.in the MAC OS group an4 the non-MAC OS one,

that clearly saw themselvies as having coalesced into effective working groups.,

Students described this in\various ways, indicating how there had been an open-

ness and togetherness and intimacy and seriousness of pv,rpose that h ri !Wade for

V-13p
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1

. trong.feelings of accomplishments without a sense of effort or work...-ge-
- ... ,. `. ..,,,

. peated Interesting di,

.

of what had been read, `see , heard, or believed
a. /

seemed often to be the unifying a' gent inechanism. Although count of-,
.6;

instanc& sas not made from the transcripts, it is our impress'ion that the
.- .

effects of positive socializittion within the confines of a class stood out more

strongly in retrospect among 7th graders (previous 6th) than .gth graders (still
\.. .

in the same schools with friend's). ,. 4,. , ,
,).

As one might expect, there were students in some classes who said

they did not miss anything from the preceding year (CaCegur'y 9). In several

-MACOS classes it was said that becauseli7story had, not been covered the pre-
..

ceding-year it Vas. necessary tb 'work extra hard this year to catch up. It had

been of interest to determine whether student. perceived themselves penalized

in this way by MACOS. Mille it was not a typical statement, it did romp up in
,4,

Jour or five classes.

d. What subjects last year upset or excited students?

"Last year in social studies, did you ever study or discuss
anything that the kids got really excited or upset about?
What were those things? What ha ened? Did it change
kids.minds abotam le?"

A list of subjects that might have been disturbing to students and

that students in both groups might have studied or seen, or learned about last
.. .

year had been included in the follow-up questionnaire. In the grodp interview
. . ,,

... . ... I .
the purpose was to inquire further of students in a free response sitt-,acion about

. . /
.

events.exciting or upsetting subjects or events. The question was deliberately posed

in a way to allow positive as well as. negative examples to obctir. Both occurreci,
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Responses were grow ed in 5 macar-dStegories:

.
1. Gory customs Behavior (eating fish eyes, -raw.meat,

- \ -;'.- . drinking blood, 6ting human hearts , Aztec sacrificial
\ 4 killing; baboon's eating; herring gulls regurgitating food,

., \
1 etc)* , .\ ' ' i-..'

.. \., \. . ,

2. slavery, exploitation 'of peoples; unfairness
.

,

Cruelty
\

3 \* ,.. \
r

.
\ - - \ .?

,

4. Other, separated into: +, class was interested, excited;
' .

-.4 class was upset.
,,i

5. Nothing recalled that-excited or upset'.. . /
The excerpts,in Figure V-19 probably speak more adequately,about theexcerpts, in

., .

C. results of this question than summary percentages (see pages V-294-V-299); summary
\

percentages are given in
.\Table V-45.53. ' 1 ,

. . \i

In Table V-45 the -recalled reaction of MACOS\students to some of the
. r 'Y . a '

films is _clearly evident in Category 1 (gory customs or behavior of animals).
,- .. 4

-' In descriptions given by students therewbs much affect
.
around such scenes as

-/ \\

.

e
k . , /

e

Eskimos eating the fish yes, eating raw meat, cleaning seals; baboons tearing
i

/ 6 _
\ .. '4\

food apart, and herrin
/gulls.

regurgitating food to feed their chicks. Recollec-

, )tions of nonrMACOSAtudents tha,t wereclassified in Category 1 included bull
/

/

/ . , .

fights, cannibalis (the party that survived the Wave crash in the Andes), and

human sacrifice (e.g.%, Aztecs).

53. Tabl V-45 rehlly consists of two mutually exclusive groups-or types
-of lasses: those .inwhichstuaents agreed that nothing had excited.'
o tipset them, and those in which examples were given. A test was
therefore made of differences between groups Within-categories on
the criteria of Six possible tests,, not seven. The Chi-Square for.the.

/
2 x 2 tattle of Category 5 vs. alt. others x MACOS vs. non- .MACOS was
not significant. 1 ) ,

.
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Sub-
r Grade

Table V-45
Percentages of Classes in Which One of More Student
'Described .an.Exciting,orUpsetting Event or Subjectl/

. p. .

9
... Categories -.

1. '2 3 , ..-4

V

.

No. of
5 classes

Ave. *
Cat's
per cl.

V-45a -MACOS Grade 5

1

84

1.

11 26
.4

-t, 32 . ii 19 " . 1.0
d

Non-MACOS Grade 5 10 33

.

19

..

14 43 24

.

21 ; 1.4

V-45b MACOS, Grade 6 71
.

6 '1 41 12 24" 6 17 . 1.6
,a

Non-MACOS, Grade 6 10 10 i 10 15 45 30 20 * *1.2
1

et k

.

V-45c MACOS, Non-Graded 81 19

,
.

44 * I - 50

t

44 16 2.3.
,.. ,

Non-MACOS, 'Non-Gr.

a

4 3 33 67 67 3 2.0
:

V-45d All MAC OS

" -
77* 12 37 4. 35 - 15 52 1.8

i All Non -MAC OS 11* 20 16 4 18 45 '; 25 44- 1.7

,

1

Weighted totals of all
, C lasses

47 16 27 , 10 40
.

20 96 1i6

1; Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.
2. Categerydesignations.(see text also)

I. Gory customs or belvls,,or of animals
2. Sldvery/exploitation nt ,,,,Alpies:unfairness

*means'significant difference, p<. 01
\ (only table 45d tested)
3. Cruelty 1
4. Other ( et, negative; + = excited;

enthus;astl0
5. Nothing excited or upset the class::

AIM
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Category 3 (cfielfy) for MACOS students included treatment of

sled dOgs by Netsilik Eskimos; killing caribOu o seals or the way in which

it was done; killing baby seals; female infanticid , leaving old people to die,

the treatment of old people, feeding one sleddog and not anothei. For non-
'

MACOS students it included torture of slaves, killing of unwanted animals

by the SPCA, the fate of unwanted animals as seen in a Iitimane Society
-

film, sexism in Hungary and Kenya, etc.

The category Other (Category 4) was subdivided into positive and

negative events or subj. "s. It was obvious from interviewing students as

well as from reading transcripts that students would sometimes recall great

individual or class interest or excitement over some topics or activities.

Such positive recollections in MACOS classes included -making igloos; games;

going on an archaeological dig; films on the salmons, baboons (especially

on family life and social Organization); the films generally; discussions and
. . 77--
arguments. Non-M.ACCe students recalled excitement over making diellmas,

.,.

*
pottery, pihatas;,Russian, Japanese life styled; field trip's, doinggroup work;

doing projects; slave auctions; discussions; debates. One can see-in Table V-4-5

=
that descriptions of exciting events or activities (Category 4+-) came p in about.

35-4% of the classes in both groups..

The,negative Other category included a greater variety 'of subjects

among non-MACOS classes than.among MACOS. ir. non-MACOS groups that

category included such things as: _crime; g movie on sex; debates over money

made by athletes; Vietnam; bussing; hunger and starvation in other countries;

pollutipn; voting; fish bowling sessions; bad living conditions in ghettoes, coal

mines, etc. In MACOS groups the category included: upset because MACOSwas

_ V-439
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boring; Eskimos sleeping together on the same platform; personal questions

asked by the teacher; arranged marriages.

It seems apparent in Table V-45 as well as in Figure V-18, that

except far what has been Called "gor Customs" (students were more likely

to call them "gross "), students-in MACOS and non-MACOS classes recalled

similar kinds of positive and negative events or topics from last year's social

studies class, in similar proportions or prevalence. It has already been noted

that non-MACOS and MACOS classes., proportionately, were equally likely to

agree that nothing had excited of upset them.

A question,to consider in interpreting these results is the meanings

attached to "upset" and 'I excited". They can mean a variety of reactions over

-a- range -of. intensities. /Shock, horror, disgust, disbelief, sadness, outrage,

concerni.ndignation, interest, entl(usiasm, elation, fascination, and hrousal

are all possible states that might characterize being upset or excited under

'various circumstances. The sample of excerpts in Figure V-18 gives an in-

dication of the range. The issue was not explored in a clinical sense. The in-

terviews did \lot itempt to obtain in-depth psychological effects; from these.
data inferences cdnnot be drawn about serious and enduring psychold-gfcal

consequences, k:opitive or negative, of any episodes or events studied by

either. MAC OS of non -'MAC OS classes.
11

It appeared that while gory customs produced strong outbursts of

emotion and expr'ess/ion by students during their study of MACOS, and remained

for many students the outstanding emotional image of the course, it was behavior,

customs and situations that stimulated feelings of Indignation (topics classified

V-140
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under other categories such as exploitation, unfairness and cruelty) that

students took more seriously.: The quality of recollection of such situations

in both groups was more measured'and determined than items classified as

"gory,.

T its is not to dismiss the vivid impact of shocking or startling be-

havior as trivial or of no consequence. The data, particularly from the
s '

interviews with students, did not provide the means of assessing such im-

pact-on individuals. The interview data suggest that in many MACOS classes

the "gory customs or behaviors" lent a vivid, attention - compelling quality

to the subject matter (whether animals or Eskimos); did not lead students

to want to change places with the Eskimos or to approve or endorse behavior

they considered disgusting, cruel, or wrong; did often assist students in

differentiating between behavior and reasons for behavior; and did help call

attention to different frames of reference. The interview data suggest that

such effects were common with both MAC OS and non-MACOS claises: As

stated before, students from more non-MACOS classes than MACOS classes

said that nothing had excited or itpsel the class ,during the prior year's social

studies course. Students in both groups respondersimilarly to topics wi41

similar inherent characteristics such as unfairnesscruelty, as well as
, .

such positive attributes as resoursEfulness, kindness, ac cptance and ell-

joyinent.

Information on the extent to which students changed their nti d

about behavior, customs and issues is not complete. What is available sug-,

gests that changing of mind's depended on the subject. Examples have been
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given of students describing how they discussed things and then decided what

they thought. From what students said, it did not sound as if they had changed

their minds about the quality of acts or behaviors they found unattractive.
,

No one indicated that a fondness for fish eyes had developed. Often students

added that such practices or customs, were "theirs " (Nestillksj,or that.they

were necessary for survival. When students said they or their classmates

may have changed their minds about an emotionally laden subject, it seemed

to be in zonnection with cognitively complex but debatable issues, or with the

intellectual dimensions of issues, not with the affective or emotional dimen-

sions. Sometimes such issues had to do with rotations betWeen students them-

selves. More often they had ..o do with the logical aspects of the subject matter.

The following from a MACOS class is an, almost idealized example of what is

meant:

(The group had been describing the killing of caribous and the eating

of fish eyes with the fervor of most gro'ips when the interviewer asked, "Were

there any things that the kids changed their minds about last year in social stIl

S. Mmhm.

I. Like what?

S. I don't know, but they really know something like... but yin
right...

I. Does anybody remember what some of those,specific things
were that people might have changed tht-ur minds about in
social studies?

S. About what they thought what Oakes nifin human...

S. Yeah
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I. Like what kinds of things did people think?

S. (inaudible)...but that was :wrong.

S. We still haven't found out what man makes...what makes man
human..

S. Yeah, what makes man human.

S. We did'so.

S. See, some people said what makes man human is he's a tool
user. But when we found out that the chimpanzee' use cools
cause they strip leaves and push them down in antholes and bring
up lice and stuff and eat, and they said they either have to make
the chimpanzees in the human category or, you know, think
of something else.

This is a very decisive instance of analysis, and reasoning, although

this example was virtually unique in quality and incisiveness in the context of this

question. What it demonstrates (for MACOS as well as other curricula) is that it

is poslible 1) for students at 5th or 6th grade level to be drawn into genuine anal-
,.

lyses of significant proportions, 2) that the affect over matters of taste or personal

reaction can be distinguished by studefits from issues involving reasoning, unde-r

appropriate conditions,§4 and 3) that,10-12 year olds of the world can be engaged

in some cases in inquiry that endures in memory over and above the emotional .

gut reactions to specific behaviors or events.

What was more noticeable, however, in the student interviews was the

relative'absence. of further analysis, application of concepts and principles; or

awareness of similarities or commonalities tha4 one might expect from the structure'

and goals of MAC OS and other inquiry oriented curl icula (which included ninny of
. .

the non-MACOS programs).

54. Students were not specifically tested on this discrimination.,
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e.. Students' opinions about the advisability of-studying some
controversial subjects in 5th or 6th grade

The final question of the interview was:

!'Do you think 5th and Gth grade kids should study some of
those things listed at the end of the questionnaire, like
cannibalism? or should kids wait until they're older?"

.

Results Were coded and tabulated as always with the class taken

as--therespOnding unit. Whenever there were different opinions expressed

within the same class group, the response was classified as a Yes-No, or

divided opinion. The data are shownin Table V-46.

The results for I1ACOS and non-MACOS classes combined show that

(less than half the classes in both-groups) thought such subjects should be studied.

The okrerall distribtition of opinions (all three-categories) between groups was
. /

/

IvIACOS and non-MACOS 5th-graders appeared to diverge,- but given the numbea!

of classes involved the overall distributions are not significantly different from
C I

,

not significantly different by statistical criteria. The differences between

each other.
0

While summary statistics made iti.aollearlligt.,theee were- sweeping

opinions, students often differentiated among topics. There was often discus!-

sion ot debate on various topics or issues before a conclusion was reached. 55

Some of the topics, rationales and qualifications brought out in different class

groups are of interest.

1) Rationales and qualifications for - appropriateness (yes)

55. Classes were,not urged toarrive at a consensus. When a consensus
was obtained, it was on the students' initiative; not the interviecver's
ins istenc e.-
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Table V-46
Opinions About Whether Some Emotionally Laden

Subjects Should be Studied in 5th or 6th Grade (Percentages of 92
Classes Agreeing Yes, No, or Divided Opinion)

Sub-
Table Group /Grade Yes

No. of
No Y-N1 Total % classes

.
V-51a MACOS, Grade 5

,

37 32 32 101 49

Non - MACOS, Grade 5 20 20' 6 100 20

V-51b-- MAGOS, Grade 6 53 7 -40 -' 100 -----

.

-15--

Non-IVIACOS, Grade 6 39 22 39
,

100 18

V-51c MAC OS, Non-Graded 44 6 50 100 16 .

Non-MACOS, Non-Graded 25 75 1004- '4
It

V-51d Alt MACOS 44 16 40 100 -50

All Non-MACOS 29 19 52 100
.

:,.. 42 . .

Weighted total of _

all classes 37 17

--

46 loo 92

. Some students in group thought yes, some thought no.

L
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-there's exposure to such things in newspapers,. T. V. ,

Playboy Magazine, ete. Whyqnot have ore systematic
instruction in school?

. . ,
- students should have an option; those who want to or can
handle such subjects, ok. But diffeent: students react
differently. Should be able to choose. (A .number of classes
gpve a, rationale along these lines.);

\.-really depends primarily on teacher's abillty to lead dis-
cussion and help students understand, on method of presenta-
tion (A number of classes in both groups bald this);

-Yes, except for love; except for killing;

-several 6th grade classes (MACOS and non- COS) felt ill
prepared for junior high; did not object to topics listed,
but resented inadequate preparation in graph' g, mapping, etc. ;

- if it's real and true, it should be learned;

1

life and one should know how to deal withit;

it doesn't matter;

- -better to learn early before exposed to false things;

2) Rationales and qualifications for inappropriateness (No)

- shouldn't study about love,* sex,- killing,people, kiipng animals

-shouldn't learn about hatredin,some classes students took
studying.or learning about to mean learning how to)

-should have 'freedom to choose subjects;

-no to slavery, death, sex, cannibalism;

-might not understand; get scared, shocked;

- people get mad (,bout slavery), they'ie too yo,ung;

-blood°and the like are too gory = students don't undcrst nd it
(from a non -MACOS class);
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-no, except for sharing and cooperation;

-don't even want to hear about killing and eating people;
shouldn't hear about killing people and animals;

-you'll get it in junior high, especially love and hate;

-get upset,; older students could cope with problems.

3) Division of opinions' in group (Yes-No)

-should learn about emotions in animals, but not i4,1 people;
o

-some dissent on the, qUestion of sexual customs;

- concern that seeing or studying will make kids nowadays
prone to, do it

-shouldn't study'cannibalism or killing people;

-trio for younger students, because they would be too silly about it;
'I 0.

- mostly no,except tried to work out how the teacher could help
students understand things;

-rationale fOr yes was that you'll end up learning it anyway because
it's got to do with different customs of man;

-- exceptions to no.were religion, Oaring, cooperation;

-no to killing-; except that "we see and pear it everyday on the
. streets" ;

-ok-if Its not biased; some students can handle it;

-some parents might care; students probably wouldn't - heave
it up to the teacher;

-basically doesn't matter when you learn about such things;

-no sex and killing.

In sum, opinons on the matter of age appropriateness of Copies were

. varied and often selective with respect to particular topicg. Students in a number

of classes noted that much would depend on IWO the teacher presented material
.
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or information and guided diicussion of it. Students indicated that if the

ee l ----"--'- 4'
,teacher approached a topic seriously an ,ocused on analyzing th)eimplt- ----

? a

cations of it. seriously and Without themselves respondinglo the sensational

a.________:_'_____ , ., .

aspects of it, they could help students work through the emotional qualities
.

and explore the broader-implications, including the moral issues involved..
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\ 'Figure V-1 :- .
You indicated in one of your questionnaires that ( ) is considered an important thrust or focus of.

,. your social studies program this year. What will you look for, specifically as evidence of success in this area?. ,

1. Data not available.
.

3

2. .Well, Irobably you'd have to do evaluaton of that
thrtiugh oral discussion... perhaps, ati

essay test or a continuum where you might judge on a
scale as such - -maybe making up some sort of a test
like that.... Being able to Kee...both.sides of the
question, to understand why people react in certain
situations as they do, what makes people, what moti
-vates people to,perform acts....

,
4

.

- . 3. Oh , I suppose one way I determine whether we were
being successful with the kids... is that whenevdr
we set out do do anything at an interest center or set,
out to study something, the kids or I design it so
that it covers a lot of different areas and we see rela-

.
tiohships. Almost everything that we that's art
loriented is related to something we're studying.
When we do literature, we talk about social studies
concepts, too, just everything we do has a couple of
facets- to -it. Now-rather than just being a content area,
rather than just social studies or spelling or so fourth,
it's all interrelated.. And I think the fact- that kids .could
design things or I could design things to take this into
consideration would be my criteria for deciding if it uas
successful.

MACOS, NON-MAC C6

ti

6

1. ....Well, I think the kids Should understand 'themselves
and be better behaved with the other kids. They should
react to the other kids differently; they should e
having some acceptance of the things the other ids
do and-they should be modifying their behavior little
bit so they're not always aggravating somebody Ise.
I don't remember the term I heard the other day,\ but
it's a matter of irritating someone by that they're
in the habit of doing ,rather than doing-it for that purpose;
sometimes, you see some.kid that starts out, he know's'
what to do tb irriate somebody and he does it And if
he, at the end of the year, has changed the attitude...
I think that's some help. That, I think is the type of
thing that we'd be lookilig for inzlassroom citizenship
here instead of Society.

Q. Citizenship, I mean by citizenship the way the children\
interraet with each other,, how well they respond to other
people, 'how well they get along. I think playing together
and working together with their classmates and With their
-teachers is an important aspect because if they-can't get °
along in.a group,I feel the-facts that they learn don't
really help them. very much.... I notice by the end- -
they're beginning to be better now--and by the end of
they year, they'll be pretty used to working- in teams.
I'v e-used this now for several nears, and I like it.

a
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FiguFe V-1 Continued
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*4." Inferences.that can be drawn from the available data
and hypothesizing of what might be done from (that)...
'or instance, with the lesson we did today the

children knew that the salmon died right after laying
their egges and fertilizing them and I was glad tdrsee
that they realized that the dependency of the young
salmon would be nothing because they had one to

-depend' on. I mean they drew that, I think, from
knowing that the parents hadldied before the Salmon-
were hatched. .

's I
.- -

. I guess if I could see responses from the kids in -
other class areas, whether it would be in Math and ,

science or language or something;. if I could see-
from. them or hear from theM questions, that-would

, be involved in asking, or .higher level thinking things,
\then I cv.ould think that the work we re going in MACO
is beginning-to bear fruit, that a patteih is developing
thatthey are carrying over into something else. If
the only time that I ever hear:it is just in this parties

,

cular'class when rm trying to jet it fro'm them, then'
f wouldn'ffeel that I had 'accomplished all tgat much:.. t ,

. 6. Data not available: ., .

\ a .i
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3. I guess this is prettyMuch subjective. You can't
do too much testing on that. I am going to see if
,they're aware of what's going on with themselves
In, the room, see how they can relate what's going
on in The world to that: I guess these are judgements

. that Pm going to make pretty much, not (relying) so
much on tests. Some of the things, of course, I'll do
tests, map work kinds of things.

a -J.

4: Through rests. ...Mosclyi, just quizzes...short and
frquentj quizzes rathei than one big test at the end
of the u it or something like that. We found out that

`-rthisikind of off-the-cuff quiz is more effecti,ve.
.Th411 perform better on something that's just.

men-tioAd as kind of a check-up rather than telling
them they're going to have a test or something like

-that, so that's basically how I check it.

5,. By the dittoes....I make up a ditto from materials that
I have collected...For geography, I've got colbring
books, picture maps, and things in them and I make
'dittoes of those. In history, we have books, and I
make dittoes from the pages they're supposed to read

_ ,
and I have a few games and I'mt.makiirig some more.
The librariah and I are working together for a prOject
for when we get to the Colonial period. Well, we're

, makiqg a stack of cards and ( A ,,ard will 'have a
.

;
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7. .....It's not; hard to see success, but it's hard to put it
down on paper. We've had a number of surveys that -
we give the kids during the year ofthings they think
about , how they feel, their reactions to things,
their-how they're feeling at a certain time, or how""
they feel. when certain things happen to them, and
ten-w,s-als,o_give'them surveys about what they think
about certain other r,eople,, certain other events and
things like that to kind' of judge how they're going,
find we also have a personal survey. It's called the

0
Self Esteem Survey, that in some kind of a way tries
to (on paper) test how the kids think about a numkr
of things and thejk ttflincl out ultimately what /
.they' think about t1\emmielves.,,..1 find it really diffi2
cut to put any real eeaf amount of value into itt)
because it Is,_a sheet of paper sort of thilicr,. I think
you just have to watch the kids. And .if you know them
Well enough, and canfollow through and observe
then closely through the year , by the cud of the
year, you (inside) know whether the objectives you've
been trying to reach have been achieved or not, and
a tot of times_t 'no one else can really recognize that.
Now maybe /their/ folks can recognize it, ind
maybe teachers in other classes can recut,,.: that
so*and SO, seems to be a lot happier and Ire showing

Figure W-J. Continued

C
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They're going to work independently doing the activities
on the cards, and there will be some that will be required
and there will be a minimum and then they Can go on'
from there. Each part is going to be worth "so many points.

Eh Well, I guess .I think respect for each other
is a value that we definitely should be working on, and
this would be, I think, probably the thin t;. Now, this
has nothing tp dO really with the textbook, itself, though

, it's kind of difficult if yoti'rerefering to the textbOok.
...I think in the text it brine out respect for others and
consideration., .,. I feel respect fOr others is the big
thing, really.'

7,. Respect For one another, more tolerance of one
another, less /of an/ attempt to impose their
will upon one another, whether it's by physical
force or in more subtle ways of peer pressure....
if they can gain more of an interest in following
local and national news and be able to realize
what effect it has on them. If they can discrimi-
nate at least a little, they might be able to make
iudgements with regard to what's propaganda and
what's honest
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it, I guess thd only teacher who really knows that
is the one that starts with them in their approach
and then finishes them with it and then can evaluate.
(the teacher) can remember how they were at the
beginning, how they were at the end. Sometimes you
never know, you get al l finished and you jiist don't

_really know and those cases (are) not necessarily
a failure or a success, it's just one of the things
w:ere you really caq't say for sure. I guess that's
the way to evaluate and it sounds like a hedge and
it's something you can't pht down on a report card or
give a grade to, but its something inside that you
kind of feel.

8. Well, I think your eedback would be from normal
-classroom discus ion than through different types
of'testing. I thi k that my strongest point that
go on is mostl is class discussion =- feedback that
I gel, from the . Then we relate different things
with the film' that we talk about and I think you get
a better Idea that way. I think it benefits them too.
I don't r9iy too much on...testing

9. ...I would like their ideas or their approach to be
as an individual - -not looking at all off:- c-ilture or all
of a (people). Like with the Netsiltk.... think they,,,

167

S. One thing that shows if they're picking it up or not is

whether they can handle the vocabulary which we use.
Like_ ,e've been talking about norms of behavior and
roles and they've been identifying what some of their
roles are. If they can handle those terms, then that's
oneway of seeing stincess. Another thing is, . after
I've introduced .different ideas or concepts to them.,
and I can say, well, that is related to such and such and
they say, hey, 'yeah, I can see that and they go ahead
And put that into whatever.they're doing.

9. if I can get responses from my students in a sense that if
-someone behaves, thinks, behaves or thinks differently
from what they know, then that person isn't an automatic
idiot then, Ill think fairly effective... that's what
I'm hoping for--the fact that they see_ peoole, that they
have values of their own even though they're not their -

own beliefs.

10. First and foremost are attitudes and behaviors, a way of
looking at things, the way of accepting that different
people have different ways. There are facts that they
do need to know, liut I do feel that the most important .

is that they try to understand why things are the way
they are. .

1 6C



Figure V-1 Continued
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tend to at first view allNetsiliks in a certain way,
or they have previsionqd or preconceived ideas...
And after, in.the social studies class... I would like,
to see them-not have these pre-conceived ideas and
look at the man as an individual.... I guess one way
would be in their discussion, as they interract among/
each other, seeing this as well as in anything that we
do in the social studies. I 'hink the only thing that
really truly (measures effectiveness) is how they
really do act, their real behavior.. .,7.

10.Data not available

II. Data not available

would 'nave to be able to evaluate it from their
oral discussions... As far as their observations
are concerned, of their own culture in comparison
to theeulture'we' re studying right now, the
Alaskan Eskimos, if they can come up with simi-
larities and differences in the cultures; if they
are thinking about what they are doing themselves
and what their families are doing, if they c.41
analytical, I guess, about the way their lives ace
integrated into the whole of the family n our
society, as this is a humanistic.app.i,-...h.

169

II. Well, I think just in them answering me on different points
that I bring up to them or even a ,few times I do give
tests. The wayeven as far as bringing citiz ingfiip
into a social studies class, but their knowledge on
certain things, I think I'd be able to tell:

12. `k (IL by using reasoning powers, for one thing. Relating ,

to climatelimate, and location, geographic concepts, and their
ability to think through things and be aware.'

13. would seem to me that if I began to notice soiree.
of .the'children who were thinking and were questioning
what was going on, and not accepting my word as a fact
or a book printing as fact, (then), I would be getting across.
:or the book and I and the system would be getting across...

14. Data not available

15. In their treatment Of each other,,toward each other
and as they work together as a social group as part
of a school; their participation (and) their involve-
ment in the school, their honesty and their treatment
of each other. Now, I saw a very remarkable (what I
felt was remarkable] display of that yesterday in the
lunchroom.... I saw this child. rest yell in another
kid's ear tinci I said. -All rig:J. ,

rite' foz me that I cv,ill letr. ,,,,11:h-e in the lunchroom.."

n
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I personally as a teacher would like to see them
increasingly interested in reading and research and

newspapers, magazines-, TV. I

like to hear them say. that they have_seen programs
Isuggested that they look at and I was surprised that
they did very nearlk 1002 last Friday night. "The

!Man Without A Country' was on and.I hadd't assigned
it per se, but:I said well, maybe you'd like to see it.
and it was a repeat, of course....Some of them ha4
seedit then and those same ones, of course, wanted
to see it again and they enjoyed .it very much and
then we (P.scussed that_and how it might be to)be.,...
without a country. So, I think I see them reading
more things. ['think I see more definite.understanding
about not only the past, but current events' and that
Was my objective. I see it growing and the success ,
depends... on all of us and I think it's going very well.

14.Better listening habits and ability to show some
concern over other peoPle more than they do now.
To see if they can start looking at other people as
people, as someone to listen to, to have -something
important, to s;ty.

15. By changing attitudes of the children through the
course of the year. For example you rm,,. run
across a racial pre udice among 4 hr f o

certain group of people or a verl.im utod And through

All the children spdke out and said, "she is not the only
(one). They came up to me and they said,"L'She 'is
not alone to blame. We.diA, too We feel that we
should write, too." And th ught this was quite remark-
able for a group of this ag shcceptresponsibility for
their actions, to come forth oluntarily and say, that they
also were wrong. So here-it ows that they are beginning
to accept the responsibilities fo their actions,, to know
their own involvement, when they r re right and when they
are wrong, to have this moral awa eness that I think is
so, important today, in society, in ani society.

O
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Figure v-1 Continued-

MACOS

the course of the year, you can see them either modify
or change this prejudice completely. This would be
one of the ways of measuring,the success `the
program.

NON-MAC OS

O
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FigureT-2

What are the strategies, methods awl. ,AetivIties you have- employed so far that are intended to develop the knowledge,
skills and.Porattitudes of this focus or thrust" r

MAC OS NON-MAC OS

/

° ,
1. We've been trying to set up interest centers ,in the

room that key in on- -well, we started off first of ally
with clustering groups of kids around ;wens that they
were highly interested in. t'or instance, I have one
group of kids that are working at a plippet interest
center, because they are very taken with 'fantasy and

_drama and that kind of thing, andi Rind of give them'
an open ended thing - -here is.a puppet center, here
are some materials, what kinds of things would you
like to do with this? What kind of puppet play could
you come up with? Would you like to use a story
that you know or write a story of yiur own, or -
tray something that's going on in the classroom, in
other words, we do a little brainstorming. Here's .

the basic motels and the basic set of things to
work with, %hat could you do with it... 1 ha' e, one
interest canter--,well:some of them are very struc-
tured--on small thing-s, using m,kroscopeS, where
we start out with some basic investigating and say,
in terms of what you know abobt using the inStr'u
merits and observing Up! vorhi around you, what
kinds of things could you observe, what kinds of
things could you do to portray what you've observed.
That would be typical.

-1-s-1174

1. A lot of discussion about things. I have in the paSt done
things like debates, we'll prcbably do more of those.
/We are/ going to have some reading for content, map
work, which'I'll test them on...

2. Well, we're looking into people, various nations or
continents or whatever, and then I'm hoping to show
the way they dress, their language, a little bit of their
history is due to where they live and what's happened
to them. It's notthere Is a cause and effect rela-
tionship /in/ the heritage that, each people have. I

.rwould like to teach appreciation for each cultural heritage.

:3. We do read the text together, .... we discuss°it and, we
play games, using the vocabulary terms or the vocabu-
lary such as we used today...:

4. Data not available.

J.

4

...One of the ways that I have the students focus on them-
selves is to keep a personal journal and they write down
how they feel about different. situations. They can write
down their favorite ioke4of the day or humourous incidents
and if they really get upset about something, then they write
that down, too... army nnei- in I II ask them to share

175
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2. WO11,.I. think everything that we're doing with Man: A

Course of Study brings out these kiilds of things and
it's through Man: A Course of Study program that We
try to develdp these... Well, right now.,.. we've
been talking about the Aima Is and we've.broken down

. certain things... that will in later lessons relate
specifically to man, but.all through the lessons that we
have been studying... when talking about man, we go
back to the question of what makes man human, and
I think in constantly relating back to this question and
how man is different from these rfinimals you begin to
see the uniqueness of than and hopefully,4from that
point, uniquenesg, of an individual...Of One person. I

think it really`will come out more so when we start
doing,the activities on the Netsilik. and start pulling .

all of what we've been, doing with each animal, ... when
we look at their life line and their dependency and when
we talk about aggression, and these kinds of things.

Data not Available.,

Oh I would say that the first one is... you lifiletto know
. the kids as well as you can, and part of your actual

method in doing that.. is to talk to diem as much during
,%3 the day as,you can.... So you have to get one to one as

much as you can, or at least a small grotto to one, so
that you can have somf kind of a shai-,14: nad, and brill,
and the more often you can do that in inc_ t3..,y, the more

'often you get to know them.. And I also find out

, 1 7

NON-MAC OS

something from that with me. I never ask them to share it
in front of the crass cause this is'something that's personal.
I won't, go through it either and read everything and correct
the grammar or anything like hat. It's their Own "personal
thing and it's just a place for t em to really express how
they feel and just kind of as a heck for me. Another thing
we've done is made personal time lines and--this is sort of
to help them get an idea'of what a time line is--compared their
personal time lines and the brief span it covers td the time line
that covers, well, recorded history.... For each year they had,_
to write down something that happened that was significant during
that time which meant they had to go home and interact
with their parents to get some information for some of the
things. This is one 'thing that's really important to me, too,
that the students learn to use their parents as a resource
I think:it can help them draw closer together and they can get
a lot of guidance that way... after they'd made the tiiine line...
then I had them go through and choose one of those incidents
which they had listed and they illustrated that and We put them'
up on theboard Ind everybody got to talk about theM and
about what was important to theni.... For cultures, we
studied about Japan and we compared a little boy who

lives in Japan an
and how they were different. .I had the students find out

o. thtalked about their cultures 41 things
of Japanese ancestry who lives in California to,a boy
wh

what their cultural 1,:tokg-round w: , where their anc stors-
came from and then "ta =t named a whole bunch df cow-.
trieS... and then I had them split into groups and the groups

1. ?`
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Figure V -2 Continued

that just, isn't enough time the school day, so I find out
athere's lot of things you hve to do outside of school

too, whether you go places with the_youngster, you share
things thatyou like to do, of they share things they like to
do, whether - -I know at conference time, I like to go to
at least half, if not all of the hamcs for the conference,

-0- and meet the family and find out more about, the kid from
meeting, the family and talking to them... on having the .4
kids come over to your house or have them feel free to
call you on the phone when they're interested in talking
about something, and then, if you get th4t big picture
about what they're l4e, and-the wax they feel,. then when
'you try to evaluate as you go along, whether there's im-
provement, and as you try to come up with ways to im-
prove the way they think about themselves and others, °

then you have Some basis to do it.... The second thing is
once you know them, you probably have to provide an
opportunity for them to interact with a number of different
people and also interact in anumber of different situations
So the discussion, in MACOS is excellent... it fits so well
with the idea -we have of discussion which fs that no'
one should Wow where the discussion is going to end
up..... In the MACOS materials, it's like that, while
there's a-thread of organization in there, you can al-
ways keep trying to come hack. If you ti v to stay on it,
you're going to be lost as far as getting %yth:ntr, ottt
of it goes, bedause those kids will fin,: cat areas
that they'd like to go off on and talk about, if you

17
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chose one of those c .entries which we listed to study further.
..They were supposed' to research and find out aboqt the

different' customs and Willa their food was like and what
. their life style was like, lots. of different things. Then

they were supposed to make.a bulletin board that represented
these people and it had to he.--tliey had to have something on
it that was three-dimensional. Most of ale students brought
in hand work or things from that_ area...

Well, w.e mostly have dittos. I make tip a ditto from
materials that I have collected.... for geography, I
have coloring books, picture maps and things in them
and I make dittos from the pages that they're supposed
to read and I have a few games and .I -am making some
more.. . The librarianandl are wo4t :sing 4ogether un
a project for when-we get to the Colonial Plei-lod We're
making a stack of cards and each card will have a task...
They're going to work independently doing the actin sties
on the cards, and there will be some that will be required
and there will be a minimum and then they can go .on from:
there. Each part is worth so many points.

Mainly the thing I used most of all, I'd say SO of our
Social Studies program, is group discussion. , We use
map skills and the te4t book and que:Aiuning skills that
are r; the book, but -OP: is g! 0 'ussibn.

c 119
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-let.them keep going, sooner or later, you'll find out
at the end that you got Something out of itthat you never
would 7/have planned on "and it might havei)een better_
than if you'd stuck to an original lesson plan. So dis-
cussion is very important. As many activities as they
can gginvolved in-and experiences...would have to
take place out of the classroom....If you can get them
out into the community and see how they interact with
all kinds of different adults and all-kin-TS of;clifferent-
situations, then you have a real basis for talking to thee
kids about improving their feelings about themselves
and others....So if yo,uyan see them in all kinds of
other situations in the backyard, even, and rely on
those situations when you talk to them, that's a better
strategy., . and that's going to help you in your evalu-
ation in the like to have the kids break down
,and discuss things among;st themselves, without having
to feel that there's a right answer that they're Coming
up with.... So, if you etintreirk it down to three or
four and let them discuss the same thing--they don't
need any kind of an adult around, just let them sit and
talk and say, "when you get all done, we'd like to
know what your group thinks about this sort of thing."
Many times, people who don't talk :is much will begin Co
talk, so that's a method of discussion. Sometimes
we'll give them a problem that we knot rs ng to °
cause some kind of conflict. For Inst.,r the other
day, we... had a squation--1 like to ntke uh) situations

1S- 0

8. Datd Not Available.
F

9. Well, we try tot incorporate as much real life things as
we can into what we're talking about. For example,
if we happen to be... talking about music, say of
South American people then we try.to do the music
there and-talk about how its different or how it's the °
same xis ithe7 kindof music we have. If we happen
to be talking about ...the ,... we did. as
much work as as Much studying on it as:we cotild
to begin with and then took them down there so that
they could see exactly what it /was,' that they've
been talking about and studying about....X1'e feel that-I,
at/ the end of study like that...they Knowwhat is

going on and then they can see it....

10. ...Now one of the things I like for them to do is to work
in teams... and I give them points per team rather than
by individuals.... when they get 50 points, they arvillowed
one hour ofehoice,time in two 30 minute periods, and I
have other teachers who've. greed to let them come help- them
- -the music teacher, the physical -education teacher, the
librarian and some kindergarten teacher. rhave them take
turns-being captain of their team. Each child gets a chance
to d jt... The person who's e rt,in... is more or less
responsiblo for the,t out their materials
and ollyet ing thi.mo Awl I !o*2 team places-. I try to
get them used to taking responsibility rather" than everything

a a
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that will happen and say, pretend you saw this happen
and what do you think about it, what do you think so
and so should have done or what would you do if this
happened to you, and I made up a situation where there
was no way there could be a right answer, where in fact,
it would be two opposing points of view,- both of which .

could be right and then we sent them to the small groups.
told them that theft whole. group had to unanimously

agree on one right'appronh to handle it know'ng that
'there was no way that they_could do thai. And they
spent a half an hour and were actually getting to the
frustration point, because they were getting nowhere
All of them in the small groups felt sure that what they
were thinking was right, and.finallr we got to the point
where some of them were getting at each others throats

. which was something we were curious to see what
would happen. One group compromised, and they came
u15 with neither of the two solutions that were offered.
They came up with a middle df the road thing.... We
learnetta great deal about how you discuss and how

' you arrfve at solutions, and of cc rse the group that
compromised... came out a lot h4ppier than the groups
Oat were at each others' throats Now that's a itia
way, but its an experience they can have where the other
way, if we had just all handled It and 11-P, w what answer
j wanted to get and... it was one right' air,,ver. they would,
have al' guessed and fished until they foune gut my milt
answer, and actually they would haTe.,1,me fiery little
thinking on their own. This why, sliace they didn't think

11.

12.
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haying to be a teacher direction cause I think by now
they're able to take more responsibility for their classroom....
Also, they go by teams; Ut ually, to work on project or research
in the library.... Each child gets a chance to be the boss
during the year.. :because if they pick their own team
captains sometimes they'll always pick the same
popular person and this way each child gets a turn. We
just g.s til'alphabetical order.

Oh, of bourse, verbal' communication. I haven't tried
to use any behavior modification or any character studies
or anything of that 'sort. I think mostly the verbal admonition
and.the verbal expression of what society does and doesn't
accept and when we have a good day, I try to let them know
about it,, and if we even have a good half, day.., . I don't
have any planned strategy; I can't sit down with one guy
and say now if I do this with these people, I'll get this done
with him. There's not quite time for that here.

Well, working together.... We're just getting into t4Canada
unit and I'm going to have to see how they progress and
how they respond....I'm sure that we am going to go into
outlining, but for activities, poSsibly a city, maybe even
a map of Canada which would be a group thing ibi working
together and making- them aweee of the surface features and
what they mean to the. people ,the Mexican uniy
k.ke did the dancesthe La( dances. We lehrued

,,quite a few songs. We math .naracas from light bulbs
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there was a right answer, all the thinking- and talking
they did was from inside. and that's what you like to get,
So that's. a couple of things for you.

5; ...I've relied on...art work, and sometimes a role
*playing device, maybe in front of the classroom where
they might play a certain role. We will alter on go
into some kind of acting out left scenes or possibly
later on'music.things with the music- teacher....
There's a possibility of a play maybe. But as a whole
right now, I rely mostly" on art work.... It gives me a
chance with some of the weaker Students Who might not
be able to - -we get everybody involved and they can at
least /set/ something in this....

6: One that we use, or one that we have Used some and
6- 5' will be using a great deals observatiOn of something:,!-'

whether it would be mlimmals or plants 'or pictures or a
° movie by way of 'input or something like this and then

from this, the kids3reasked to form some; kind of state-
ments, some.kind of hypothesis or ideas, and then we
go through the.process of challening those ideas of the
hypotheses that they come up with.-- About, oh probably
the single biggest method that I would usq... woutdbe the
one of two direCtions... e 'her I would present something
like the story that I had this morning about how come the
fish die and then wait for them to catch un that something
is`wrong'and try to tear it apart, or the 4,k1;(1 !mkt, a

'18xtt

covered with paper and painted them in Mexican colors
and some even had designs. We did a little weaving;
we Made the God's eye, and most of these things came
from the children....It was a contributing thing; they
developed the unit, what we want to learn... what we
can do, and how do we go about this.

13. Well, we have class officers. It's class officers for the
class andlcnowing that they are the leaders of the class)
the. set the example--the children are to respect
thethv . , If they accept their leaders, and expect certain
things from. their leaders, they in turn will accept the
rules a khe school and the classroom... They love the
election, `having class officers and hearing theth make
speeches ant giving campaign promises and so forth:
I also talked lo\thein about... the Supreme Court`of the
United States when we discussed our political science
and I told them that we would have judge and jury when
certain children mehaved... We would have certain
people act as lawyers Iknd go through the, due-process
of law right within the class, and then the class would
decide the-punishment, nothe teacher. So thaf was
one way, getting them involvd in.the actual doing, seeing
that people have certain rights-and-these rights *should
not be infr.inged on.... Also, making them feel that they
are important people and 1.141 e, everyone is different
due to hts,backgrounki and Tit ty\bacitground, due
to his retitoous hackpottud. ethnic background, race

Q
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statement and then I would try to pursue it and ask them,
well why, what's your reason for it or what's your
thinking behind it? 'I/ try to challenge them to do
their thinking or their looking....

7. Data not Available.

Mostly the discussions... with the groupthey have-
to listen to what other people say just talking
about the relationship between animals and people
and /between people and people and difference and__
what's alike about them.z..LA related activity that .

.deals with Social Studies,' would be the talk times that
are called... Magic Circles in which the kids get around
and sit and talk about themselves and have to listen

- to each other. t.

9. Well, we've done some minor problem solving with the
problem sheets.... tee've beon-constantly comparing....
We use our comparison with animals or with various
things.... We've done a lot of classifying. Also, "mostly
our activities up to now have been classifying and defin-
ing vocabulary hopefully to give us the tools to make
better hypothesis inter.

r 4

and so for_ththat we are all one group.... By setting the
example, too, .by being fair with them and listening to
what thpy have to say. I think /this/ is very important
to show them that I respect them as individuals... .
Teaching them respect fo others, res,-,ect for theni-

. selves, I find terribly important. I no that in my
everyday teaching and in my attitude toward them:....

14. I did try to not really individualize: but to.the point -

where they were trying to read the bOok on their own
and then I was giving them_ either activities or projects
and study questions to work in small groups. But it
wasn't workiing., . they weren't comprehending what they
were rending. So then I went to... reading together
out loud and I had my better students reading materials
and I found it --,even the poorer students by hearing it
even though they couldn't read it, were doing fairly well..
...I still have my, project... we made Indian men--
they dressed them in the costumes. We're going to take
each of the five groups of Indians and make murals nekt
week. We',e tried weaing the way Indians did on a loom- -
we made our own looms and I even had the art teacher
brought in... to do a pottery less with us in clay
that we the school So I'd like to try a-lot of
different things.

f
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Figure V-2 Continued _

10. Well, we have done group"werk... where we've divided
up topics. We had a chairman of usznall group and
each person is_responsible for his own topic-responsi-
ble to the chairman and then they present their fe-piTrIg",
their mapwork to the class.. We have done large group
discussions, research in the library. We'll go on some
field trips. Wp have the usual audio-visual materials- -
films, filmstrips. We have outside speakers come in....

11. Data not available.

12. Well, we have made en.ironment boards.' The emphasis
was on the environment as it pertains to--in this case
it was animals, but the animal-man /CelatiOnshi2/
also would be included in this. The emphasis of the
environment /was/ on behavior and have have made the
environment boards. After_studying through the films
what the environment is like with the baboon troop, (this
-is the section we did the boards with), the ehildi.en
were asked to create an environment, for the baboon and
an environment that thereould live in.... All of the
things in the.ehvironment that the baboon needed to
survive were put on the environment boards. This
bawled to be one animal but then in the discussion
/I/ follo" it up with %%hat do we need in our environment
(in 'order to survive):

071
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15. ... I feel it's important that the child feels at e se, and
once he.feels at ease and doesn't feel like... h ,.is half
as threatened with grades, he feels he cams 'Out;

and got on_n lot of different sub' ts even
in the middle thefe. think they should aveitint--
right to move /on to/ these subje cause it makes
them feel at ease. As soon as I say, "we can't", they
get tight again"

16
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13. Ok, we try td develop the ungerstatlding and reasoding
power of the. student through inductive and deductive
reasoning. We try to incoi13-Orate vast amounts of
research.projeCis to get:the student to become curious:.

-* and to seek outside information. 'We employ the use of
our video tape-systenreqhFattidentp-inot- onlysco-
themselves as themselves and to later cpinpateIhr_m-;
selves' to the way they were in September -as to the way
they are in Novemberlor 'June.

.,
14. pData: not available.' , ,

--ie ''
, "

. I
15. .:.We've pooled information and made up a booklet for .

ihere.te use as a 0/Ude iin research7:... we work very
closely with the librarian and she.. :has helped them
wire' howto find information in the library....We use

Thersend to Washinalton D.C. by
Ieverything we can from our own' resources in the

immediate area.
letter, just ;ill kips of things they incitvidually do, that
I purposely have Tncoir.pged them-to do.... Customarily,

.. I've had them to q o a report on a document, a famous
person, 'anything to stimiate. r..I try to give them a
choice.. A I' vel hal to make a change though,in terms
of in the past, II mode the asaigriments too long....
I'm changing-and ',making shorter rfinre assignments,
shorter in scope, where we get quick-t!.z. feedbar:kand

Jquicker sharing,.o that informntion. ,

1
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Could you tell me-what ypti specitica*expect your students to Mow or to,be able to do as

0
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a minimum diat the end of the year?

. I see testing and all this kind of thing'as ka learning
devide. So on a Weekly basis, I've been trying-to. :.
these are the kinds of. questions and so forth we've
dis6,pssed this week in relation to these mole, these
eventS...I will reuse...those valid-questions \that
we've asked each other in the' classrooms and,.towards
the end,of the year (there will) be a compilation
of a lot of those questions that we feel are pretty valid
ones... so it's a constant.. .Week to week evaluation
plus (seeing) can we still anstver the .same questions'
that we had the first quarter... So it s a constant
evaluation plus summing 'up as we 'u..

"Aside from t basic knowledge that is expected front
the pwsk ; I expect a change in,attitudes .that, they
are aware of this change, better cooperation among the
students, the ability got to say this is right, or this is
wrong judgement type thing; but to analyze the situation
and make a judgment upon all the facts that are available,
this type of a for thestildents.

'

2. Data not available

3. Data not available

4. I can't say generally becauge I don't have any specifi
objectives -for each child that I've taught at all.
It's just what they pick up on their own.

19.t. O

Well, again,, geographic concepts, climate, ... location,
{surface leaturies, why we live here, why the densV,V
ilppulation is not there-7this`wmild be *MI every.
country ehat we study -!the kind of clothing, their`
activities. I do emphaiiie-with the particular groups,
contribution to their culture. . the 'artistic things-.

2. No, as a matter of fact. I really can t... I'm just kind
_ of working through this, again and I really don't have

thy goals set up that,well.
.

3. I just expect them to be-a lot more aware of themselves
then they were when they came in, be able to discuss. .

I d like them to be aware of. . locations of continents,
countries and to be able to identify-some of the basic
things about culture and differences around the world
and get a feel for internationaltrelations and what really
goes on with countries. Those are some of the things.

A

4. I think basically our overall goal would be that the children
are aware of the 'countries in South America, the
tykes of people and the differences in people that live
there, and'the similarities--especially the similarities.
(They should have) pretty much a concept of the
basic Map skills, in other words/they find their spot
on the map... or given a country. or-town some0/here
they can find it and also along with reference skills,
-being able to k now :ust-where to go if they Want tZ) '

find out somet that deals with social. studies.

b
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5 ... My greatest concern would be that when they get into
. junior high that they have mas ered some of the skills

-of observing and recording data nd then doing some-
thing with that data, having some ideas or some hypo-
theses about it, Ih'e ability to do that. I think that as
far as learning facts or figures or pieces Of informa-
tion, if they're interested in What you re working wit?,,
they II learn that incidentally, ra ther than trying
force information type of learning. If they don't get
it in the 6th grade, they'll learn it somewhere along
the line...but if they can go into 7th grade or into
iunior high with some ability to think and to listen and
to observe, that would be my biggest conceive.. :.

6. --TWould_expect them to be able to have a deeper under-
studing.of thenis-elves r-o. the society that they live in;
of their beliefs. I hope that they ve learned to
think, to be able to do research, to be able to vocaliz
their thoughts 'concerning the human animal. I think it
is very hd to eye a test on this kind of thing; because
its depth of understanding.... Through discussion, I
think you do get an insight into how theyle.el concerning
..,. I think the discussion that we had this morning ,

about religious beliefs (is an example). t think that it
at least gets them to thirik about what their beliefs are
and why they have them. That it's not m automatic
thing, that its something that has a real 1...se Nistori7
tally somewhere, and hopefully this is what they will

-begin tolhink about. ...
1937
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5. One thingwe' ve been Working-on and I expect them to know
is ail the states and the caoitals ... and how to spell
them. In history, we lust go along .as far as we can
get, no specific goals, but 111 try to.make it through
the Colonial period and that's about as far-as f ever get.

6 Under inquiry that's a pretty hard question to answer,
-because, I think, I expect them to be able to talk
about what we've Studied about. I mean hold a conver:-
ssation about it... to see that maybe while we studied
Africa was, it had quite an effect on American history
or America's history, because Lwe pulled a lot of
Africans to Start America... if they can see that
connection, they that's what I'm looking for.

7. Yes, I expectothem to know... all about the countnyze
, live in and about the government of the country, the geo-
graphy, some of the; history of the coantry:- Now, in
succeed, Ag grades they will intensify this and go on
to more delail,"-but-I-feel that they should know where We

live, what a state is.. and woing_a lot of map globe
work wfth this'.... They really

re-dlly

know how tO-irs-e-atlases._
they know how to !Ise reference materials they have
their study skills; they know how to work together in
groups, where they can work individually and yet work
well together In groups and pro.rhice Something worth-
while because that's getting along with others.and learn-
ing to live together°. In the world with so many diversi-
ties, specifically as I said, (I expect therii to knovki the, -

41.
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helped to a degree, I ,think there had been an'accomplish-
ment for some of the kids because of the wide range
of their abilities... If you plan accordingly or maybe
make enrichment, and we do that through library
and (inaubile) and possibly they -do a lot of it on their
bwn,' again the abilities'and-the' environments are

- vastly different.

11. - Data not available

12. ...I guess when I answer this, this would be for our over-
all socialstddies approach, and it hasn't changed since
the',1Vfk OS materials came. The only thing is the '
MACOS materiqs help us to do it even better maybe

s

- ,'.than we were before.. But, I would say we have to have
- those fire two goals, our philosophy, they--we 'want

,., them to happy with themselves and,feel that they're
a good "berson, that there are things that they, can do well.
and that there are things that they can be 4n::.;cssful
with. And we also want them to have a good feeling
?bout people around them., I guess to go along with that,
even though they may tint. feel good about you as far

as-necessarily-wanting-to-be-in .your company,_thei at
least feel good enough about you that they would be
-respectful whene.vek you are with them.. ,So those two

Pr
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Well, my primarygoal, I think. is this Same thinglearning
to liveogether cooperatively and enjoyably as a group-..

I also would like them to gain a general feeling for their
country (of) respect of- appreciation, of honor. I like
to see them be proud or their country. In order to do
this. I feel that they need to know something of the story
of it, so we generally study more oir less a chronological
history of the Ilriited States. the reasbn it was settled, . .

the main ideals, that ouT forefathers had in this country,
and the development of the United Stdtes-through the years .
with its oroblems_andwith its glories and with the types
of problems' it has today. I don't stress facts as much
as I used to. When I first began teabhing, I had an idea
that children needed to know certain important facts,
dates, places, and names, but I've come-to the conclusjon'
that,10 year old children don't have a very good conception
of time... and of place... So that's why I pretty much

go in order, because fdon't particular ly want them to
know that George.Washington was president in 1789, but
I do want them to know that he was before Abraham
Lincoln", so:rtry to do it in chronological circler, but
if they; don't know a date, an exact crate, I dtin_lt feel that
that's a failure. If they_ncedto know dates, they can
always look them up in an encyclopedia, I do feel
that reference work and research is important. so this

n1
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Oings would go along. Ilhink they should Ye able to
get their point-across is a third thing, a third main thing. .
They should be table tri.conirtce,not necessarily con-
vince, "but, at least display to people what they think
about various things... One of the big problems,.
that kids at this (point) face-in junior high age is -being
pressured into doing things that they maybe don't nece-
ssarily think is `right, but because of the pressure of
everybody around them are almost-forded to do, and if
they can come out of here able to express .what they
think about h subject whether they think everyone would.
agree or not agree, but at least be able to express it,
their chances of...making good decisions in junior high

and .asthey grow older is gonha be a- lot better.... A
fourthlVne might be that as well as getting their point
across, they have to be able to judge.and interpret what
other people say... When you hear somebodys,ay some-
thing, you have to take it-in.. . how do I kidge what they
say, is it, could they be right, or is it lust something
that I disagree. with but.could it be right for that person,
or is it something that isn't right for-anybody, sat's
a fourth thing I think is -very important. I would say

- --those would-be-the-four, -and-maybe I would'add a fifth ,
t-

one, tha,t's 'that they hive to be adapted to chanFs, to
to variety to a number of activities... We dorq know
what its gonna 'he like-in :lie year two thousand, we have

.

12,

is one of my main emphasi,s .duting the yehr. _rniake
sure that each child his the opportunity to go tb the
library for at least an.hour or so a week to work on re-!
search projects...we use them for discuss idn and for

zeports,and for drawings and for lust things for them to
Learnrn more'ab'but...

.

. ..*hat I would like for us to have oat of social Studies
is some undetstanding of the way we got,ettled, h Ow

we grew from.ihdividual responsibility.to group.responsi-
bility, individual dependency... to group dependency:and-
then somehow, if there's. time; tie it in with where ke
are and how today's activity somehow fits in with depiction
and develoPment -of the whole thing.. As a Whole social,
studies area I have for myself started to whittle it down
where it's a matter of knowing where we came from.;-
where we are, and w here we might be going'. :. Now .

if we finally find out where we-a,re, how we got here
well maybe somewhere along the line, they can fk" lout-
where we might be going... So really,'.1:am not trying'
to get §o` far to .where we are right now, exce t as
to where jt affects us right now. I'm tryirig o tie this
other into where we are.

That's hard to Say because...this is the fi t frill year
that we've used this book. t that I expect-them

.
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idea, anti so they need to be adaptable, to be.able to,
tape anything that confronts them ahl /be able to either
accept itdor change it the way they'd like to see it or at

, .1-east be able to live with it. 'So, they should be adaptable,
/and I think these materials that wt re working in riaw,

I.) -
as well as the social studies approach, will hplp them do

° all five of those things. .
..r

.,
. ,

r
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.
to be able to find points on the snap. I ex-sect them to
be able'to know wheie countries are on a map,. Certain
illings that countries stand for, but the basic things
that I want them to have are sociallhingS. The way I.
loOk at social studies is not South America, or Mexico,
Japan, and India, but Social Studies is a lot of different
things. It's race, class meetings, beindable to function
in a social atmosphere and that's whit I want. That
may sound subjective, but I think most of this world is
subjective: I think... you cpn easily spot who can function
in n social funqion and who can't. That's what I really:
look for,' that's the minimum that I set. ,

0,
',. .

13. No, not really. I don't have any bid. monumental_ goals
in mind, individually or.as a group. I think, I would
hope possibly that they ,could earn; pn group discussions
more proficientlyand interract amongst each other...
Working- together in a group as well as inClependently...

14. Welt, a little baCkground on the prilted States. the larid
work with map skips... I -expdct them .o

really know their map skills by the elid and as far as-=-
I don't rely on memorizing factS thgt much, like we're
going to be getting into the Civl,War and.lievolttionary
War and...I don't make them memerizesgenerals names
and what happened iri the war, clad who won and, that,
but I do expect theft; to pull all this together and get a

*.q.,eysal out of the problems these people had and so forth.
4

to
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A. What do you find to be the
Most4lifiicult,proble\>m you have 'co deal with in teaching social studies to students at this grade.level?

. .
. *I. .

0
S,,

.
_.,

6. . . B. Ifiyou had the power to affect any necessary change in order to resolve the problem(s), what would you do?
- tl

. ....

MAQtS

,

I. As an adult, the cap bility of abstracting is part of an
. to onstantly be aware of

;the fact that manyc.orthethildren aren't yet at an abstract
level. They're very mdch (4k concrete thinking. Probably

athe most.frustrating thing is really feeling that most of
the children roost of the time ar.eliviile you when you're

. trying toforce: i8 a poor word, hvt that's - -to program
'them into specific thinking Skills that maybe they would
just as soon not dot Where they Have to defend an answer,
"well; know" and that's not an acceptable answer 40,
no*; where they have to give their reasons why or they'
-have to try to look at something and come up with an
hypothesis Chat hps some depth to it, that's probably the

"s' gle most frdstratihg thifig to me. Because I can see'it
they ought to be able-to see it and'it just doesn't work that

guess,to be aware of that constantly , that they
have to iearnthis thinking thing too as they mature.....

B. Data ifot available.

,NOWMA*COS

CO,

e

' 2. Well, I guess just in the classroom Situation, in our situa-
tion wherewe have a large group-of children and one of'
thee problems....is that in working with a large group...
I'm concerned that Pm reaching eachindividual, and I

zusually'have dnothdr team member here working with me,
but you see some children... look like they're listening

1. Wekl,, they tell me that they don't like history and they
don't like geography, and that they don't want to study
it,:or learn -it, but once they get down to the tasks in it,
they do pretty good and they seemo be pretty interested.

B. We'dlike to work more in the affective domain and so
on values. s ,

- .
- 2. Any type ofgeneralization.... They're verygood on the .

fact, if it's'in print, but as far as taking a.fact and
inferring from it,

B. ....Kids at this grade level, I-find, "I can't: do means
"I,won't do it." Veryoften when they say that Heypan't

they just haven't had any real practice in sitting and-
thinking about something. If they dcn't know it immediate-
ly then "I can't do it, oti, lioway." So as a minimal goal,
rctlike to present them with low level ;abstract generaliza-
tions that they cone up with'on their own. I get then
occasionally, but it's very difficult,' very difficult.'

3

.

'

3. -Well, using the, system we're usi , the most difficult -7

thpg is the,fact thatthey're not customed to discussing.
o I mean they're ten and eleren years &al anq,,theylike

to hecr themselves tally. and therefore, they'renot too
* willing to let another person give an opinion; but then.

at the same time you've got the other peoplesome Of
them don't want to hear themselves talk. So you got. .

'4
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Figure V-4 Continued
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._ .and sometimes you, Can't get them to react; Pm really
. . ' concerned that each child is getting what you hope they're

-.0 ./"getting, and... th&problem then is just seeing these child-
. ren w)io.kind of.seem to be sitting. in the badkiround and

. trying to see so µ `3 pull them into it... and to get them
to interract.... i -;

54,:
B. I suppose I woyd like to teach to a group of fiv't children, e

1' . and I would kid of like...to have justime adult wor ng
1-,

- with just that few children.... .

a. I

3. Well,`I think-it has to do with the kind, of student we deal
with today - -which is arathei sophisticated student,who
does not (know) a great dear in general information, and
maybe not as much specifically in terms, of information of
a student a few years back, thisthis sophisticated student
many times outwardly,' at least, feels hi, knows a teat
deal and, :we want to keep their strong self image, if
that i5 true, though many times.it's just a facade. We

,

want them
t to value themselves but at the same time realize

.
that maybe "I don't know it all after all", and Maybe there
are ways I can chatge my attitudes and understanding in
such a way that I will know,what I thought I did in the first I In'

placd. 1? .

B. ... see a need for more close relationship with parents. I 5.

SomehOW or other, in thei,last twenty years or so, I think

a communication gap has occurred due,to)ust our expanding .#1,

.7_
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both sides and the real problem is to get those who love
CO talk to quit talking SO much, and those that-don't
like to talk to start talking and get them all at the same
time to think. "*.

B. Well,, first of all, I don't necessarily see it as
'somethingyou'd have to change. We're here. e. in -

Social Studies. I'm a fifth grade teacher. I have to
\ pick them up in their progress as they are. Nbw, sorhe

' thing /that/ would'be nice and I'm sure it's coming,
;is we're using inquiry all`the way from first_grade up
and in three years,froin now or four years /we may see a
difference by the time students reach 5th grade /.

, as

4. I suppose it's not being ;able to find the kinds of materials
that really work with kids,, and especially not in the
areas that I'm most interested.

B. Well, for one thirig, I would like more time personally
to think about what I want to do and to work up some.of
these things.... And then; I'd like to, if I had more
availal'ility of materials that I could work into my pro-
gram-1 feel that it's mainly not having the time and
the materials to do what I want.

My problem, this year, was having children in the room
from three different 5th grades. We had had a big room
community school and.I had had some experienee and knew

'10 ' the children who had come to me through 4th grade and
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.population. I think with more people and changing occupa-
tions- -from what we were here in , a rural
area, ranch people - -to an urban kind of population from
all over the United States and Europe as far as that's ..,

.concerned, so We're looking at a completely' different ball -
game than we were just a few years back and,if anything,
needs to be changed it's just a closer relationship with'
prents, like we used to have and we can get it again but
it's going to take a lot of work oboth patents and teachers
together. .7;

4. making it related to their world.... Even though we
make every effort to show them, even today when I was
talking about what is social studies, and. why do-we study
and so forth, we really didn't get into why" we look at man
...and I think setting a purpose for them, that's not only
interesting (but) it means something to them is probably the
most difficult thing:. .

B. I think more community oriented projects, .getting out
in the actual community (where) they.live and seeing that
social studies is the interraction of man within a specific
area. We do'a little bit of that, but it's more expedient to
do it in the classroom, and sometimes it's hard to getout
and make all kinds of arrangements and so forth, but I
think... it would remedy the feeling that its Unrelated to
their world.

2 n
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5th grade. Our school was closed and the children.from\ schOol, sothree buildings were assi ned to the..
that-I have some from en, \of three different 5th grades.

-.and I find that there is a difference.
B. I think that .administrators should be more observant of

whaf is happening in classrooms: I think that reading-
skills are very important for all subjects, therefore
this should be checked peri.odicallY throughout the year and

not just in observation period.
..., l

S. Oh, I think the most difficult-problem is getting acrosS,
to them the things we think are important, and finding \.,

some sourqe of material that is not at such a "difficult \
level that they cannot understand it.... This text we hai6
is a very excellent textAd that isn't very hard to read..
It isn't /too sophisticated /,' and yet it is set for 6th grade
level,. There are so.many good points that we take piece-
meal from it. So, I would say that's my biggest problem,
cause you can't-do everything on gloup disbussions and
even though I feel that's the most 'important part, you need
to have materials that they can relate to and understand
easily without giving up the point of learning how to think
critically.

B. Well, I would just like to have more materials available....
Oh, -mapmaterials, video materials, audio materials,
there are many-things that you can use that for....

7. Data not'available.

.
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5. The most important problem:.. it's not motivation. Man:
A Course of Study,- I think one of the, strong points is the
motivation, that /is / the desire to participate and to learn
about these people. The kidsset very excited,about ba-
boons, for instance.... Sornetinies they're not too -happy
about that because we hear ipk9ons for maybe a month. _

It's not that then, perhaps coming back to this evaluation:-
perhaps that's the hardest part.- As far as the interest

-:"Itrthe subject from the children and from myself, I'm

Figure V-4 Continued

C
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<, interested in it.... It's not a difficult course to teach.
Its ..easy to teach. You have a lot of.materials and these
ore the'thtng s kids are interested in.... They like tt.y.exba-
Hie at this age level.... Evaluation, that's a horse of
another color. It's hard to evaluate something like this.

B. No grades, that's an easy one.
.0

6. Data hot available.
'

7. Kids at this grade le'vel have a hard time transferring one
idea and generalizing it to others as in seeing things that
Monkeys do and generalizing that people might do those
same kinds of things, just the transition from one area to
another is-yery difficult for them, It's like pulling teeth
trying to get= them to figure out how this related to that
or that relates to that or put that tin a different situation.

e
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B.

Well, I think the most difficult problem is perhaps,.
I don't know qtlge how to explain this. Children like
to discuss thing's, they like to have oral participation,
they like to do things that are fun, they do norlike to
have to referto books or written materials or to write
things down. Sometimes I feel that I havb to spoonfeed'
a lot of information to them, because they don't find
it out on their own. If you askuthem toread a
passage, you almost have to pull it out word'for'yf,ord--
the main idea 3 of the passage. I think this is iuse
generally a problem, however, because many of our
children are ot on grade level--if you try to choose a
text for them to follow, you really cannot do this, for
each "Child, because each one would not fit thq.text.
I think my maimproblem is coordinating the materials
that I use and in having... to find the time,- when I
can talk with all of them as a group to pull forth the
ideas that I thinkare important..
I'd writea new social studies text, exactly 'the way that I
would like it. Ithink most of...the texts are too difficult,
they're too factual, they deal more with details than they'
do with ideas. I think children like to do things. I think
they like to make things rather than using paper and
pencil types of materiali. So I believe if I had my choice

write my mil program, but it would be quite different
fv.om the usual text. It would be much simpler in reading

--material, -,and it would- only emphasize main.:. situations
in social studies.

i "-
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B. -I think .one problem has to do.with their maturation level;
andi don't think there was anything you could do except
make them mature faster than yck would in elementary
school. -That's one of the reasons it is hard. for kids
because of the tranpfe4ence of knowledge, but it is still
fun, for thein to do it.

8.Well, getting some of t e students to open up and contri-
bute:to discussions. S e are So shy, that all you can

Xelout,ofsole of them . "yes" or ."no", And tocreally
fire the quret-.pnes, the-shy one, to gain confidencein
(hems elves--b able to,stand up and express themselves

that's one of the problems....-Some students still are
closed minded to accepting ideas from other countries;
they still will be and that's. a difficult thing for some of
them--fdr me to get through to some of'them.

B. ; ...I think sometimes there's so much parent's influence
that there's no way you can, get through to them, butlf-I-
had the power; how would I do it? -Well, just through out
Studies, you'd have to look at the customs of the different
countries. Since, in Japan, there,arp different -customq,
there are some customs of the Inu where the women tato
their mouths; you, can compare the different customs of
the'peoples of Africa, you 9ompare that to different tribe
of Africa.... and lekthe students see that other people
-feel differently. Are they in essence any different from.
humanheings, from you and me?

F igure V-4 Continued
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9. Last year we /studied/ a lot of civilizations in the bast
as. well as the pre-sent...and a lot of the students kept
saying "well,, how is his reldvant to me".... This
year, I don't see it as uch because we have been focusing
more on the ptudents them' elves... and I really worked'on
bringing this more onto their So the relevance

the thing that'sometimes c m be.a real Problem. .

The other thing that I think is sometimes a problem
)onare the'terms we use like .Thksical anthropologist, cul-..

tural inthzopology', all of these different things, 'norms
of behavior, roles.' These are-things which adults have
an easy time getting mixed up_on... and the terms some-
times are really hard for the students_ to grasp... those '

are' the two things, the ;relevance and terms,..ter9linology.
B. Well, 'one of the things is just what I'm,trying to do

this-year, to tie this down more to their- own _

Terniinology, what I try to do iegive them more exposu'r'e
--to the terms_by_usIng_thern more myself ih my own

vocabularly and just trying to evoke more discussion
using those terms... but they're still kind of hard..v..

,
10. Actually? I clolitt.find it-difficult. "I really have, I can't

say,...I ha e a child in here, asou'ple of them who are
on a primer level in reading. Itliey will choose what
they want to o, whether it's just drawing pictures, and
they fry so 1141-1c1... to read. I'll get someone to help. .

2.1.0
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-_9..I think it is pretty mOch to get down to their level, to
get it catroomprehehd certaluthings you are trying
toyelate to them in different ways. This is.... why I
selected MACOS because.I thought it would be easier for

. them to comprehend then the teXt.
B. Well, I don't think I could do WO much right now. I don't

a

'tied
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them with thdir work... and they become involvta too,
and it's amazing, they can do mapwork, they Can dothe
artwork that's connected, so by usingalmulti-media and

audiovisual and things like this, you can -involve eyery
child and that's_what Pm saying.about,nly program last'
year... Because they were interested; they were

think we have a major problem with the program. - motivated, so 1 can't pay I find anything difficult....
,c.

.q

B. Data not available,
.
,

4: 10. I-really can't say off hand because each child has Andivi-
",11 dual cliffic'ulties or-needs, and we kind of try to meet them on

La ti/ individual basis. ,As far as a grOupbroblem, I_ can't.
'really name one:. Individual problems might be reading
problems, or abstract understandings, inability, to, research
properly:, These might be individual Problem of students
but not a group problem as a whole.

B. ...The reading problem--the child--you have to try to
tune fn the child's,listening irbilities then instead of
his reading abilities, to sensitize the child its understand- .

- ing of the basic concepts through drawings; through'
films, through debates where thechildren can either
understand or succeed in another area. Therefore, he
or not-be turned- off because of their lack of readihg
ability.

Data r
fem.'

12. . . . Well, .it's probably with all the other things that I
have to teach. It's getting together enough experiential
material to really'do the job. But I think this goes.

- with the whole bit. When welave to,teach six or seven
subjects, I,think yOu're going to havtrouble_getting

. .
-,something, tOgether:-.6.You may concentrate on what you're

interested in and let tbe rest of it go. 'I think l'-do a better
4, job _teaching those areas I'm most interested ih too... .

- .
I think maybe my biggest problem is having time to do-
the citails, record keeping, as well as. the special gathering
of materialsexperiential materials' that ought td"be put
with it. I think generally we find in today's society, kids
grossly, unprepared for'their society,, and I think the .4

preparation has t come from-an awareness outside the
classroonri-7.-bec se.we dobit Have themlong enough.
SO I think our... societal goqls, -are narrowing to the ---
extent that we're-not thinking enough about where.wetre

a

O
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11. rwouid say the. problem is parents. The biggest problem
that- i think_We probably have is the parents. When I say
that'I don't mean all parents, and I don't mean it's a

s,
problem where they're necessarily on our back, but
it'soacmatter of ediicating them to the fact that social

. studies is not those three thingethat we talked about- -
`'history ;civics,. and geography.. Well that's part of

you have to convince them that bur Lphilosophy7not .

try to convince them but to share with them, our feeling
that what social.: should be, and ifiyou can do that
and work with them.and they trust,. you, hen everything
gbes fine, works well.- If however, on'the ether hand,
they do not trust you, /if/ they are looking forward to
how well they do in junior high, ...then their trust lacks
and whenever a parent's trust in teacher lacks, there's
got to be some kind of conflict with the.kid caught in the
middle: The kids have no problems at all buying this,
they'd much rather take the Social studies project and
approach that we have set up rather_than maybe }.more
traditional approach. But... if when they come home,
and... kids says, "well, in social studies today-we talked
about this kid that stole something out of'a locker and we

.told aboutrY..how we would take care of the pFoblem" and
the mother says "that's got nothing io do with, I want to
know about if you learned about Columbus today" and .

the kids says''ino" and she comes to and As upset
Now 'there's a big problem, because the kid is really 4

going to realize that Mom and i)aa are not, do not have
the trust, or the teacher does not have the trust there,
and th.ere's going to be some kind of conflict. So I think

i:tj the biggest problem right now'in social studies is

all goingWe're thinking about where we're individually
going and that makes a $roblem here too:.. because
there's no underst %Mit except right down this narrosi,

area. .
B. ...,1 think-I'd try to fLx it someway... so that we could"

have a place where materials could be put together
and maybe take the kids to the classroom instead of

. trying to bring the classroom to the children. At this
level..'. we find soinetimes in reading, that moving aiound
is a big problem for us... .It causes considerable con-
fusion and mixing grade levels causes some confusion...
but I think mainly,' if we had a-place where the:whole .

surroundings were directed toward a viewpoint'or toward
,a subject area, it wouldbe better than trying to get all
the subject areas in the same surroundings. I think that
would be tlie,biggest thing I'd try to do.' ,

13'. ....I think probably, the hardest thinl is map skills.
Anything concrete is a little harder for them and,
that's not,altogether ba4. I think-itis good that they

° understand andcan relate and An, talk about the differences
and sifnilarities in people, blit when it comes down to
talking about how do you find Melbourne, Australia, then
it's a little harder, so I would .say,the moire concrete
iFs.harderthe abstiiact, they're vel315V-in and the

.))
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convincing the folks that the approach is worthwhile.

I'm pretty happy with what we're doing. I would
like to just have everybody think the way we do; but that
wouldn't really,be fair either beCaus.4 I think it's hood

'tb have opposing points orview, but we a have more
conferences At homp, -and we do have conferences where
we spend more time talking about it. We dca have some,
parents "study groups" and_we come in and say "this is
going to be the topic- "tonight - -why don't we teach geogra-
phy?" parents wilt come in and they'll ebme in ready to
go, and they'll sit and we'll discuss it and we'll go from
there.

12.- Data not available.

13. Data not available.

14. Data not available.
, .

15. Data not available.

4
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things like map,skills or reference skills takes a littlg
longer and, they need to work on that ff little;bit more.

Bt , I think one thing that we need is a basic kind of teaching
method with that, if you're going to say a textbook, .:
you need to adopt something to teach that lirticular
thing and that's one thing we haven't done:

. =

14. Probably, the terminolom going .back to this particular
hook, becaiise it's all based on the terminology, and
unless you have a good understanding of it, there's no

,,rational basis for any discuSsioq. ;

B. 'Oh well-I was happy studying Latin Amerida, and le
think possibly you can still work in many of The basic Lads
that affect man and the way he lives by studying Latin
America and pursuing of this topic, and still not get

. a into the indepth-study as far as the terminology is con-a
cerned and that we do- have in this book. I feel terminology
is a big thing in this book and one really has tb tpend a
iot Of time °pa.

4

15. Well, 1 only have the one text., and relying on that and .

-,knowing the ability of the students arid to comprehend
what`they're reading.. Ws really bad. The majority of
my children are below fifth grade reading level.

B. I think Pd ...get into a_program that didn't rely so much
on a textbdok,, /wh.re/ we had materials to work with,
and...kits and so forth that the children would be able
to do,"

r
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Figure V-5
Does yOur social studies program differ in any important way f
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1. I think we have negative feelings about the amount of ime
we're going to devote to it and trying to pat /rn/ at we
really consider a years program. If we /do it cdrrectly,

it means that we're going to save to b very selective
- :
,_,n how we do/1y so we will be meeting efore we go inthe
MACOS program, trying to pciint:out...,those things We,feel
are mostyalid and useful so that wedo justice to that pro-
gram as best we can in that short span of time.... This year
it will be abouta month laterappioximately, so that means
we can't do everything and. so we're going to have to be,
very selective in the things we doe ... I think it was felt that
there were certain sections of that program we could not it

s*o much in detail as we did and still... justify that program
and still -de justice to it.

2. Data- not available. , a

3.) The program is basically the same over. last year. The,ideas
and the way we go about developing the program has changed.
but the basic concept of the program and the overall objectives,.
of the programare still the same..-It's just the methods of

. obtaining,those objectives which differ from year /to year/
according to the type of students that are in the program.

. .
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m your program last year? (If yes,in what way or ways?)
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/Teacher taught Man: A Course of Study last year and an
. inquiry oriented program this yearl

/The differences are/ as *vast as they can get, except there
is a little connection. ... Last year, in Man: A Course of
Study you're teaching about one thing to understnd another,
and inquiry does some of that too, so there is a connection. -P
It's just a different approach completely....4on't
think I .would say inquiry was a major thrust of Man: A
Course of Study to me, but it had the same idea, because
you werelookingit one thing and translating it over to
your own life.... There was no exact answer.... Still, in
a way, I wouldnIt say it was a main thrust. For the kids
the main thrust really was the fact that it 1,as a "hands on; t

get involved activity" or added-type study. But ,at the same
time, when you, got through, you could ave an inquiry session
about what you did, and actually found t much more success-
ful....

2. Data not available.

3. I vary my program acclding to the groups that I wbrk with.
Every year my program is completely'diffe\t-ent.' Last
year, I had an extremely low group;. they were fifth and_ 4
sixth graders and every child was a year to five Zyeart/
below grade level in reading which meant I hdd to
with them through a media that, they could express them-
selves, that they could do research, that they,could learn
without doing too much r4ading- per se as research, so I
used many films witlrthem, did a7lot.of discussion Using-
my own'background of travel....
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4. Last year we ran Social Studies... differently. 'We ran it
in the afternoon and the kids chose one of four choices.
It does differ quite a bit because then it was a completely
separate thing...,This year we're incorporating it a lot
more into the Language Arts program.., . Most of the kids
writings for Social Studies are used for Language Arts
purposes also.. . .

. No, last year we were all involved.. The only difference
is now; it's only a third 'of the class.instead of the full
/one/ that is in the MAN program. The other teacher's._
wanted to teach history.. They felt with the Bicentennial
coming it was a perfect time to start and they felt that
perhaOs.history would be more beneficial than this type.
of program.

Z. Data not available.

7. No,,no.

8. This year, I'm teaching Africa. We're very.free to
teach almost-whatever we want of the countries of the
western world and delete whatever/we want /, so I'm add-
ing that and doing it a little bit different that way. I had
studied Africa in conjunction_with our baboon's section of
Man : A_Course of Study.

A

Data not ava`itible.

Not necessarily. Wo have what is called the multi -
text approach and what happens is we haveseveral
boiaks..4 but really not enough of any one book to really
use/ it/ as a textbook... but the main changefrom
last. year, .. we studied just the-United States mainly,
and this year we're studyingliour state/ and South

° Ameribas We are supposed-to cover these three things
the two years and we've taken /our state/j_,

in with tfie year that we study South America. So I would
Say.. Ahat the difference is ih subject matter-what we're
teaching rather than_how_Aelre_teaehing it.-

.

6. Data not available.

7. Data not available.

8. No,. I have more Or less evolved this program over the
years. From year to year, I'll change maybe my emphasis
on a particular area, like last year my class was very
Interested in battles and wfirs. I had a lot of boys in my
class - -l' had like two thirds boys and they,liked wars and
they liked ships and machines and we spent a lot of
research time on transportation,or communication or
ships....

4
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I would -sag possibly there would have to be an affect, maybe
enthusiasth. fit/ depends on the type. Sometimes I think
kids can make you work a little bit harder; a little? faster
and I think this is the group that can do that. Honestly, I
.w,ould say that there are times these kids seem to be getting
a lot more out of it,- plus you 're getting more feedback from
them. I think we are doing More art work because they
-con cooperate together. 'They can work together where-
the other group--it was very difficult to do this.

11. No,, not really, because we had somewhat the sarhe"content
j. area as far as last,year was concerned. lit was/ very

"z----clifferent-from the year pefore. Pm not sure that the
objectives were all that different but the way of going after
them was. considerably different. In the social studies pro-

.gression that we have,, between the units of salmon and
herring gulls and the baboons and the Eskimos:..I will haire
units that have nothing to do with MACOS and.they will have
to do with people interacting with people. We had a major
unit on the Inca empire for ancient history. We have just
begun one on interrelationships between man and river and
how they use and abuse each other, and I,use this 'deliber-
ately,,to kind of change the flavor of what's happening in
social studies and it's worked out very well last year and
I'll continue again this year."

4,

221'

...Last year the book was the main source of everything,
and this year, we're really starting to branch out into
other areas and activities for the students, so it's .,really
a lot more interesting to me....

10: ...I had a much smaller class, so I could work more
in groups then; and they coup work More on their
own. I could go around and help each group with
different things they were working on. I tried it this
year. And as of now they're'not ready for it. I'm hoping
to try it again, maybe after Chrifstmas... and gradually
work them into it; so last year I did work more in groups

11. It's essentially, the same. It's dust that... these children
O.

cannot do the activities ... or the dittos 'that I've had for
previous years 'and -I've had to rewrite them on a simpler
level.

12. Data not available.

13. No, ...althoUgh la.5t year I did not.at any time... use
the textbook as a base. It was completely an individual-
thing, work in groups, this group /did/ this particular
thing, this one, this particu[at' thing, this one, this parti-
cular thing.
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12. would say important, tr. I don't think it does.
. very similar.

5'

Wetre.

13. I did cut out somethings that I foutid the'childten were not
receptive too, some Of the pigojects, so I have gone a little
faster this year.

14. No, because we worked with Man: A Cours of Study for
the -last three years.

co 15. Data not avajalable.

22:i
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14: '..1. I didfi't teach last yaar, previous years, yes. I

taught-maybe four years ,ago' and it differs very much -

this yVar beoause I hawd.;a lower - achieving student.body.

15. ...We gdt them /the new prOgram/ about half a year last
bpoka that we+had were so' old we used them

for map skills. Then Nve did - -well' we do this year too
current events, political things. We will takd a whole
Social Studies period to talk about things that.are going
on, any'impaktant political happening or world matter
on T. V. We try to get it in and see that -and then discuss
'that.

224'
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Figure V -6
Of all .the things you do in social studies, what do you like to do the best? (If su ects are listed, ask: Do you do .
different things in social studies like read bboks, have a discussion, look at films, o art work, make plays, give

0

reports, etc. ?) Which of these things do you like best? Why do you like them?) .

What do you notiike to do in social studies?

' MAC05

la. I like learning about other people-in Fh.0 world....I fike
that rather than just learning about countries; I like learning
.about the people themselVes.::

$

likgtolearn about both the people andthe countries....

.

I don't know. I like itsall.-

- I'd sure like to make a mural with animals fromidifferent
".countries....

I like to do art projects

When t do repOrts, I like to have an oral report.

b. R4iort§..-4Someone else added, "I don't like to do r
written reports"):

I can't stand if the teacher will stand up and... she'll tell
all these things on certain -animals, ...I prefer to learn
it hi a book or a movie or a tape or something....

ports,

I Ciiitt like it either when the teacher stands up and takes
the whole time talking.

22
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la. ',like wten we discuss countries and see the slides and
I don't like working in the'boOk.

I like when w O have current events in the morning and
when we read our :'New Times".....

.1 like the.sliOs*and current events in the morning....
-\,

the paper work /color maps; answer questions/
,.

2. Data not available.

3. Data nat,available.

4. Data not available.

5. Data notavailable.

6a. like.drawhig la it.

guess movies about different countries.

Make maps

'I. like to have the discussion.

I *sr
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2a. Data not available:

3a. -I like to see the films.

edraWing, that's fun.

3b. -The reports

- ...writing Teports, I hate to,write.

- ... after the end Of the class... he'll ask yotpto write
two sentences about what happened and you don't even*
know what happened....

4a. Data not available.

5: Data not available.

6a. Reading a book, a biography....

--Doing book reports

- I like to build-things

- well nothing much. It's' really sort of boring....

ti

6b. don't liketeading; I Mean the sheets, like one
might say, who discovered America?" and then -

sometimes you might haveto write-a long answer.
(All others in group agreed that they did not like
the answer sheets).

7a.. - The bulletin boards in groups...theteports....
a

s

- Reading it and then we discuss it --if some people didn't
get a part, then other people ;iould tell them, maybe.

helping the-other people.

. - ...At the end of the part... you have to write the questions
out and the'answers....

-...the session before the time we have a test. rgo over
my book and I;have a cram session.

- the test.

8a. Data not available.

9a. Maps,'

-9b. -I don't like reading but I like todo!..questiohs.

- Worksheet type things.

0
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6b. Listening, that bores me.

I just don't

Read

e'doing reports period.

'Work. in groups with everybody else cause everybody
else is wanting to do something else and like you're
the only one who wants to do sornething that'you want
to do.

.I hate the teacher talking and I hate people talking in
reports.

7a Arts

Make bulletin boards

Films

7b Discussions

Reading

Tests

29S

4

loa. 'Baseball's about the funnest thing. While you're studying
on it, you're also playing a game.

Movies (others agreelythat baseball and movies are
,the favorite activities).

10b. I don't like to do tests very much... or vocabularies.
(Othersagree).

11a. 1 like fo write reports and read and.study about people
. and how they've lived'and write abopt them. It like to

touch thing's that are real...4 like making maps. I
drawing too.. : . 7

I like school becalise when you're home you don't'
have anything to do and also school's good fo'r you.

12a. Study abotit history.

Go ink the library and do reports about things that we
study.

I like tests because I could learn a lot more about
history than I 'knew before.

.
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O

8a. -I like discussing.
°

- I like to make things (e.g. environment boards)
f(Others choose either discussion or environment boarils)

)8b. -IdOn't like to discuss Or read /silently/

9a. Data not available.

10a. DatInot available.

11a. '- I don't know if I like anything.

- the animals, what they do

- I like filnistrips

- I.. -.like the videotape,/the teachers1 shows us of the
National Geographies and we read.. the odmphlets on the
baboon and the group behavior and It's really fun because
.after we read it, we have a discussion on one of them....

- I like the discussions and the group projects and the
filmstrip we see on the-videO tape machine.

241.

12b., -Have to read the Social Studies book . (Others agree).

-I don't like to do homework.

13a. -I like doing the tests. (All agree tests are fun).

13b, - Reading.

-Questions out of the book...I don't understand them.
They got real fancy words; I don't understand the words.

14a. -I like to read most of all. I liketo dd maps and
draw and color....

14b. -Reading,ditto sheets..

-I/don't like the teacher to read for us. I like to read
it; for' ourselves and then we get a better understanding.

15a. /-I like to take-field trips... and find out about the people
/ and the way they lived,

-Sometimes we study about what's going to happen in the

i/ 'future. and I like that....

232
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11b. - Not ready anything I can think of, because... everything
we do ;.. is pretty fun. There's nothing that's not really'
all that hard to do.

C.

co
to.

12a. -Maps and films are my best (Others agree that they like
mapc best).

12b. -Writing reports

-Filthstrips and taking notes.

13a. -Sit there and listen.

-Make stuff Zirojects1

-Watch films

13b. - I don't like to read /by/ myself. It's ok when I read
silently, but when I read out loud, I doir't like to.

-Make posters.... Tlie one you have to show, because you
can't draw.

-I don't like to read thole books. You've got to read the
whole thing and then put them down.... -1

-/Interviewer: How about likeyou said about the acting out
the babocos and stuff, did you like that or is that something

-I like studying about other people, how they-live in
different countries...;
-...I like to watch films and have discussions.... I really
like that... having films and then going over the films
about why do you think that they live that way or do you
think it's bad that they live that way or do you wish yOu
lived that way....I don't like- to read about things. I

to see them, ...

-I like tc read about the history of the United States and
about pioneers and people that lived then and about different
Indian tribes and hold they lived.

-Yeah, I like the readhig.'

15b. - ...I don't like writing real long reports, or going over
something that we've already done. I like to venture out
into new things....

-I don't like reading, but I like to go up in our group and
discuss instead of having every person read... I just like
to do it altogether.

-I don't\ eally like... doing worksheets.

-...I don't Tike having to read 48 pages in about 2-3 days.

2344
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bite that you don't like?7
I like it.' /roleplayine

-Reading out loud.

-Sitting and listening-to other people talk.

,14a. - seeing films.

co . -I like having discussions, after we listen or watch a film;
tri

you write what you observe and then we talk abOilt it.

-I like discussions in small groups.

44b. -Read... front of the class.

don't like having big ...group discuss ions

-Sometimes I don't like little groups,.

15a. - It's more fun when you* ui-e having Social Studies... to just
talk about it out toud in the classroom.

I like drawing the best.

15b. -1 don't like reading from a book and wrf-pingt.it down. I llke,

to talkout and speak with the class.

35-
I don't like to listen to /rheleacher7._

16a. Data not available.

17a. -learning about people... We do dittos about thein
sometimes (tape ends here).

18a. -ActiVitieS - make pinatas

- I like to do r '.'ports

- elike wate;hing the films the best

-... I like to do art Work, too, because I like to loOk
at pictures and thentry to draw them)...

18b. - Reports

-I don't like to color maps.

19. Data not available.
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-dittos, because if we get confused and there's a long
line for questions, you have to wait; it wastes your time.

16a. '-.'Writing*reports

- I like to do art

- Films

16b..- No response.

17a. -Slambooks... because you-can find more about your
friends....

-I like to work on our slambooks and see movies-.

-It's all pretty good. I like to do, all the stuff.

-I,like reading the pictures..:... / e. g. , putting captions
under pictUrea/

17b.. - I like to do everything.

-I hate to just-sit there, just sit there and do nothitig.

-My favorite part is discussion, but if I have to take my-
worse, I'd have to say, -if you ever,have to write a report,
...those arei5retty boring.

a37
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_When rou're reading the book, you can hear practically
. everybody's hearti cause you're so nervous,, "Oh, I'm going

to miss that word and it's the easiest word in the book" and

you say."the" or something'and everybody starts saying,
"Oh, you must be duMb"... that's the worst part of it to'fne.

18a. -I like to Watch-the movies about the Eskimos because theY
are so differtnt then us.

-I like to read the-books because you can take more time
on the books, but yocan't on the movies and all that stuff.

pj.
-The films because... we clan tellswhat they are-doing, but

. -
books, they only have reading.... v

18b. i hate Social Studies

-...I hate to draw the pictuies because I don't like to draw.

19. Data not availabl'e.

210
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"Figure V-7 .
E

\. ,Why do you study Social Studies in School? (Klo answer, Do you think what you learn might be important to you
sometime?) (If no, Why not-?) If Yes; Bow do yotthink Social Studies might be important to you? (If to learn
about history or people; etc. , how do you think that may be important to yOu?),

MACOS

1.

.
- To knosii 'other people in other-parts of the world.

- If you have children,,they ask you this question, and then
you'll b able to'tell them._

If... you're going some place.

-If you wahted, to get a job, you could use it
_

- /If you were/ an American explorer, or if you were a .

deep sea diver you-would - most of the real fancy stuff is
in Africa,' off-the shores of Africa, there are weird ash
and also over in Egypt and place. like..that....

-To know about that country and stuff and how people act.
P

-When you get older or something, like when you get to
high school and stuff, college, if you want to a degree
or major in one thing, have to have had Social
Studies. -in school. ...

;
-And it's just good to krlow, because it'll help.

sort of curious. I always ask my Dad, "liey what do_
people do over there, why do they do so and so over in that
little country," so my kids will probably ask me the same
.things,so I'd sort,of-like to-learn so I can tell them:

NON-MAC OS

1. - To learn about other people

- TO learn about other countries and how they are different
from us. - -

- We learn about the history of /other/ countries and
how, the government is:.. run. You won't know every-_,
thing about it, but lust mainly how the government is run.
Maybe you might want to Jive there qr something, and
you might want to know about the country.

- Well, if ou ever want to move there, and you don't
know what it's -like, maybe you'll think, "Oh gee,
everyplace is like this. I think I'll just mo-e.over there.
aTKriee how their lives,are different from ours." if
you-don't know, maybe you're stuck there for the rest
of your life.

- So when wq want to visit them /Other people/ we can
know what they're doing over there, like the jobs....

-... some people don't know the different names of
the places and where they'relocated and it's Teal. .

important to know where the places are and what the
names are of the countries, so if you have a job that
hegds*knowing that.

a
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. -To leard,about lives of animals... how they protect them-
selves.

,../it is important7 because somebody might ask us about it;

' Like if you get.a job like nurses or... (others added .

scientist, or doctor, someonewhO works-at the Smithsonian
Institution)

3. To find the differences between people and monkeys, I
4-mean animals, and to, realize that, peOple in our
school think they're really hotshots and then they just
started to realize that people just can't be hotshots. I
means they've got they'Ve got to look down to mentally
retarded kids and understand that we could have the same
problem if we were in their place, that they could be just
as good as we are if they were not. mentally retarded,
cause I see people criticizindtheniand I think it''s a shame

.,. and I think this is supposed to help us take things how
it is, not criticize it.

You'd\ have to learn about other countries so if you ever
go there...you'd know about It, and then You couldtell some-
body, about-it and help them out, and talk to other people
about whe e they come from.

To know about other people and animals and countries.....
0

241

2. Data not available.

3. To learn things.
-a

learn/ 110, poorer people live in different places
besides Where we live.

N-
o

To learn about different people and all about: th,em.

Incase you go some place,.yob might find some of
the peOple that you've read /about/.

If you go' to a foreign country... you wOuIjknow a little, about
' them.

If you go to a country and you were captured....well
then you could talk to their leader and you know what
their name was.

4. So when you go there different countries/ you'll know
about them.

0
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4., 'To get the facts of life.

t
Figure V-7 Continued

Find put what people do....

/If you were a scientist/ you know sdmething's wrong with
. the salmon... you can examine it and find out why they're

Layink7.

Maybe when you'grow up and you have kids, yourkids
let's say if they're in kindergarten, and they heard some-
thing 'about Goerge Washingtion, they;.'d probably want to
know some factS about it alid then you'd know.

5. Data not available.

So'you know the presidents and American history and
the Revolutionary War, World War I, World War jr...

If there wasa big pop quiz in college and if you didn't
pass it, you wouldn't get a fob and you'd .ha 1e to stay in
college forfivesmore yea'rs'until you got the test right.

I don't really see anY\eed to study social studies, but,
I guess if somebody wants to bedome president, they could
study social studies.

-I don't know. 'Yotl don't really have to know, it to '(tape
malfunction). Reading, you'd prObably have to do, but
social studies, just learning about other people and how
they did it, it's not that imi5ortant....

NO "N=MACOS

A lot of it's about our background, our heritage, like
-where wecame from, and how our people have been up
through the centiiriesdar the decades...like lathe nineteen

11, - hundreds,. car Pronessingireallyi carnet° be something and
that was an tmportant time in our history and it's just
important to learn, to use emit background.

Ittll teach you more about othq Countries andmore about the
history of other countries.

you might learn about other peNle, their feelings.
Last yearwe talked about in social studies, we had this...
filth, Inside Out, I think that was the name of them,
and they talked about people and their feelings and it
had one about this "kid's father. HehAd aphysicalI think ,
his arm or something was intsning, and the kids made fun
of him about it and we talked about that in social studies...

, and we had President Nixon and Watergate: We talked
about Watergate and what it'll do to usAnd our future. ...

a

5. Data not available.
0 ,

up;6.
,

So that when you grow up, you can learn ho people live.
If you go to one state and a whole bunch of ndians live
there, you might get all mixed up like how ithey live.

I
I

. !
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-Virrilight,be important/ if you're on a game show or some-
thing, but'I can't think of anythitirelse.

either a history courssor you do a report oit ani-
mal,s and persons. It's mostly history and you don't really
tia to know history; I don't. think it's really all that.impor-

! tont cause it'sjust history.

7 learti all around the vmrld-what-people are doing.

rr

-Thq Hopis, they know how to weave, and later on maybe
you won't have enough money to buy clothes so maybe you
'have to weave them.

8. -To knokthe different kind of .species- fTif animals/ and
how they live, and other different things like how they
reproduce..

-To know the difference between. the baboons... like how
many juyeniles and how many are in a troop, and to know
the different kind of.species.

*.

- So 'that you could become a better somebody.. -.. if you
become an anthropologist, you could study animals more
closely and understand them more.

1,

245

'-To get an idea of what it was like before you were alive.

- If there-was something like a depression, how you could
just stop one from coming.,

if they didn't know any Social Studies, no One would
know where the flag came from and what it was about or
anything.

-/How countries/. trade and bargain with other countries.

- If you have some kind of job for the government or some-
thing, and you have to do research on other countries,
you'lf.know what you're doing....

- Find out what the other countries are like, in case you
want to live there....

8. -Tc learn_ about your community, apd what's going on in
the world, like people discovering explorers.

- To know about your neighbor nations and how they trade
with the U.S. anti when you're older, you have to know
about history and things that,had to do with time before.

1.
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9., Data not available.

10. - To learn about more things

- To learn abouf other people

-You just don't want to know what's happening in this part-_You
the world/, ybu want to know what's happening in

some place else, like Chin

- To learn about the rest of the world and what's going on.

don't know.

-/To learn about 'your environment, your city.

-I don't really know... but I guess to learn about other
peoples and places and the world around you so if you.
ever.went there you would know a little bit about it.,

11. -Data not available.

12. - So you'll learn about different things in the world.

- To compare them /animals /.to humans.

A t.ff
*2,1.

Or.

-If you go to some historical landmark, :Srou have
to understand why it'i,there and what it's for.

-If you go there /to another country /... sometimes in
Social StudieS, they teach you a couple of words of
another language and sometimes you can communicate
with them and if you learn about them inSocial Studies,
when you go there, you, won't have to be asking all kinds
of questions.

9. - To know about other places and other things... in the
past, too.

-Maybe you might want to learn about it. Maybe,if
you had a job.. you might need to know something like that.

-.... you get to.know about other parts of the country.
_ _

-.. :you learn /what/ their religion is... what different
things they do.

-... you could use the information later on and to help .

you know whak has happened over the years and-hoW the
world has changed and the cultures of people have changed.

240
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- I don't know, you might need to know some of these
things, like someday, we might take a test or something....

.

13. To- learn about different places, besides just the place
we're living;

-To learn about other people and ,places

- To learn about animals and what their instincts are

- You just don't want to know about yourself, so you find
out abOut places you like so that if you want to go there....

-You want to know about a different place, because you
don't want to be locked up in just one country.

-Because other people are different from me; just because
I like chocolate ice cream doesn't mean she has to like
chocolate ice cream.

-You want to meet different people in order to see their
differences in you.

243

-If you want to go on vacation to a foreign land to see
how people do different things than youdo...you can learn
about what they do, and maybe bring back ideas for our
country.

10. - Data not available.

\
11. - Data not availab e.

12. -To know -about dif erent countries, so that if you go to
another country... ou'd know that they speak other
languages... .We c uld learn their customs and see
how different they are from ours, see their houses, the
way they cook, and tuff and bring some of their ideas to
A- merica and takes me of-ours-to-their country.

-Someday, when therle,are no more wars and all the
ccitiiitrieg are friends they could... come to America and
see how we do our different customs, and we could go
there.... ro

13. -... In Social 'Studies, you usually study Countries or
your surroundings... if you're in*the steel business,,
you'll know what country to order if from....

2. 0
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14. - To learn about your environment, to learn about other
things besides us.

)-1
co

e

-To learn about different animals... how they reproduce
and everything.

-...In 7th grade... you have to write reports,' you Could
use the things that we're doing this year.

. the'plants and I learned about the fish-and .. the
different types of,parasities that can get on /Them/

t
-.-..thebaboons, you learn how they are like so human;
they're just like people,_ the way they act and the things they
do.

- -How the herring gulls... go to the beach... how they'probably
feed their young when they fly back to the nest...

15. Data not available.

16. Data not available.

3

251

- If you grew up in Ameriba and decided to:moye to
another country, you'd want to know something about it and

its history.

14. - So that we can learn about other countries, learn about
different customs and cultures and different techniques.

- If you want to go traveling you are going to have to know
something about their customs and cultures, and how-
they speak.

- ...you'd know more about people around the states and
countries'and continents, and, it, would help' to develop
Lyou/ more in reading also...°.You get practice and
just about everything in Social Studies. Social Studies
doesn't just have to be about people;'it can be about
countries, maps, history or politics....

15. -To learn about famous men.
. -

-..-. we wouldn't knout what happened back 200-years ago ago
or something that was famous.

0.

-... if you learn... then maybe you might turn famous.
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17. Data not available.

18. -To learn about our country or our world.

- To learn about different people and how they live different
frous. e

- Religions

-different customsco
cn

pltlees-and-thel-r-ellinates-and-terrain--

=Alien you go to a different country, you might want to know
low they act and all that.

- If you.go into the jungle... you' will know what kind of ani-.
mils are there.

19. Data not available.

2

16. - Data not available.

17. -To learn about different people, th%way they live and
not just the way we live... and learn1)614 the other
countries and what they do and the ways they are like
we are.

-I don't knew. I like to do Social Studies.... I just learn
different things.

-... if we went down there /to another-countril, we
wouldn't even know what they're like or anything,' not
even know their languake or anything...,.

1,8. -To learn about more things in history.

-There are certain jobs like a history teacher... and
/,117 you don't know about history then you can't fake
that job.

-You wouldn't know what the Spanish explorers names were
like Ponce De Leon....

k

-... We wouldn't know about the wars..:. like the Revolution.

19. - /To/ earn about history, about things, people before us.
O.. MM.

(Others added the clothed they wore, transportation,
conditions and other differenceS).
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. -
-W6-`could befa ous people too. We could, Invent,
something. '

-Somebody might as \you to see, what yOu learned back
inyour,time --if you had kids and they asked' yog to help

,them in the& tests ancilhey asked you "Who are they?"
and you didn't know.

.ve

5Z72
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Figure y-B

a-. AreAre there any sipiildritieq.between the Social*Studies progiam this year and'the Social Studies program iiifhe two
previous years?.. ,ar I these similarities? apa

$

b; A re.there any clifierences between the Social Studies program this year and the Social Studies program in the
previous, two years? Whatl are these differences?

Are there any similarities between the students Social, udies program this year and their.program next year?
What are-these similarities?

. Are ther&any differences between the students' Social Studies program this year/ and their program next year?
What are the differences? 1

bl

I4COS

e

NON -MAC OS

la. I VmestlYwouldn't know becau se, I am not rtally
familiar with wha4hey've 'clone downstairs in the primary
grades and I. thk one reaSon.I'm unfamiliar in this school

--ikthat we don't ha% e an continuity or we don't have any
specific propiam and I'm'vaguely aware that the 3rd and th
grade teachers study,countries . They've done some commu-
nity study kinds of things but I'm not sure. I think what we've
done would titaveyireen diffeCent, that would be the only thing
I could safely, say.

b. What we've done is different because the NACOS stuff
that I've used and the stuff that I've done myself, has been
really OP trying to get eonee'pts across in a gr'eat variety of
wars, really kind ofin inter - disciplinary... way because
,TACOS started me on that whole I think
because I've done :\I-1C0.`-;,- that ?TACOS and the thing.I've
deviied myself are probably broader in scope'in terms of
techniques and activities than what the WS' have done dow

256

No, I don't believe so. ry

b. The book.'.. covers diffeenI areas of the world and... 5th
guide had U. S. History and 9th grade...had Pacific Northwest
history or something like that and clusters, a lot of psycho-
logical and current event kinds of things like I've done, but
I don't believe that they've done. So I think it's pretty
much different probably from what they've had.

c. There.will be.sopc similarities, I understand. They do study
'EurOpe and perhaps other parts of the world,, so they'll'be
ge:ting some of the same things, I think, or same topics anyway.

d. I don't know that mucti about their course.

A

1

257.
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Figure V-8 Continued-
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c. - You know in this school it's hard tp say because we don't
know from year to year what we're going to do. In fact,
one of our problems has been... how do weuse MACOS
with what kids, and how to keep track of who's had what....

- In terms of the 6th graders going onto junior high, the only
similarity witf be Etat they will have touched some of the
factual information about American history and traditional
Social Studies, but they will have touched it in a different
way and I think that would probaby be the only way I could
compare it.

- . The differences would be... whht they get at the, junior
high level is a very book oriented kind of course where you
are primarily concerned with content anecovering content
and specific skills... and I'm more concerned with them
getting concepts and ideas rather than information as a
vehicle to get those things. It's not an end in itself and I
think... that's what I tried to do. Now, maybe I'm under-
estimating the Social Studies teachers. Maybe they use the

game techniques, but thelids that come back tell me in
junior high,- we learn a lot of facts that we didn't know be-
'fore, but I never hear them talk about activites... variety
and so forth....

. - Third grade - -I don't believe they tea& a Social Scudies
program; 4th grade, they have a textbook, Harcourt-Brace,
I believe it is, ... and its very different from MACOS. Yes

2.:t. I think possibly they.had a,couple of hands on activity in
the fifth grade which they had not had in the fourth grade.

b. They were strictly textbook, read together in fourth and'
fifth g tie. They read together and discussed together and
answered questions together.

c. I really don't knoW"Mat... . There have been changes in the
junior high school and I don't know how theyll he i)resenting
the program, whether they have a history class, geography
or what....

3a. In. the 4th grade, yes.... They've got people in different
countries.... we've got people in America and they learn
to make.inferences; they learn to make generalizations,
draw conclusions, etc. , put data up on 'the board and pull
it all together, use of symbols and so forth... to denote
similarities and dissimilarities.... There should be
some similarities between what we're doing next year '

and what they did last year, because the same people
prepared the text.

b. There are some... points that I don't spend a lot of time
on that they might have spent time on Ihst_year because
the group that I got... has too much difficulty reading.

c. I don't know whether they're going to continue, whether
they're going to pick up this text in the 6th grade next year
or they're just going to go to Man: A Course of Study....

2" /
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/There are some similarities/. They go into behavior, the
textbook goes into.some of the humanistic teaching that we
go into with MACOS, discussions among the class members,
concerning groups and peer pressure and this kind of thing
....As far as facts are concerned, there's no similarity at
all. I doti't think they g6 into any kind of animals. They
touch on history and-anthropology a little bit of everything
and not niuch

b. ....There's no history in MACOS. There is some history
but from what I remember and this is three years ago, ...
they covered groups, group living, motivation of people and
groups and in our 5th grade book they even did some
psychology.

c. Yes. They go into a traditional history geography approach
in 6th grade which is over at the Middle school, that's the
way our system :s.

d. It will be altogether different. Theft science program would
be-more like this, on animal study.... Their social studies_
will be more or lOss... traditional; I don'Lknow what area
they go. I think ars ancient history that they go into in the
6th grade, .and I don't know where they get American history,
....My 5th grade, and the 6th grade next year:--ancient
history has not a,lot do do with, unless you think of-the
Netsil -ik as ancient.history and that's not ancient enough....
I think they go back to the Greeks and this kind of thing.

d. I worldn't know.

4a. I don't know if I can really answer that.... We're
following the same book, I mean we use the same
series, so they're tied together in that respect but
I don't know just exactly what the teachers have done
before me. I have general ideas of what they have done
and I would imagine the program's about the same.

b. There wouldn't be any glaring differences that I would know ,of.

c. ....Well, I presume the program would be very similar.
Now, I think this year the two 6th grade teachers have
shifted 'somewhat. I think one teacher is-teaching both
social studies and one of them is taking the social, studies

..program and the other one is taking the science program...
but, I doubt other Shan just the one teacher teaching both
programs, I don't think there's really been that much change.

d. Not really, I don't know that much about what they're doing
in social studies.

5a. ...I don't know for sure.

b. ...I don't stick by the book, and I think that they stuck
by the book last year. Last y'ear they used
history book and geography books / so that
content's different from this year to last/.... Third grade.
didn't get anything. Because in.third grade there is no
time for social studies.:. what they got last year was a
little bit of -map reading, and ...history, and... geography.
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3a. ....t think the programs are very,Similar....We talked
about this earlier this year and I said the one reason that
we want.to use the MACOS materials is because it came
with, it went along with our philosophy... and the reason
that we wanted to use the materials ip because they were
new; the materials were new, the way of approaching it
was new, but the objectives were the same we we have
as far as our philosophy is concerned. The kids... are
going about... the same goal but are going in a different
direction which is something that we like to have because
they don't get bored and they don't feet like they've been
over the same road again. Its a new road but still we
got the general direction headed:... Yes, there's been
some strong differencesbecause MACOS materials rare/
brand new but as far as what we'-re after, there's been
no difference, our objectives are the same.

4

Figure V-8 Continued

3b. No, I would say, and I guess to understand this, ...we
believe that a kid has to have a good self concept, has to
get along with others as our first two objectives and any-
thing.after that is secondary, because if they have a good
self concept, and if they get along with everybody else, then'
everything else can fall in line without the first two, all
the rest hOe difficulty. We also like to have an inquiry
approach; we like them to question things; we like them
to be able to look up materials when they want to find them
and we wanted them to be able to discuss, understand other
people's point of view... That's our objective and this

NON-MAC OS

ave no idea, because that's up to the teacher theyet
next year to decide what she's going to teach them and
in what way....*There is a social studies framework,but
most of us branch off from that... and expand it in our
own...way.: ..

6a. .None.

b.

c..

/There is_/ a great deal of difference , the approach
was completely different I think previou to Hint. It
was just readinga book and answering questions and things
like that....

I'm really not in a position to say because I don't know
which teachers they will have next year and just how those
teachers approach social studies: To my knowledge, what
I've observed or seen, very little is done in social studies.
It seems like most of the concentrations on reading and
math and social studies has_kind of fallen by the wayside.

/
. ...I don't think there's the' involvement and the doing,

that they had. I know the kids I had last year---this
year their approach was conipletely different.- The
5th graders I had last year who went into 6th grade...
tried to do the same thing in a little different manner
that I had done with them last year, but it wasn't as effective.

7a. I can't say for 4th grade, but I would say 5th grade...
there's atot of similarity because, the 5th grade teachers
that we talked to do a lot of thingg... just

4
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year,we've had a great deal of discussion; we've hattl a
great deal of resources, that sort of thing. What we have
done differently is bg usingthe. MAC OS material. I think
that we have beentalking more specifically about one
thing for a longer period of time, ....You.take the herring
gull, you usually discuss it 3 or -4 weeks; you-have a
central topic that you're discussing, while you may be
dOing a lot of different things with it; you have one central
topic and Prr. not so sure we've done that in the past.

:In the past it might be something like, we're going to
be talking today about, or the next 2 weeks about how do
we handle ourselves in a crisis situation.. ,when we're
angry and we're unhappy--how-do we handle ourselves so
that we come out of it feeling good and people around us
feel good. Where now, we might be discussing herring
gulls and we might be able_tnebring that in when we see
the herring gulls fight you-know and how the herring gulls
solve-their problems. /We/ then relate it to human beings
...where before we might take just one objective and
discuss it and move on to another objective, now we
take the herring gull and, bring in-:all the objectives....
I think we've changed the approach around a little bit....
Now, instead of teaching one concept every- -like one ,

°concept about how to get along when you're angry, .now
we're bringing in all kinds of behavior concepts into this
one thing--herring gulls, and so its changed a little bit
there. ...

9
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the things that are going on.... A lot of this goes on in the
ether classes too.

. ...I just don't know. I haven't really looked into what
the 5th and 4th grade were doing except they're
dompletoly'different areas like 4th grade° is Pacific
Northwest and 5th grade. is American and we're in
more or less the kvorld. {1

c, °I think so. if I understand correctly, I think they're going
to be going into South America and some of the European
pountries,again next year and I suppose they do a lot of
reports like we do. So I feel... from what, I'm hearing
over there that they feel also that if you can get in and
study the country and report for them you can learn a lot
more about it then if someone's standing .up-there telling
you about it.

d. I am sure there are.but I couldn't put_my finger on them
because I've never talked to any of the Social Studies
_teachers over there. (The kids go to-a different sdhool).

8g. I really couldn't-tell you. I don't really know_ how they
teach it.

b. No, I think they teach it very, similarly in that...we
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C. or those who stay here next year, we did not get through
----

a 1 the materi_als_in_the -MAC-0S-because-olire-Tict that
we've got so many Other things coming in our Social Studies
program that we didn't got through.... Next year really,
we plan starting with ESkimos and in studying Eskimos next
year. :.We're not going to go through herring gull, salmon
and baboons, co this is going to be somewhat different that
way. Again, it will give the kids a new approach.

d. ...Next yer they go into a very, very regimented
Social Studies... Social Studies in regions of the world
and... how many majoor rivers are there in Africa, and do
You know the capital of this country in Africa, and all
that kind of thing, which is primarily read-memorize-
test... approach. Now there are some research skills
involved which our kids will have a blend from this year
to-next year, but there's very, very little, if any, dis-
cupsion about how to get along with people and a good.
self concept... in their Social Studies class....

4a. ...This was my first full time year, so as far as the last
two years, I don't knoW. they alternate. Now, this
year...they've had Canada and Mexico and the Western
Hemisphere.... next year, they will have United States
history, (our state's) history... and they alternate these
years. We won't have MACOS for two years....

2 6* S

c.

.. do... units and take_turns_writing-units-,-so
-basically the way we teach it is about the same but... what
they cover, I'm not real sure.

The areas that we study will be different, but we will
teach it-the .same way.... They don't make us stick to a
curriculum, but... in the 5th and-6th grade year, the kids
will learn about the United States. They'll learn about
(our state)... and they'll learn about South America
You can spend as much or as little time on it as you, Want
.. if South America doesn't happen to be your thing,

you could spend a week on it and then go lin to what you would
like to do and I think they do basically the same thing for
the junior high and in that respect, things are not over-
lapped. They basically get a little bit of everything,
how much, to what extent is kind of left tip to the teacher.

d. ...I don't know. I don't have any idea how they teach it
or really what they teach.

9a. No, I really don't think so. This is one of the ...big
criticisms I have against our Social Studies program here 6
in the school district--the fact that there doesn't
seem to be any great continuity from one grade level to
the next and or from one school to another at each grade
level.

2 67
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c.

Data not available.
(

Data not Available.

Tr,

d. I don't know. They.... ove on that old scale, ... start off
in kindergarten with fa tly and neighborhood and work

-up. I imagine next yea they'll have more geography and
eastern hemisphere and:so forth, which we don't have....

.

I get the impression from listening to my 4th and 5th grade
teachers that their- social studies too is really concentrating
on attitudes add behaviors and causes and-effects. Taba
teaching strategies are involved in one of them, some of the
basic question and answer system, several of our tochers
are involved in., I kuow they're using this so probably

%factual data would be at a minimum And probably attitudes
and feelings and behavioral changes are considered, dis-
cussed and worked on, probably with them very strongly as
,I am in mine and that would be different fr'om sonic years
ago when there was quite a lot of business on the recall and
the data and, this kind of thing, but yes, the same type of
concerns about attitudes, behavior interrelationships among
living groups, how you go abOtit affecting qhanges, problem..
solving, all that kind of thing is also very common in 4th

*.and 5thgrade.

'5a.

2f;S
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b. ....I think probably in the 5th' grade, they don't spend,
that much time discussing values...they study more
ancient civiliptions-and possibly this would be a big di

10a. Yes, the same text authors.... I am assuming looking
through the books they're presented: the content, is prese
... the format is the same.... Other than the book, I reall
don't know.

e

a

ference.

b. ...this is the first year that they've, ever had -social
studies daily.

c. .... No, the book itself, new authors and 7th grade Fm
sure is strictly American history.

d. Data not available.

O
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I think probablYlthe most signific4nt change wc7A be the num
hers offilmS°that I've used in addition to those which are
proposed within the regular program....We've used, these
films, then, to reinforce the concept of individuals in a
group interrelatirig how they communicate, how theidefend,
how theyleed, how they reproduce, what was 'similar and
dis;S'imilaras far as-the salmon, or the herring gills or
baboons or people. That would probably 4,e_thesbiggat chang
that would be involved. I probably triepfils.year to have
the'kids be involved in more role playing gane*Ct&n
last year. They hav'e to do the pretending that they are
a little salmon or they're salmon trying to go, back over the
falls.... I've done more of this probably than I have before.
Also, when we've run into things.% . where the kids are
interracting with a'behavior that's not acceptable, we're
probably doing more questioning, well, what do you think
(Eskimo name) would do in that kind of a situation and
just take theni out of thie setting that they're in and try to
put them into a completely different setting....

c. To the best of my knowtecge, no, than probably basic
behavioral objectives of social studies art-going to show
'up in junior high courses just as well as they would now,
but so far as I know there is do attempt to expand on tie
base that's been set up in this program as far as next year
is concerned in 7th grade.

Figure V-g Continued
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1

9

d., I'm sure ther'ewill be.: .. I believe the whole. coursp is
oriented into studying nations and they'Whit topography

2 z

'11a. I don't think there's any paiticular similarities.
Just what they teach in the 4th grade, I'm not sure.
....I do kno that we have United States and Central
America. I now that the old world takes in Europe,
and Asia a Africa and AUStralia.

7.\\
b. ... I thi up through the 4th grade they are more

commun ty centered thin they are outreaching centered:
thinkthis-is_ths first place that we get into the United .

Statis;->othertvse,:tthink it's community -and maybe
coutateY:.70ori't. think anywhere in dur curriculum...
do we have any concentration olv(our state). I planned
the last part of the year tq maybe twomeeks just with,
(air state), because I don't think... triei:11 get It, if
they don't next year. They go into the old world and
they're over when they get there, unless they teach basic
courses in high school and college.

. Data not available.
1

d. ; Data not available.
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and geography and archaeology... history of some of the
nations, .where they are currentlYon the world scene - -it's
much more of a world studies sort of thing than attitude,
behavior, thinking skills type...that We're doing here.

6a. Yes, I think MACOS is covering the same basic things.
It touches on map skills. It, ouches on cultures, different
cultures. Probably the widest area would be it1the beginning
units of MACOS when they talk about the salmon, the herring
gull and so on.

b. -Even though Social Studies in 4th and 5th grades does
cover somewhat learned behavior and ape behavior and
so on, it doesn't really emphasize those points; it's like
a two-week.unit in 4th grade, and 5th grade and that is the
extent of it It goes- into more of cultures, different cultures,
Indian culture, American culture, Chinese culture..
This would by in 4th and 5th grades and so the Eskimo would
be related there, brut then_againin 4th grade, -they cover the
United States, more of mapwork,regions, geography as such
witha little histprrso the emphasis is not directly related
to MACOS. more df a subtle type of thing. Differdhces
between the course would be the heavy empliasi's in the aren
of science and Social Studies... different forms of behavior
and the interaction of the animal with the env-ironment;.,in 4th
and 5th grade Social Studies, they malty don't cover the
environment as such. Its more history, geography oriented,

2 7
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12a. There are always similarities, but there are more differences
in this particular case.... It's similar JTn7that they both
require reading but they differ in thit tEe'reading materials
were made`easier.

6. Our,old social studies books /fried/ a little bit to make
sure that a 4th grader or 5th grader Eould read it, but
they.d.idti't worry a great deal bout it, whe'relis this
particular one, you can tell that it waewritten so that_the,

child even -if lie couldn't read up to 5th' grade level coulti get-
something ant of it,' either through the readiit or through /
the pictures..:. The real difference :3 this one is done
Ty/ inquiry method where they have fcome to their own
c,onclusions and discuss it 71 a not tell them that '
Columbus discovered Aineiicii-ar iid thaffs t kids. It's
who could have;__possibly, according'to,the evidence
discovere-dIAmerica.

c. Yes, `quite a bite ... This year, they were studying American
history and inquiring into American history., Next year
they'lt still be using the inwiry data bank System, only they'll
be inquiring into' echnology:

13a. Data not available.

b....4ve had the pilgrims who met the Indians which is a new
kit this year... they didn't have *before.. Marnt, A Course
of Study is also new this year..*. so they wouldn't have had,
that experience...

2 7 3
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c. Since_I'm not familiar with the social studies program that
they're going to have next year, I really can't comment
on it. All I know is that it's history oriented, very structured,
textbook type approach.

d. It's ba,,,is is in history so it gets away from cultures...
growth, gets away from behavior's and deals basically
with growth of western man so there'd be a big-difference.,

< '7. Bata not available.
0
ci) 8. Data not available.

9. Data not available.

10a. ..-. the similarities would be in that they also studied
cultures. ...We're studying the Netsilik culture and
they studied... the Indians and Mexican cultures....

b. ....In the previous yents... it' been more just finding
out what the people are like and this kind of focuses on

all people are alike; it's a theme.... I mean not
all people are alike, but how we are similar .and I guess
the general theme is mueh more imoressed'in the unit
that we've had this year than maybe it has been in the past.

28

c. I have no idea. I don't know. They're having world history
next year....We had gone really extensively into map
and globe skills, and the newspaper and some of those areas
where... next year they can extend upon it, but the way - ,
the school's set up, there's no way-except from the resident
feedback onto what we had zovered and the extent that we
covered it....

14. Data not available.

lo. Data not available..

16a. Yes, I think basically,since it's a textbook approach...
and also I think it's primarily what I would call a
teacher oriented... coarse. I mean we actually know
the goals that were headed for more say than the
childrep making up their own program....

I hope that it's involved more discussion....1 think,
perhaps it has been a little more of a team approach....
I've tried to get,these children to work more in teams and
toward behavior programs, but I really don't, know if
there have been that many differences. I haven't dis-
cussed it with the previous teachers.

b.

c. I think basically in the 6th grade most of the teachers use
a textbook approach, but it's a different subject entirely

27 I 3
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c. Since I'm not familiar wit: the social studies program that
they're going to have next year, I really can't comment
on it. All I know is that it's history oriented, very structured,

'textbook type approach.

d. It's basis in history so it gets away from cultures...
growth, getS.Icvarfrom behavior's and deals basically.
with growth of western than_solthere'd be a big difference.

. . .. '
Data not available.7.
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Data not available.

9. Data not available.

10a: the similarities would be in that they also studied
cultures..... We're studying the Netsilik culture and
they studied... the Indian and Mexican cultures....

o

b. In the previous years... -it's been more just finding
out what the people are like and this kind cif focuses on
...how all people are alike; it's a theme....I mean not
all peopl&Anie alike, but how we are similar and I guess
the general theme is much more impressed in the unit
that we've had this year than maybe it has been in the past.

. .
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c. I have no idea. I don't know. They're raving world history
, next year....We had gone really extensively into map

and globe skills, and the newspaper and some of those areas
where... next year they can extend upon it, but the way I

the school's set up, there's no way except from the resident
feedback onto what we had covered and the extent that we
covered

14.. Data not available.

15. Data not available.

16a.. Yes, I think basicallyisince it's a textb,k approach...
and also I think it's primarily w1-(at I would call a
teacher oriented... course. I mean we actually know
the goals that we're headed for mo e say than the
children making up their own progr . -

b. I hope that it's involved more discussion..-..I think
perhaps it has been a little more of a team apbroach....
I've tried to get these chi1ciren to work more in teams and
toward behavior programs, but I rally don't know if
there have been that many differences. I haven't dis-
cussedcussed it with the previous teachers. I

b. I think basically in the 6th grade most of the teachers use
a textbook approach, but it's a different subject entirely

4'
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d. ....what we're using this year and the Materials have been
already made up for us... as far as the Social Studies unit.
Next year,-Ks-mostly teacher planned activities and stuff
like this.... They haven't had as much map work_this year.'
They'll probably have more mapwork have
more a historical emphasis next year....-Next year, we'll
be talking about... their own future as far as ...what they're
going to do and what they're going to be, where. this year
we haven't done that....

M.N.(' OS

Figure V-8 Continued
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c. :What they're having next year is...-working into the but probably the program will be similar.
Bicentennial and the career education so hopefully the
things that we've talked about would be stressed all along d. The program will not be the same subject matter.
btit not formally'as a Social Studies unit... :It will be more
relat!ng to historical things that are happening in state ill
and in our country and things that -are more directly related
to, like career education with them right in the present
so it won't be studying another culture as such.

time

11. Data not available.

12a. Yes, we fry to maintain as much as we can the continuity...
the vertical, integration kind of thing between grade level
and sowe spend quite a bit of time talking either formally
or informally with the grade lev.els below us and all content
subjects, but Social Science well, so that we don't

a

Last year was my first year here, so I can't tell
you what they did two years ago, but I know last year....
they wee relying on a textbook too.... She had her
discussions and littlegroup_things-.--... So it waSp.obably
similar-t6What I was doing.

-

b., More or less I think t'ieir Social Studies is /different /...
Q mine is U.S. History, theirs is working on farming

regions, desert regions, different types of areas:
So I really, don't think therels....1 correlatron because zi
is strictly Magellan...nndIndians and now we're
on the... RevolutionariWar... French and Indian War;
so they never had any history type like that. It's more
or less geography type SocikStudies, so they go into
other countries, South Americand

c. , ...Asfar as content, it's not going\tci be the same...
I'm teaching U.S. History and:lie's teaching world
history. I really don't think, - I don't know if I could
answer.that. c
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duplicate efforts, so that we don't duplicate materials or
things of this nature and examine the program..... 'I think
there are many similarities. think each of the units tries-
to bring into the classroom and-into the realization of the

kident that.he is part of the Social Studies program; that
he is the Social Studies program.and that his operation as
a citizen in the classroom, learning about man and where
he is in society, is the program.

Es. Yes, I've been. thinking about know the 4th grade
has done a real good job... on (our state's) history this
year,,and I know they've made some very significant field-
trips throughout (our state) to see firsthand (our state's)
history.... The same thing is pretty much true in the 5th
grade where they; ..do American government... and they
actually visit the statehouse and the legislature in session
and all these kinds of things: ...

c. There I would have to refer to the social science committee
-, that works closely with the junior high. They integrate

° the program and usually periodically during the year we
have some kind of a meeting as a group with "a social studies
committee that feeds back to us." Just how we are
fitting in with junior high and high school programs, I don't
recall.... Now, there may be a weakness;.... We feel we .

have a lot of continuity in the building here and we feel that
we have that continuity with the junior high.., but that's
'subjective rather than objective at this particular point..

23 0*
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d. ....I think it would be a little less structured..-.-.4nd-
more tending toward lecttn. , so that's *lie difference.

18a. Yes, in a way. In 5th grade I think they studied some
ancient civilizations and this year they /studied/ the
Spartan and the. :.Greek city states are discussed a
little bit. Athens and Sparta are compared for their types
of government...their social organizations, so it tied
back a little to what they had in 5th grade.

b. ....This group of students that we have in 6th grade
this year is the group that missed ou(on American
history entirely because for the past couple of years,
they've changed the Social Studies emphasis in the schools
and they moved it. It used to be they'd get American
history in 5th grade and now I think they get it in 4th grade
and these kids -hissed it in the school.... The things that
they did in t?%eAth grade were like (our State) history....
It wasn't from a textbook and last year they had a series
of, I think it ,vas a new program; I'm not sure. They
studied... about ancient civilization and I'm not really
sure exactly all the things they studied in 5th.krade,
but they have a series of four different regions they study....
In 4th grade, it was mainly the teachers that gecided7
all the course work and last year it wa s mainly done by the
textbooks they had. This year we *Nit have a single sort
ofa...ebase....Whenthey're in the fourth grade the au q,
visual materials just surround them, but...I really dolgt:14----

a
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13a. I really couldn't answer that one because I wasn't here and
I,really don't know what they had for Social Studies' in the
previous two years: ..: I don't know even if they had one.

NON-:NIACOS

_ _
/know/. I rally haven't studied the 5th grade curriculum. _
enough to know what it's really like so I couldn't really
tell you.

b: Data not available.

c. ....The class I have right now... are just going to pick up
from where I leave off this year, and they're going to Conti -
nue it next year and the other room that has the other
Sogial Studies,..when they're finished with it; they're going
to start-the Man: A Course of Study from the beginning and
work to the end and... the other teacher is going to take the
,SoCial Studies course tha'fhey have on Indians and they are
going to teach that; shut I don't-la-any kind of connection
between Man:, A Course of Study and tbeone on the Indians
.'..,:,I think it's two entirely different things.

d. really haVenq seen the course on the Indians, but from
What I've heard, all they talk about is just Indians....
It's just how the Indians lived and they really don't go into
any detail from what 'I've ... seen or heard... into their
culture.... I cquIdn't really ...come out and say... what
the unit's like or what the course is like because I really
don't know much about it....I don't know what the mv,thOds
are. .1 chink they would probably be a little bit-different
fro-m what they are in Man: A Course of Study. I think it
would be more teacher directed lessons in this tidit that
they're teaching,on fhe, Indians whereas...I try to keep it

'! A

213

c. Not that I know of. Next year, I knoW they have to take a
geography class in 7th grade, but froni what I've heard,
there again, -I haven't seen it. I've heard it's a lot of map
studies ancimaposkills and things like that but I don't know....

v,
d. No.

19a. The f rmat's the same, the same general idea, but the
subject matter is different.... The book is
choose different areas.

. The only thing that's different is the time factor. I'm shor't
loll time considerably on areas that I used to have longer
periods of time and now they cut it down, they're rather short

tl

the same. I just

c. Data not available.
. I

id. ....The don't repeat the same subjects except maybe... in
eighth gr de; they repeat. United States history but it'll be
different. There will be more information and they repeat

283.
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more or less... /the/ student/ teaches? himself and I...
give a helping hand, but I think in the other one it's more
..,teacher directed: I'm not really sure because I have
never got a chance to get in and sit in on each class....

14a. We don't know because our kids' come in, and we don't
have any.recOrd of it. All our kids are new to the district.

lr. Data not available.

,- t
o.- I don't know /because they're going to all different schools

' when they leave .

d. Data not available.

15. Data not available.
. / 1

NON-MACOS

1 it again in 9th and 10th,grade; 10th grade they repeat
another area of history; and. it sort of builds. .N'ext year
theirs is world; it deals with world. They gOl.into the world
aspect which is somewhat the way this book set up

" already, but' they tpke a worldwide looik at things in 7th grade:

'16a. I think you'd hive to say that eac year in 3rd, 4th and
---,

'5th and 6th titres/ we start out with the study of map and .

I- - globes. I belt ve that' still true throughout the inter-
mediate and 3r 1 gradesO that would be something that is
similar.. :. We 1; I think we all try to cooperate to research 1

outlining, note Itking...,
"

..

1/4
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b. I think we put' more stress on research, more stress on
outlining in the 6th grade than they do: ..at the Other
levels. ; We go into more detail pnd expect more of them

o and perhaps are more strict on the note taking and also
the writing, stressing grammar, pronunciation, etc.

c: Every year the 7th grade changes on what theyre doing,
however, they have to do a very long extencled,paper,
longer than what they've done here so we try to get them

ileady to do that-and...the junior high social studies
teachers have asked us to stress 'outlining, note taking,
etc. They do a very long report next year, so I'd say
that would be one thing I know that is similar coming
-lip for the 'Students.

, d.. Next year, I believe,. they get to choose the certain areas
that they want to sti3 I don't know if it's throughout the
whole year or just the last part of the year. They offer
things like archaeology, anthropology, environment
or nature study, water study an I think they can pipk
the area that they're partic 1 y interested in to study,
whereas here they don't act y pick, althotigh-we do .
switch arpund classes and things likes that, they all have
the same curriculum.

4

4.

-
t.
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17 . Data not available.

18ti." ,No,- theytre different,completely different.

b. Data no available.

c. Well, they will be going back to the series again, concepts
and values...,

19: Data not available.
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Figure V-9a

From what you can tell, has the Social Studies program had any influence or effect on the lives or activities of your students
outside schdol? (If Yes: Please Describe.)

MAC OS NON- COS

1. Yes, and I'm thinking of a parent, a mother who told me--
we don't rcxally know what goes On er they leave us.
I mean... they'd tell us,.... we made \lie bird-feeders and
they come in and they'l tell us that they huhg up theirbird

. feeders, then you fe that you have had some influence
outside, but really what televisioq shows they watch, I don't
think we really know 'whether their attitudes have changed
or not. As far as their television is concerned; when
were studying the animals, especially, Pm sure they didn't
miss many animal programs. One of the parents told me
at a PTA meeting--we were studying baboons in Man: A
Course of Study-'and she was amazed that tliere was so much
to know about baboons and all during the time.. his -young
man... would go home and he'd tell his family the whole
lesson for the day, so that family I'm sure was influenced
by Mart: A Course of Study.... My class gets along well

. with one another and I think that's probably a clue and we
have all kinds of children. It's a heterogeneous class and
I have no discipline pr,oblems in the room which is amazing..

- .. They do try4o help one another and if that's a chie then
I would say that they've learned to understand ajid live with
one another a little better. _

289

1. Yes....We 'have some of the public service television...
putting... weekly bicentennial things which ace really
:United StateA history and they have become very very
interested and they remind me when these programs
are coming up...1-1,had a bulletin board completely
filled with the bicentennial diary which appears in the...
press daily and this is maybe five or maybe.ten dif-
ferent cities, and on this particular date these things
happened and the sequence is what they, have needed and
They are interested,in it; they bring them in, we never
miss one. And this is current events, also... we're
talking /about/ what was in the piper last night, so we
talk about what happened yesterday and what happened
today and... the Viet Nam bit and... the ship with Cam-
bodia; everyday these articles frotnhe paper do come
in. $o I feel that I have credted an interest.... Their'
get along better with others for some reason or other.
I've emphatized... that it took cooperationind that we
have to understand whether we agree or not we must
understand. I definitely feel that and see/it/ in the out-
side whertparents,call you an say, "hey, thiS kid is
different"....
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2. Since we have a video tape system, I tape a lot of prpg,rams
off Of TV such as Jacques Cousteau, National GeogrOhic,
World Survival, and so,forth and all these programs hre fed
in and actually when we study the baboons, we're studying not
only the baboons, but we'-re studying life on the African
savannah, iraffe, elephant, everything through the use of
these different programs;, so they have, I think, a deeper
appreciation and understanding for the environment in which
the animals live, their-own environment and a sensitivity
towards other live, whereas they might go out hunting... and
hunt for the sport, but they also realize that an overkill of
any size -could do ha .in,not. only to the environment, but des-
troy the bird population as well, if they're hunting pheasant ,

or /something like that. We also halre an environmental center
outside so thoktends to aid us in our 'studies of animal behavior.
We study quail; pheasant, ducks, so on and so forth, and these
things brinenot only MAC OS but their world around them....
into the-classroom, So I guess that's the main effect. ...-
Their attitudes towards other people ..-. they're more tolerant.
Sixth grade is a very difficult year as far as student maturity
goes. There are all types of physical and emotional changes
and being able to control them and tolerate other people for
what they are and what they do with adeeper understanding
has been brought about by the program.

3. Data not-available,

NON7-I\ IA C OS

2. ....Yes, in their T' viewing habits. There were just a
few things I asked them' to watch on TV. This was
an election year and I put a lot of emphasis on the
different parties and candidates and listening to
what they had to say,

we
in fact we,carried it out in-

our own class. when e elected our preSident and vice
president, secretary and treasurer. They had to make
speeches, they had tofmake promises and I tried to tie
the two together and it was very effective because they
would come back and tell me what-theisaw on TV...
about the different candidates... so they were really

.takhfg an active interest on their own; this 2ea1ly moti-
vated them. Their reading interests, they bring me
the books and show me, "oh these are tall tales, these
are folk tales, this is some mythology'. ..Greek and.
Roman mythology.. :definitely interested /them /. They
carried it over; they transferred their interest andknow-
ledge and study that we were.doing into their outside
reading and their outside observatce of TV and the news*-
paper and what was said at home and it was very rewarding
and they did have to talk to their parents, because when we
talked about the different cultures thatIhey had. 4.brOUght
over to this country, different ethnic. groups.... They
had to get their parents and their grandparents involved.

definitely influenced their lives and activities,
because f think these-children are much more aware...
of the world around then of which they are a part and .

I think they're More aware of their responsibilities to
this world and the active role that they Must accept and

29
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. : I can't say that it has. Now, with individual students I
would say it-has made some -impn'tt but the only way I
knOW of..that'is becau;e they-will come up and relate to me

." what they learneti,in Social Studies and tell -me how theft -did
relate it somewhere else. As for. them getting along in school
better, as kr them having different attitudes toward each other,
and TV....I can't really

.5. Yes, I think on the part of any number of students, I've see
more interest in-T-Nit.programs about countries we have studied
things-that are going clrr in the world at th:s time, movies and a

, . real boost in,ttieir reading habits.. I think of the non-fiction
type of rea(ng and .I think we've's,,een that in the library... on
non-fi-ctiorttype of works, not justtecessarily just for the re-
ports, or whatever it isr they have to do, but because of some

k stimulated-__interest in the field of Social Studies.... Not all of
them, but a good many of thcmyeally love to do research and

love.to make notebooks and the graphs and alltheso kinds
of thihgs "ilhey seerxi to really enjoy doing that.

maybe they voulti have watched a lot of these TV
things anyhow; but anything that's come on TV this yeal that's
been oriented toward - -all thOse animal specialg they've done

,
The kids are all tuned into those things; They may be. any

how because kids love.aniinals...but being we've-seen animal
. films and we've talked a lot about animal adaptation,/.. all

. s

the animal things that we've done I think have been at - outgrowth

I.

-2,92 *-

play in the world of people 4nd things and environment,
and they are more aware of pollution; they are more
aware of the problems, that we face....

9

-

'3. Well, I doubrwhether Social,Studies, possibly has influenced
. them as much probably as Our work in science tondernitiL

enlrfronmental effects which I think is Social Studies in a .

'sense,*but if we're talking just directlyAabout our bool;,.I
-I doubt it verylmuch.... As far as .aorne of the things I'd

like to see achieved in Social Studies as far as values are
concerned.... Pm just thinking because we've had sip
much vandalism recently... for instance, wien they paint
a door, there's always a few handprints and lack of .

respect for'public prop-erty'or goin& down and playing in
tae classroom and Maybe tearing up plants and this type
,of vandalism. As yet, they realty haven't achieved this'
respect for public property ana we are trying to get them;
...to really appreciate... all the labors.and.how long it
takei for plants and trees .to grow.

Data not vallable.

5. If we knew that, we could measure it evercl y and tlietrwe
could get'the success. I don't know. s atrunanswerable
question.as far as I'm concerned. can always say I hope
it would. ,

3
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bf... our studying with Man: A Course of Study and talking
about life.cycles and animals -and so forth., . Attitudes
toward others, ...I:think maybe the social studiei program-
-has helped in that, but I also do an awful la of value stuff
through literature, so it would be liardato tell whether it'
an outgrowth of the social studies or litPr

,ss

atuie, probably
.12oth....Readinginterests,... minimal probably....We do
a lot of projecrwork. The projects ha.t;e been influenced
probably by*M4COS`becauselhe environment boards and a
lot of those gaines we've tried to pattern after that...
We've been trying toirnake some American history games
to kind of stimulate American history and I think we picked
that up... fronfthoe games that are in"IvIACOS.

Yes, I think they're more.aware of what goes ori:in life. I
think 1Weadiness ybultbserve more and yOu see more
everytime you look at something... something that you
never thought was there before, and I think'these kidsgrow-

.. ing up,- being exposed to the differenit situations, looking
at television in-thisparticular type of thing... you can see

Thorne growth with them. *A.

8. I think it's gotten some-interested in reading the newspaper
andlistgning td current events and they are more aware
of problems that are going on in the world and discuss what
things perhaps could:be done about them, the pros and

icons of situations....

0;-
a

292.1
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y

A. Yes, I think that thefe have been so e changes in attitudes.
1 really believe they are /aware / of... events, such*

. as Vietnahi,. ". now and other past current events. I,think
if they watch the news more; they come back and tell me

'about it anyway and they discuss these things, -I think-more ,
with their parents. I think they'recrnore aware of different *.

o countries in the world in the news and I see those kinds of -

'changes having taken place,

I think when we were studyinF about different cultures the
students did a let .of talking with their parents about that,
and I think maybe it's made them starto look at different
aspects of People's cultures.:. what goes into a culture,
but, really I don't think it's chinged them very much at all.

. ..I hope its made some differences in their attitudes.
I've particularly worked on that. I think they get along a.,
little'better than they did; this has been one of-my aims,
becadse this group has always.. had difficulty with peer'
relationships. Theyargued quite a lot... however; now
they will analyze'their They still have-them,
bui'at least they talk about them a little better.... The.
attitude toward, other children in other countries I think
has improved soinewhat, like the Vietnamese and... we've
had some children come in here from and of course

we hav,e-a-lot of children ancl-a few'

295-:
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9,..:.-The entravolhings...I can pick out ymuld be the reading
interests and their. T.,,y. viewing habits. Most of them :
.,.z. like to watch films hn an,imals.....They'll watch Jacques
Costeau whenever he's,on and they keep pretty close check , 9.
On... just what programs 4 ohcerning,dnimils--are going to be
on. ...They really enjoy watching Mrs that I get hev on
,animals and those are about the only two things that I can .

really .see where there's any influene2-on them.. , . . I can't .

-see where the eourse,fins r'eally changed their'attitudes. ..,

towor& each '.. other... I havetrt seen any, marked difference 111111.

between the beginning of the year and towards right now. I
couldn't say the course did this or didn't de it....

. . . ,..) ..
%

. 10.
..

10. No, l haven. I haven't,,noticedony influence or effect and . .
there should be Some; I'm sure t here should Joe-some; but
I haven't noticedit.......4-buring the course of mAp os, . . .
:the kids Aould read articles in Natiorallographic on,

...baboons and *nes like that and bring it to my-attention, -

but sinceIt'slieen over I haven't had anything like that.
, There were iust.too many kids in the class and too little

. materials and we lust' couldn't-get to them like it was
taught to us.-: ..

11. Data not available.

l2....'It's very difficult fOr whnt We do hereht school to have
-.

'that much bearing 'onitheir entire hie. ...bur building hasn't
been here long enough, or` our Social Studies approach to

296:
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Blacks and we've discussed minority groups and,that
doesn't seem to bother them....

,,,When we were talking. about the Indiansthere have been a
couple prograins recently on Nez-Pierce and they tell me,
"Oh, ye watchedthis profiram and my mother took Qmb to,
the library and tookooks out on So, that kind of
feedback, yea. The other thingS, not so much; the Indians
which we've beam .. dealing with recently... seem to get a

. lotof stimulation from them. They'reyeally_intekested-
about that,. but-the other programs, I really can't say.

t.

Yes, think' maybe different reading interests and so
forth. I know'the students will check out a lib-rary book
related to the subjects that we're studying. They'll
Come,and show me the things. , Other than that, -;their
home life,,I don't have any way of really knowing how
it's affecting them there. Reading habits, I like to think
maybe there's' some.'.. carryover be but other than
that, I wouldn't be able to have muc way of knowing

.whaFthe effect-wouldbe outside th classroom...
.

In th6 beginning,: ..beause we covered anthropology and
the study of people and their differences, there was idbme
noticed.Change. That's sort of slid by the wayside....

hartto.tellpecause you... don' deal with their home
life so mach. Most( kids'do have keen interests in reading, .
but ,l-dopt' know whether -it's related to my radading program
or the fact that they think they're learning something-in

297"
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know, but maybe some imeg these kinds...when they start
leaving... their homes, they' r going to start... saying,
"Hey, what I had at horn a lot different maybethan some
of the things that I've noticed in other people" and they will '

. have noticed that because of ivhat we've done here and then4 they'll say thatls not-the way I want to have it when I get older
.---lifft that's'somethiniteAvsWilon't knoW abOut That's in the

,f' ---td

.

f uture. _We haire feun , we'have had some successes here
when we've\had kids who -have . not been very warin toward-

1-r00
t ,c- other people and have had a poor self concept who 11.ave here
co lust fantastic,, but unfortunately we don't think this is many.

O

.13: I,would honestly have to spy no. just can't sly that there's,
any noticeable kind of a change in behav,ioy... I lust do know

. that almost- anthe children in the roon are very interested
in watching the live animal films and they really bubble over
v?ith comments when they ,come back and when they're watching
and they come back and tell me, Included inPtheir comments
will be things that they relate to--th salmon or the herring.

..?-r, gull or the other,films that we have seen, so in that sense
there would b.ea very direct carryover, but to what extent-it
might be as fai as their, behaviors, good or not so good,
can't allestly say.

293
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reading. They have a keen interest in doing Cot of reading,
outside reading, many of them do.

12. Not what I'd want it to have.... I haven't visited.their homes
or anything so I don't know What they do at home but_I
haven't seen, any eitOnce of it yet. Any change that hag

.'been made like this has been made through an attempt at
some working on social behavior and so

7
forth....,-

13. l'ot.really. I don't think so.

14. That's kind of hard to tell. I think everything that they learn
has an influence somewhere... but as for an example,
I can't really come up with one offhand,... just...the usual
things that you expect,/iyher they learn,,for instance,,
about the people of , then they want to go
back and. tell their folks and they want to take them...

-$

and they're very much interested. Once they w.!re at
the capitol, they f eit'that they were authorities on it....
I think probably the biggest changes I've seen is after
we've taken them on a field trip and... they feel like they're
an authority on what we've seen and... they want to share
it with otherg.

a
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14. Data not available.

15. Data-not available.

16. The only way...I think, just off hand 7 is/ if he sees a
special on baboons'or stuffthat was what the kids were:
most excited about--... they might' come back and /say/
something to-the effect of. .. how it was like ghat they studied
or different or whatever...,

. 0

17. Data not availfble.

18.-Data not available.

f doubt if it'sthere... . I'm not sure that it's altogether,
changed them, . , as far as their discussion....the only
thing I can know is their feedback in the classroom and
there are certain things that I can see where attitudes changed
...from what they were at the beginning, especially when
you start talking... getting into the area of prejudices and
these kinds of things where, you notice some change and how
they talk, but as far as outside the classroom, I don't see
that enough.

300
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15. Yes, quite a few times when thei-e have been-specials on
T. tirife-we-w ere studying-Indians.. and-some-
of the kids noticed there was a special on,television
about Indians and they came runnIng in and, "Oh, Thursday
there's this televisionthat we all have to watch it. .-.. there
are a couple of other times that they did that and I think some
of them Save changed in attitudes... even if it's just... Social
attitudes of people, different people.... We've talked about
that in class and.then I could see just them outside of the
class... where.. they've changed somewhat.... they realize
nOw, how everybody just doesn't live the way they_do And
they have to realize that... there's nothing wrong rwith7. :
the way they're living and ... it depends on the environment
they're in and. .14 their social background and they're brought
up differently, their home life acid all that and this all works
together to form a different person and they can't say
that dnybodYys right or wrong;.... I think they realize
that more and more fronrtalking about it... It was the
unit on Indians and we were ...trying to pinpoint whei.e
the different tribes rived... and some children in the room
...never realized exactly where they lived. They realized

' they were in . . . and that's near
but toga out beyond that even... 'They couldn't show me

where the United States was... so... widening theft
scope that way," to put thempelf into and see where they

a paft of the United State, /that/ the United States 4

is part 'of North.Anierica... and North America's a
continent of the world
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16. Data not av ailable

17. Nothirg that I know of.

18. I think so... They just handed reports in on Africa and
there were only a couple 7of/ students that Weren't really,
excited about what they were doing-and at the beginning of

ck,
t1 year, they didn't lmbw wkether they really wanted to do,
this, so what if we learn about somebody else, how doe's it
affect us and when we got into finding out really hOw much'
the rest of the world does affect us and how other people
think and live and their customs, then they,started getting
more excited aboutit _,ndtheir reports are...-60% better..:
Ilre noticed that severaniithem are reading more books on
Blacks; ...,different culttire type things; whether that came
froth 7Social,'Studies 7 or not, I don't knolv...,. We've
become a lot more cohensive in talking about things,
problems..,. like a difference of 'opinion or a scrap :
amongst these people; we can sit down as a room and listen
to each other. even though we're really mad and talk about
it without... jumping out of your seat and going at each
other. 1.

0

19. ...I think we've discussed before a 14; thing of mine was
Iaccep ing other values other than their own, and I've .

gotten .. a little feedback that, but hot nearly what
you'd hope. 1 1 1

30('
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1. Yes,' many of the parents at conference time have- made the
comment that they feel the research type things that we've
been doing particularly have evidently really impressed the
children cause they're working on this. 0 f course they
have to s101nost of the work outside of the classroom and in

C:t

the way of a holnework type of assignment and so they have,
noticed more homework this .year.:.. Most parents::."

seem pleased with this and theylve been astonished at the-
amount of knowledge the kids have about-current affairs,
as well as the things that we've been studying.

2. Data not available...
2

3. Yes, there's,been some discussion about /it/, not within,
our own rlarents; our own parents, v_e've very good.
rapport and very favorable cointhents/. There's been

.

some talk in the,community with other people that have
taught the program that I don't think haVe,understood alto-
gether what the main ideas of a lesson have been. They've
taken one small part of it.'... and made something out of it
that wasn't supposed to be or wasn't. meant to be....
For instance, ....in one of the units' in Man: A Course of
Study they mention, the guy in the reading tells... there
was, only.one instance of Otruelty that6 he ever observed and
that was when... the head of the family took the gi-andmother
during the timeora bliziard.and left 'her on the ice. .-In,
the materials they explain that dne of the reasons for this

. .
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1. There's Breen reaction, but mainly this reaction was
stimulated because we had a PTA meeting one night
where we exposed them to it. The reaction was
favorable but then again that's predictable. Thu
wouldn't expose them to something and give a
negative / impress-ten/. .

. 2. I haven't heard-a-thing. .

3... 1\To. a

.

4. No, I haven't heard of any. --.I'm not aware of any.
S

\
.

5. D to not available.

6. Yes, very much so... Their parents are involved
and they just think it's wonderful. ... I've had many
comments when... tie parents came in to observe
and we were doing map study with the overhead pro-
jection they said they-wished they had had a teacher
like me when they were going to school and that they-
had never seen children so involved and so interested,_. , . , -

in what was being taught.
. ,, ' .

.
c

7. The only reaction I've had over the years -- sometimes .
it comes from parents - -is that it's very tough, because
it has'responsibilities close to it.

a
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was because in waiting for her, ...she was-endangering his
own family's lives because they would have'to wait and

-- they would be sitting in-the blizzard andoo instead of wait-.
ing he left her there and he went into a place of safety -

where he could get 'his filthily shelter. They took this one '
instance and made it out as if we were teaching that this
was all,right-. If they had understood... the whole thing,
they would have said part of what they're-trying to-
show in this is that you try and understandthese people and
not judge them... so that Was... one instance and it came out
in the papers and everything else..4,

4. I haven't heard much this year. The first year we did
it, ..., a lot of the parents were really excited about it.

-Tilts year, frankly. ',haven't had tiny Teednack from it.
re aDy haven't

t:.
5. Nc.

6. No, there really hasn't been any comments or reaction from
the community. From 'what I hear though-in the papers-
there's been some reactions from Congress about it....
I don't know how Many people picked that up in the papers
or even know... to some extent what' Soc IA Studies Program
we're using in school, but... no local reaction.

8. No, not about what I was doing, hut...when the
MACOS testing was starting, the-paretits started
wondering, our children don't even learn the stuff,
holvc-citila-therbe tested on it -and-their-kept. questioning
me on it gnd I was jts t saying, well they're '..1" contra I
group and they justWant to see if they're learning about
as muck and getting the same sort-of concepts.
Some of them iustgottreally upset and they couldn't
understand why we were even involved.... I wasn't
teaching it, so that's the main pbint this year. I've'
had a lot of... feedback from parents, just thein

° hesitating abouf.me getting involved in this MAC ps.

0 T

9. They're very happy. They feel that their children have
learned to organize, to 'do a better job of reading sequential
things and even in what we're planning to do now. V;
mean families are planning a vacation rand/ childr'en are
parkicipating in a plan which they had not done before, .
but they're expressingdesires.

10. No, they don't know about it.

O
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-No, not from what I've heard.

-12. No.
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'7. Data not available.
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8. Data not 'available.

9. Somebody-inn-SF-make a comment; parent at a- '
conference just last time madea comment about her daughter.
Shuts very unhappy that-in the academic -Subjects.... her
daughter was not progressing and she thought that-this was a
wasted year. ... The mother then said, `"Welly in. here /Social
Studies/ it's all.riught," -because she said,. doesn't
'like to read and she is not a math student bid the projects are
.so good because she gets ,very -excited about it. She'lLeven do
research for a project and the mother fek that this was,worth-
while. Well; 'my .projects are With`Man; A Course of Study..:
and thth is the type of young lady that the traflitiouil, academic
reading and writing and arithmptdc, she's nOK:craz, about,
but she does like to do-these pkojects.... .-

1

.1 °

10. Parents are real enthusiastic. :They have many comments
-tromthe children when they go home and they've done'soT. e-.
thing especially fun or they've seen-an 4,Specially good moXie
arid-then get a phone 011 at night and "When are you goteg
to show the picture again? We want to watch-Solo fry to
survive among thoSe dogs" or something orIheatast one that
we had when they were butchering;the seal and drinking the

307

'13. They seem to like it and they've seen the books and
they've seen what we've been doing and they've heard
about some of the things we've done and they seem
to think itis'a good program:

----t. ,Not that I know of. I've never heard any criticism.
one way

vor the other as far as our program is
concerned. From what I understand, quite frequently
there's criticism of Man: ?A Course -of Study..

15.- I've had no reaction that I know of....

16'. Data not available. ;4
174. 'Iknow we've had a lot of feedback from parents and

that they think that the field trips that we've been
taking and that sort of thing has really been good and
1 see it leaping toward... get the kids out-and-get
them involved,rather.than try toiread out of the book
and... as far as people calling everyday and saying
"Hey, I like What you're Oink La Social Studies."
That doesn't happen tho 4en. But generally, I
think they... go along with the program and like
being able to get'down to I ^ to see what
we're talking about ratheir than reading about it; they
seem to go for thpt.
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Figure V-9b Continued
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blood, I'll get some fun phone calls from one of the parents:
on that... and then you know that the kids talked td their'
Parents about it and nothing negative,_not a single thing 6s
far as any kind of criticirns from the course; it's all been
very positive, of course, its of high interest to the kids.

11. They do like to see the stgdents do the research papers.
They are impressed with that. We have that saicl.to us over
and'Over again, not just this year, through previous years too.
I think that really does get thebi ready for junior high.

4
-

.12. I don't see too much with them in that apect
ParentehereseeM to be orienteemore toward.... math,
hist toward the concept of grades more than what should
we:say, Loir into appreciation of different things/ They
don't question too much or are concerned...: I can see this
now even with, the other Social Studies program where there
iust.ign't a lot of time taken with the kids.

13:. Data not available.

14. No, there hagn't been. Some parents have commented to me
in homeroom discussions that we've.had and all:the parent
conferences. that the kids enjoy it and that.they've been in-1
terested in some orthe. materials. But as far as thecommu-

3 "0

o

1*.

N 0 X- MAC OS '77

18! None that Iekre heard of.

.*

19. I havedt had any feeback from either °ahem. .

Only one or two 'parents said, that they had materials
on.Indians that they would be able'to lend us... as
far as resotirces

I I

4
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nity,ntiW-parents, there'kbeen none as far as Tim awareof
and every comment I've heard has been positive.; I've heafd
no iiegative.comments which is unusual; I think, because
anything new.. . deserves some "negative comments somewhere

the line. But there hasn't been any that I've heard and
I think the kid's enthusiasm has beers thing that's carried.'
over but parents..have been prepped on this kind of a social\
studies approach earlier. This material, allof a sudden, it \

Is not a bra'nd ne*,approacht It's just a new way of doinL
some of thesame things that we've'done and t think because
of that the feedback has not been large. ...they know that
it's going on and everything's fine so... no news sometimes is
good newt in that area. . .

15. Ares,' there was. -We hitd a °IvtAqos night nh9re the parents
came in 'and viewed films' '4,e had the films set up and we
had the booklets'out and ti fey could.ask questions, and we
didn't have any-.-:.'parerit,,to.play down the program
They were all very positive. ...Their kids had come'home
and told what things -hey were doing on MACOS and that they/..
were real stimulated and they were happy with it.....

.
16."Notthis year. Lhave not flea rd one word about this year..

...in,past years that would have been a different stork.
When we.wtre starting a new program and we were informing
the parents, they wciuld...make an extra effort to tell me.
.their comments and this year thephairen't at all

.

3
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7. Data not available.

18. 'Data' not available.

4

Figure V- 9b Continued

19. I haven". had any parents comment on the So;ial Studies
program, but I guess there's been members of the community

',that have been against.; .the program because o f some of
the-reasons 'I said before, butthey haven't come up to me
and,said anything. I'Ve had one school direetor, ask me, my
opinion on tlie prograrn, and he just wanted to know what I
felt A' tibut it, and I told hint ',that I thought was nvery
:good program... I thinklhere are .about five or six people
in the whole community th4 are concerned....

0

,to

NON-MAC OS



' Figure.V-10
Have you dealt with any significant local or national controversial issues
Mesa -

.Would'kou please list theth? ra

2. How did you handle them in class? What activities were used?

MAC C6.

44

in your social studies orogram this year?

NON-MAC C6

1. Not really. I can speak of one particular instance that I've ,

been rather interested in.... We talk about 'Watergdte, and
we talk about as it pertafinsdato otrr getting alOng with our
neighbors and neighboring-countries; we talk, about Viet Nam,
all that in Connection with the social studies program and the
one thing that's been bothering me is somewhat of a distrust
on the 'part of students -for government,- for politics.... It
comes from...the newspaper and media' and so forth....
There is a ...lack of trust... at this particular point as far.
as the studenteare concerned about the'basic honor and
honesty of our public, officials...I think it was. just the child-
reribrininging it up in class and because-it related to some-
thing they were saying about maybe Canadian Government.
We were talking about how, it's the same but yet it is differehl
and ..t. in the MAC OS program somewhere along the line,
we came up with the question is man good or is man bad;
there's,quite a bit of th eory at this particular point that
man is not neeessarily good on a part orihe majority of the
students: .'..!it's/!-Conie up mostly in discussion and...4e
are always looking to next year a%1 doing more to help them
formiqate their opinigtis based on fact rather than... opinion

that they read and hear, but let's look at the facts, like
when we demonstrate what is good about man and demon-
Stire factually /what/ he's doing that isn't so good objee-

.. This kind of cam&up with this group this year
74,0hamaybe it's just current events of the time, I don't know.

1. No, not really. It's lined up so that it didn't really touch
on those.... Well, I guess it did eadipp with one basically
because the whole,way (our text) ended was the cities
have a problem, -the larger`cities and our own city will
eventually have it with pollution and ecology... and that
problem will only be answered by.the humans that create
the problem, their answer to it. So that's a pretty big
mblem that we're facing and were offered no solution
because if they had offered a solution... they'll have to
figure out the:solutioa.

2. ...Yes, but that's mainly been the use of things like
"News Time"....We did thl pardoning of the spresident,
and we've talked about the fall of Vietnam. ...We've
talked about the metric system'and how it's going to
affect us; we talked about inflation and how it affects
everybody.... /Issues come up/ from the two little
magazines or from somebody bringing 1n an article....
I encourage them to give their reasons for why they
think as they think and I try to stay--to keep my opinion
out of it because as every teacher knows, there are
kids that would say black was white iflthey'thought that's
what the teacher wanted to hear and 'I'd rather have them
think.
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2. Yes, a lot,Of them. ...V e t ye talked about Viet Nam; we've
talked about... abortions and that's been a national issue....
We've talked about communism and... is.commtmism as
big as we think it We've talked about hunger in the
world and.. we've had a food survey here where'we're
keeping track of the amount of food that we wasted and then
we compared it with peOple whO are starving... and how
could that kepossible.... Of course,. PresidentNixon,
and his problem, we talked a lot about thLit, but... if you
would have ended it there, talking about President-Nixon,
that would have been fine, but Most of the kids would have
gone home saying, izicfine, that's' Washington and that's that
man," but things he did and the things that he got caught ilp
in happen right here.....with these kids -- lying, making a
small mistake and not being able to admit it and lying and
making it,b*er and not,being able to get away with it....
You bring it back, then they start saying, "hex, I've been
in a situation similar to that; now, if I were/president/
Nixon... what would I have done?"... maybe I Would
have done the same thing, or maybe I would have done this_;.-
and I wouldn't have had as much tromple.. e it has to be brought
back home, here, 'orb me, it's just kind of something
to, talk about but it really doesn't, have mile!) value....We
spend five tO\ten minutes every morning discussing current
events and... I'll ay, has anybody. read anything in the

6 newspaper, or is there anything on the news or /have you/
-heard a rumor th t you would like to talk about today? Some
will bring some u ", sometimes they won't. I'll always have

315
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3. I really don't think so, occasionally...what happened in °
°Viet Nam.... It's not thatI consciously try to incorporate
that intolhe class. It happens and we just talk about it....
We just happen to be talking... its just like a conversation
.... and it could be*initiated by the students or Myself:

. We have not in the Social Studfes class per se, but
current events, yes, and they do express themselves well
and I permit them and no'one is right and no oriels wrong;
you're entitled to your own opinion..../We've dealt with/
Watergate, Viet Nam, MACOS, Which of course they're . -t
aware of... with ;002/Inch grumbling some parents do,
-although I had none in iny'room,that wouldn't have objected

MACOS...-.Wetve had much more discussion about
/race /. We've had the boy to.man and girl to woman
bit which is controversial definitely when it comes to
sex....Some of them had not been able to accept the fact
that this is a health lesson because some of the other
children in the sohdol had told them things.... Other
children had seen the films before my children did...and
the talk became a little vulgar not from my. room..
but theldid come and say, "hey this is going on and how
do we handle this?" and I talked and talked and talked
but they got into the thing like f:hey, this is not sex"
...as we understand how from this film. This is a health

c.

lesson and I was very disturbed for a few days about, it
because I waited for some mother to call say, "hey, she
is-getting into sex".... The kids bring /the topics/ up
themserves...because I've encouraged them to.read the
paper, listen to newr..

- ..
'L.,q1
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Figure.V-10 Continued'

one in the back of my mind d-Wat I'd like to ask them about.
and that's how they're brpught out..'. if they can provide it,
and they have questions, then I'll never bring anything up;
we'll just go with what they've got....We always start with
the discussions...:If they've got?ien interest and they really
show that they're enthused then we might go to other methods;
then we might do some resedrch'on it or we might write a
letter to somebody to tell them the way we believe....

. ....We've talked about transplanting organs, ...Vietnam,
possibly I can,get carried away sonietime,....... it might be
something economic with jobs, maybe possibly compafing
it with some'other countries; hOw they might retrain them;
what should:we do; we've talked about old age...I try to throw
out and just try to get a feedback sometimes, like with
Eskiinos with their elderly or how do wetreat the elderly
as such, how can we be better prepared for it; we might talk
a little bit about social security and income. I might initiate
it but try to get something just to throw out.... /I/try to
have feedback from the kids to see what general knowledge
they have abput it. Then you might give options and look at
the different approaches to different things 7-what could be
the problem? I don't think we ever solve anything; it's just
more of ap open discussion; it could.even he population,
food shortage, which is very current to these people. Welb.

317
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5. Yes, Watergate, of course, was preeminent at the
beginning of the year. I've done some things in value
aarifications which r don't kpow is necessarily an issue,
religiotts differences, the book burning -in West Virginia....

Ili This year, I've pretty wellleft it to the children /to bring
I up the issues/ and next year, I don't intend to; but

they bring them up usually with some, I call it, bigoted,
remark.:. and then we go from there....rm glad you
know: about that and then I try to give... general back-
ground to the students that don't knmn about it and
then hopefully present both sides of the issue.

7.

No..

I have... as they happen, because the kids hear about
them hear about them and in fact almost every single
day we deal with them.... Toddy we just got through
talking about.. :the surrender of Saigon. .. I think
it's -about 50-50 /initiation

a

nitiation of discussion/ ...because
they listen to the radio;-they're anxious to be the one
that knows that....if we're studying about something
and that rings a bell in somebody's head and they want
to bring that up we'll talk ebout it because I'm not that
structured and if. we're going some way. but that
tures someone else on and the rest of the class wants
to talk about it, I figure that's about as good a way to go.

t
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What can we do about it,? You have to be careful what is said
and you don't want to get into some basic problems because
you never know the reaction from the community either...-.
I might just read the newspaper the night befOre, but I thiSk,
did yOu read this or pick up something and maybe think ft's
-interesting and bring it in possibly from a magazine... that
I read and then just see their reaction to

. ....I always do something as far as religion because when we
hit the Netsilik Eskimos, they had a very strange religious

to us; their spiritu'al'beliefs were very'strange tO.us an
we do talk about religion then....I treat it as matter of
factly a i can and I try to at least mention the Jewish reli-
gion oncirthat there are other religionsshch,as Buddhism and
things like this that are different from our beliefs bid they
befieire as strongly as-we do, ltr'y to treat it as fairly as I_
can....I stay awalrlfrom sex. Ekrery so often, I get into lit/,

..There's one cfl4he films that has the mating of the
herring gulls .and I.kknd of slide over tyt because I don't feel
qualified to go into it in any depth .

5. No,. we have... as.a sideline over at Social Studies... current
events which we'll spend ahalf hour two days a week and we
read and we discuss in our classroorn...but that is above and

_beyond our regular Social Studies .program. It h a Social
Studies program, but we... meet every day with our regular
Social Studies'group for 45 minutes.... We use the News Time

310

8. ' I don't intentionally. We jtist kind of take it as it comes.
We got into Watergate, so we discussed it. We got into
...the Vietnamese childre'n coming over. We got into that
and...tried to exisiain what's going on as much as I can.

,I t's quite... elusive to me also, but I guess I should say
I don't ever plan to, bat it asuallicomes .up. I usually ,

try to wait ntil they bring it up....

9.* ....We did cover the Soviet Union which dealt with some
national aspects and influence of the govdrnment....

t.>

NON-ALACOS

10. ....We haye spea!erS come in for instance from /the .

Universit and they have discussed... the poisoning of
/certain' animals/, or construction of an airport....,
and... the detrimental effects that would have...-4 suppose
possibly Watergate was discussed.-.. and how these things
developed and how respected people..'. can get themselveti
or the people of position... into situations. like that....
Most of thesehAve been discussions....We have had
film trips and discussions or I should sal; slides and
discussions. We've had sonde excellent speakers... /from
the Universitil. .

11. ...I don't know....I don't make it ,a habit to get into
controversial issues as such and just present one side
of it sometimes.... There are things that we have talked
about that might be a cobtroversy..'...WhRP they do come
up, I usually try to point out what I know the best I can,
both sided of the'thing..-

ti
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articles and kids bring in articles from that, from the news-
paper, so whatever has been headlines... we've discussed...
all the current issues. ... They were discussing quite a bit
about the 60 minutes and they brought an article about_the.

thing in Iieland and they usually saw the 60 minutes program
on television so everybody was discussing that and we've
read the article..-.. Everybody has an opinion and everybody

just gives their opinion and... sometimes people differ and we

just allow each person to give his opinion and express what
they want to say; so it's pretty informal.

6. Data not available.

7. Data riot available.

8. Data not available.

9. Data not avbflable.

10: Data'not available.

c

11. -There was a little bit of Waterghte at the beginning of the

t sbhool year, but that was mostly stimulated by a weekly
reader.... They have gone into the energy crisis and
things like that.....It was just handled with a discussion
weekly reader.... set up the questions and we went from

there.
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12. In ourS)cial Studies program no so much, it I have
a reading group that I bring a lot of these- -the yi.Anam
situation and bringing over the orphans, women's lib
and equal rights and air-) onlhe Indians.:..Iset some
weekly reader type magazines -that always h28 current
'issues and-because of our reading program, I use this
to supplement. it.... Every week,..that's up to date
information arid some of ttasptiti-oversial issues, but
it's also some other materials.... It's usually small
group discussions. that we haire but there are other activi-
ties that I bring intotheir reading to correlate with the
program.... They, make slogans,,'signs, goon interviews,
interview other adults... take surveys from the class....

13.

\ 114.

No....We mention current events .and things that are-
happening, but if it gets into any kind of discussion wheie
I see there is a difference of opinion and that... people
really strongly believe something I'll just try to break
it off because I know it's going to get back to the parents
and I feel thtt that really isn't my place to set a child's,
values.....-or change them....

fi s

....We've discussed the abort'on issue.... Sometimes
there will be a natural lead in and I'll say something and
...point out the sides of the controversy...J.mt they'll bring
it up sometimes too. We have current events in the
morning and sometimes. we'll enlarge on that, expand on
that. It might turn up anywhere at any time during the day
and that's one reason I had a hard time with some of those

.0 322
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14. Yes, ,we've talked about abortion. We ha
thatgrew out of life cycles; what is a lif
....Abortion is the big thing and th Odd
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to life and where it is and that was
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one big discussicin 15.
cycle and so forth.
had really fa pretty j

er Peopleihave the rig t-
direct outiroWth of a
The war, the,with-

set; ns about Presicien mon

so f th.... /.8.9ntroversinl'..
er ease every yea' q, with .

rroduttionand sex ohe day.
controversiarandijohnd that

with it in MAOS the:laht, couple-
ause I feel more anririare com-

fortable every year with Beds that we coul/dIalk pretty openly

about things. For instance, remem er looking-aflhe kids

during that reproduction inform ti6 and...47che of the films

and everybody was tittering the wa they usually do over this

° -- whole thing and usually.. a typical teacher,' attitude toward 17..

that is on to the next thing... I remember looking at them di-

rectly this year and saying by are yaalaughing9 This

is the first year rve,,efer/ 'sked the question... so I feel/ 2

greater ease in talking yilth the kids about the kind o 'things
b.% and I feel that I can handle it without getting in-hot water with

parents too, You can direct it at their feelings and their

attitudes about the thing, rather than just the information.
/

323 . t. ,
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. . forms....I consider th.th-ciirrent events and Whatever
, those... social kind of things as being part of my program

andait's not allOatqorinal all the time. .

Yea; we dealt with the resignation of the President.
We talked about that a good bit and a lot of the children
were...reflecting the Views of their parents, Pm sure
because I don't think they understood it that well, but
I tried to,explain to them what had happened and we
rapsed how politics, how people are elected to office

and h w we have a responsibility to khOwitThat's happening
or the.parents anctother people to write and let their

,:congressmhn know- how they feel about-things. ...; ask
them perhaps, do you know what events havehappehed.
or else the children might have been talking about it a ong
themselves and I said "would you like to discuss t?"
And we did.... Also this national issue of the refugees
this has been the most current topic we've discussed;

16. Data not available.Noit haset been controversial. We've been stud ing,
about the Bicentennial..../

32
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12. No, I really haven't.

'13. Data not available.

14. Yes, ,we've talked about abortion. We had one big discussion

that grew out of life cycles; what is a life cycle and'so forth.

;..Abortion is the big thing and the kids had really a pretty
sophisticated discussion... about whether people haye the right

to life and where itis and-`that was a direct outgrowth of a

MACOS. lesson we did on life cycles. The War, the
diawal, we had a number of discussions about President Nixon

and the ethics of what -he did and 's rth..../Controversial
issues ire handled/ with gitater ase every year, with'

more openess... We did one oh f roduction and sex one day.

We got .into that too which is controversial and I found that

maybe because we've dealt with it in MACOS the last couple

of years, and maybe-because I feel thore and more corn-

. . fortable every year with kids that wp could talk pretty openly

about things. For instance, I remember looking at the kids -

during that reproduction information and... some of the films

and everybody was tittering the way they usually'do over this

'Wrote thing and usually.... a typical teacher attitude toward

that is on to the -'next thing.... I remember looking at them di-
.erectly this year and saying. why are you laughing? This

is the first year I've ever asked the question...so I feel
greater ease in talking with the kids about these le d of things

and feet that I can handle it without getting in hot wa with

: parents too,....You,can direct it at -their feethigs and their:

attitudes about the thing, rather than just the information.

32rt.)

forms....I consider thi current events and whatever
those... social kind of things as being part of my program
and it's,not all that'formal all the time.

15. Yes, we dealt with the resignatiori of the President.
We talked about that a good bit and a lot of the children
were... reflecting the views. of their parents, I'm_iure
because I don't think they-understood it that well, but
I tried to explain to them what-had happened and
discussed how politics, how people- are elected to office
and how we have a responsibility to know what's happening
and for the parent's and other .people to write and let their
Congressmah know how they feel about, things.... I asked
them perhaps,_ do you kriow what events have happened...
or else the children might have been talking about it among
themselves and I said would you like to discuss it?"
And we did.... Also this national issue -of the refugees,
this,has been the most current topic we've discussed. .

16. Data not available.

17. it hasn't been controversial. We've been studying
aboitit the Bicentennial....
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MAC OS

15. We've talked about forced busing...whether or not we should 18.

have gotten involved' in Cambodia, pros and cons of that...
problems with President Nixon and Watergate. ...We take
time to discuss current events and bask for the pros and cons.
Sometimes I take the devil's advocate roll and pretend that
I'm in favot.of something so I tet them make tip their own
mind;,I try.-not to tell them this is right and This is wrong.

16. President:Nixon, and I didn't really know how to handle that.
I let the=kids... handle that; We dealt with religious beliefs.
When we deal with those, I kind of stay outof it and I try
to make sure th4 when we're, expressing opinions, I just
say that each kid in the classroom has the right to his own -
opinion but you should listen and weigh the facts, but you
"don't have to change your opinion and then I don't make state-
ments that couldn't be based on facts myself.... These are
mainly discussion. -Because of the.controversy brought up
about the Vietnamese refugees, we talked about that except
it wasn't a controversy in our class We talked about...
propaganda; we talked about the Central Intelligence Agency
which was controversial.

19.

17. Yes...there's-a group that's becoming more and more vocal.
They're centered out in Californiaand they're called the
Creation Research Society and it's, a group Of roughly 2,000
scientists at this point who feel very strong that within the

.teaching of science and Social Studies that the children in our
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....A national controversial issue that was brought up
of course, was the Vietnathese war and the kids...'almost
as a whole were against the war....They gave their
opinions. I allmied them to talk. I mean this is a demo-
cratic society where there is freedom of speech and if
someone would disagree I would just tell them, well now
this is his privilege; he is entitled to his ideas. If-we
disagree with him, we can give Mm our points and then
maybe he'll see it in a different light, but this is what
evolves, critical thinking; you must have reasons for what
you say and not just say it out of pure emotions because
emotions are dangerous 'and Many terrible things happen"
when people just use their emotions.... I try to guide them
and steer their thinking into positive channels and into a
scientific method of thinking.... you-start with an idea,
a hypothesis and you develop it and you look for facts,
cause facts are so important, now how you feel persona_ lly
through your prejudices or something else that has no
real bearing on the subject. So I try, to teach them to
think critically and to-think without too much bias.

Data not available.
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Figure y-10 continued
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country should have alternates, at least one alternate possiL
bility or theory as to the origin and purpose of man and it's
been challe in the courts. Some have lost and some have
been successful. The group that's.involved feels very

rong that there is a very high amount Of Jaboratory evidence
Ayhich would be supportive of a direct creation rather than an
Cvolutionary.process and they feel very frustrated because the
opponents to this material being presented are arguing that
this ir going to be religioti and the creationists would say what
we want presented is not religon, we want-what's out of the.
laboratory. Then-there are the creationists who would argue
what you're presenting you can't defend in the laboratory and
that's pure faith that you're presenting as far as evolution is
concerned and so I woulrguess... that probably within the next
ten years it will be MandatOry here in the United States that the
theory'of evolution will be 'required teaching as a theory, not
as a fact...and that there will'be at least gne alternate to
man's origill'and purpose and I think it will be a bloody battle
as thiS thitig materializes in the next ten years....I feel I
would be leis than an honest teacher if I, didn't present alter-
nates to evolution. When we've talked with the kids, we've
talked with them that this is'the thoughtful conclusion to which
.numbers of people have come based on the evidence that they
have seen and the same thingis true to the scientist who also
happens to believe in directcreation. They have their con-
elusion based on the-evidence that they can check out in a
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laboratory and then we've also looked at...the Buddhist
philosophy as to the origin, or the Mohammedan philosophy
or we studied theinca Indians So we went into some of the
Inca, ideas or concepts as to the origin or purpose of man
and then we always try to look at this..'; what of this might
be theory and guessing Or religion and-what of it might be
defensible in a laboratory and this is my single biggest
concern, that regardless of.what the theory might 'be or the
data might be, I want them to say,"well,,does it check out
itra laboratory?"' If it does, .then I can accept it as a fact.
If it doesn't, then I should be honest and say 'it's theory and
it hasn't gone past that one. That's probably the-nioit
controversial thing that I see developing and I think it's going
to Ve a major one cause it's being hassled in the courts all
over the-United States right now and I think it's piing to
increase. One of the... offshoots of this course would be...
some of our mothers :are very much - -maybe not so much
involved as they are Acal on the liberated women's, thinking;
when We sit down and talk about what's involved here in the
course, when they're talking With their- kids at home, the
females as.far as the salmon id the baboons; all they do is
produce, produce, produce. Then they're curious, ok, well
bow do you preSent the role of the female as far, as in this'
coarse of study is concerned, and I tell them...I very strocgly
believe that humans are:in a class all by themselves and so Ulf;
rules for the rest orthem don't necessarily follow for humans
....But otherwise,. controversies, no.

1
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Figure V-10 Continued

18. ...I guess you call evolution controversial still, that would

probably' be- foremost, so along wiih'religion,- especially when
we got to the Eskinio, comparing different religions and their
view of the world and how it came about and conventional or
'orthodox view of religion by man so those two things have =
clashed at times in school.... /They came up/ through class
discussions, ,usuallythe kids bring them up. /7 tried to
explain or give an answer lior any question that they had that

felt ir could reasenkblyan§werlad them do researchlo
see what they could come up With,- had them go back to try
to see what their parents thought,. had some films covering
different types of religion," had a couple films on evolution
and general discussion-with everyone airing his or her view
if they wanted to, and just leaving it /.1o7 rest at that With
each person then making up his or her own mind..,

19. No.

0
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Have kon dealt with any controversial concepts or subjects in your Social Studies pi-1gram this year'?
i .7.--. ... _.. ..-1

1., Would you please list them?
'2. How did you handle them in class?.

. NACOS

If ,Yes,

NONIAGOS

1. .. There was'h't anything controversial: I think ynu try to
. go In as far as you can... but try to steer around it if yoti

feel that something's going to be controversial.

2: Yes, we-obviously have. We're in a family life Lsection/
MI through the MACOS material, first of all, ybu talk about..-.
how the herring gulls, mate, as an example, -and that sound
poor because there are so many other thiiigs that go into that
but youdo discuss that. Then we relate that to our fern*
life...which We're in right now and there are many, many
thins that come into family Iffe that we've already talked abbut
btit one of the things that come into family life is how life goes
on -= reproduction in human beings and some natural questions
that come up in that is.% . what about premarital sex as an
example and Ithink the big controversy that we getinto..is not
so much with the kids, it's with the approach that we teachers
should take... I think that' area IS sensitive .for some people:
I think we get very little discussidn about it from our parents,
they really let us take cake of that, but an area that is sensi
tive in a way that's controversial, that really doesn't come
upas far as the kids are concerned ris/ the amount of.time.
that'should be spend on a kid's self concept. There are many
people who believe that Social Studies the philosophy idea
again but... Social Studies is to learn about the world and abbut
the people in the world /and/the places and don't spend so

3

1. Abortion. We just had a discussion about that a couple weeks
ago.:;..

2.

3.

4.

5.

No.

Actually no, I don't think in the Social Studies program..

Data not available.

I really don't think /so /. :There was an independent
study done by a student. on TV programs that they were
listeningtcror watching andthe -4mckmNrtime, and
hOw they felt the Black and Whit-a people were being treated.

it was done. one time in 'the class and they had to fill
out a questionnaire and'.... some of the Black student's -seemed
to really get upset about it.... The thing on the Indians
wasn't controversial but some of the kids had questions
about Black superiority. and the Indians and if they're better ,
than Whites.-Jzwhy are they mistreated as much as they are,
but other thanthat, I don't think there was anything- that
the community would get-upset about andyou have to think
about that when you're presenting your' ideas toot if the
students come up with Something, you deal with it the best
that you can and you answer their questions, but I don't
feel.thatI give them anymore than what they asked for....
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much time w ith tgeself-concept., Kids will get that on their
own.'.. Where the oppositeris we feel we should worry about
it, so we've even had some parents that will say, ....you spend
a lot- of time working with them but I want my kids to know

whey Aftl,ica ip. Darn it! Get them on Africa! and their .self
concept will come, don't get .excited about it. I think maybe
that!s,a little sensitive area and I think those are probably the
only two th6 I've come to in,a head to head confrontation....

1 .

.3. I don't knJW what's controversial. ...I mean what's con
troversiai to one group!of people won't be.controversial to
'another. 'pace relations don't come up.' Differences come
up but i don't think that's really what you'd call controversial.

4. , T don't think so.

5. treally can't think of anything, that .. was r I y
dontroVesial or sensitive....

6., No, hot really.; I stay away from that.

'I. Yes, the abortion one. ... Some of the political discussions
that we've had about... the resignation of Nixon... Pm
sure there are people that didn't share my pbint Of view on

_it and thIghthave said that -I --didn't handle it real objectively
and put in bptn sides with We did try, to explore ho*

a

..Tanswer unclear because
indicates discussion of sex educe.
use some discretitin as to who's a
and how much I'm going to tell you,
you at all. ...the parents-really do g
it especially since there are a courelefil
for-6th graders only. Parents-have to si
form if they want their chili:ft° see it...YO know parehts
have to give permissiOn before they can see his and
I'm going to say, well, if he's going to 'ask m this ques,
tion, I'm going eo recommend that he probably t lk to
his parents about it, then... supply him all the de ails.
I think that was the.only area that would be really c ntro
versial. t

tape malfunction, context
tonk-- ...I am goingjo

ing me the question
f fm going to tell

eoncerned,about
s coming up
n a release

6.' Data not available.

'7. Abortion, perhaps dealth penalty... sexual mores or
behavior of kids. I held a sex_ educ,ation, family thing
tint, .. sometimes they would nitiate the discussion/
sometimes,' I would. We discuss controversial t hings
fairly ofte and I really haven't had any problems,.
about that latsly.

.

8., Onsly one..: when we get into the Civil War area and Data
Bank attacks the slavery pritleni very bluntly... if you

o

.
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peoplemight have arrived at the stance that. tho e people in
Washington did when that happen-ed. The repro uction and

ents even in
me perogative

sex things Pate I think touchy .... The are pa
this school that I think believe that th 's'the h
and not the school's to discuss.

. Yes, of course. .. Some of our religions obje
saluting of the Ilag....

9. Data not available.

times we have. .The conceptof ki
eat. or be eaten, survive at all costs; put the gr
out on the ice and let her die whether she wants
Grandma says it's time for me make
cision,myself to go out and die. We talked abou
or mtifder -or voluntary death, or mercy killing.
destruction of some kinds, of animals, whether it
,or birds or what it might be in .order that others
survive, where man tries to d6 thetbalancing rath
letting' just nature figure it all out do its survival s

.:The'conclusions that the kills come to, or the cAn7
elusions that I might come to are'handled.'. . very mu&
°en things;..,. this is what I feet based upon what I ha
as my resources to work with aird they do the' same thi
It may be strictly emotion, it might be data, it might be
experience they had in the family o); something. The ide.

9.

t

10.
,1 or be killed, ,

namother
to' or not;
the de,7 11.

suicide
.. The 12.
e fish
ight
r HIM 13.

stem.

as
e
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hav e a Blpek child sitting in tour room, that particulai-
area /might be controversial!, but there was no problem
troni it.

.
Notthat I can think of.....I usually voice my opinions...
but IprefOe it by saying this,is just my, opinion; you

live to realize that there are other sidesio tlie story.
..I can't think that'we've talked about `,.Anything

Reople might distasleful.

We-had sex .educatiOn two weeks ago and the'parerits who dfd

not give perthission to their students to hear about it Went,
to another roonl.

('
I don't think so....

I can't really think of anything.. : I always try to steer
away from that becA se I don't want the hassle.

I think perhaps the mot controversial or sensitive would-
be the racial . Issue but it hasn't been a problem bemuse
all of the children here at We'vt discussed
religion once or twice just w hen they come up as a
question about it... 8oinetimes it will doiiie up frOm
comment that's made or a person will ask a question
about why people.are,different... usually it's either that
or else the question might come up-in the lesson, like

4 33?
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that people have differing conclusions or differing opinions
about problems doesn't mean that one's right or ones
wrong or one is better than the other. Although. the kids
were real quick to pick up the idea that whether something
is right or not or wrong or ric". sometimes you have to come
up with a decision so that most people in the group that's in-
volved will survive and even if others are going to perish in
the prO'cess

III Data not available.

12. Data not available.

13'. 1,,,We'ire discussed probleMs in the mid-East, the problems
in South Africa and Northern Ireland...a role in... South-

-east Asia, .busing. We just have an open discussion of
them. Everybody.... feels free to express Ilis_own opinion
on it and with our study of Africa I brought upthe problems
of... Rhodesia and South Africa and` compared them to
situations in the black controlled countries of Africa and

-discussed the future of what's going to happen with those
countries and we still keep-track of what's going on there.

14. Data not available.

15. Data not available. 0

f

our country being settled by immigrants or different
peoples. ...I try to discuss it; I try to pull out their
feelings. .v.sometimes this is a problem because ...
you always have the same children who want to express
and some never say anything, so sometimes I've '
started having the write it down, what they think and
then reading it; they don't mind that way but some bf
them are shy about talking it'out.

14. ...I would say maybe we had because we've had several
discussions on;.. sex education.. ,and we've had noreac-
tion to it.

55,

15.

16. ...Its depends on the amount you're talking about but reli-
concepts, Watergate, of course, Martin Luther King,

I showed a filmstrip otihis life And that got a very heated
discussion going.... /"1/ try to present both sides

I. of this issue, let the childien...drow their own conclusions,
but I do make the demand.. that both sides must be listened
to. /

17. ...You can get into areas of women's liberation
and get into sensitive areas without knowing it.'.. we
were talking about Miss, Mrs. and Ms. and that;ould be
an area of sensitivity to some I would presume.

3 e1 5
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16. ...It's...when ylou get into prejudice....
gi

17. - No, 1 haven't.

18. The biggest thing around here on the local scene is
teacher mentions specific locatproblemt and national, we'v

covered Watergate and so on but clothing that intensive on
either of those. If something was brought up in class abdut it,
we talk about it. If nothing was said, then it was left for a
more appropriate time when we could. It's a very conserva-
tive community and the students reflect their parents` views
and so their minds were made up that either President Nixon
was a crook or... he was god and Ve basically just talked
about... individual 'rights and freedoms moreso than the
actual Watergate scandal itself; what these things could
possibly lead to later an if controls were not placed on
but as far as judgements on them; I didn't make any even if
I wanted to .

19. Data not available.

3.;0

18.

19.

Yes,- something came up about religion.... I felt
that it was something that really fit in with our Social
Studies and I talked to them quite atilengh about it....
We are all worthwhile as individual and we don't
judge others because they might believe i-na different
fashion.... Togetherness and valuing the other person.
as a human being and not jus what they look like or what
their religion is and this was a very; sensitive area, but

felt it:Worked out very well.

No.
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Were there any controversial concepts or subjects you could have dealt with in your program or materials which you decided not

to go into in class? -

MAC OS

I. No, not really. I think everything was pretty throughly,_
pretty openly discussed.

2. No.

3. Nothing that I can think of. One thing we debated . was wife
exchange. There's one part where they...talk about in the
igetsilik about the exchanging or somebody can use somebody
else's wife and we were... questioning how much to get into
that, but there was no problem. We did go into it no problem.

4. No, I... dealt with everything that .. ever came up with....
regards to birth and-all. ...I went through it all and I'd never
had any comments from any of the parents.... I can't think
of any because I took whatever was there, ..I just taught it and
I never had any problems with it.

4 7-

5. Data not available..

6. Data not available.

7. I would say... anything to dorelated close to... sex education
or something like that. If you feel it's a hot potato you stay
away from it. ... We do provide co a certain extent, some
training in this field. Once in a while you might have a kid

342
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Not that I catitbink.-bi.

2. No, not because they were sensitive,A but because they
didn't appeal to our sense of what we deeded to go into.
There were a couple of areas away with, but
it was nothing to do with se-nsitivityVitwould do with
:..boredom. t.

3. Well, I probably coul
but nothing, no, oh th
/ Had/ we gone throu
would be the religious
that really gets /sensitive /, we dealt with and the
textbook itself raises one so there wasn't any problem.

4. feelingi on not ,Airth control, but conception.
don't feel that comfortable or that knowledgeable that I would

be able to tell kids in the proper manner. .. I know 'a lot I

of things; but how to present it at their lever where they're
goingto be able tounderstand it and use it to their advantage.
I don't think I could do that, so I would probably avoid that

have brought_in a lot of things,
one I keep forgetting.

h the Middle East... well that
background,round, but no, anything

kind of thing.

5. No, nothing came up that I would say with that.

343
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try you off base; ... but usually you don't have any
problem. you can get it solved and you try to satisfy them
eken-if you know, you'd tryto have them go down to the school
nurse or somebody-else and you know your question can be _
ans ddown- there. Ya .4 rnin the kid -off.

8.. Data not available.

9. No, I... have a classroom policy that anything brought upif
the,,students want to talk about it- -we talk about. it and if not,
then we just go on.with our normal everyday work, so we can
be really interrupted at any time if some one_brings something
up that the students wish to follow and it usually-isn't for a
long period of time but-it may go Oh for 1, 2, Or 3 days. and
when we've exhausted everything and the students want to go'
back-to MACOS then we go.back into it and usually .,.. things
that are brought up are still pretty relevant to MAC OS so we
can interrelate them and tielhem in.

10. Data not available.

11. Not that lean think of. All/ through the program as it
comes up, I deal with it as matter of factly and fairly as
I know how.

12. Data not available.

6i No.

NON -MAC OS
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'7. No, I haven't consciously thought about well, we won't
talk about that in the classroom: ..Fetty much, if I felt
like I, we can pretty much handle al3oiitanything in

e-w-ant-t. real we just try
to recognize what different peoples' viewpoints would be
but never say, *ok this is the right way, We lust try to

..well, hOw might that so and so feel about that or another
people are in this situation might have what kind of view-
point and we just... look at it froin different angles, but
I think as long as we do that, and don't try to preach a
certain point of veiw and indoctrinate the kids in any certain
way that we could pretty much handle anything we want to.

8. No.

9. I can't think of-any, but I'm sure- there must have been
because we had so much going. These children had so
much to learn; they-were not a homogeneous groun...,

10. There were some things.,... I remember just skipping
them. We did ,a unit on...the thirteen colonies and how
they developed, then got off on a separate .unit on the
Northeast We start /ed /going into cities and .

that type of thing, and... the supplementarxbook that I

315
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13, I ean't think -of any, for one.thing we didn't get into the Netsiliki
part of it which was a lot of the real issues, the human issues
All of ours was during the life cycle thing, the very beginning
man, all men, and I can't think of anything I avoided becpuse
anything Hint came up, we talked about.

14. No. .

, t'0 , 4

15. I can't think of any, everything that comes up, we discuss.

1& Yes. There was one and thatwas (I wasn't there), I think I
Was ill the week they, got into the mounting of the herring.
gull, which was supposed: to be a .touchy -Hari, ...but as far
as I beard, it went over smooth, but it was/something I
wasn't going to dwelloon for very long... because Ave were
having family living coming up and that might help a little
bit better. Things like that, I don't-like to get into,
the sex education yet,- and there was some in that; it was
hard to explain and I didn't dwell on it very much.

17. Data not available.

18. Data not available.

I .346
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was using...went into these things about slum areas
and delinquents and things that make a city bad.; . so
rautomatically steered away from that because... there
were some other things. It was all from this book.
They are important issues and they should be brought to
mind, but like I said, I just let them go.

11. I don't think so....

12. Yes, there were some that I decided not to go into mainly
because the material wasn't available... I had areas that

Wanted fn- go into and cover and then in looking for the
Materials; it just wasn't there.... It... has to do with
religion to a certain extent, and of course you know where
that's a touchy area all the way aound, whalpyou can and
can't do with it and so when we start to get-into Israel, the
Arabs, and then we started to get into specific religions,_
so that's where it stopped. It began to get a little touchy
and-there are some.... Aftei some'discussion.../ we/
thought it better to just touch' on the gendral aspects rather
than... get into some real- spec,ifics.

13. I just thought of another thing that we talked about
quite a bit is the problem of gay rights'or homosexuals and

I

347'
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19. Yes, Pm sure there was, because there's always something
'coming up such as abortion. ...It name up; a student brought
it up And I just dropped it. We could have talked about that
but I didn't. What else---which School was the best junior
high school; we could, have talked about that'but we didn't
that,i; sensitive here since our kids go to... different junior
high schools,. can't think of anything else, but there are a lot
of them. :and they're dropped.

a

a

a

their fights for job equality and so on and-I can't say that
I haven't shrunk or that I have shrunk from any ,cont
versial issues, I kind of like them and I kind of like to
get into them.

14. Data not available.

15. No, I;don't know of any that I've tried to avoid.
tt.

164. ...I didn't go back far enough. No,- I can't'really think
of any right off hand. I suppose you could go bank and
talk about the CiVit War.... ;it could be a sensitive areas'
for some I don't worry about it. .... some people worry
.about certain, perhaps drawing certain conclusions from
it, the'thingS\that happen and so forth, the background tb \
it, that could be a sensitive area I presume, how a person

--;----wouldLapproacit that: Some of the carryover to that is
still with us yet today.

17. Data not available.

18: I don't believe so.

19. Data not available.
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*hat positive or negative effects has our research Project had on you, your students or the school this year?

00
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J. Data not available.

0.

2. There hasn't been any negative. I think once we get the
feebnck back. ,. it will be beneficial to us to see where we're

' going. I plan to use the material more because I don't
think it will be startling to me, but I think this ought.te put
a jolt in the Social Studies curriculum, hopefully in-the school
and,maybe we can get something moving in this particular
field

-4

0 00

I. No negative whatsoever from me.... Pm kindlof fooking
forward to some feedback as to questions and.. : the way
the kids reacted and answered because I think there are
some things that I could use there and incorporate them
...the kids just got tired of testing. That was pretty
evident towards the end because they haven't been
doing anything for-the last two weeks except testing,

3. it's just taken a heel: of ,a lot of tine those questionnaires
and things. arie just a pain in the.neckto fill out more than
anything else'.

4. The only negative effect it has is...whenthe testing was 2.
/Done/. when yoti7 come in for a tel and they would
be doing sOmething and... whenever, you mention the test
now... the lady's going to come then right away they get upset.
...Thoy remeniber well last time we were supposed to go
outside or we were supposed to be doing this and they took us
away from this to take this test, and this is the only negative
effect that thit... really had. ...It really destroyed:the
whole thing...because right away, you heat comments from
the kids, well I'm just gonna come i71 and put down any answerl

350

plus, they got t
.she's coming a
was rather into

red of havingbto come back, "Oh, no.
;tin" type of thing.... The beginning
rested because most of them knew that

they were being compared as a control'group to another
group that wag in MACOS so they were interested from
that standpoint-

..It's really made me start evaluating what I was really
'doing in the class.... I think that% positive because
-next year Pd really like to have a more... definite purpose
or goal in mind of what we're doing.% . more Qf a'definite
direction and I think that's good. I really have not- enjoyed .

filling out the forms._ At the beginning of the year I got a.'
note that said, you will be the teacher that will be coop-
erating in this program, and we need your 'help and I..
appreciate all your efforts and it won't be any work for
you, and'a takes a while lust to sit down and think things

a
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just to get out so we can go do what We were doing before and
I think it really messed up the testing.

. at the beginning of the year when I realized .that you were
-goingfo be pre-testing and post-testing. I said, well Pd";
better get on the ball and get this MACOS started; however, we
did, or I did fall by the wayside and I have only shown one of
the films on the esimos and...I feel kind of guilty...With our

,scheduling, with all these different things coming up.... I've
just gotten behind.... so I would say that's been a problem_
and I seem to be pushing it

6. I don't think it's .made any difference one way or the other,.
of course kids don't like to take tests too much, any kind

of test.... Positively, maybe you made them think a little
bit more about what they have been studying, what they have
been doing and I noticed that some of the questions that you
asked on this test were very much in line with what they have
been taught kind of a review, so that way I'd say it' was
positive.

7. Data not available.

8: D.4 a not available.
0

4
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through and there have been a lot of other pressures,
so it's just been one thore thing. ... overall I haven't
considered it a negative force in any way, .. the overall
effect has not been negative.

3.. Data not available.

4. I can say from the students, they don't always know the
purpose of what the studies are being done... They
/always think like when they're pulled out of the class
that something is wrong with them; that they're being
pulled out and being tested on. Only one parent in our
class signed a paper that her child wasn't allowed to
participate in the study. The rest of the kids.... look at
it, "here we have to take another test. Here we have
to do this again" and they don't like to take tests....
and that's when they comeback, "I'm not going to do
it again".... They just don't like to be pulled away
from the classroom too because they're afraid that
while they're gone... they're going to be missing out
on that activity.... I dont' think there's been any other
effect. After you're gone, they don't really say too
much

3 ,al
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9. ...some kids look forward, .say that .they're coming again . 5.
and,they.'11 say, that's great and then some kids say well that's
terrible;- this is'just si waste of time and then after the test,
some kids will say, well I didn't learn. anything from that and
some kids will say, well that was a lot of fun and some kids
will say, well that was a complete waste of time we could have
been having class. It just depends on the kids.... As for me,
I don't really know. I know sometimes when I had to fill out
the forms if I hadn't done them right, I'd hurry through them
and worry about getting them done.. I don't know that I could
tell any positive right now. ... maybe the positive effects will
be when the results come back and if I really bombed it out or
"something, that will be a positive elect. That'll straighten
me up or something.

Data not available.

11. Data not available.

12. Data noravailable.

13. several times since the first testing... we would ask a
question or we would talk about, something in class, and
one of the kids would make the comment, "yeah, we talked
_aboutith_at that was in that test back there or there-was
something. ; ." At- least there were some of them. who were
recalling the things that were invofved in the testing and it

7.

8.

9.

I ,;on't think they've had any negative effect really on
the students or the school certainly I think they have
made me more aware, although I already knew it,
that there are better programs

o

I didn't feel it was fair that I... had not volunteered to be a
part of it.... ...I didn't think it was a fair comparison°
if you were comparing which I really have never wider-
stood:, .. ['thought I was wrecking your survey really.

..I don't think the kids were affected at all: They felt
happy that they were.... chosen... to participate in this
and other kids weren't part of it I think they've enjoyed
it.... ,

...I think probably one starts to really analyze.... why
do the students have a negative feeling about this and
probably it all Lions down to the teacher-in that maybe,
the teacher... doesn't have the time or isn't qualified to
teach values, this book tike it should be taught.

. I don't know of any either way.

Data not available.
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had a good carryover.... I don't know that I could really say
that any of the testing or the questioning... would have had
any really noticeable effect as far as any changes or group
-altitude changes....

. 1: can't think of anything that wc'tld be negative. ....I
suppose if anything it will probably make them more aware...

. through the questions that you're asking

10. I think the basic pcitifive thing that it's done for me-
is make me really take a look at the Social audies program
rather than just doing it... really questioning--is it
something that they can use? Is it something that's going
to affect them? Is.it necessary? Is it irrelevant? I think
..whenever you are involved in a project it makes you
look itt your own situation and what you have and I think
that's probably the best thing that it's clone for me. As
far as the kids, I really can't say one way or the other
how it's affected them. ...they are involved in their
part of it and they like to see you come, but as far as you
know the program, I can't_say that it's made a big change.

15. I really don't think it's been... positive or negative. You've
come, you've given_the tests. It really Irisn't disrupted our
schedule.... I'm interested in seeing.what the results are
going to be As far as an effect on us one way _Or the
other, I really can't say that there has been.... 11.

16. The kids.... were pretty excited, somebody coming from
Washington.... to work with the class and would be here some
different times this year. They thought that was kind of neat.
I didn't care for all the stuff I had to fill out; that was my nega1
tive effect. It got so I last didn't care... because wealidnt
feel that we were getting hny extra pay for it.... so I didn't
likP to do that extra stuff unless we get some gratuity or
something for it, but I did do it and I can see that it would
help with the research part of it... The kids didn't mind

358

I think it's a fantastic thing to be involved in something
like this and you really see the program is evaluated
to_a point that you know... whether its a good program
or not because they did send us a lette9that we were
going to get feedback about this testing. So I think it
was very good and... the negative thing /was I

was appalled that parents were.so, they were even
taking things out of context and they just couldn't under-
stand... even if I tried to explain it. . They had
their minds set and they would not lis n to us, any-
thing that we said was just like going in no ear and out

O
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them, I think they enjoyed the questions that were on the
survey.... Some of the kids that you've interviewed were not
kids' that were outspoken at pH or would join in pn the discus-
sions at all,... I thought maybe If we were allowed to choose
the ones that w,P,Id join in on the discussion... maybe that sloulc
be better and maybe blend in a couple of the others.... I
thought maybe that might be a negative effect because some of
these kids did get <1 lot out of it from discussing and weren't
given a chance to be interviewed.

12.

17. ... we get upset because we have so many dam forms to fill
out and it's not your projeet's fault, but it just seems like
everybody's taking surveys about everything... ...some-
times it distresses me that d can't do-a good job on them and
fill them out just because t have so much to do. I feel like it's 13.
an imposition- sometimes and it's not that i_clon't feel they're
important. Certainly, I feel that your research is important,
it's jts t that sometimes I'ye had to fight myself to get them
done because I've had. other things to do. Positive things will
be I guess what we're going to find out... ; it will be how your 14.

-surveygoes, then what things... you write, the way you evalu-
ate it. A lot of teachers are interested in how our kids turn
out on the national norm and I'm not. I'm happy' with what our 15,
kids are doing with the reservations I told you before.... It°
doesn't matter how we sit on the national norms... I am

353
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the other and that really... upset me.... Other than
that I think it's a good thing to do and Pm glad I was
involved in

I think the negative effect... was that we were misled when
we took it. ...we were told it would be a big kind of
pretest and then at the en8 of the year, a post test, and
so it's taken a lot more time than we plamicd on
and-we've had so much to do... that it's hard to keep up
with.` . There was one week that I ha'd so many
forms and papers Co fill out that I didn't even have time
to correct my work...but they come down like that and
so this I would think is the one thing.

I can't think of any; it was fine with me and I don't think
the students minded that much but they had some problems
with the tests. They also have been tested so much these
last two weeks, I gather they're just tired of it.

I don't think the students rhad7 any: me, filling out these
final forms, that's the only negative-effect.

...It has made.them feel important... which is good and
it has made them feel that people really care about how
they feel and how they think about different subjects and
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interested in what things you find out about the program, the
materials and the way people and kids think about the program
and the materials. That's going 1:o be, very intere3ting to me,
so that's going to be a positive regardless of haw it comes out.
....I would say you've had no effect on the students and I-say
that as being, we .look at it as positive. Our kids get to talk to

fso many visitors that' think yo were just inother one and
I think that that's good because think tihat eleir answers are
probably a little bit' more honest and they come hopefully a
little freer than if theSe kids hadn't talked to visitors before
but we have visitors in all the time and they're always asking
the kids questions and the kids like to talk and that kind of helps
a' person's .self concept too when people ask you, well what do
you think; so you've helped'the self concept as one of many.
But as far as being a itl,i1 positive or a negative, I don't-think
you've really had.any effect on it:

18. .., I think it's great that you're doing it. I wish you'd done it
another year when things had gone better... because frankly !

sometimes your corning has been just an added burn to the lack I
of Orientation in this school because really that's our fault as
much as yours. The fact` that... we've had the material prob
lem and that we've tried to do so much here. If we had put
More emphasis on...MACOS research project as a very t.

important---I dt . t think we've concentrated 'hough - -I donq
think we've been fair to you, ..because of not preplanning as

3 6 0

6 1- this is very positive. They've accepted the test beauti
fully; 'they've never complained. They've welcomed your
visitors. They toed being interviewed. This they just
adored because they all love to be taped... so I think it's
given them a very positive selfeoncept.... I think it's
also affected their interest to a certain degree, in that
they know they are being observed.... NegatiVe, I really
can't say any negative effects offhand.

18. .... Other than just taking time to carry out the Project,
I can't think of any particular positive or negative
approach.

19. ...It gave me an opportunity to work with the kids and
discuss what type of thing you were doing and therefore
I could make it somewhat realistic... you're always
hearing about studies and so-on;.to point out what a.
study was and in this sense it gave a good stepping_
off place.... I still don't think many of / the kids/
understand.

y.
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much,as anything else; it's just one more thing thlt you carry
....and it sometimes seems like in annoyance and yet deep
down I really believe in what you' e doing and I really want to
provide some feedback, .... I am artially annoyed, partially
glad to be a part of it.

.

19. It hasn't disturbed me at all because I'm constantly feeling
that I need to Idow4 each year bettei" than I do, what are my
own personal objectives in my Social Studies program and you
helpelkin the fall to... see what thdse were. I'll be very
interested in the results of your research, of what your di-
coveries have been as far as my own pers.onal program in the--social science Me. Then I would be interested in knowing
....how does that compare with mycolleagues in the group and

_.-if -we do vary in- those objectives; then maybe we'd better sit
down and take a look where we agree and where we disagree.
I think there's a lot of value iitthaf.

NON-MAC OS

36.
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Do ydu Believe we haVe observed the significant features or important aspects of Our Social Studies Program this year?
-If no: What do you think we missed? \i

NIACOS NON -MAC OS

2

3.

I think you've gotten pretty 'wolf... what we're trying to ,do in
the classroom as far as the questions are. There are
always classes and things from day to day that I think are
important, that you wish that you could see, but hopefully
that will_ooni_e_out from the questons that you asked the
Chit-dr-en too. -

ata not available.

ata not available.

4. N I think you've been very thorough, and I think your tests
ar very thorough. ,

5. I th nk you've really tried and I think that if there is a downfall
toy it has been my part. .. Everybody thinks they have
an u usual year and this is probably the way I feel...so I
don't now if your tests from testing me will be valid because
of the\job I have done. ...this test happened to hit me On a
year when I was down on Social Studies and had trouble with
Social Studies whereas ailother year I might not have had
that att\tude and so your test, my class may by biased be-

' cause o my4attitude towards the Social Studies this year
has been negative and so this may be shown on there...

I

C

0

1

1. I don't know I would like to have you know... the
only book that I could even find on... teaching Social
Studies per se, was copyrighted Irk 1949 at the Public
Library. It's like an, area that's riot dealt with in our
school system at On an elementary basis; the
kids n-eVer had it daily; it's just not taught. There's no
emphasis and of course I,happen to feel that it's a very,
important....

0

2. No, not really. You basically missed out on the whole ,
program.... You're' not going to come in and interview
a few students and or tape recor one set-up lesson or
give a pre test and a post test and find out what's going
on in the Social Studies program for that year of signi-i
fincance. You can't do it. The only way you're going t,o
do it... unless you come in all the time, on a daily
basis and really -do an in-depth study on it. It's-almoSti
impossible to_do this. Whenever you bring an outside
person into a classroom, you've changed the situation.
Whenever you bring a test to the classroom, a pre test
or a post test, you've changed the situation and there's
no way, you can bring this material back and sort of
sift through it and sort thrOugh it and you can assign
scores and you can evaluate this as best you think.
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I wonder if you can really come up with valid results from
this type of testing. In the Social Studies area, I wonder if
yor, can come up with any kind of testing, ...any kind of
results at all, because the area does not lend itself to,
as far as I can tell to any kind of testing, either factual or
conceptual or whatever.

6. ...I think that the person that was coming around should
have spent more time and actually come into the classroom.
Like / the interviewer,' I had where she'd come in I ,think in

cri
the beginning of the year. She'd come... into the classroom
and she'd observe what was going on in the classroom....

M Individuals who came after that should have...done the
sane thing, spent more time in the classroom and seen what
was going on in the classroom instead of just having
questionnaires filled out., because I think a lot of these
children... have a.thard time reading and I can pick out
three or four of them that took that test and didn't even knbiv
what,* heck they were reading. They couldnt even under-
stand th-F.syords and they didn't even know the directions
and they were just fikling in anything and.. whatever the results
you're going to get bAck from some of these kids are not
goingto be true. They may guess their way through it or
whatever, but that's another fault I found with the-course too.
I think.it was a little bit too difficult for home of the children
.... They were more verbal in class...,they would talla
lot more in the classroom like ifere. Has reading 6

eD
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You think, "Well, now I've got that guy figured out
but you're really not observing the significant
features of the program."

3. That would be had to say. My only way of assessing
it is how they peiform in 7th and 8th grade where I
know they'deal with having to_do reports, written
reports and research.... I don't think you can actually
observe that or see that type of,behavior or the type ,

that these kids even realize that they're really getting
something out of it until they're faced with another'
situation that's similar and they themselves don't
know....

4. Data not available.
if

5. I think you've really triedcand I think that if there is a
downfall to it, it has been my,part. ...EverybOdy

.

thinks they have an unusual yearJ.and this is probably
the way I feel., . so don't know if your tests from
this type of testingin the Social Studies area, I
wonder if you can comcup with any kInd of testing,

any kind of results at all, because the area does=

not lend itself to as far as I can tell to any kind
of testing, either factual or conceptual or whatever...'.

6. ....You've hit... all the areas I f ook.at whep .1 look
at my program...

35(
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is 2nd level but when we had the course iii,the classroom he
would ask questions; he'd listen;-.he enjoyed the Mint and
he enjoyed having people read to him and he retained a lot
of what was going on and I don't thirikt;ou . Even
specific facts these,kida can give youllnd I don't think this
comes out on this test that they were taking at all:

7. Data 'not Available.-
;

8. I feel as though you've stressed Man: A Course of Study
co" in your coming around and observing but I don't know that

you've actually seen what the children haveproduced
far as their notebooks and research papers and that's one
important part that we do stress and put a lot of emphasis
on, ..but ii you're talking about the results of Man: A
Course of Study, yes, b,ecarse you will have post tested
them on some of the material that should have been observed
there to know that. . they are able to or we think they
ought to take note; I don't know how you measure that.

9. Data not available.

10. Since the basis of the course is to... view man as himself and
view him in relationship to the world around liim and the

,animals around him, the entire world around him... and to
form attitudes about those things around him, I think it's
been very successful that way and I think you' v' tested for

7: There's a lot going into a Social Studies program.
Once you -did.observe- me or when you're testing, I'm .

...leery on tests myself. ...you could see how much
a childlearns but sometimes... it's just a bad day for.
him... or he's just not thinking right or the que'stion's
not worded it can sway it so badly and.. when
she did Come to observe she /the interviewer/ said
she did want to see a teacher sort of discussiontype
thing so that's what she saw and... we had a lot of
group projects we developed... They each planned
their own city, where to put thing;... its all the
integral part of Social Stiidies. They put a lot.of
concepts into it.... .

8. ...you liaven't seen.. ti great deal of it you know just
in the times that you're here. YOu really would have to
be here all the time to see it and as I've told you before,
... I don't consider Social Studies just one block of the
day. I think it4s more or less the wholeday of the
c141dren getting along together. It's realty the life of
the class ;ather,thantjust one-subject. so yes, suppose
you hove seen across section of it... but I've watched
the children change a little bit and hopefully they get
along better together and are a little more-tolerant....
I think you've missed some of the better aspects cause
once in a vAile.tipy really get into a good talk or...
something about it and it's more interesting for them.
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this and you've covered this. Many people who would want
their children to learn that Columbus discovered the

United St'ates or America in 1492 or whatever would be
greatly disappointed 'and would think that you're way out

in left field someplace and probably would want to change
the program immediately but. we're not looking to teach
the students this factual information, so I think the tests
have gone after the thihgs.that we've been trying to... teach,
to the students. I think.... an appreciation of this type is

much harder to teach, but I think when k comes tome
students, it's much easier to grasp and learn and probably
stays with that student that much ionger than Any- fact that
you could ever teach them, so if these are the things that
we're going after, I think the tests and the program's set up
Very well for this.

11. No, I don' really think you have because I think iT we were
onlyaeaching MACOS; then you would but there are so_many
other things that go into if. Now, yoil'vernerer been /here/
for instance, or talked to us about .. theft outdoor outing's
and the things like that or.about theircarpor education things
or about theirs; . fatnily life... but that goes into our over-
all SociAf Studies program. I hope that It's at least listed
that there's lots of things that are there but if someone ever
got the idea that we just did lmACOS,, it would be an_
inaccuracy elide there's so much more that goes into it.

36:5
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9. I think so....I've said everything that I felt that I wanted
you to know about,and....1 think you' vealiowed.us to be
honest and that's where I feel the whole thing' is. ...
I haven't felt this as a threat at all because I feel go6d
about my Social Studies prognim. '... I believe in it.

10. ,Well, it would be impossible to say that you've observed
all the signific4nt aspects or you've neglected them
beeauL,e we just-had.so much time together. It's a
matter of physiCal timing*. Sure, %kip had things come
up, but I couldn't,planthemto come up when you were
here.. .L would have liked you to have seen them work
together in their little committee groups. I would have
liked you to have seen them work together on their projects
in art and niap'work and seen hoW beautifully they just dove-
tailed with eadh,other; each one accepting his share of the
work and doing hispart,.not saying you did more than I

°did and things like that, seeing them mature so nicely and ,

seeing how they put into effect many of the things they've
been taught....

11. ...Well I'm disappointed in it frankly because it hasn't
done some of the things that I wanted it todo and I'm
going to make some adjustments in the way I teach it °

next year because fthink that things could be phrased
differently and that it could be taught in '11 less pompous
fashion and I'm goidg to bring them down a little bit,,more
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say we spend 6 weeks on one unit, ... that doesn't mean
that that's all we do' in those 6 weeks.... There's all kinds
of related activities. ... .I think you've done an excellent
job in covering specifically what the MACOS, how the MACOS
materials helps our social studies program....I think you've

`gotten, our philosophy too, ...I just think there's many speci-
-.fie activities that you-really haven't been ableto get into,

but I don't know how you, that ren,lly would be too time con-
suming.

Data not available.

13. Data not mailable.

14. Data not available.

15. I'm not sure. I think we needed probably more of... what's
going on here right now, more input from your people and
my input.. , more' csonamunication from us so that we
better understand vh"-ere... all of, us. are in this program.
I think that would have been beneficial because with all the
things that teachers and students have to do today, the
feelIng is at times... that one more thing and I don't ...know
where,we're going to... put it kind of thing and I think we
jieeded,,.n2ore communication on that.... We say that _our
social studies program, is,.and, .,,..giaybe you neeclecl,to _

Observe us more to be able to relate back to us, you said
this is what it is, but is it really that'?

, iP

12.

13.

to the level of the kids that we are working with... trying
to cover a range for everybody and even though I give
one person two paragraphs and another person two pages
and somebody else a whole chapter... trying to piece it
according to their.needs... they still don't get out Of it
wfi t I want them to get out of it.

I think so.. I think as much as you can for as short a time
as you could be hbre.... We do a lot of, cur work on
field-trips\ and of course...you missed that, but as far
as... seeing typical classes, I think you have and getting\. comments trom kids that are ...about as typical as
you could possibly want, I think you've gotten them.

No, I suppose if wee just talking about our social studies
9ork in itself, then you haven't missed anything. If
you were thinking about... the overall picture of social
studies possibly as far as seience end is intermixed
with it... then maybe you have- missed some of the im-
portant facets because...this is whe'ie we,really see peoplr
learning to work together, .plannig organization going,on.,
We do a lot in... making projects. and it requiresplanning
on their part and seeing that they follow through on what
they say they're going to do and keeping\reeords and,
just responsibiyies which I think is. very ,important,as far as.,
becoming good citizens, responsible citizens.

..; \ ,
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16. ...I think you've probably hit most of the .highlights there -
discussion, artwork, some games, made some toots. ...
I try to stress grouping and talking about it, because then

- you can get... ideas from other people that you wouldn't
get any other way....

17. Da&a not available.

cn
00

18. No-, I don't think you have.... Yes, 34)-ti came .in and watched
...the discussion that day and I think it was,life cycles. .
with my introductory lesson..... Well that was a fairly
significant thing, the beginning, S,o I'd say that would have/
been-a positive significant thing. I would have hoped you
would have been here when we got into the beginning thing
on animals because we did some of our best stuff then...
in terms of the kids' interest and enthusiasm and the
variety of activities and then we dropped it. /I would have
hoped/ that you could have came in and seen some waning
things too that you didn't see. You saw one Significant
thing' and in terjns of the number of them, that's probably
a good percentage out of what we did this year, because
we didn't do the entire thing.

19. Yes, I guess No. .

'14._ No, I don't think you saw atrue Rigture of at because I've
had a difficult time getting to it, -because it's taken me
too long to get the students to the, reading and the math,
which is why we're so f r behind....I have hact,to go back
and review all their basic skills in = :ading, sounds of
letters and sounds of words and that's taken twice as long
as I hAplanned..z. When we got,time, we had it
StudieW and .a lot of the time we couldn't get it in.

15. I believe that one observation... you made and recorded was
a good example of what it was about as far as our Social °

Studies this year.

16. As I've looked at this study, and as I understand what you'
been doing, I think you've been really comprehensive and
really good, so 1 think, yes you have.

17. I don't know just what you've observed. All you've
done are these two tests.

18. No, I don'i believe you have reall3i ...I think you probably
missed a lot of the spontaneous kinds.of things that just
come up, such as class meetings that we've had and
some of the tanea when we've gotten off the track, the
more informal aspects of the program which I don't
know how you'd get hold of.

19. Data not available.f
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Figure y-15
. a. Insocial studies cla s, do you ever talk about unfairness or prejudice toward people or groups? If no, do you ever

talk about them in a o)her class? If no: go to b. If yes, can you describe what you talked,,aboutgive some
examples of what yo said. , - -

b. Have you ever talked about unfairness toward different,races, or toward men-and women, or toward religions, or toward
poor people, or people in other countries? If yes: C..n you tell me what you talked about or give me some exampleg?

/ NONMAC OSMAC OS

la. Data not available.
0

2a. We had in sqen6e. .a thing about stereotyping we
(talked about that.

b. There's this one gi
religion. , . and ever

.3a. Sometimes in readi
other religions like

b. Nppe, we never tal

-

I here in school and $he has a differen
body thinks she's so weird.

g we do.° We talk abouWuslims and
Catholics.,

ed about that mach...

44. We talked about d' fetences betty en people... between
bleak and white a d maybdtheir

b. Like in the em' ions, like boys and girls and... the
difference bets een what boys get and what girls get....
We had the dipcussion like what we thought wasn't fair in
our homes o like what your brothers and sis "-s thought,
was unfair, like the jobs you had to do.

5a. Data not/available.
1 , ... .

la. No.

b. No.

2a. No.

b. Yes, sometimes. It was written in the book about
!' people along time ago... the poor...would get 20

yeaYs for steali.:g a piece of bread.
o

And also... they made children six or seven do that work
in the coal mine,.

3a. Data not ivailable.

b. .....Some boys were disagreeing why ladies aren't
created egual as men.... The boys said a girl couldn't

(drive a rt,,!.ck or girls shouldn't be allowed to play,
,basketballor football... and a woman's place is in the
okitchen or'flt home.

Well, one time we were putting down some point for,
/a student /runs arOun'cl saying !ethnici remark/...
and he'has o right to put down m51. nationality...,
because I I e me for what I am. I don't care whether
Pm Polish-, or green orblack or white.... Pm still a
person anal have personal fp lings about thing's and

37G
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Figure V- 15.Continued

6a. No.

. . , .

b. ...We've talked about men and women, their rights and
,everything.

7a. No everybody feels that everybody's ....the same, like
if they're black, they're not any different, just their skin
Won

8a. ..No.

O
b. ..'. /The teacher/ lets

won't call on others.
trips and leaves some

9a.

b.

No, not really.

some-people du everything
Teacher/ takes some people on

people here. .

'Sometimes /the eacher7 asks about... when the immigrants
were coming oye and South Viet Nani. See ii theythad
the right to com over and adopt the South Viet Nam
children in the nited States.

10a.. Data not available.

3T:

.0 ..;

.

NON-MACOS

we all argued... /the teacher/ taught us'to communicate
with people so that we can tell them what's right and
what's wrong... to tell them that we have jusfy as
much right in freedom .as another person does... c

/\ person shouldn't be Allowed to ge and shoat /another
person, if we're not allowed.

Yes, like when eite girl gets to do more stiff than
another girl.

..Alsoin the coloaies,...Afri9ns,wer treated as slaves....

Indians

Nixon
I

5a. \ Once" in a while, when we were studying about India we
would talk abouf...howunfafr the caste system /is/.

About the Blacks and now about this Women's Mi. Wo,
had a chapter in our bdokabout Women's lib._

And about the Blacks andhow they got there and about
who Martin Luther King //was/ and what he did to help
make Blacks free.

3
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Figure V.-15 Continued .

' 11a. We talked about... not makinelriends because they are
a different color or they have a different religious ways
and stuff like that.

b. W'e.were talking *Out women's liberation....

We talked about the farmerse.. they have all the food and if
we ran out of food...,they'd keep all the food for their family
or give it to other people too.,...Then.we just talked about
population which is unfair because they build all the houses
and then we won't have any'food.

12a. No. 6 . Rr

Only in Physical Education... like Who steals the call
frOm each other... who should be pitchel; and who shouldn't
and who's out and who'8 not in, and teams....

b. : No.

13a. Data not %ailable.
0

14a. Yes, when the eskimos have...Old people get too old to tag
along,.they just leave them out in the ice to die, and°sOme-

e times it's the old peoples' opinion... but ,dome of the kids
just think it's nbcit faiy. You shouldn't) do that; you should
let them ride on the sleds or something.

.41

370' 0
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6a.

b.

7a.

b.

-1

NON-MAC OS A.

AN.

Like,in Russia where if there are real poor 'people,
they won't let them go out of the country.... or in
India about the higher the caate; the more.you eat
-arid stuff.... Lila the Person, .,,there's a lOrd and .
he owns, other people and he owned the land and they
work on it and stuff Jike that.... in the middle ages on
whatever.

People call people other names. ...We were having a
fight and they started making up bad things about

. Jewish people and... /The teacher/ gave us a great-
big lecture on religion, so now nobody ever fights about
/religion /; nobody ever teases anibody,else about religion.v

We usually discuss about what other countries give us
and other states and how they live, the customs.

We've learned wars and one of our chapters about the
equal rights about voting.

...how the Latin Americans wanted their 'own freedom and
how they had to,fight for it and then another country just
asks for freedom and they gave it to them.

I

so
7

0
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About the Blacks... The Blacks, and people w_ .ere treating
themdimfairly. They should, just as equal as anybody.

b. Yes, like the eskimos just push around their wife....

We talked about the war, World War II a lot... about how
...Hitler would have people killed and..". he'd pick blind
people... and if he ever saw anybody Jewish, he'd have them
killed, and that's not fair.

A

We talked about animals a lot like when the ... /Netsilik
Eskimos/ kick the dog around....

15a. Data "not available.

b. About men and women.

Like,.. in Russia, the poor people get the good stuff and
the rich people get the bad stuff.

0
16a. Yes. :.:our'softball games that we play.'

b. Sometimes...last winter sometime, we were talking about

',Watergate.

8a. Yes... Student A and Student B were fighting. -Student
A was picking on Studen(B and she's white-and Student.
A is black and /the teacher/ yelled - at Student A because
he started it and we said "you're alWays sticking up
for the white people and not fOr the Blackpeople"" and
she said, that's not true:

b.

9a.

b.

b.

The'Indians. The Indians gave the'Pilgrims_ land and
the Indians wanted it with no gates and the pilgrims ptit
gates around it and the Indians- got mad because they
did tl.at.

No. 1

Yes, unfairness like in the book when they did unfair
things like *slavery..'. and then when Abraham Lincoln
became President, he freed the slaves and all the
people didn't-like it and then -Juhn'llooth assassinated him.

Yes, religion, Mormons.....

i10a: No.

Yes, Soviet Union... cause they can't even buy their
-own clothes if they want.... They can't buy their own.
cars. They live in apartments, but it's not theirs....

f
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17a. Yes, like prejudice again Blacks, against Puerto' Ricans,
- against women.... With kids, some of them don't think

that girls should be allowed to do some things... like play
.baseball.

...We were being unfair to the Blacks back in the 1880's or
something like that. (Another student added: "We are still
being unfair to Blacks"). '
Yes, like being unfair to teachers or teachers being unfair
to kids.

%t
0 b. 'Data not available.,. .

... ------._
,

--..\18a. No.

C

b. Men and women, we have.... I think we talked about why
women should be able to do things such as men do, the boys
in the,class... say ',,why can't we do things the women do".

o

19a. Data hot available.

V

ti

Data not available.
o

12a. A little bit in like judging people...we had a film on it.

. don't judge a book by it's coyer.... Some people
are pretty weird... but they're interesting.

b.. About women's -lib.
.

V

/The teacher/`said that women can do everything that a
man can do and men can do everything a woman can do
but one thing. They have it standing their head against
the

We talked about a lot orpeop'le hate Catholics and things
like that. .

r

13a. Yes,, about slaves and stuff, that wasn't right. Nit.

_
England, they /had_to/belong`to the Chuich. They
didn't want tcrbelong so they...went to New England,
'I mean New France.'

b. No.

384
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ss 14a. Data not available..

15a. We talk about it a lot.... in America, they got all this
.industry and all kinds ofitufrand Alaskals up there
... all broke down and ain't got hardly inothingin the
machines.... .

wige

b. Yes, about the Indians.' We took the land from them
... and Zpvt them/ on a reservation.

Like Columbus back when we studied the slaires, the
rich people made the poor people Work for the.

.. One king /EuropeanT gInd he had been unfain to
his own people and he was4iving his dogs.: .colla,rs that
wore made out of gold and his horses... saddles with
gold...:bui when the people of the village came for help
he Wouldn't do anything:

c.

.

16a.' Yes... alt 'all of them.

b. No.No.

383
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37a. We talked'about prejudice and stuff like that:

P. ..When we were studying the government, we
talked bout the Blacks and the'Whites because

.the Blacks Couldn't vote.... , 0

18a. Yes, Europeans and... foreigners.

Yes, like communists... Wehad a thing about,.."..
0,Communists in Europe and... how they dclh't,Ilke us.

They have'some bad things to say about
kind of just don'tlike each aher:

Blacks- how they should be fairer to them and shouldn't
call them names and stufs,

. ,
Catholic and Mormon /religions /.

-19a. Sometimeg...like some people think they dort't like
,Blacks and the American Indian;.th0 don't like Spanish
.people... Like the Indians, we disagree with a1T that.*
We just throw them out and it's not their"fault, it's ours.
..They're the oites that- are getting knocked around a
lot. They owned ter§ country before we did so naturally
the people are gOing to knock them around and saying
they're dirty reds and that they killed everyone and all
this... :It's unfair.

3d
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b.' Well everybody believes in different things, you can't do
much about it.: .

' .

0

. '

487
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Like in the.Middle East the. Moslems and the Islams...:

/And poor people/411e usually get knocked around pretty
much by people.
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a. This year in Social Studies, have you leaned about any ideas'Or beliefs' that people 'have or ways that'thy liva,that seinned,

.. 4 5..
.

yeme some examples?' t
- . . .,. -strange or cliff, rent to you? If yes, can you gi

b. Have you learned any ideas or beliefs that peop
1)"Can you give me some examples? 2) Why dd

$

le have ozpfts that they live that s
es that seem wing to yOu?.

0 ,

eem 1,4:ov to you? If.Yes,
.

e).

.0'. Have'you4earned any ideas or beliefs that people have or ways that theylive that'seenibetter than what we do in: our -, ,
,

country now? lc yes; 1) Can you give me dome examples? 2) Why does that saem.betier' to:you? r I,

0
4 s.

MAC OS

.0 4

la. The Eskimos, when they kill the seal, the mother puts 1

water on the eyes towash out the spirits or something.
And they put it in the mouth to giVe it a drink so that

; the soul of the seal will go back into another seal-and
allow the hunter; to catch h:rn again.... Arid, they have
taboos, /if/ they break the taboo. .3Thu.have tp tell every-

.. ,body in the camp that you dig wrong. ;

-Just las1 week we read a book about some man Ind I
think he killed'some people or somethiing..-.antl they
afgued.- They mock each other in songs. They. make a
song about each other... when. people ...want'to'fight.
TheY sing a son g'about that peron sndtlien that gets
them real mad,and then they start to fight and when they
fight, one person hits them right and then when that
.person stlarts hitting them, that guy starts and then that
guy can .paddle him as much as, be Wants' and then he stops
and he pounds on him and the fiittne to fall loses....

3 R
I

a.

NON-MACOS

. When,vother people, in Mexico or Spain Mee t another person ,,

.

4

s.

they ...kiss them cheek to cheek....

I think' in Afri ca..: the way the live... and they usually .

hunted.... Like some states they have like different
gods....Theypink there are two diffeient gods.

You have the customs with'them.... They're, doing things
wrong. We think we're doing it the right way and they
think we did it the wrong way....

.
....I don't think that people should die' forchmmitting

;

a crime. We'used to have the electric chair, that's out-
towed now but back in'the old days, . . . whenever you did
something Wrong orbroke into a bar or something and

..stole money, they used to hang you... , if you killed some -' 14"

'body andthey hung you for it. I could-see that, but not
for stealing or aiiirthing..::

.. 380
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-When they cut up the meat and they want to eat, they don't
cook it enough. They just eat, it'raw, the eyeballs raw, or
when they cut up the seal, they have some excess parts
that they don't really need and the kids come up there and
justtake a, bite out of it... and they can't feed the dogs
where they caught the seal, it's a taboo. ,(Another student
explainsiethey put the dogs. back because if they

',don't, it wi. scare the seal away and you can't catch it.'14*
_

. The way they treat animals... their tatiboa. If they-came
over here and saw what we...do, they'd think it .vould be
silly.

They worship spirits instead of just one god.

If you, catch a,seal, you get less than the rest of the people
because they got to get their share, You really get less
than they do id it. -.-,

-4.44

They haye Angat,oks to`free the spirits if you areak a taboo.

here's another taboo that... if they don't sharpen their
tools -puts ide the canip,talt-the-taboo-and-they-donIt__
have salm.on....,It's.a stupid rule. ...

3 9 0

2a. -Yes, the Indians... the long hair... the headbands
they wear, their teepee.

b. -No, not really.

c. -No.

- Yes TN° examples given/

-No.

\c. -No, nothing is better.
C,

4: Data is not available.

5a. -The Mormons, their beliefs were different. They
thought it was right,to have snore than one wife....

b. rdnnit think-it's-right--for-peopfe-tohave more than_ ___
one wife.

c. -... a long time ago, they didn't have so Much infiatCon..

6. Data riot-available: o

4

3 9
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In the books. , if a kid did anything wrong, I have yet
never heard of any kid getting punished.... HOW do you
learn? They all keep doing it.

And they don't have no tissues or nothing to blow their
pose. Their nose would be all runny and..... They, just
let it run down their necks and everything.

And... the woman, she's about in her 20's, she looks like
she's in her 40's or 30'

-,t,When they have a baby, they can't have the baby inside an
igloo. The male has to set up a tent and the woman has

to-Stay in_ther_e until the baby is born. When the baby is
-being born, an old woman conies in and yells out names,
and when the baby is fully born, ....that's the name.
it's stupid. Its actually stupid to do that kind of stuff.

And if somebody kills anybody, they get thrown out of,
the camp. _They don't get put in jail or anything...: That's
worse reallybecause ypu got to depend:on yourself which
is hard.

392

O
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7. Data not available.

8a. -77The fact that different religions don't celebrate
.Christmas/- ,

--In England... for Christmas, they bring this big
sttrrup i n2 and then they sit on it and make a wish....

'-In Arabia they have new shoes and they put hay in
them and Santa Claasrides camels and fills their
shoes with toys....-

-In Germany, they don't have Santa Claus, they have
this lady that brings in their present and if the kids have
been bad, there's supposed to be this,big demo's who
put switches in their shoes or whatever.

b. -No, because they probably think a lot of our things
are kind of weird too, ...they must have a reason for
everything like... some guy coming down the chimney.

-Vietnam.. -all they would do with the bodies is
lust throw them on this ropd.. and just lift them up
with a helicopter and just dump them someplace.

A

A
_

393
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lc. -They shae. They share their food. They'd share practi-
o cally anything, because it's hard to liVe out in that weather.

-They don't get greedy. ...I haven't heard... of them getting
greedy except for one or two in the books and you go out On
the streets and you ask somebodrfor a dime... they'll say
more like you give Mr one.... and they just keep on walking.

4

ck,

-They're willing to'share their wives, children, dogs,. tools.
If one_maa's wife was sickand he wants togo somehwere,
the othei man would give him his wife to take7:.:Zb-tiy---
they can only keep that wife for a certain amount of time..:.
It seems better,' btit in a sense it's wrO"ng.ni sense it's,
-right because that ran can take care of that other woman,
and in a sense it's wrong i?ecanse right here... If two friend
are together and one wife was sick and that guy has to go
'out, the man would take care of her, right? But the other
man"would not take the other guy's wife and take off. They
would, we would just take.: Ahat guY-Would-take-care-of his
wife and he would take off by himself usually.

--=They don't hunt-for-sport: --They hunt -for their-foodo.,t. and
they donq waste anything. You look at the restauranteand
they got ?Tile of trash that could,have been. "eateuri,

394
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c. In Japan, they take off their muddy shoes; you 'don't

wouldn't lid... this :one place over in South America,
I think, ...t ere's this big, long walk and you got to
crawl way up to this church and take off your shbesand
crawl up tothe aisle and you kneel down and pray and
then you go back to your.seat and wait for the minister...
I wouldn't mind doing that because it would be different
and it would.be fun to try different thingsif you wanted to.

like in Virginia f- Ihe'y had the-children-they
stood up while the father said the prayer and then after
he got done, they'd just sif down.... They couldn't be
talked to utiless the father talked to them first or unless
they were asked to talk..

b. -In Virginia, they had to wear dark colored clothes and
had to walk behind the minister to church.

-I think, wasn't It in Massachusetts where they chopped
off their heads, that's wrong...

,

c. A dollar went a lot farther than it does. now, inflation
and stuff.,
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z

. Yeah, some, religions.... We were studying about all
of them, the Catholics and the first Christians, and the
Jewish and a lot oflpeople thik that the Jewish people
are weird because they don't believe in Jesus as God's
son... and a lot,ofp
because they don't b
like them.:

The Aztecs /sacrifi

ople... are prejudiced against them
lieve in God's son and a lot of people

lives7.

. When we studyiiig the Indians... some of thd things
c, they do are pretty weird, ... They have different gods for

everything and their marriage - -how they get married find
everything..'.a'nd they paint their face... and then we talked.
about what different des igns,on their face mean. '

b. We've talked about it but we always find out that just
because they live that way doesn't mean that it's bad....
because that's just the way they're used to. :. ; its
different from ours but its the only way they can survive,

..,
9

c. Yes;--;in Mexico right now they have... all these different
vans; they go around/to/ these people that are poor
and-don't have enough-food-- ._They!_v_e_rthesa.nst got__
good food and freq.!' food in there and they take it around
to all the people so that they hav,,e better food to eat and ,
they can work better arid make more food if they're farm-
erd... and inthe U.S. we dot do that, we just sort of or-

,.get about them.

39
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10a. Data not available.

b. Different countries have different customs.... I think
it's all right because4ifferent,people have different.
ways of doing things. `N

6. In Rot sure, t o, if we have forgot.

41)

11. Data not availa

12a. Caste system; now they're separated and about how
the different castes have to something and they can't
.thinilelin with the ,oiher cakes... the different castes
can'* eat 'together.

2 '
All the starvation. 1. in India, yet those cows all
running all over the place and just because of their reli-
gions belief they can't eat. them....

About the Mexicans /Aztecs /... Montezuma tliought
that Cortez was Quetzalcoatl and they, then got into

, -a fight...and the whole kingdomt.. :vanished and then
Mexico City was found insterol.

-hi/Mexico right now, they wont let-you take in Youf
automobi).esoroso long or you can't send in any tape
recorders (Another student explains: "...Mexico has

C
o
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In foreign countries... they aren't building as much as ,

sii,h are and they're saving their land for crops and....
one of these days were not going to have any food and
we're going to have to borrow from them.

3a. Yes, like the Eskimo, they rub sand in the fishes.' eyes,
....they put water in the seal's mouth and after,they kilt
it; all these traditions, I wonder.about.

1

4

We were talking about India, the overpopulation;
there aremore women than men; a father and mother
might have to get rid of another girl cause there are too
manycnt-them and they can't support them.

b. I don't know. ,

c. No.

4. Data not available.
^

J,
,f;

5a. Yes, in Japan, they have to take off their shoes before
they go in the house.... They're so different about
°suicide; theyitistdo it when the new year comes if they
don't think thercan.hindle it.

4

A

The Netsilik Eskimo puf ashes over the fish's eyed
they eat their eyes too.

3,93,
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2

a p000r production thing,. and if we bring in an good
production, the people from Mexico will buy Al these
good things"7....: 4.
...there was this one church,that had a whole bunchof
gods on it. I can't imagine believink in so many gods.

They got the caste system in India thatihe highest taste
can only eat bread and so.methint else, even though they
are the richest, they can't eat very much because of their
religious belief. .;

They /Indians/ think thereis reincarnation.

Yes, when they don't eat the cow, over ih-India because
everybody's starving. They spa won't eat iti

hi the Middle,Ages wliere somebody owned some land
and then- everybody who worked underneath them had to ao what

. they saA; hdd to give them half of the land and they would
give,army protection; that doesn't seem fair where they
have to work theland and give half to the owner too.

.

3

a
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-The people are different than us... everybody on earth ,

isn't the same. They have a rightrto.... believe something;
It's up to them.

iF

Figure V-16 Continued:-.6.

c. No.

6a. -Wheethe Dutch explorer went. ovek'-9nd visited the
Netsilik Eskimos... they went out hUntilig,.. for survival
and we mostly go out... hunting for Cul:*and for sport.

- / Netsilik Eskiinoi/.... the way they make their houses
.

...141 the way they dress.... Now the women don't all
stay home... they work in the.stores... but the Netsilik
women... they -stay home and chew on the husband's boots
to get them softened up... after they get frozen over night.

. they stick them in their mouth and stretch them; they
have a thing that Luilds'up strong teeth... Their tea
are worn down like this you know.

Je -

Nt
NON-MACOS

.,--

-In th'e castes... ike the UntotiPhables, they couldn't touch
them or even,ate special things. I think that's-weir:1s _

because they should have just as much rights as the
. people that are inlhigher castes.

:. - -,. .

c. -They / India / don't to much pollution.::. It would
be nice to have a lot more free' air instead.

Brazil, _they only have a few cities here and there
and then you loOc at the United States and thee all crowded
together. f wigh.they weren't so-crowded.' -

' . .
, ,

13a. -Some of them are. They talked about sacrifice when
they! cut out the heart .. -cut orut the heart and
tfien'eat the heart: . ,

-I think it's either the'Inca or the Maya... where they
take a woman and they break hey backbone and they
put...gold and milk..: They put heavy stones in her
pockets `and everything... and throw her,in the water
so she can't swim... and they drown her.

When a mother has a girl baby they ship it off

. -The way the woman always has to star home., . they
I,alwayefavori..eyoys more instead of.the girls, for hunt-

somewhere until it gets big enough to be able to dosome-
thitigs around the house..2... Sometkees they're aImost
starving and 'the mother/ has a girl, they sometinies kill

-The Soviet Union because they have theorices a the food
and the way they live is wrong... They've got to pay so much
for food and clothes and.here in the United Stges we can
get itcheaperhere and they've got to Work (et the govern-

cf. 40:
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Figure V-16 Continued'

,

if they don't need it... / It's vvrong!because everybody
should be able to live. * ,

' c.- -There's. not pollution... and there are no laws about killing
people there. It's .just a family affair... and here's not
been any murder's. they e:an eat most anything they
want-towithout buying it.-, . and make their own tOols'and

' things like that

.
t,

.:-The Eskimos, they're only different because they eat
opt . eyeballs... and how they kill their things... and their

religious customs are pretty weird., Once they hada
story in a book about the, Eskimos and tif"7 said that this
guyi.lost his soul and they w4ere beating him to death, just
pretending so his sous would, come back and save him and
they believe that and thdy had a whole big story on it....

--)

b. Data not available.

c. I like the way `some.:. states have a law that they don't
allow whale /killing7 ,

S

o

-In another country. I. can't remembe-r where it is., ..but
hey still have... cars and'..... you can buy a good. Porsche
or something for less than ;18,000 and now its....$14,020
for a Porsche here.

r-
.

>

c.' -I don't think so.

NON-MAC OS

lioa. --Yes, the Africans carry stuff on their heads and .eat
different stuff and it seemed weird.

-In Russia, the communists andeverkbody has to be
strictnd everybody has a fob and they don't get paid
much... and they Can't leave the Country, well some of
them can, but t thouglIt it was weird because we're .

.able to go all over the Piece.

the Middle Ehst and out in the desert, how WO
live and... their tents and their clothes and how they wear
stuff over their face in Africa?

,,
-We' ve.heard... on Africa; on the tribes and. PygMies
how Short they are, and WO Learned% lotubout eating
and trading... what kind of jungles, how they are:and
about the Russian Communists 1

.
.

t

s

.
.Not, really; it's just their ts.'5, of living and they lave a
different way and we have a different way.

c. In Africa, the tribes... are peaceful, ... and they titre
a nice life and we're sitting over here with inflation....

O

0 I.
t

.s

s.

1

4.
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Figure V-16 Continued

8a. -It's strange to us because we aren't with them... or in 15a.
their group, or in their country.

/"This group studied the Man and Animals unit of MACOS'and
did not get into other cultures/

.

9a. -... /the teacher/ told us about those... half ttlo' If and
half human beings z.r.c.1 how they live... ; they lived like r.
wolves, but they were htiman beings.... I can't remember:
the name... : They.hunt like wolves, but really, they're
just regular people and they live in caves like woods and l

stuff or like in halts or dens or something.

-We learned about different religiocts... like ,7ewish :-/ if they believed in Christ andlf they
1

belieyed in God and if they believe that the world was
made throggh centuries or God made it, things like thh..

b. , No.

c. Sort of /No examples given/

lesa. (-Yes, like communist,,... because we have it different
. here.'

404.
0 J.

NON-MAC'OS

-Yes, at the beginning of the year w.e were studying
on the Indians; they had teepees instead' of the kind
of houses we had, and... the basket makers... really
relied on their nuts... and we don't really have to
rely on any kind of food.... How the Indians hunt,
like the buffalo hunters, they catch the buffalo, then
put wolf skins on their backs and allover themselves
so that they,look like wolves because thelltiffalo
wouldn't worry about it.

-There were these Indians that lived real high on
plateaus and they'd build a house- like, there'd be
a house andanother house... like an apartment in
old days aird they made it out of stone.... ; They'd
have steps going up and if someone came up all
they had to..do is push them off... Whenever the
parent's son or daughter got married, therd....just
buildanother room _on it instead of their soh and
daughter moving away....

-They /the Indian;/ eat different kinds of food made
. -

out of bread and stuff made out of corn.

. .

40 r.
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-The EskimosJiving in those ice houses; having those .

little things that keep the spirits away; eating raw meat
drinking blood; -eating fish eyes; blowing up the intes-

tines, they Play with intestines; "...spiritism... when they
caught fish they put-ashes over their eyes so the fish
couldn't tell or see their friends.. and they put water in
the seal's mouth so it wouldn't be thirsty when they
killed them; ,.. and when the man would make hiss tools, °

he h ad to go away from camp cause the woman couldn't
watch him - that would be badltick.

b. -They have their own ways; that's the way they want to
live... It's their lives, not ours.

c. They don't make as much pollution. a

-They just use whale fat and stuff to light lanterns instead"
of using electricity... They never are/ seen smoking.

They look in better shape than us sometimes.

lla: Their / Netsilik fskimos/ food, they eat their eyes and, ,
put ashes in them and they dance around all the time and
then at 'night they just have their ceremony. They don't
clean their clothes; they talk different;.:'.. TItey go to

_I

XON-M.%Cf)S

. ,

The- "The way they caught fish;, they 'tied a rope.... or.
vine onto the spear- and they'd thro'w it at. :. the fish and
try to spear it. .

b. -About New France, about them being so greedy, they
had land, why can't they try to stay with the land they

NeW France, the t$itish and Spanish, the whole
North, Arerican....they were fighting over it /land/ ,
why can't they just keep what they have now?

.-Them /People/ livifig Ider a king, they should just
be free and not be uncle the rule of *a\kihg.

c. -Yes, like the buffalo hunters, iivhenti)ey killed their::
buffalo, they used every part of it, but...we just throw,
the bones away and everything... Zit's better! becaUse
they're conse mg the stuff and`not like wasting it.

16a. -.... some peo /Africans/... are just a lot
'different.".'.; they eat different things than we do....
I think it's strange that they just wear a little bit
of clothing and it's strange how they hunt... how
they're tall and short and stuff like that, Pygmies.

Like some of them are backward....,; you just
think that modem societTwould have got up to them
by now.
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Figure V -16 Continued

the bathroom in the open; They dosi'ttake bithg like two
months; They be-smelling and they roll their' baby in the
show when it's first bo.rdso he can get used to it.

b. -Yes, when they kill those animals like that and when
they put their hands in cold water and when their' grand-
mother was too old rand/ can't keep up with the other
ones, they leaire them behind with no food or nothing and
they die.

c. No.

12. Data not available.

13. Data not available.

14a. No.

b. No.

c. No.

15. Data not available. -'
16. Data not available.

a

rK

"14'n

NON-M.AC'OS

-What I think is different is some people worship
idols and people worship communism; some peopled'
worship heroism.

.b. -Igam not saying anything g'''ainst
.... he has to take over the world

-Most things are right is what I 'think; maybe a few
things, bilt it's their way and if they want to be'that
way, we can't stop them; they can do that.

c. -Italy has really terrific food.... and real old buildings.
Pd like to .see real old-buildings. 44

. .

-Like they /Africans/ ar,nore fdr the people that;
all for modern science... and that's better to me....

-The way... K ing Ferdinand and Queen'Isabella- I
Can't" see... hoi,vo thefgot all the richness, I know /how/
they' kot the food and stuff but where did they get the
money and stuff. /It doesn't seem right that they should
have money/ not when they make everybody elbe slave
and work -all the time.

o

7

4, -
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17a. -Yes, like tlie_Eskimos, the way they hunt and the-tools
they use... what they eat, caribou eyes and raw fish....
and the games they play... like one person stands here
and the other stands here and they point to his mouth
asAde as they can until they breakout laughing
The way they hake their clothes, like the womenalways.
have to biteilewn and they ruin their teeth.... When they
dotheir hair they take all these sticks and braid their hair
,around the sticks and then their hair sticks out... How they
make their hou4e..'... it's made out of snow::... ; you'd .

- think you'd freeze in it but they don't and their windows '`

are made out of ice, lee windows and they have only one
pane.

°

Figure '.T -16 Continued
'

18a.

-

b. -They let their older people die on the ice... : . if
someone gets a boy.and a girl, they'll keep the boy and
they'll just let the girl go.

t.
-When their kids are born, they promise them to someL-
body else for marriage... I think you should choose Your
own.

c.. -They're closer... they have more fun than we do.

-They get to play in the snow all year round. '

-There isn't any pollution and they don't have to pay for
anything

410

b:

o

NON-M'ACOS

OM

-Eskimos, they eat meat all raw and gd out and they
catch fish real near and they get this stick, and they
got a piece of bearskin dipped in blood and it makes it red
down low and it's gOt a bear hook and they dipped it in
the water and then wizen they pull it out, they get a little ,

tiny Bait on the hook, I think that's strange.
Their houses-, ....because they probably have more time
they could just leave some of them home to build, bigger
houses and then have the others go hunting... and they
.could build aplace to put their dogs' in too, to keep them
froin getting frozen... when they're huntinF....they'll,be
going out like nomads and then they'll hunt for one day
and then make a big 40-'6... and they'll sleep in that.for
one night and then go on and make another one. I think
that would be a waste of time, why don't /they/ just
stay in one place. .

-The story of the king, he took the other people's money
...o he could-buy stuff for himself.

-It was in the Social Studies book....It was 'about Africans
and they lived in the jungle, I can't remember what
tribe they were but... if somebody did something wrong,
if they stole or, they killed people; they would stone then
tordeath... /it's wron/ cause if they just stole, people
shouldn't be killed for that; they should be put'away, but
not killed. 4
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'Figure V-16 Continued

)1.1(.! O .s_ a

-
18a.. -/Ne`ailik Eskimos/ The way.they eat.... their Customs

like putting ashes on the eyes, or their houses; they
always travel, around.

-7The Rusgianil, dont; have any ice... and you had to
13;18 before you-ean learn about any religion and by that

time... you don't have any interest in it....andsthe
gcivernment... made all the Churches close

-in Japan, when they take off their shoes (when they
enter the hous.y. they onlyihad-abbut,theee different
kinds of shoes and everybody either had those kind--'
they didn't have a whole bunch of different varities
And the the people had a public swimming poolhich
everybody goes into... they all take off their clothes and
just go Into one swimming pool and they just wash them-.
selves... They use... that night soil for.-.. their regular
crops 'and if you want food, that's been used in night
`soil instead of whatever they use, you have to boil- it...
The kids don't have any toys of their-own; they always
have to share

-The customs, I don't think they are wrong, if they s
think they are right. The custom of killing people and
eating them.

412

a

O

NO OS

Kumayamaya. .. the king
bunch orpeople off 'that cliff... He killed th

of Hawhii, ran a whole
em 11.

C. -Some of the Indians... still live and (hey don't go
' buying a bunch of junk and they can just go get it;

' they can hunt for it; they use.the old ways; and
they have a lot more stuff to last them longer
and then... naturl resources...,doesn't get used up
so fast,:"

-Like the pebple in other lands, they.just have things
better than us, like there would*. no war over there....

-The people in Africa, they dcin't have stores, .so they
-just go_out in the jungle; pick up something and then
go rack home. We've-got to go to the-grocery store
and spend-all ti is Toney to,do it. I don't-know if
I'd really rather liveln.Africa, but it seems they're
doing better than we are, some of them.

.

.19 a. -If this murderer killed, like a son,' then the mother's
side of the jot to kill the murderer's family
and then the murdeier's motheVs-fatnily could and then
it.just'kept on going aild going.

.ix
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Figure V-16 Continued

c. Buddhism... because they're so solitary... chey rook on
the bright side of things

-In this one country they had all these houses lineup
real close together,in front. they had this radar thing;-'
they were hooked up to the sun and they were fixing their
dinner bythesun's heat and. :.I think they shouldn't build
regular houses.... that use electricity... ; they should^ i

co one that Cl.sessun for /energy/

Nt.):;:.1.A0c):.

I b. -. ;they /not clear who they are/ talked about uld.
1. . people being killed because there's 'an overpopulation
k .of.oldpeople... It' wrong to me because if they want
t
t . to die, it's not somebody else's will to !rill Mem. it's

I

I

1 God's will to kill them ' - A

9 .
I

- _
.It's /Japah/got all these tall buil

beautiful.trees right next o it an
mean, 'it's so comfortable;

and theY got these cushions....

and, them these
e Why they cat,
ese things on

.
-I like our country better than any other country-that
I know of...

yam'

-4 think that there's got to bc... a better country-than-
America because you-can go to (a city)" and youql:_find
trees, but you know they've got cancer and they're all
Wilted and... the dishes are black...

414
O

a

.0
c. ...there's nobody ahead of everybody.else, because,

maybe China thinks of something and, then the Americans
copy it....

I

-I would like to live back in the 2C's because I don't like
thistinflation stuff... horse and buggy.times.

-I rwould7 also like to li,ve when they had the dresses back
there and their bobby socksl..because I thotight that was .
neat/ in the 50's/ .`

I

.9,

a
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49a Yes, when the E !mos eat the eyes of caribou. 1

1

' (Another students adds: "But that's not really strange. It' 7 t et

a belief of theirs. It's their custom.")

b; Aboufthername uncleaR-4hey're a little weird to als; we I
are a little weird to them... They mak4 their own tools, i, .
we do tliat, but tHey chop down a tree and make them out
of the tree and.. we don't do that.... The way they farm...

, it's very primitive to us....

- and about killing animals. The Eskimos .kill animals for
the skin, but.I guess they can do that because they got to ;

keep warm with the skins. .

... I think its cruel like the Eskimos liave- -rI guess it's
their culture like tlie,one man who gets twothumbs
.and 'goes like that in the mouth and they each pull ashard

' as they cab and... It's a game to see Who has better
willpowet and who can contrql themselves.

c. ... The Chinef:e people had to take off their shoes before
*,./ they go in the,,house and I think .r.:tai's good cause if !Ale do

that, then we won't get our rugs all dirty and we don't
Have to vacuum-that much. b

I also think it's great that the Eskimos can survive -4
without any money.... .

. -

a

,

0



,Figure V-17

I'd like to ask you more about the things you did or learned last year in SOcial Studies. I'd like to get a list of all the things
you did or learned that you thought were especially important, a,nd tell me why you think so.

. ' 4

-
. .

1 We studied about baboons and Eskiinos and salmon... and ,

herring gulls... how the Eskimos survive in the cold weather!
....It wasn't very important, it was, just neat. (Other
students thought it was important because:"... if anybody
would ask you that in the future or something... you'd know."i
"cause yott got to know what other people are like around .khe
country.)

2. Eskimos... so,we know how different people live.

-Baboons, apes, Chimpanz es... when you get older you
, might want to... watch ani als, study animals (like Jane

Goodall)....

=Salmons, how they got upstream and some don't make it.

-Seagulls....

3 The Netsilik Eskimo... begause of the way different-people
liVe.

ea.

-About the animals of the jungle, about thd baboons and
!how they lived...to see how,different animals live in the
jungle.

. '0%

;

3 We-drew maps.

.* I

1. When you study about the new era with the Pilgrims and
the Englishmen came over there' and.started the
colonies...because if they hadn't come over here, we
wouldn't have no United StateS.... (Students add more
details of American history they learned. The q..,estion
of importance is repeated several times and someone
finally answers that it isn't t!,,important) .

justlike to know the background of Black people.

t

-We studied a lot on the Bicenterinial.....We 're going to
havea lot of that next year in grade.

. Different beliefs Of peoples different customs.... We .

studied on people from India and Middle East and-Europe
and Russia If you met one ot those.people, you'd have
to know what they're like and if you invited them to be a
guest at your home; you'd ,icriow what they like and stuff

0 ....In Russia... where they won't be able to come out of
/ their countries, you learn whiand I think that's pretty

important.

418
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Figure - 1 7 Continued -

-The.different kind of foods the Eskimos ate like fish eyes
..:and raw fish because nobody would ever know about it
[otherwise /.

4. Plays about America's history...because you'll' know your
country... and you also learn-how America's been struggling

..Because sooner or later we're going to have, to study
it and also the Bicentennial is coming up so we're going to
hav,e to know, what the people are talking about when they

-

-We'll need it later on when we get older...cause you have
to take a test and in the grade; if you don't pass it,
then you can't go on....

You have to pass this /State/ test.... It's nice to know how
your country started.

-...how to do reports... because you have to do them later.

-... other cotintries... you want to see what they do if you
go over there.,..

L

-We learned how to read maps... if you can go someplace,
you have to know how to get there:

410

5. Data not available.
1

6.. I can't remeaer.

7. The map...because if you're goihg on a trip... you
got to know where you're going.

-The different ways people live...so if yciu want to go
there you know how to act.

TheIndians, how they lived.

-The early settlers so when you get to a high grade
and they ask you ;bout th"e early settlers, you'll
more about the earLyettlers and how they lived and
all.-

8. Data not available.

9. Last year we studied the Middle East and, .. it helped a
lot this year, because we're studying it again.

I think we studied longitude, lattitude and geographical
forme... and it's helping me a la because 47e're doing
it again this year.

420
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Figure V-17 Cobtintied

1.- -Different customs of people, different ways they live;-We learned how to graph.... that's important because if I

you.have something like stock... they make graphs on it.... it gives you the idea of... the types of countries they
you'd have to know how to read it.... or if you're going to come from....

1

do a report, you cant do'that in your report, make a graph. I
.

I -Their rpligons. .,

1
_- r

-We learied,pbout other people's beliefs... and I thought-
I

that was important because you got: to know what's going i
-Government.

--C on in the other world besides yours.
1

I

1 10. Folktales.bp
I

A, -... animals.
'

- i - Economics... about wasting your money and what to
-We did Mali: A Course of Study....

I

spend on it.... .

. .
i, s
i -... hovi Chinese people live.-...We had the... Data bank. i

R.
4

5. How to use maps because this year we're learning more -Making maps.

Nb::-MAC'OF
iy

about maps and about
-Johny Applest:ed.

behaviors rind people behaviors becatise- in a lest I

of ways animals are like people and in a lot of ways they I
-We also started graphs.

.aren't...., It's just kind of neat to watch them, how they ,
...care for their families and... how they get food and it's ;

-I though religions was pretty important because
more or less the same way we do stuff and how we keep our everybody used to go around calling everybody a Jew....

,(Another student ,disagreed about the study.of religion and
notes: "We didn't really talk about our religion; we

-About how people lived... it was just interesting. talked"like how people celebrate customs., ..Like the
Ukranians.... they cjon't have a Christmas tree.... That's
what we studied, not like Jewish or Christian. We didn't
study things like

42,,c)
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Figure V-17 Continued

.-Other peoples' feelings.... If, you -see somebody that has 11.
different opinions or different lifestyle than yours or believes
in different stuff then you shouldn't mock what they b-elieve
because that's how they are brought up to believe.... They
might think that our customs are dunt...but that's how they
were brought up and that's how their belief.;.:

6. About Apollo 9.

-About Eskimos and other things like that... what they do,
"what they believe don't know it's important/
I was just interested in Eskimos.....

-AboUt the salmon... when they're firstborn they go down
the streams and then when they get.ready to lay some of
their eggs, they go back up and then after they get done,
they fall apart.... /It is important/ to learn about nature.

-About seagulls... they pecked on their mother's beak...
when they wanted food....It's born inside the little chick,
stuff the mother didn't teach Nature taught it
stuff....

7. Data not available.

423
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NON-MACOF:,

Not much.... It was boring- really.-

We talked about careers and It gave you a better idea
of what you might want to_ do when you're older....
It's a,good time to start /ooking at careers/.

-We also... learned about different people an0,their
customs... around Christmas- time;' Everybody gave
a'repOrt about one Country.... It gives you
td what other people think.... Maybe you won't be
discriminating against other people.

,

-We learned about different foods of different countries....

We learned lots of stuff about all ot South America
....Someday you might want to go down there... and
might drive on the right side of the road and smash into
somebody....

-We learned about /our state/.... We got to see how'
these, ettlers / came over and said, "This is where
we're going to live." We still got some of the old -

' customs, but most of them have grown .up and changed.
/It is important/ to know .what's been going on before
your time:

424
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8. Data not'available.

9. Data not available.
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Figure V-17 Continued

10.. Etkimos...because you learn how they live and what they
and... you think of how ye live....

-13boons.... They're like people. ...

r4.

'
.

. ,r

-Yeah, like Cortez and those guys came over and
robbed from Montezuma and the Aztecs and all those
guys and I thitlic that Was important to learn about
tecauSe I guess I wanted to learn about it because
they made sonic-really neat 'Stuff. They inade,temples
and filmic-gold, stuff, some of the weird theories hey
had .about guys from space coming down and lancliVg

\the temples....
00

',* . .11. -...We learned what people thought was wrong and right..,..
0You have to'know what your own opinion is and why it's

important to yourself.

do

-Salinon and seagulls... with seagulls, if they didn't
some of 'our trash, the, place would have to much....it.

_would help us to Id`arn about our environment better:

learnigg how to make the maps and what the ridge_ is
and how to measure altitude....

, -I like art a lot and in some... films.... they told.us
...about the Mexican art and how beautiful the... buildings
....They've kot'all sorts of mosaics....I thought it was
important because Plike art a lot. -

,
--We learned if we could stick to our own opinions or if you
juit went with the majority cause if a whole bunch of people
were going for one thing and you were the Only one, you
might change,. but we were seeing if I've could.. ,stick to
our own.

1

v..° .
,

-... the ways that they get natural resources out of...
trees, like latex from rubber trees....

-....We were studying about /a South Am'erican ottx/
. and the way they live there.... Some of the things

you learned there...; You thinkthey live in old primitive
straw huts,....but they live in pretty civilized things; :
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Figure V-17 Continued .

NON-MACOF
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`-CoOperation of animals. It's important to find out h7:4v they I -What I thought was neat about South Amerida was the
cooperate so we can find out if We can cooperate.... 1

1 way they get the fruit.... I didn't kn*bananas grow
, I in trees.... I thought you couLdjust grow them here

1 but its not moist enough and hot.... It has to be real
IV'

#
1 humid and foggy., 1

t-
i

i

A

C.

-How to get along with others.,..causg you got to.have that
all your afe., - .

'- I.i
-Behgrior o aniinals... how they live and what foods they
eat and I guess it was interesting, you got to learn that.

-We compared man with animals.... to see how we're
different from animals.

12. Baboons: salmon, gulls

We did a chain of life.

-We compared:.. man to animal like how they live.

life chart... life cycle's.

13. Data not available.
- _

14. We loolted at pictures/movies/ last year.... :We saw themt\ - .

/Eskinios/ eating fish eyes... that was food, .. that was a
treat to the gskim os

15. Data not' available.

427 O

hhd this really neat thing. We all got-in a circle
and wetalked-4bout the feelings of everybody.... You
could realty 'get' mar feelings off your chest... and if
you'wel'e mad at somebody, you couj just tell_them
how you felt.and they... wouldn't just get all huffy and
they'd understand....

-We did map readingt.2.. To figure out where you're
; going if you have too /move /around.

13. Data not available.

14. Data not available.

" 15. Mostly we learned about the Vikings dnd Columbus....-
and who discovered A therica... . because We didn't know
about it.

-We made...murals".

-who discovered the airplane and who made the first
balloon...:

P
426t
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Figure Vs-17'Continued
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.'

16. The animals, .. and if:one got hurt... you could help it then
you should .know about it.

Culttires -IEskimos, C,romagnom man, Hopi Indians'.....
' /It is.importnnt7 if you visit there...to learn about
different cultures.... so you can compare Their cultures
with our cultures.,

1- .;

-,We watched 6-movie last year; It wap'called'
and it was about how ;he animals,are gding to extinct.
/It was important/ to help r.eservecland and stuff, so that
we wouldn't waste the land and... so that most of the animatsi
could live and for people to stop killing animals.

. .

16. , CuStoms of other people...idifferent people. ... You
can learn what more People do and things around the
world and why they do it. -

17. Data not available.

I.18. Other people's beliefs.... s2r you won't think they're

17.. Data not available.

18. Data not available.

.19. :.. Learnin about all the different animals and the Eskimos
just to now what other animals and the Eskimos' are

A -.,,.. doing and how is it different.* 4

' 4
-,a

423

1

wrong iflyoU have a differe t,belief.

Data not available..
Ay.

14/
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Were there things you did last year that you miss doinFthis year in Social Studies? Anything else?
..*

1.

1. -A-lot of drawing... We don't do any art this year: ,

-Studying about the animals.

-We don't have as much reading outloud as we
(disagreement from another student

-I miss the class discussions.

. Data not available.

3. Data not available.

4. -The Eskimos killing the seals.

- Making the maps....

I .

Il. -Group discussions
I

I '.. --to work in groups

did this year. 2. -Not really.

b. -No.

5". -We have group conversations, but they're not as gool
?as last year's .... They're about questions but in the_
other class we had them about like a Whole period.

-I miss studying baboons.

6. Data not available.

Li

NON-7.1,;C OS

a

-Last year we had to make our own projects., . ,

ro

-I miss all the activities we used to do. /making things,
gther people in different countries/

-/ Field trips/

-Last year we got to do what we wanted to do but this
year we have to ...do one specific thing, like last year
when we were studying Mexico, we made our_own
and we made our owy/ but ths,year we have to
follow a certain /guideline / and last year we didn't

. -all the group discussions...you had more time to state
your own opinion and you got to hear what everybody,
else thought too.

,r

43 ".
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Figure.V-18 Continued

NON-MACOF

7. Last yeart we did a whole bunch of projects like make stuff 6. Data not available.
_ .

..... make little jungles.... ,. .,

. 7. We don't do any more political science and economics.
-... last year itlfe teacher/ taped on like the TV thing.. : j .,' 1
and had some shows... and this year there's not as mu -'8. Making projects (like building little models of cities and
equipment-and it's not as interesting. countrths).

-Studying the baboons and making the jungles and watching 9. No.
all the movies about them.

10. Data not available.
8. Data not available.

9. Discussions.

-Last year I felt more close to everybody because we
learned more about ourselves and'things except this year

you don't work with anybody else but yourself and a
Jew.other friends.

'Slainbooks...:':It had 14 questions and... you passed the
book around and everybody had to sign like their opinion
on all the questions...and you could read what every-

, body thought.

-Last year... we didn't haNte to... sit in desks i certain
plades, we could just sit anywhere....

43"

11. Data not available.

12. Last year we studied a lot on the oceans and what lived
in Oceans .Pd like to go back into that.

13. Data not available.

14. Having class discussions.

-Seeing films. Last year we saw a lot, of filMs about
the places we would discuss and study and this year we
just look in books and you don't really get a good idea
Of the country.

4344
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11. Playing games... yeah,

to like play baboons..
class can-guess what

-Watching movies,...
skimos too.

10.- Watching Mins.'

Figure V-18 Continued

-And last Year Was more discussion

-Making projects and stuff out of clay with sticks and
stuff -

-It wasn't .so boring; there's moving around.

play acting and you're suppo.sed
. or acting out things... see if the
you're acting out.

. We sawn lot of films about the

- Reading easy books and not writing so much.

- 12. Data not available.

13. Yes, learning about other people and their customs....

I miss... like this year we don't have very many big
discussions and I like having big group discussions and
reading outloud....

435
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. .

- This year ou don't get to do repo:its...and you
don't.learn much from other- what other people learn....

la-st year. we got in little grdups or we did the
work'by oirselves and we studied all about the countries
and we got our reports together and got more information
from everyoody giving their reports.

15. .I didn't7 miss anyt ing7.

16. Data not available.

17. Data not available.

18." Data not available.

19. This year we don't wok on maps... like we did last year.,,,

/Studying/ about people in Africa.

4'36
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Figure V-18 Continued

14._ Well sometimes having discussions about-th stuff. 'We've
*'only had one this year and last-ygi:We had about...
seven....

did more reports and more drawings.

-I m iss the creative stuff /art work, bulletin boards/.

Making*things, we don't get to make anything.

--They don't have=art(Yeah, like those anijnal things we
made a their .environment).

-Less movies ."
ttL ,6

-I liked the discussicids;lastyear. We don't get to do'that
now. ,=

16." Last year we used to study about- things today, but /-now/-
we're studying about ancient and modern things (Inven-
tors like Thomas Edison).

-.. Ave hid... creative writing.. We had to pick out a
book, read through a whole book and then make a repert.

.after it.

tr.

43
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Figure V-18 ontinued.

17. Data not available.

18. Data not available.

19. I liked studying Eskimos.- .c.ause they do differed things
and different ways of living....

-G a m es .

=Last year'ear we did our career about what... howweonere-
what we're going to do....

\C) \- 1F.1COS

433
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Last year in Social Studies did you ever, study or discuss anything that the kids got really excited or upset about?
What were those things? What happened? Did it change kids minds about anything, for example?

1. Data not available.

.2. ....The Caribou, when they /Eskimos/ were killing them
they put their hand inside the bones... just to get the steak.
They /the students/Closed their eyes; they said "O000" and
Stuff like that.. They ate seal And all the seals' heads and
.... intestines and the people drank seal blood and put

. ashes:over /the/ eyes.'

-Near the end fast year. we were studying more about
environment and that's when we'started talking about they
were_ killing reindeer.... They-Abe students/ were mad.
No, kids did not change their minds/.

3. Data not available.

4. We saw this movie about9the Eskimoiand /a student/ got. really sick cause they were cutting up 'all kinds of things
that they like to eat.... The teacher said"calm down."
Everybody kept saying "0000h look at that, they're cutting
that part out...."

433
O

I4'

NOY-MACOS

. 'Data not available.

0

-

2. ...We got excited and then we got all-upset because there
were a few people that kept talking and we couldn't do it.

-Everybody got excited when we were going to... make
those robesand maroccas.....

3. Data not available.

4. ...We had a movie about the huMane society. There were
parts where the garbageMen... found a bunch of little
kitties in the trashcan aid...wheirthey dumped, the dogs
iihe street or something when they don't want them....
It's really,sad.... They bring- them -to the-humane-society
...there's no more space for all the other Pets ...no One
else liked otones, so they have to kill them. / webt
had / an hour long discussion about it.,

. Crime.. . robery... assassination and things like that.
I guess we just it.

.-We sort of got really nosiy... when we did that thing
on.the countries and the bulletin boards, ...

440
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Figure V-19 Continued

. 5. Eating like in the Eskimos,' they ate fish eyes and
cut open the seal and everybOdy got sick....'Everybody goes
"0000h."

6. Discussions mostly....

,7. When the Eskimos cut the animals open, everybody would.
scream.... They ate fish eY,es..-. when they gbt-too old to
walk, they'd just leave them behind.... They /the kids/
didn't like their,kind of lifestyle compared to ours. No,

/it.didn't 'change anybody's mind/. t.

. .

Baboons.... everybody would laugh whe,n they'd put up
their tails.

-When they slaughtered that caribou in the movie, a .
couple of kids ran out of the roopt -and 'went upstairs to the

,bathroom.

. No except some of the girls when they're skinning a caribou
turned around. -

-They were cutting the seals open.... They,would get fresh i

eyeballs right from the fish.

4

L.

iDS

-Cannibalism, ,when that plane crashed in the /Andes
and people ate each/ her/. / We/ talked about
found articles on it and magazines and things about.'

5. \Data not available.r

6. Everything was boring.

7. No.

8. Data not available.

9. Data not available.

10. We had a movie on animals and the shelters.:. and_
what happens to them/the animalsr/ when they run away
and everybody in the class was "crying, all the
girls and everybody was running out of the room, but
when wecameback through /the teacher/ goes though
"I bet you guys, I know you're all upset and everyttiugZ
but I'll bet you, you'll say... you're going to do all these
great things and it won't happen," and we did, we said all `'1
we were going to do and all this stuff, and we didn't do it.

°You see the movie, you get upset about it and then,
a couple days you think, "Oh well, it's not that bad"....

442
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= Figure V-19 Continued

9. When we studied the Eskimos.... We studied how they left the
old people out to die....no on iked that.

1

-They showed the seals being killed and torn apart ,and a
bunch of weird games that the Eskimos did... /It/ kind of
grossed them out,' but I liked, it: I don't know7if the kids

47..Changed their minds/. .so

10. Data not I/yr:liable.

11. Different feelings...we had discussion's on...problems in the
room and discussed them and tried to work them out. Yes
/it changed kids minds/.

We had a play.... We had a debate, we really' argued.

-When we studied the 13 colonies, I didn't think it would be
exciting, but then when we started it, it was.

-...We discussed if we thought it iVas right or not to sue
someliody for doing something to them....I think a few
changed their minds. ,

.44:;
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I don't think fit changed anybody's mini/ (Other students
'add: "It made you think.... and I never thought of it that
much before, so... after that movie, I really thought about

. it." "We did na. want to take our animals to the... animal
sehelter.") ) . ,

.

11. Last year we used to brig somerecords or... radio
we could listen to them /people from other countries,!
talking and their kind of music;

- Seeing,the filmstrips because on the film, it told you abo
P. the country's religion, hqw they dress, what kind of fOods

they eat, and what kind of'recreation they like.... -

-We're kind of used to our customs or what we like Wdo
and we were thinking about if we had to live in Russir.
how it would be to us to have to juit stay in that country;
You wouldn't be able to travel or anythffig.

12. Data not available.

13. No.

t
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Figure V -19 Continued

12. Title teacher/ kind of asking you private questions.... It
would embarrass you sometimes.

. -Whenever.... we're going to go on a field trig everybody
starts getting excited.

13. Data not available.

14. ...The gross things when they /the baboons/ catch their
,

- food and they tear it apart.

-We studied the gulls, how they regurgitated....

15. ...The Eskimos, they were eating raw meat. rfhe kids/
just laughed.

--We'd have a filmstrip.,:. on j.hem making ice cream
and then this guy was eating it real fast;... showed a
human being eating a banana; they showed an x -ray camera

;just on him and showed how he swallowed all the food and
. they went "Oooh"....

41't
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14. ...dOingthe stuff on jobs...there were different
jobs the... kids got /emotional about /.

-They did get excited when we were discussing cause they
didn't agree with one person and everybody, would start
shouting at each other.

-Last year, we had a man from the animal rescue league
come out and talk to us. lie said they had to kill their
dogs. A lat of people really got upset about that....We
really waited to help them....Thetrwe went out and took a
survey, a pet survey.... We donated, stuff for the animal
rescue league.. We'd be able to help the animals.

15. We used to get upset when that lady used to.come in
there and sit in the fi,sh bowl; we had this circle
in Social Studies and we had to go and sit in the middle
and we didn't want to be in the fishbowl and everybody
used to get mad. We'd have to have a classroom meeting.

16. No.

4 Pu
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16.- No data available.

Figure V-19 Continued

1'7.
17.. We were studying the Eskimos;-we,got upset when we saw

them cutting,up seals and everything, all that junk coming 18.
out... Well /the studerits/ wouldn't watch it ?sometimes. ...
The girli'would get upset whehthe Eskimos Would take
out the organs_ of the animals,and then put theM in their
mouth and you'd hear the crunch.

.-,, It was exciting about some of the things we aWlike the
salmon, how they build water. ladders and they had films
on them and it was-fascinating the way they went up....

-And the baboons, about how quick they could. get away
from man when they'd go to kill them; the way the baboons
had their system, like there was a male; 2 males,
juveniles, and the females....It was really neat how they
had their system working.

....The girls got upset... when the bears ripped the fish__
apart.... They wouldn't like to see the caribou- suffer.
The Eskimos would circle ground them and make them,
keep going in circles, poking them with spears.... They
didn't get sick or anything, everyone was just f;oing "0000h"
....We discussed... why thy had to do it

4 4

times, economicseconomics a couple of times.

Aeronautics....We studied about aeronautics and how
planes... go up and down; we had a paper airplane contest.

We got into a big discussion about settlers....People were
saying that Leif Erickson discovered America, but
everybody said Columbus did.

-:.. /Films ?/ °showing us about the young people and how
they died... in Africa, I think. (Another student thought
it was the Middle East.)
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When the salmon spawn, when they go up the streams,
they rot and their skin slowly falls off and they just turnall white and they float and sink....It was really gross.

18; Data not available.

19. Dat' not available.
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